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Abstract 

This thesis draws on Jiirgen Habermas' new opus, Between Facis and Noms: 

Contributions to a Discourse Theory of Law and Democrucy (1 996) in which he attempts to 

bridge the conceptual gap between formai institutions, and less formai politicai acton and 

their ethicai need interpretations, and justifjhg expanded and authorable citizenship rights 

based on an intersubjective paradigrn rather than on the more juridifjhg liberal and (liberal) 

w e k e  legal paradigms. The difnculties and opportunities in attempting to practicdy 

knplement these democratic and rights issues at the increasingiy relevant supranationïzI level 

of systerns of govemance are considered in Light of the emerging integration process that is 

occunhg in the European Union. 

The thesis makes three principal points for a contemporary critical theory. First, in 

addition lo (a) "reinvigorating civil society" and the rather undaerentiated notion of "the 

political", critical theory needs to reconsider the importance of O>) democratz'zing or taking 

back thepower of the state 4 s  formal political, legal, and administrative realms-, especidy 

nom the (c) often kationai, socidy and rnordy distorthg effects of money. Second, critical 

theory needs to not only underhe the usefulness of vigorously developing (a) a post-liber& 

intersubjectivist patadigm of law as weii as @) the use of the "hiaorically effective moratity" 

embedded in the categury of rights, but ais0 (c )  justzfy the need for economic, social, cultural, 

health and welfàre rights as these rights help to motivate the institutionailitam of the civic, 

political, and "economic" conditions for se~uring public and private autonomy. T M ,  it is 

suggested that critical theory needs to reconceptualize the new potentials and barriers of 
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achieving the above democratic and legal reconsiderations in light of the ernerging de facto 

su~ranational (rather than sirnply locai, subnational, or even national) level and sites of 

communication and coordination. This reconceptualizing of the new potentials and barriers 

of the supranational level is facilitatecl through the use of the historiai and curent movement 

towards European integration. 

In mm, this thesis suggests that the viability of achieving the expanded and deepened 

democratic and rights issues raised above wiU require a shift in focus by critical sotid, 

political. and legal theorists to inchde (not one-sidely focus on) the supranational and men 

"cosmopolitan" (Habermas 1997; Held 1995, 1997) levels of civil, economic, legai and 

politicai activity. The thesis essentially attempts to act as a "sluice" towards creating more 

vigorous debate in North America regarding the "European experiment" and reconciling a 

more democratic fiamework for securing private and public autonomy under emerging 

supranational politicai, legal, and economic f o m  of govemance. 
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Inttoduction to the Dissertation 

Mt has been reserved to Our thes above al1 to vindicate, at Ieast in theory, those 
treasures which were fonnerly wasted by nlegating them to the heavens; but which 
age wiil have the strength to enforce this right, and to take possession of it? 

G.W.F. Hegel, quoted in Habermas' 
"Hegel's Critique of the French 
Revolution" 

With the advent of radicdy relativist "criticism" on the one hand and the growing 

hegernony of neo-liberai socio-economic and politicai discourse on the other, social and 

political theonas with practical and ernancipatory interests are faced with the daunting task 

of attempting to reconsmict a constellation capable of recovering the promise of the French 

Revolution's vision of liberté. égalité. fiafernité, without falling into the modem equivalent 

of Jacobinism or more subtle forms of domination. According to one of the most innuential 

social and political theorists in Gemiany today, Jürgen Habermas, theorists with a pradicd 

interea m u t  not abandon the counter-discursive and even emancipatory potential of 

rnodeniity, but rather highligh? its dual character: not only the loss of fkeedom and meaning 

stemming from the penetration of the logic of economic and administrative subsystems into 

the realm of the lifeworld which Weber (and the early Habermas) emphasized, but also its 

potential for developing, nom itselc the n o m  and preconditions necessary to improve 

citizenst Me chances for moral, civic, culturai, politicai, and material autonomy. 

In addition to analyticaily highhghtùig the dynamic versus the logic of modemity, the 

scientizationltechnization versus the rationakation of the lifeworld via his theory of 

communicative action, Habermas has anempted to provide some theoretic direction for 
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moving beyond the ofien one-sided deconstructing, towards radicdly reconstmcting the 

theoretic and practical bases of modem Western societies. Such societies are increasingly 

expenencing a loss of legitimacy in political and legd institutions in the face of a more critical 

(and understandably cynical) citizenry who see decisions made more on the basis of economic 

rather than communicative rationality (LC). 

Along with the focus on Habermd contribution to critical theory, there are three main 

theoretic themes in this work: 

that in adütion to [a] "reinvigorating civil society" and the rather undifferentiated 
notion of "the political", critical social t h e ~ n ~ t s  need to reconsider the impor*uice of 
[b] democratizing, or t a h g  bock the power of the state -its forma1 politid, iegal, 
and administrative reairns-, especiaily fiom the [cl often irrational, socidy and 
m o d y  distorthg effects of money; 

underlinhg the usefulness of vigorously developing [a] a post-liberal, intermbjectivist 
pmudiigm of lm as weU as [b] the use of the "historically effective rnorality" 
embedded in the category of Rghts, but beyond that to [cl justify the need for 
econornic, social, cuItural, health and welfare rights towards motivating the 
i ~ f ~ t i o ~ Z i z a t z * o n  of the civic, politicai, tuut "economic" conditions for s e c u ~ g  
public and private autonomy; 

and reconceptuaZin'ng the new potentials and bamers of achieving the above 
democratic and legai recunsiderations in light of the emerging defacto suprmatiomI, 
rather than simply local, subnational, or even national level and sites of 
communication and coordination. This reconceptualizing of the new potentials and 
barriers of the supranational level will be facilitated through the use of the histoncal 
and espeùally m e n t  state in the movement towards European integration. 

The main mgment of thisproject uitimately suggests that the viability of achieving 

the issues raised in 1. and 2. above will require a sMt in focus by critical social, political, and 

legal theorists to inchde the supranational level of civil, economic, legal and political activity. 

In this hoductory Chapter 1 will first introduce the critical (iargely Habermasian) theoretic, 
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and then the empirical (European Union) dimensions of the project which point towards these 

emerging new tasks for cntical theonas. This is followed by methodological considerations 

and, finaiiy, a detailed outline of the project. 

The Habennasian and European Dimensions of the Study 

The purpose of the Habermasian dimension of this dissertation is to consider the 

pliticaI usetiilness of Habermas' attempt to not only overcorne what he sees as the theoretic 

aporias of postmodernist criticisms of the Enlightenment project, but more particularly, to 

determine the usefulness of his (Kuhnian) paradigm SM f?om subject-, to intermbjective- 

centered theory. The adequacy of this attempted paradigm shift and, above all, how it could 

be usefully applied to contemporary democratic and social struggles will be considered 

predominantly in the crucial domains of democratic and legal rights theory with a view to 

retrieve the meaningfblness of these fields from the defonnations of the logic of the 

subsystems of money (Marx) and power (Weber). 

Depending on the relevant discipline and domain of interest, the secondary literature 

on Habermas is (to put it mildly) extensive. In fact, the influence of his paradigm is so 

pervasive that it eludes specific documentation (Blaug 1997). However, in pursuing a d i q u e  

of an author's usefulness for one's contemporary socio-political context, there is no substitute 

for his or her original material. 

While the two primary dimewions of this dissertation are the contributions of 

Habermas' discourse theories of dernocracy and nghts, both necessarily rely on his theories 

of society and morality (see Appendix for some elaboration). W~th regards to his discourse 
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theory of law, his intellectuai tw de force, The 7heory of Communicative Action, is 

instructive in providing a more soczoIogzcal overview of the development of the democratic 

Rechtsstaat (constitutional state) stemming fiom the arnbiguous results generated by the 

uncouphg of the systems f?om the lifeworld, and the increasing incapacity of the latter's 

horizon to stabilize and orient social integration (Deflem 1994). 

However, the focus ofthe current project draws on what Rasmussen (1 996) considers 

Habermas' new opus, Between Facts cmd Noms: Contributions to a Discourse Theov of 

Law ami Democracy (1996; Fahntat und G e h g  in Gennan). This work provides a more 

contemporary application, and reflective reworking of his critiques of modem natural law 

(which he tackled initiaiiy in Sn~khrmand.1, but most notably perhaps in several essays in 

ïheory und Pracrice (1974) and in "The Tanner Lectures" (1988)). BFN contains some 

important clarifications on his theory regarding the relation between morality and law which 

has changed "even as recently as the Tanner Lectures." In partidar, he specifies what he sees 

as the necessary interpenetdon of ethics into Iegal and even moral discourses (BM, Preface; 

see aiso chap. 4, esp. p. 155, and SR). More importantiy for those who wish to supplement 

their criticai perspective with a normative-pragmatic understanding of the implications of his 

theory of communicative action, Habermas' latest major work helps to bridge the g q  

ktween hzs absîmctly conceived theoy of communicative action. and its institutionai 

pssibzlities for contemporary Western liberal democratic states. 

Facts ond N o m  orients itself towards bringing precision (through his two-track 

theory) to attempts to [l] bridge, without collapshg the gap, between forma1 institutions, 



and less formal politicai actors and theû ethical need interpretations, and [2] justrfulng 

eqmdedand puthorable citizenship rights based on an intersubjective paradigm, rather than 

on the more juridïfjing liberal and (liberal) welfare fegal paradigms.' 

Whereas the argument to jus* the deliberative and proceduralia preconditions for 

valid and legitimate law capable of protecting the communicative conditions of citizens in 

Western capitalist societies is made in Habermas' legal work cited above, a more basic 

question rernains: is democracy in modern, complex societies possible? As the predominant 

translater (and sometimes critic (1 993)) of Habermas' work, Thomas McCarthy, notes in the 

introduction to The SmcturaI Trmrsfonnation of the M l i c  Sphere that 

one could do worse than to view Habermas' work in the twenty-five years since 
Strtrkrurwandeel through the lem of [the] question: [. . .] can the public sphere be 
eEectively reconstituted under radicaily different socioeconornic, political and cultural 
conditions [to achieve a post-liberal conception of democracy]? (1 99 1, xii)' 

According to Habermas, the public sphere must be reconstituted, for its very character 

helps comtitute or shape the possibiiity and quaiity of public debate and hence individuals, and 

even a society's self-understanding and fùture direction. Again in the complex Between Facis 

and h s ,  Habermas begins to £iIl in some of the "interplay deficit" to his hitherto largely 

abstract arguments in favour of a more procedural, deliberative and participatory conception 

' Habermas' (SR) response to Charles Taylor's (1994) Rousseauist "Politics of 
Recognition" provides a strongly abndged and post hoc Canadian version of his attempt to 
elaborate on the justification for a radically proceduralist and constitutionally-embedded basis 
for civic, political, and (of most interest to this author) social and economic nghts. 

Alternatively put, McCarthy notes that "Habermas's farflung writings can be viewed 
as a sustained reflection on the historical, psychologicai, social, and cultural preconditions of 
institutionaiking moral-political discourse" (MCC A XE, n. 7). 



of politics within a robust and undistorted public ~ p h e r e . ~  

The twin topics of democracy and citizenship rights find a mutually strengthening "fit" 

between Habermas' abstract, critico-normative postnational theory, and the nascent 

democratic institutions, procedures, and the citizenship rights emerging at the supranational 

level in the European integration process. The Europem Union (EU) example locates itself 

"on the continuum" and also provides a bridge between the more abstract level of 

conceptuaiizations of postnationality and "world citizenship" on the one hand, and the 

increasingly suspect conception of state citizenship on the other (BFN 5 14-5). 

One of the purposes of this dimension of the current project is to signal the 

importance of the European experiment with reconstituting democratic "sluices" and rights 

of citizenship at a supranationaI level. This level of democratic and citizenship theory has 

been insufEiciently broached by critical social theorists. 

Fira Ui ternis of the supranational and democratic thesis forwarded here, 1 will 

argue that there is a pressing need to orient research towards bringing more preczsion to 

positive alternatives in view of the changing supranational nature of democratic, legai, and 

economic decision-rnaking processes. According to Held (1 995) and Newman (1 W6), such 

an enquiry has been left largely to disciplines nich as traditional international relations, which 

Also of interest regarding Habermas' conceptuakation of a revitaiized deliberative 
public sphere with past (Toward~ a Ratioml Society (1971) and Observations on the 
Spinhrai Codtion of Our Age (1979)) and more contemporary examples are such texts as 
?ne New Comelyaiïsm ( 1  989); the herviews in Auionomy und Solidanty (1 992) and (with 
a more sceptical intemiewer) The P m  as Fume (1994); and A Berlin Republic (1997). 
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tend to pay greater attention to intergovermnental and inter-elite relations rather than more 

sociological and civil society concems, and which are often embedded in a narrow rational 

choice analytic tiamework. As a result of this lack of focus on the supr-onaf level of 

analysis, North Arnencan critical theory, in particular, is decades behind understanding the 

"real eisting" potentials towards better seairing the conditions for public and private 

autonomy in the face of supranational changes. 

The EU example is usefùi insofar as it provides increased cl* and analytic depth 

for critical social theonas regard'mg not only the historico-empirical dilemmas in mggles 

for recognition, but more contemporaneously, a normative mode1 towards reconciling a two- 

pack (or inside-outside, representative-direct democratic) postnationai theory. More 

specificaily, this theory maintains the twin requirements of radical democratc duence and 

even control (RPS), yet also remains effective through its institutions and democratic 

procedures in spite of increased postnational complexiry and exposure of i lIegifzm~e power 

through an ambiguous, Janus-faced subsidiarity principle. (This is the treaty principle which 

limits action, in the EU example, to areas "where it may be more effective" to a a  at a 

supranational level rather than at the level of an individuai Member StateJ4 

In the concluding chapter of Habermas' A Berlin Republic (1997), he asks whether 

it is even possible for democratic interchange to ocmr in the more complex supranational 

public sphere. How promising are some of the efforts to move the EU fkom becorning "a mere 

Brown (1995) has unceremoniously declared this a principle of straightfonvard 
decentralization. 



free trade zone" (Delors, in Ross 1995) to a nascent supranational syaem of interchange 

attempting to develop democratic procedures and rights that resonate with the public? 

1 argue that the various bodies, institutions and mechanisms in the emerging EU 

operate as the nascent "sluices" for the communicative action envisioned in Habermas' 

democratic theory. Nevertheless, these sluices -for instance, the various subnational- and 

national-level institutions, parties and governments, elites and rank and file members, and their 

own mass media, lobbies, interest groups, new social movement, and direct action pressures- 

have not been clarified by either Habermas or other like-minded dehierative theonas.' Yet, 

these emerging European institutions and their mechanisms for interchange provide us with 

a clearer understanding of the Habennasian radical& ~ o - p a c k  deliberative and procedural 

democratic model, and of the emerging EU-level mode1 that is attempting to handle the 

ostensibly dilemmatic twin requirements of complexity and efficiency. 

Habermas' analytic theory proves far supenor to that of the ("naive") iiberai 

representative democratic model towards unmasking the predominance and illegtimacy of 

m e n i  power relations in the European integration process. It is these power relations, 

partinilady the predominance of economic rationaiity in the form of what the French cal1 a 

libéralime s m g e  that are most endangering the capacity to develop any citizen-level 

enthusiasm for European Union and postnational citizenship identity. This term refers to the 

Gorges (1 996) argues that a form of expanded "Euro-corporatism" is emerging. This 
emergent constellation has some of the characteristics of the corporatism more familiar 
partiailarly in Germany, but with added processes for access to political opinion, and in some 
cases will-fonnation at the EU level. 



one-side economic austerity, rather than complementary social visions that corne with the 

convergence criteria for monetary union with its "economic imperatives [that] have become 

independent of everything else" (BFN 503; RG 261). This anaiysis belies many contemporq 

analyses which suggest that such solidary motivational problems stem largely from a matter 

of the "inevitable cornplexity" or efficiency problems stemming £tom administrative 

~oordùlation.~ 

On the other hand Habermas' procedural paradigm is useful in beginning to outline 

the nonnative legirirnacy andmotivation requirements for complex democratic public spheres 

and relations generaUy such as those of the EU. Whiie such requirements are targeted against 

rational choice and elite theories, Habermas' normative mode1 dso recommends itself as an 

important balance to the radical democratic models that may one-sidely vaunt direct and 

especiaily "local democracy"approaches. The problematic outcome of these ideal democratic 

approaches becomes clearer given the empiricdy versable cornplexity of supranational 

interchmges. They are even more problernatic given the urgent, deepening and widening 

societal and economic forces and actors that democratic institutions and critical actors need 

to confront in a more immediate fashion, such as issues of reversing the trend towards 

increased poverty and environmental degradation.' 

See L u h m a ~  (1990; 1992) for the paradigmatic expression of this "neo- 
f'unctionalist" view. 

' NO less a radical than Sad Alinsky in his work Rules for Radicais, pubbshed just a 
year before his death and the distillation of a Metirne of grassroots organizing, emphaticdy 
noted that fuhire action "must begin nom where we are ifwe are to build power for change" 
(197 1,185). He was also for individual rights and aga& centralized power. He usually found 



Nonetheless, what clearly emerges tiom an overall analysis of the more factuai 

democratic capacity of institutions and a vibrant public sphere in general vis-à-vis the 

r e m c e s  of power, money, and solidarity is the relative iack of emphasis which Habermas' 

analysis has paid to the catastrophic distorting effect that money at the international Ievel has 

begun to wreak on his constitutional, deliberative, procedural, democratic model. While he 

has made this anaiysis at the national levei, this project wiil highlight the effects of emergent 

transnational corporate rationality and its policy preferences, for monetarism, in particular, 

on his deliberative project for converting the communicative power of citizens into an 

administrative form, at subnational, national, regional, und international levels. 

However, and positively for Habermas' democratic mode1 and critical social research 

generaiiy, there is a relatively robust struggle occurring in Europe between those in favour 

of a more social constitutional orientation and those favouring apure& economic orientation. 

There is a recognition of the potential appropriateness of a supranational system of truly 

democratic coordination and regdation, with a separation of economic and political powers 

(Held 1995; Newman 1996; Habemüis 1997), improved with transparency, and a two-track 

principle of economic and social and environmental public policy-makùig and implementation. 

hirnseif defending local rights against federal usurpations of power. 
However, he knew that "local rights" -or, as the tenn has become known, "States 

rights" and "localism" "have been the star-spangled Trojan horse of Tory reaction" (1 97 1, 16- 
17). Therefore, this project, wtiile acknowledging the utmost importance of local and direct 
and individual action orientations and autonomy, recognizes that a one-sided inclination to 
local, sub~tionai, or even national autonomy over (undifferentated) notions of "central 
power" ( rad  "govemment") often plays too neatly'into the hands of those who already have 
sufIicient idormal, direct and indirect access to political, legal, and economic power. 
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Secondly, in tenns of the broader citùenship rights dimension, as a potentially 

"postnational" union, 1 will consider how the EU conceives maintaining the relatively high 

level of social acquis c o r n r n ~ m ~ r e s  of certain nation-states and generaliting those 

protections to the supranationai level. We shd  see that the main constitutional rights modefs 

(proffered, for exarnple, at Intergovemmental Coderences) stem rather directly fiom 

contendhg economic and social fiameworks. There is stiU a lack of "constitutional constituent 

assemblies" which may attempt to generate a broader consensus for such constitutions fkom 

a wider public, these conferences tend to be highly charged and ideological moments 

(Ackennan 1992). rather than the resuhs of broader attempts at postnational consensus 

formation in a supranational public sphere (cf Chambers 1996). As Professor of Law and 

Jean Monnet Chair at Harvard, J.H.H. Weiler puts it, it is not a matter that Europeans do not 

have a constitution, bot that they have not had enough constitutionalism, that is, coIlSfitutiona1 

debate (Weiler 1997, 265). 

1 consider the enonnous implications of this new supranational fiontier for critical 

social theorists and investigate the features of the struggle for econornic, cultural, and moral 

noms and "resources" (PreuO & Offe 1991) for the regdation of mutual recognition. In 

particular, I examine critical European arguments that pomonaI identity f o ~ z o n  and 

the legitimacy of the supranational system of govemance could be strongly enhanced with 

the interpenetration, and more particularly, making constitutiondy justiciable the Miche 

n o m  of the European civil society that is calling for "a more social Europe ". In other words, 

that there would be a bindinglbonding effect stemming nom the d e  of a more socidy and 



democratically accountable supranationai legal, democratic, and economic paradigm. 

The recent history ofEuropean integration is one which can be viewed as a move from 

its ~e~understanduig as a purely Econornic Community (the former EEC) to a European 

Union, a supranational union with entrenched social and democratic rights. Certainly, within 

the EU fonns of defacto postnational citizenship, blurred borders, interdependent identities, 

cultures, envkonments and economies are emerging. Nonetheless, the broad sets of de jure 

riglits for the proper exercise and understanding ofthat postconventiond orientation continue 

to remain insufficientiy "visible" and debated by North Amencan critical theorists and thus by 

their civil and political societies. As a partial consequence, the national and supranational 

rights, or even political commitments to statutory provisions -particularly 

bodily/environmental, economic, social, and weifme- are under considerable and growuig 

threat fiom purely economically oriented regional and global models of society. 

These models and their threats corne from vulnerabilities to "globalized" and too often 

publicly unaccountable and administratively unregulated transnational capital -bath money 

II and productive facilities. The latter is currently steered large& via autopoietic," 

lechnologicaI, murket dfinancia2 systems and elite logics rather than democratically 

accountable procedures (BFN 500). 

Therefore, the question is not simply whether the move to a supranational system of 

coordination is possible, for it is occurring. Rather, the question is how, more preciw, could 

we establish procedures which, pace Hayek, simultaneously respect democratic, social, and 

econornic rights? To hold oneself to an even higher standard of relevancy, we mua ask not 



ody how is it cilemocraticaIly, ahinistrativeely. and IegaI!y possible, but how is it to be made 

filu~ncz~I& possible to ensure the conditions for democratic and legal autonomy? 

This case exemplifies, and heightens the debates regarding cornplexity and legitimacy 

issues raging in political and sociological theory with a vengeance. Held has suggested that 

the challenge is 

to think through the meanhg of citizenship without falling prey to some senous 
objections arising fkom oversimplified and l a q  conceptions of the 'state' or 
'democracy' [...]. Although there is a need to formulate and give institutionai 
expression to the demands of citizenship and democracy as closely-related issues, it 
is ufso hportant to keep these questions distinct. Democracy can only really exist on 
the basis of 'free and equai citizens', but citizenship requires some specification, and 
some institutional and political protection, separate from and beyond the simple 
extension of democracy. In short, in the relationship between citizenship and 
democracy a new balance is entailed, a new settlement between Liberty and equahty. 
(Held 199 1, 23) 

And the attempt at this new settlement is an old one to political theory. Nevertheless. 

beginning to conceptuaIize the potential supranational and prodirctive conditions for a 

tentative settlement is the challenge of this project. 

Such a challenge fkst requires that one redehes the normative bases ofpolitical and 

legal legitirnacy via new "inlerdependent" citizemhip rights which stem nom, and would be 

justified by democratic requirements, both transcendentdy and pragrnaticaiiy determined. 

Habermas' discourse theories of law and democracy are web-suited to this task (Rehg 1996). 

Methodologicsl Considerations, and the Contribution and Limitations of the Project 
to North American Criticai Tbeory 

Why has this project's theoretic dimension chosen to focus on the works ofHabermas, 

an4 by implication, critical theory? In some of his final interviews published in Remmks on 
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Mm,  Michel Foucault (199 1). one of the most influential theonas of what became French 

anti-normative theories, admitteci to the h t e ~ e w e r  that he assigned great importance to the 

Frankfurt SchooFs critique and separation of "rationality f?om the mechanisrns, procedures, 

techniques, and effects of power that determine it" (1 18). Indeed, "[wlhen 1 recognize ail 

these ments of the Franlâun School," Foucault notes, "1 do so with the bad conscience of one 

who should have known them and studied hem much earlier than was the case. Perhaps ... 

1 would have avoided certain errors" (1 19). Nonetheless, Foucault justifies his self-admitted 

considerable inteliectual oversight by suggesting that ifhe had encountered the School earlier 

on, he would have been "seduced to the point of doing nothing else in life but the job of 

commenting on them" ( 1 19- 120). 

It should be noted that Foucault's earlier work on power and his later work on ethics 

remain powehl, and are weli-respected by second and third generation cntical theonsts (see 

NC chap. 7; PDM, and Honneth 1991). However, one cannot but be Unpressed with the 

integrity, in light of Foucault's above "confession", with Habermas who, as the inhentor of the 

earlier Frankfurt School's systematic and rigorous critique of modem Westem capitalia 

society, not only codonted the daunting task of "commentator" to the innumerable themes 

and lines of inquj. (Freudian, Mamian, Hegelian, Weberian, etc.), but went beyond their 

enonnous studies and (arguably one-sided) critiques of Western rationalism and capitalisrn, 

to actually suggesting creative andpracticul wqys out of the paradoxes of modemity.' 

8 Regarding his capacity to go beyond being a "commentator," see Lawrence's 
introduction to Philosophical-PolitiCCI[ProfiIes in which he characterizes Habermas' textual 



Consequently, the contribution 1 wish to make with this dissertation regarding 

Habermasian scholarship is (as Foucault feared for himself) rather modest: through a 

method. See dso Baynes (1 990), Dryzek (1 995), or Blaug's (1 997) review of the various uses 
ofHabermas' communicative method more generaüy, but particularly regarchg theirpolitical 
implications. 

Secondly, we should always consider his critical method and his method for going 
beyond critiques of Western rationalism and capitalism to actuaiiy suggesting creative d 
practical ways mi of the problems of modemity. In his critical theory, Habermas sees no 
sacreci institutions or ideologies, cultures, or strong preferences. Instead, he puts his f- if 
you will, in critical, openiy communicating and always changing autonomous publics. Rather 
than viewing freedom and meaning for al1 residing in one group or institution, Habermas 
prefers to believe in autonomous, constantiy reorganuing publics, cornrnunicating with one 
ano ther, and at times cornmunicatively or strategicdy stmggling for recognition with ot her 
groups and institutions in civil society or the state, but with their background horizon in the 
recognition of human dignity, fieedom through independent autonornous and solidary 
organizations. 

Habermas' critical theory is characterized first, by "a reconstmctivdsynchronic ( t h e  
independent) axis, dong which lie the theories of communicative action, rationality and 
discourse ethics. Second, it has an empincalkiiachronic (tirne dependent) axis, upon wbich 
we find the critical theory of society (including theories of colonization, crisis tendencies and 
cultural modemity) and the theory of social evolution. The practical intent of theory then 
expresses a fiinction mapping the synchronic ont0 the diachronie" (Blaug 1997, 101). 

According to McCarthy, one of the defïning tasks of a critical social theory is to 
overcome the empiricaVnormative or fkdvalue split and the consequent separation of theory 
fiom practice. At its best, cntical theoiy is also not simply interested criticism but dso 
concrete reconstruction. This notion develops ~ o m  Horkheimeis Zeitschnft essays oriented 
towards a dialectical form of critique. Critique is distinguished nom mere scepticism by the 
use of Hegel's concept of conaete negation. "In recognizing the dependence and Limitedness 
of any finite truth or isolated perspective, that is, in rejeaing its clah to uniimited tnith, 
Hegel does not simply dismiss it out of hand. Instead, he fkds for this kind of knowledge - 
limited, one-sided, isolated- its place in the total system of tnith. Thus critique, in the 
Hegelian sense, does not result in mere negation, in the simple assurance that all determinate 
knowledge is transitory and worihless ... " (McCarthy in LC x). However, whereas Hegel 
understood the didectical method of aitique as part of, both empirically and normatively 
stemmhg corn an idealist system, Horkheimer attempted to ground his critique material&. 
One mua not forget that one's own categories stem Eom a definite experience and tirne- 
bound hterests which influence even the dialectic of thought, the choice of matend, names, 
and words to describe the facticity or nonnativity of worlds (Hometh 1995). 



respectfully close reading and interpretation of Habernias' original works, 1 evaluate their 

usefulness for critical democratic and nghts theoty in the emerging supranational context. 

The Est of iimztatiom of this project regardmg Habermas' work are more extensive 

than its positive contributions. I do not, for instance, pretend to make an origuial interpretation 

of Habermas1 work, and partidarly to "settle" the largelyphilosophical debate regarding the 

"ultimate" viability of the linguistic turn in politka legai, and moral thought.' Nonetheless, 

counter to certain poststructuralist positions, 1 concur with Fraser (1989 13, n.2) that a 

distinction needs to be made between totalizing metanarratives and narratives which offer a 

"big diagnostic picture" that are empiricaiiy and politicdy useful and thus counter the 

dominant (neo-liberal and non-reflectively neo-consewative culturalist) trend towards "small 

picture elites" (Saul 1995). 

Secondly, one is certainly tempted to follow Habermas back to some of his original, 

philosophic interlocutors, particularly Kant and Hegel, or in terms of his political sociology, 

to Marx and Weber, in order to compare and contras their conceptions of. for instance, 

autonomy, publicity, civil society, the social contract, judgement, etc. However, while certain 

distinctions between these maiires penreurs will be made in order to indicate the 

" improvements on theoretical insights" that Habermas has attempted to make, the p m  

In accord with Habermas, I consider questions of "ultimate foundations" (of truth, 
for instance) a largely philosophic issue which is, for the purposes of this dissertation orienteci 
more towards a practico-theoretic intent, unamverable. The issue of "Letztbegrüncfung" is, 
however, an unavoidable and recurrent issue in any even theoretic discussion of the relation 
between theory and practice (see his definitive statement on the isme in "Philosophy as Stand- 
In and Interpreter" in MCCA). 
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pMpose of this dissertation is to evduate and apply what is useful in Habermas' normative 

theory of communicative action, especially as elaborated in Between Facts and Nonns, to the 

domains oflegal and political theory for contemporary democratic politics (cf. Benhabib 1992, 

89). 

Following Fraser (1989), 1 take seriously Habermas' contention that his work is 

onented towards a "practical intent" with emancipatory potentid. 1 will therefore compare the 

adequacy of Habermas' work, not so much for its intemal coherence or interpretive fidelity of 

the canon, but largely for its apparent theoretic, political and empiricd ability to provide a 

coherent. compeliingpoIitzcaZ~ mtd motivationaIly eflective b a i s  for social crilicism and 

creatzve action against rhetorically egaiitarian and liberal pluralist approaches. In so doing, he 

will be compared to often "utopian, " or more pro blematically, non-normative, radical 

democratic, anti-foundationalist, or anti-foundationalist postsuuctural strategies. Although 1 

argue and defend a moral, economic, and political position agauist currently rampant agendas 

of libéralisme sauvage and the reckless effeas of its social and environmental devastation, 1 

am less polemical in my rendition of the contribution of non-normativist strategies. 

Nevertheless, I am often as cntical as Habermas regarding the ofien unintended (one would 

hope) consequences of their anormative, even anti-nonnativist and one-sidely anti- 

institutionaht and anti-universalist onentations1° (PDM; NC; Hometh 1995). 

'O As McCarthy notes in the introduction to Habermas' MCCA, "Postmodernist 
critiques of moral universalism too often simply ignore the fact that it is precisely notions of 
fainiess, impartiality, respect for the integrity and dignity of the individual, and the like that 
undergird respectful tolerance ofdifference by placing iimits on egocentrism. Typically, such 



In addition, I both uphold Habennas' wish for his theoretic work to be "tested" dong 

a "reconstnictive/synchronicl' as well as an "empincaVdiachronic" axis by referring to the 

Ewopean context (see below) to z2Iustrate and exemplQ his theoretic insights. Admitt edly, 

there are necessary limits to the depth which such a case study can "test" the workability of 

his democratic projea. ' ' The twin challenge of this project -to tame the theoretic abstractness 

and complexity of his works and "apply" it to the emerging postnational forms of power- 

requires a ''powerfbl synthetic effort", consolidating aspects of sociology, law, political theory 

and political economy (Offe 1997). Due to this challenge, it is difficult, as Habexmas hirnseif 

notions are simply taken for granted in anti-universalist invocations of othemess and 
dserence --which are, it evidently goes without saying, to be respected, not obliterated" 
(MCCA xiïi, n. 12). 

'l Michael Pusey (1991) in Economic RationaIism in Canberra: A Nation Building 
State C h g e s  Ils M W  produced a social scientSc application of Habemas' TCA and 
concem an analysis of Australian politics. It empiricaily studies the aggressive economistic 
and market-onented rationality of members of the senior executive in the federal govenunent 
in the late 1 980s and their influence over policy-making. 

Pusey analyses these fidings via Habemas' fiamework of rationaiization and 
modemkation. With these glasses the economic rationalism in Canberra manifésts the 
increasingly one-sided rationalization of Australian society, in which the "systernically CO- 

ordinated behavior" of the market displaces "communicatively CO-ordinated action. " 
Pusey compares this development with the more discursive and participatory political 

style that characterized national politics just a decade earlier in Australia. In addition, he 
contemplates ajùture of restituted communication between civil socieîy rmd the sfate, with 
the particular example of Europem-style social deniocrucy @ryzek 1995, 103). 

My example looks not so much at social democracy in individual European countnes, 
but rather at the success that the newly muited European Union and its countries, particularly 
that of France and the strong sociaily- and environmentally-onented parties' presence have 
in the EU parliament to introduce a social charter with nghts that somewhat reflect the nghts 
configuration envisaged by Habermas. This represents not only an approximated empincal 
example of the normative constitutional model of rights, but ais0 an example of what could 
be attempted in the North Amencan environment beyond the curent, n m w l y  economistic, 
fiee-market model. 



admitted in the first preface of his own HobiIitatiomschnfi, to "master several, let alone all, 

of these disciplines," never mind apply these insights to an in-depth (and technicaliy 

satisfaaory) study with the complexity of the EU." 

Methodologically and politically, one may look towards Habermas for the 

comprehensiveness and depth of his general empirical and normative social theory: 

comprehensive in tenns oflooking across the philosophic, legal constitutional, democratic, and 

social approaches and conditions for justice. Habermas supports the "&tical-reconstmctive" 

method (LC 141) with an empirico-normative theory not imprisoned by the status of the one 

or the other. 1 j o b  Habermas in his move in BFN to balance his work with the recomtmctiw 

project (as opposed to "shifiing" it &om the critical q c t  which informs the normative 

options). Nonetheless, he ail1 has not balanced his highly abstraa, normative hmework with 

l2 On two stylistic notes, since this project is attemptïng to bring to the generul critical 
theonsts' attention the more recent, "applied" and perhaps unfiirnihar work of Habermas' 
(particularly his work concerning rights) as well as the European integration process (with 
which many North Amencans are unfamiliar), I have made extensive use of endnotes. This 
aims at improving the flow of the main arguments and the accessibility of the material 
generally. Therefore, the reader is invited to read the Endnotes where indicated as a 
supplemenr to gain more in-depth information on some of the theoretic and political issues 
raised. 

Secondly, despite the tremendously rewarding nature of Habermas' complex work 
owing to the (in)fàrnous difEculty (McCarthy 1973, viü) and density of his writings, they lay 
themselves open to varying interpretations. In order for the reader to benefit f?om Habermas' 
own formulations of his cuiminating thoughts on the often contentious issues offered here, 1 
often allow for fidi and extensive quotations fiom his work. 1 believe that dthough rny own 
interpretation on the wide themes of his work is significant, 1 do not pretend to be able to 
provide the reader with a formulation of the mecming of his work better than Herr Habermas 
can himself. These extended quotations offer the patient reader some additional idea of the 
rewarding nature that delving into the complexity of his thought cm provide. 



empirical-anaiytic work as he had begun with in, for example, the STPS." But again even 

there, it was largely a critical, rather than a reconstnictive effort. Inaead, he has spread these 

dimensions -critico-reconstnictive, and empirico-normative out over his thirty years. 1 will 

attempt to dialecticaliy synthesize these approaches, favouring a balance of the normative as 

&om BFW with the historical-empirical theory of STPS. 

On the other hand, the synthetic and visionary work ofDavidHeld (who, dong with 

John Keane, may be considered a member of the British second generation critical theory 

school) has usefùliy put the pieces for a reconsmicted democratic Rechtsstaat into somewhat 

clearer view in his work entitled Democracy and the Global Order (1995). Even more 

nitically however, Held brings systematic treatment to the chmging suprmationul nature of 

the conditions of democracy and rights, such as the international chmacter of political, 

economzc, legal. and cultural systems, clanfuing the zmpkations of those intemutional 

changes on democraticprojects ( 1995, 1 3 6). Significantly in this regard, Held explicitly views 

his democratic project as having a "pardel conception" to Habermas' rather more broadly cast 

project (1995, 157). Nevertheless, Held goes beyond what appears to be recently one-sided 

emphases (even in Habennas, but in critical theory generally) on culture and identity questions. 

13 See his lamentation regarding this point in the second preface to the G e m  (1990) 
edition of STPS, reproduced in English as 'Turther Reflections on the Public S phere" (RPS). 
Nonetheless, owing to the fact that 1 have corne to consider Habennas "ein Meister Denkei' 
of comprehensiveness with a practical intent, 1 somewhat, indeed very reluctantly foilowed 
Johann WoIfgang von Goethe's (1 983,203) admonition: " Willst dir aber das Besîe hm. /!So 
bleib nichi auf dir selber nrhn./Sondem folg eines Meister Sinn,.Mit ihm nr irren 1st 
Gewinn." 



These have culminated recently in "the ethical tumu and critiques of administrative, 

bureaucratic, and govemmental ("monarchical") power in general, at the expense of 

appropriarb situating these important analyses and resources of solidarity and power arnong 

the awesome but nonet heless t ameable resources of intemat ional money . 

In keeping with the more practical intent of Habwmas' original project, yet maintainhg 

the finiitfùl tension between the "transcendental-pragmatic", philosophical-empinc or ideal- 

anainable (Held 1995) dimensions, my work prefers to focus on attempts to retain the richness 

of these two methodological dimensions without falling into one or the other. For instance, in 

Chapter One, there is a preference for highlighting Habermas' attempt to bridge "ideai" 

conditions of popular sovereignty and deliberation with the needs of a complex and effective 

state. This may be contrasted with many Habermasian works (for example, Dryzek 1991; 

Fishkin 1992; Chambers 1996; Benhabib 1996) that continue to emphasize the ideal or 

abstract procedures, or more generally, the ideal type of "the political" towards the 

achievement of democratic legitimacy, rather than complementing this (a) with cornplex, 

ac~ually existihg possibilities -and hence perhaps @) more plausible conceptions- for 

influentid interchange which do not set up uttainable, unbridgeable conceptions of the 

democratic process. *" 

See Cohen and Roger's (1 995) "associational" project and Nancy Fraser's d q u e  
of it in the same volume. 

The objectives of both Habermas and Held's different models of democracy point us 
in the right direction. However, Habermas' articulation remains at a highly abstract 
philosophic level. On the other hand, Held's is onented towards a radically reconstnicted 
United Natiom as the (beginnllig) site for a more t d y  global-level model. The usefùiness of 



In an attempt to fulfill the above two demanding requirements, the European 

euzmple" is most usefûl insofar as certain actors within and many out side of it have made it 

the only " actuaiiy existing " and hence plausible supranationaI action system which has made 

any r d  attempt to integrate a communicative rationuIity into its system's fiinctioning. This 

contraas, must we emphasize, with the other competing model of supranationalisrn (or, more 

accurately. intergovernmentalism and globalism, regionaliy set in NAFTA and ASEAN, and 

globaliy within the looming threat of normative agreements such as the MAI, the Multilateral 

Agreement on Investment) which use not so much nutionaIist, but increasingly purely 

economic reusoning as the basis for both econornic and political decisions which affect the 

roles, values, and vision of members of civil ~ociety. '~ 

this project, which uses the EU model is that one does not have to reach so far into a utopian 
friture as Held's UN socio-structural dynamic. although his work sriU adds something useful 
to the rather highly abstract philosophic-theoretic critiques that Habermasian works oflen find 
themselves onented towards. Rather, the EU example is useful in order to understand the 
more tangible possibilities and dangers of a postnationai systerns-lifeworld constellation. The 
EU example is emerging, and it is emerging fiom a vibrant and self-reflective political culture 
which provides us with some of the philosophic, sociologicai, and political tools to deepen 
our understanding of possible responses to the dangers of the likewise competing, powerful, 
and hegemonic neo-liberalism that has roUed over some other previously well-embedded 
weIfare-st ate systems. 

'' Methodologicdy, 1 use a downgraded (in the terms of the more empirical social 
sciences) notion of the EU as an "example" rather than a "case study." The latter suggests 
more empirical rigor than has been attempted due to the nature of this project. See my 
comment below on Habermas' approach to his Habilitationsshrii regarding, for example, his 
use of "the model case of British development" and its "continental variants, " especially 
revolutionary France, in the structural transformation of the eighteenth century public sphere 
(STPS, sec. III). 

l6 For instance, citizens are encouraged, and in some countries have only the option 
of leaming technical forms of knowledge which are useful for the functional needs of the 
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Although Habermas has certainly signaüed the need for a supranational (not merely 

postnational) level of analysis, he also lamenteci the fact that such attempts tend to lead to 

abstraction (BR 168). Given already the ditnculty in theoretically conceiving the compIexity 

of the interchange relations between the state and civil society proposed in Habermas' work, 

the inclusion of mother Zevel of cornplex@ -the supranational, in addition to the national and 

subnational levels- calis for a heuristic tool. This is again provided by the European Union. 

Therefore, the decision to refer to the EU case and the analysis of Habermas' work at 

a supranational level is not a gramitous academic act to increase the complexity of critical 

thinking in these theoretic and empirical dimensions. In fact, it is based on de facto changes, 

changes which Habermas has recognized are the frontiers that cnticd theory must face if it is 

to remain relevant and maintain its analytic and normative power today. 

In addition, the EU case is used, not so much for an analysis of the nomre of the 

supranational changes, for this has been foreseen since even before Marx." Rather, the EU 

case is used for a better consideration of the cntical options derking f?om these new regional 

and international forces and their implications on Habermasian democratic projeas. And most 

importantly, 1 focus on how cntical democratic and social theonsts in N d  Amerka can 

translate the lessons for these stniggles to their context. 

By concentrating on the "actualiy existing" democratic procedures and rights in this 

economic system, rather than a complementary civic education necessaiy for understanding 
the importance of democratic struggle, institutions, principles and procedures. 

l7 For example, Kant referred to the necessity of conceiving affairs in a cornopolitan 
order due to the limited size of the world (Kant 1996, 6:3 11). 
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new supranational democratic environment, 1 am suggesting two things. First, this is not a 

merely philosophic and "naively nonnativist" investigation since, as the EU example helps 

empiricaIk'y show us, these democratic and citizenship rights are uttainable. Secondly and 

consequently, this empirical reality provides critical theos. generdy with a usefid antidote 

against arguments, p d d a r l y  of the recently ascendent "lrrissez-c~IIer" school that global 

forces ofeconomk and financial cornpetition preclude nation-state and certainly supranational- 

level regulatory and democratic reasoning for its effective functioning. 

This is important for those with not only an "interest" in emancipatory knowledge 

(KHI), but also for those wishing to restimuiate a passion for social justice, reject the "false 

necessity" of certain dominant points of view (Unger 1 %7), and instead dweiop a more civic, 

less juri-g, but nonetheless essential fom of the social, economic, and environmental 

responsibiiities of the state and all social actors who benefit fiom its rule of law (BM 407). 

The dissertation attempts to retrieve the notion thal such a recomtructed welfme date, with 

its Social Chapter protections is possible and highlight what such "postnational" state-society 

relations wouid look iike from a Habermasian, and renewed T. H. Marshall perspective. 

Methodologically, this offers "an occasion," as Habermas puts it? "for the conceptual 

clarification of some normative perspectives from which we can gain a better understanding 

of' the complex empirical intemtionaliting trends, and Habermas' normative democratic 

theory (BFN 492). Habermas' HabiIitationsschhnfr d y z e d  the stnicturaf transformation of 

the public sphere in Europe fiom the eighteenth to the second halfof the twentieth century. 

This shidy continues this analysis of the structural transformation, not so rnuch at the level of 
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nation-states and their intemal public spheres, but at the level of an enlarged, intertwined 

supranational public sphere, and the challenges to the new levels and forms of interchange, and 

govemance, particularly between the supranational level and the European civil society 

context. 

Due to a still hcomplete bridge-building between European and North American 

critical social theory there has not been sufncient socid Msibility (Rosanvailon 1988) of the 

European qeriment and of the practical implications ofthe Habermasian model's postnational 

charaaer. This dissertation is meant to help provide a theoretic and empiricai basis for building 

M e r  bridges between North American and European critical theory, especially highlighting 

the latter's diverse, historicaiiy and philosophicdy noUnshed and nourishing conceptuaiizations 

of struggles for recognition This research project attempts to act as a "sluice" towards 

creating more vigorous debate in North Amerzca regarding the "European experiment" and 

reconceivlig a more reflexively Kantian democratic framework for securing pnvate and public 

autonomy under emerging supranational politic4 legai, and economic fomis of govemance. 

The stniggie over the fonns of governance in the Union represents what can only be 

described as an extraordinary world historical "moment" in the effort towards actualizing or 

bridging the g q  between Kant's moral cosmopolitanism and Hegel's sittliche sensibiliues. The 

mapping of the historical and ernerging charactefistics of some of this political culture in 

contemporary Europe, reconceived to the North American context, could offer an important 

politico-phzlosophzcal normative impeîus towards reversing the herrently dominant, mdyet 

one-sided, Hayekian conception of the bosis for democratic îegitimacy and the nrle of lm. 
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This Hayekian conception is moving f?om its hold over national-level political, legaI, and 

economic thought to supranational forms of govemance (Held 1995; BFN). 

The EU action systems are an example of an emerging social model which, although 

with important reservations, is developing not so much a postnational identity perhaps 

(Matustik 1993), but rather mprmtiona2-level democratic sluices and institutions as weli as 

a constitutionally embedded Social Charter. The EU provides, I argue, both the potential 

precedect and the more qproprïute lewl -in temu of fùnding, coordination, regdation, etc. - 
for securing not sirnply the negative liberties of political and civic nghts, but also positive, 

social and environmental and bodily rights. In addition, the EU model allows us to "apply" the 

attempt by Habermas to drarnatically democratzre what should be the institutions of 

democracy and law for the improvement of the autonomy of the Zijeworld in the sense of 

universali;ring the preconditions for equal participation in their Siitlichkezt, their ethical-cultural 

communities. Lady, this model can make Haberniasian radical dernocrutic and citizen rights 

theory expmd ("Driftwirkung" BFN 247) by forcing critical democratic and rights theorists 

to actually consider whether the paradigmatic, intersubjectivist theory which claims 

sociological as well as normative validity in fact works in this increasingly relevant 

supranational -potentially interdependent rather than 'kglobulisl" (Dewandre 1992)- 

environment. 

The contribution to democratic and legal theory by critical social theorists through 

research on the emerging EU could be signiticant. However, a reluctance to engage in "beyond 

power" debates are still hanging over the collective memory of many critical social theorists. 



Cntical and, now more than ever in the past half-century, nomutive social science research 

is necessary to fàciiitate the dialogue on multiperspectival culturai, social, economic and legal 

alternatives and make a dserence for dl  the citizens in the North and South, East and West 

caught in the alienating, massifjhg, immiserating, privatizing, consumerist spell of a 

prt i~im, but unfortunate&, m e n t &  dominant fonn and logic of modemity (Held 1994). 

Habermas' extensive works are usefiil in attempts to normatively juste, and empincally 

legitirnize,18 givhg Europ a "second chance" towards the deepening of the ideah of the 

French Revolution, and discredit the McDonaldization (Barber 1 994) or increased aeering of 

European social and environmental public policy via one-sided culturally embedded. 

technological systems and perhaps most signincantly economic "rationality" orientations. 

Critical sociai theonas have tended to remain with the original image of such 

institutions as the EU as largely dealhg with "foreign relations" and obscure "financial &airsw. 

Indeeâ, these were the original foci of European integration as reflected in the Directorates- 

General (DG) in the Commission. However, the enlargement of the I i s i  of the DG, its 

increased Merentiation (Edwards Br Spence 1994, 1 14- 1 16), like that of the European 

Parliament's list of standing and ad hoc cornmittees (2.1) hi@@ the differentiation of 

l8 Justification in democratic, sociai, regdatory and economic policy areas, according 
to Habermas, would be based on principles which reach beyond creeping one-sided neo- 
liberai, economic rationalia, rational-choice or realist politics and administration. He wishes 
to balmce the bctional requirements of economic, legal, administrative and political 
efficiency with S O C ~ ~  civic and weifiare rights of citizenship for the legitimacy, proper and 
continued autonomous hctioning (BFN 78) of political subsystems. This work tends to 
emphasùe perhaps more than Habermas has that this political fùnctioning needs to be 
autonomous particularly from the influence of fhanciaiiy powerful interests. 



possibilities which should be duectiy and creatively accessed by autonomous publics (see 

Nugent 1994, 167). 

As Habermas' replacement as the Head of the Faculty of Philosophy at Frankfurt, Axe1 

~ o ~ e t h "  has noted, a "central probiem of the critical theory of society" is that ift'a theory is 

to do more than merely appeal to the ethical standards upon which its critique of society is 

based, then it must prove the existence of empiricdy effective forrns of morality with which 

it can reasonably comect" (Honneth 1995,205). Accordingly, this projezt attempts to uncover 

within the emerging EU an hiaoricdy sihruted morality, instead of simply relying on 

references to the interna1 coherence of Habermast nonnative theory. 1 will suggest that the EU 

mode1 can act as an historically effective morality to Link it to more ethicaliy founded n o m  

that can combine to act as a catalya for a more cosmopoIi~an basis ofjustice. 

These tentative solutions stem ftom a "reflective attitude" (BFN) on the EU 

supranational case that is itseif conceived within the emergent international context. While 

l9 Most of Honneth's work on Habermas has entailed a "fiiendly" and indirect critique 
of Habermas' crisis theory (1 995,207). While 1 engage in a simila. fom of critique, I depart 
in two signincant ways. First, as mentioned above, 1 focus more on Habermas' normative 
rather than crisis theory. Secondly, although 1 agree with Honneth that Habermas' 
"communicative theoretic" fiamework is most usefully complemented by a deeper 
undersianhg of a "recognition theoretic" dimension, 1 am more convinced that Habermasi 
culminathg focus on theorking means to reconceptualized and use the imti~tiond 
discourses of law and democracy are more credible bases for social criticism in the medium- 
to long-term than the more open-ended road that has been signalled by much of the 
"recognition theory". However, if the coqdementary capacity of Hometh's theory towards 
providing a "rnacro-sociological analysis of potentialities for critical normative action" 
(Honneth 1995, 207) is kept in Mnd, unnecessary and academic divisions between the two 
normative bases for social cnticism need not spill much ink 



Habermas' discourse theory is useful in t e m  of spedjk~g some very particular means by 

which the system could be made more democraticdy legitimate, an at least equal contribution 

to knowledge is made by the application of the EU model to improve not only the empincal, 

but also the normative deficits of Habermas' theories of democracy and nghts. 

The purpose of the empirical dimension of this project is not so much to focus on how 

we couid contemplate a more just Europe tart court2* Mead,  my primasr interest in the 

European integration process is to use its cutrently more advanced considerations and even 

implementation of a more soczul and democraticaIIEy-based system to exemp* a smiggie 

between the conflicting values (Weber) and interests (Marx; Parsons) of economic, vernis 

more communicative rationality modeis for further global and regional integration. 

An analysis of the m e n t  histoncal jwicture demonstrates that there is a colossal, 

though rather muted, stniggle ocatrring over the precise procedures and principles that will 

be imtutionaIized concernhg global treaties of not only trade, and increasingly investment, 

but even the irnposed limits of democratic accountability. As the current boundaries are being 

drawn, critical social theorists should be well aware that ifthe model being pushed for by those 

with considerable international economic resources have their way, the democratic and legal 

model which becomes the global normative framefork with legalpower wili not be between 

(New Deal) liberal or cornmunitarian, or liberal and social-welfare modeis, but rather between 

Even though this is a concern in Europe as weil as the capacity to maintain socially 
and democraticdy just relations is coming under pressure with the regional economic and 
monetary union, as weiI as from globalizing economic forces (BR 18 1). 
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ultra neo-liberal and liberal approaches. Currently, stateless corporate actors and neo-liberal 

govemment representatives are the main authors, but not the main addressees, of such far- 

reaching, reaily "global constitutional" treaties (Schneidemian 1997). 

Fortunately, however, there is some reason to suspect that the fog in which critical 

social and political theorists and actors found themselves recently is beginning to lift. 

Reflective in the immediate aflermath of 1989 on the one han& and stunned by the extra- 

ordinary (compareci to the previous twenty to thirty year period) savagery with which the neo- 

LiberaVconsenrative revolution would disregard what were thought to be moral& ifnot IeguUy 

entrenched notions of human decency -such as dialogue with political pnsoners on hunger 

strikes, debate over the means by which unsustainable deficits could be brought under control 

without ignoring the provision of decent standards of W g  for the unemployed, continued 

debate over the possible means to integrate environmental protections with economic 

development projects, etc. There is some recognition of this need by Habermas, especiaily for 

instance in the development of his work fiom an indignant pessimism of a precocious 

intellectual in the sixties concemed about the lack of a auly "culture-debating" society, to an 

absuact system/lifeworld sociologist in the Theory of Communicative Action; to an equally 

abstract philosopher of retrieving a seamless theory to support the ideal moral point of view; 

finaiiy to his latest work which looks at the attainable possibïiitie for entrenching leguf and 

politicai protections to the moral intuitions of a publicly debating society. 



Outiine of Chipters 

This dissertation is divided into three Parts, and five main Chapters. While the Fist 

Part considers the normative versus the situated supranational democraiic theones, the Second 

Part examines the nghts theories. The T M  Part elevates the analysis of the possibility of 

achieving these regional and supranational democratic and rights dimensions within an 

ernpirically "globalizing," neo-liberal environment through nonnative (neo-Kantian) proposah 

for a comopoiitm legal order. 

More specifically, in thefirst Chapter 1 compare the normative Liberal, republican, 

radical, and Habermasian deliberative models of demoaacy and their conceptions of the role 

of the state (1.1). 1 argue that Habermas uses the proceduraikt "two-track" conceptualkation 

of the democratic process in Between Facls and Noms to help bridge the gap between 

imvtihrtional and Zess fonnalpoiiticai publics, as weli as between overly fearfbl iiberal and 

overly "idealist" or abstract conceptions of the political (1.2). In addition., I signai the growing 

importance of theorking supranatiumI forms of power, identity-formation, communication, 

and c o n c e p ~ g  the two-track mode1 towards political, legal, administrative and econornic 

constellations with a supranational-level as opposed to a merely national-level analysis (1.3). 

In the Second Chapter, 1 outline the more promising aspects in rhe sb-ucturai 

~ ~ o r ? n a t i o n  of the European public qhere und its polirical, adininistrative, lega!, and 

economic fonns tuwurdspublicpolicy fonmcIutz-on. This transformation has been precipitated 

by the institutionalization "upward" of various forms of communication that may a a  as 

"shiices" for alternative employment, income, environmental, and other ethical and need 
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interpretations in the European Union. 1 highfight the usefiilness of certain, admittedly more 

guardedly optimistic, understandings of the EU'S nascent democratic systems/lifeworld model. 

These processes show a potential (panicularly for North American critical social theonas 

faced with a naked'ee trade rutionaIzty with absolutely no integrated social and employment 

policy requirements) to vertically comrnunicate between affected publics and administrative 

institutions at the supranational and national levels (2.1). The success, current and potentiai, 

in the normative distriiution of power and influence towards European-levei identity formation 

is considered vis-à-vis Habermasian criteria for democratic iegitirnacy which are outlined in 

my first Chapter (2.2). 

In the Third Chapter, 1 retum to Fac2.s ond Nonnr and Habermas' justification of an 

expanded and resuucnired, intersubjective paradigm oflaw which points beyond the jwidif'yhg 

liberal and even welfare legai paradigms (3.1). 1 also augment Habermas' abstract and 

intersubjectivist paradigm by tleshing out its more substantive, especially economic nght, 

possibilities within the philosophy of law (3.2). I then consider the bindinghonding use of a 

constitutionally justiciable, supranational Social Charîer as a Iegul instmment towards 

increasing social cohesion in more complex postnational lifeworlds (3.3). 

In the F w h  Chapter, 1 track these legal paradigms histoncally (4.1), enduig with the 

current suuggle for constitutional social and employrnent rights in the EU'S Social Chapter, 

especidy in light of the 1997 Treaty of Amsterdam (4.2). 1 argue that the EU Chapter's 

inclusion of social and employment provisions into the legal fhmework of a supranational 

action system stems f?om an acknowledgement of the social and economic citkenship nghts 
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requirements for democratic participation in increasingly complex opinion- and will-formation 

processes and thus represents un important historicaI-co~~futionaZ moment. These legul 

provisions andpoliticarl "commitments" constitute an E ~ u h n g  towards nilfilling the "system 

of rights" as essential for a robust, communicatively active and competent postnational public 

sphere, and for the latter's capacity to influence expanding supranational institutions such as 

those of the European Union. 

Consequently, I consider (4.3) the growing movement in the social and political 

spheres towards reduced work t h e  in Europe to be a viable means towards coordinating the 

essenaal ends of meaningful znteruction andmcipatory life. Such access to both income and 

tirne for interaction is key for a vita activa and vira cmîempiutn,a, or higher-level 

intersubjectivity. These are essential in order that citizens, as one of Habermas' coiieagues of 

the Kritische Jusiii movement, Preui3 (1996, 553) puts it, "cope with alienage in their daily 

lives" stemmhg fiorn such complex, postnational legai, social and political settings. 

in the Fijh and concluding Chapter, I describe (5.1) some aspects of the current neo- 

liberal agenda, its global character, and the impact of this political economy on the viability 

of deliberative democratic projects. 1 argue that neo-liberalisrn, and its fiscal policies of 

monetarism, have been instnimental in leading to the downloading offindiig for programs 

and institutions necessary for social integration and democracy. 1 highlight the distorthg effea 

that this extreme ideological form of economic rationality and power is having at the 

intemtioml b e l  and consider its implications for Habermas' theoretic and more concrete 

coIlStitutiomi, procedural, democratic models (such as the EU). Frorn this political economy 
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perspective, 1 shifl to (5.1.2) signahg how the neo-liberal agenda is attempting to entrench 

rights of pure economic rationaky in internatiody bindiag legal regimes. Thirdly, (5.2) 

through funher justification from the recent work of Habemas and Held, 1 point toward the 

need for what Held refers to as cosmopolitmr democratic law underpinning any regional or 

intemational normative agreements. FinaIly (5.3)- 1 examine how "the EU', or rather, the 

mode1 of a socidy and environrnentally responsible Europe described eariier, can act as a 

wedge to prevent the full-scale entrenchment of the neo-liberal agenda. 

In the ConcZudng Remarks 1 draw some conclusions of short- and medium-term 

relevance to the European integration process, as weii as more general conclusions regardhg 

Habermas' contributions to North Amencan critical theory. In particuiar, 1 suggest that with 

the de facto b l h g  of borders and the giobaiization of civil society, politics, and legal and 

economic systems, a concephralmdilientity g q  is presently emerging. This project ends with 

reflections on the iïiling of this gap with a reconsuucted project for Verfmsungqmîriotismus 

(constitutionai patriotism). 

An Appendrr seeks to provide some conceptual background to Habernias' theones of 

democracy and rights. It provides an o v e ~ e w  of four elements in particular: a brief annotated 

bibliography of Habermas' principal works; a brkf oveMew of  an important thesis of 

Habermas' drscourse theory of soczeN a longer consideration of the hmework for his 

discourse theoty of morality; and haüy some critique of certain tendencies in Habermas' 

work from which this project attempts to depart. 



1. Habermas' Discourse Theory of Democrncy: 
Assessing Its Usefdness for Criticai Democratic Theory 

Accordhg to one of the most influentid contemporary social and political theonsts in 

Gennany, Jürgen Habermas, theonas with a practical interest must not abandon the 

emancipatory potentid of public and state institutions, but rather highlight their ChraIity. More 

specifically, they should highiight not only the loss of £teedom and meaning stemmhg f b m  the 

penetration and colonization of economic and administrative logics into civil society, but dso 

theu potential for institutionalking the normative bases for social cfiticism and the 

administration of justice "out of itseif" (PDM 7) towards improving citizens' civic, p o k d ,  

social and economic autonomy (TCAS 39 1). The pnmary purpose ofthis chapter is to consider 

the political soundness ofHabermas' attempted (Kuhnian) paradigrn shift from subject-centred 

to a deliberutive and radica2ljproceaUrat bais for will and identity formation -at both the 

individual and coilective and even postnationai level- reinfoorced by reconrtituted imWtions 

that would systematicdy help in the securing of both private and public autonomy via a two- 

track conceptualization of the polity." 

1 begin (1.1) by c o m p a ~ g  Habermas' attempt to reconstitute a more meaningful, 

radically deliberative and procedural democratic process by borrowing from the normative 

liberal and chic repubiican models. The adequacy of his deliberative paradigrn concerned with 

securing both the private and public autonomy of citizens is considered. The attempt is made 

See Hutchings (1996, 59) suggestion that Habermas' critical theory, far fiom 
represen~g a paradigm shift simply "repeats much of Kant's critical philosophy." 



to retrïeve the rneaningF1ne.w of the fodpu l i t i ca l  i~tstiîutiom within more complex public 

spheresU as well as the communicative power of civil society eom the deformations of the 

logic of the subsystems of administrative power and, more particularly, gIobaI money. 

One can then (1.2) examine thîs mode1 more closely through Habermas' most recent 

work Between Fucts and Noms where he attempts to conceprualze the znte~play between 

autonomous publics and the formai sphere of political wiii formation while avoiding the twin 

pirfris of a naive nonnativim or fake r e a h .  Borrowing f?om Bernard Peters, Habermas 

develops his "~o-pack" notion of the role, meaning, and aatus of these respective spheres and 

his conception of the processes of their interplay in a reconstmcted constitutional democracy. 

With it he seeks to conceptualize the "hinge" in the boundary dispute between more informai 

and more institutional reahs of will-formation. 

This two-track conception is based on, arnong other things, a certain conception of the 

capacity for autonomous publics to interpenetrate and influence the "strong" public spheres 

(Fraser 1997) of the state and its judiciai, administrative and political decisions. However, 

(1 -3 .) David Held (1 995 & 1997) has sysîematically outlined how the tradironuIrnode[ of state 

und society relations is illsuflcieienl today in conceptualiziag the facticity of mpranutionaI 

lwel of constraints -and normative possibilities- towards exercising dernocratic citizenship. 

As Habermas (1997) has pointed out in A Berlin Re@lic, due, for instance, tu the 

O. Keane (1 995) has flagged the changhg complexity of the public sphere, particulariy fiom 
the perspective of the increased borderlessness of the media. In addition, he usefûlly signals 
the dangers of the emerging more complex supranational public spheres, cautioning cntical 
social scientists fiom looking for a singe source and site for public interaction. 
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intensification of technological capacities, the understanding of a two-track mode1 of 

interchange between Uiformal communicative spaces and more formal spheres must take more 

seriously the nascent conditions caused by suprmationnl, i. e., regonal and global identity, 

economic, legal, and political alliances and disjunctures in order to, for instance, tame the 

autonomization ofgiobalized markets which are wreaking havoc with lifeworld, environmentaI, 

and potitical conditions. 

1.1 Normative Models of Democncy 

The two dominant normative democratic models in North Arnerica are the liberal and 

republicm models. The popularly understood means for social change on which most citizens 

in Western democratic societies rdy is the (liberal) state. However, there are divergent views 

of how and why the state institutions change. Related to these views are the modes of 

legitimacy, conceptions ofthe process of political wiil formation, the relation between the state 

and civil society, the conception of rights, and the modes of justification in decision-making. 

The dominant liberal ("pluralist" or "common good") theory stems nom the 

seventeenth century writings of John Locke. It views the elected representatives and appointed 

bureaucrats of the state as both leading and reflecting public wishes for change. The central 

tenet of the inviolability of individual liberty in the liberal state concerns their concept of the 

indivdua! as having as much influence on the apparatus of change -the legislature- as does 

his or her neighbour. Thus, although there is a plurality of wishes within the populace, those 

who seek change according to their conception of the good have equal access to the 

democratic process to do so. The role of the "people's representatives" is to aggregate pub tic 
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opinion, debate it among themselves in parliament, and then decide which changes need to be 

fonnulated for the "comrnon good" of the electorate. 

The purpose of the c o h t i o n  is viewed largely as curbing the administrative power 

of the date through basic rights, separation of power, and natutory controls. In additiotr, 

classic liberal theory views the motivation for political interaction directed t hrough the 

cornpetition among political parties and between incumbents and opposition as they take 

adequate account of societal interests and value orientations. 

This view of politics is one-sidedly state-centre& oriented towards making political 

decision-making efficient since it concems itself less with the "input" and participation of 

citizens than toward the "ouput" of decisions by a govemment for efficient econornic and 

social fùnctioning. In the words of Anne Philiips, however, iiberal democracy represents a 

"fiightened h d  of politics," concemed as it is with the potential for the disruption of 

administrative power by citizens who might interfere with the "smooth" finctioning of 

govenunent and with the latter's primary role of protecting civil society as a realm for fiee 

commerce among private and corporate citizens (199 1, 15). 

The liberal mode1 is interested less in constructing processes which encourage the 

democratic self4etermination and self-understanding of citizens through theû common 

deiiberation than in creating a separation of powers which allows for "a realm of freedom" in 

order that economic actors may operate free of state intervention. Such a constitutionally- 

guaranteed separation of economic and administrative realms is supposed to secure an 

essentially non-political common good by satisfyhg personal life plans and private expectations 
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of happiness protected by individualized nghts and fieedoms (BFN 298; P r 4  1995.1 1; PDM 

on Manc, 393, n. 13). 

According to the liberal or pluraiist view, the democratic process is effected exclusively 

in the form of compromises arnong interests. Rules of compromise-fomiation are supposed to 

secure the fainiess of results through universal s u f i g e  with representatives sitting in 

parliamentary bodies, the mode of decision making, rules of order, and so on. Such d e s  are 

ultimately justified in terms of liberal basic civic and political nghts.  While for republicans the 

separation of the state apparatus fiom civil society is to be lamented, for Eberals, such a gap 

should not be elimuiated but only bridged by the democratic process. 

The civic republican and Habennasian models of democracy differ fkom the dominant 

Liberal mode1 in several ways. Neither view individuaily-aggregated opinions, such as those that 

stem fiom the voting system, as adequately constituting public judgrnent. Instead political 

consensus is seen to emerge from ongoing public delieration, not the cornpetition of 

hdividudy-aggregated and defended ideas. Aiso, in contrast to the notion that mere "fiee 

speech" is the comerstone of democracy, Habermas and the chic republicans highlight the 

principle of dialogue, not monologue as essential to politicai wili formation. 

Both chic republicans and Habermas pay attention to the importance of widespread 

discourse and civic -cz@ion in the public sphere as essential to counterbdance the dud 

pressures of the power of the state and market. They conceive of the public sphere as both a 

process by which people can deliberate about th& common affairs and as an arena in which 

this can happen natwally. Their work is ahed at establishg a normative hmework for a 
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more vibrant and robust public sphere as weU as presenhg it fiom the erosive, m a s s w g  

c o m m o ~ g ,  normaiizing and reifying influences of modem economic and juridified forms 

of social relations. Furthemore, the most effective poiitical deliberation is viewed as occurrhg 

between citizens rather than simply between citizens and their representatives in the fonnal 

political system @NM 16). 

The civic republican view of democratic will-formation in particular takes the Wtual 

opposite fom of ethico-political self-understanding and self-determination. Here, deliberation 

can rely on the substantive support of a cuituraliy-estabiished background consensus and 

principles s h e d  by citizens. These principles -such as the concem for social programs- are 

seen to have a socially integrative fiuiction and oEer a "pre-understanding" that renews itself 

in rituaiized celebrations and discussions. This can be a highly important solidary mechanism 

towards encouraging a society's ~e~understanding of the importance oc for instance, certain 

notions of the good society which rnay include particular kinds of social and political nghts. 

According to the repubiican view, deliberation and often direct political engagement 

is the medium towards opinion- and will-formation by which not only individuals, but society 

as a whole com*tutes its self-understanding, its poiitical culture. Society zs. fiom the very nart, 

a polirical socieîy, for in the citizens' practice of political self-determination the cornrnunity 

becomes conscious of itself, as it were, and learns to corne to act on itself as if formed of one 

body through citizens' collective engagement. According to Habermas, however, this ofien 

leads to an offensive understanding of politics of "the people" (on the one side) directed 

a g * ~  the state. 
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Radcal &rnocra&s even more than chic republicans emphasize non-institutionai, 

agonai, eudaemonic, aesthetic, playfid and f?iendship bases as sources for motivation and as 

tools of the political in themselves. Many aïticai radical democratic theorists (Laclau & Zac 

1994; Honig 1993; M o e e  1992; Skinner 199 1) take civic republican notions of "the politicai" 

as residing largely, ifnot uniquely, in the form of the people and civil society M e r .  Skinner 

expresses the classical republican view that 

if we wish to ma>rimize our liberty, we must devote ourselves wholeheartedly to a life 
of public service, placing the ideal of the common good above ail considerations of 
individual advantage. (S kimer l992,2 1 7) 

This role and orientation of the citizen to the social whole is embedded in the notion 

of vivero Iibero or of the " f i e  state" and its "free way of Me". Skinner agrees with the 

traditionai republican thought that the metaphor of the body poIitic is analogous to a human 

body (Rousseau 1973, 120) which "is said to be at liberty ifand only ifit is unconstrained. Like 

a fiee person, a free state is one that is able to act according to its own will in pursuit of its 

chosen ends" (1991,217). 

Habermas departs from the civic republicans' rather romanticized view of the capacity 

of all citizens to be so involved in political We, their theory of the state, and the "fûsed" 

relation between the state and civil society. Put difrently, he wishes to emphasize that the 

republican view of citizenship is too undEerentiated, that a uniform view of citizens and the 

state engaged in a free way of Me, unconstrained, the one being the "embodiment" of the 

other, able to act according to their own will, and devoting themselves wholeheartedly to a life 



of public seMces* This view overburdem the citizen with civic duties that only a privileged 

fêw could sustain. ui effect (and ironically), such a theory of democracy and citizenship c m  

help legitimize an elire approach to potitics by those who would justify their involvernent in 

political life as superior to those citizens who may be overburdened by stmcturdy-imposed 

obligations. 

Secondly, in Habermas' view, the overiy fused notion of politicai roles unburdenr the 

aute to orient itseiftoward the achievement of consensuaily achieved decisions pertauiing to 

nghts and entitlements. It unburdens government fiom its leadership role and responsibility to 

act as the moral compass of a society rather than abdicating this responsibility to other 

powerful social and econornic forces. Also, with too close an assumed conneaion between the 

state (in the political or legal realms) as embodying the general will of the citizens, it is more 

di8CiCUIt to disentangle and change notions of the good as advocated by the republican state 

via deontological procedural arguments that assume di clairns of the good even those held by 

*From the more historieal perspective taken by Arendt, "the malheureux whom the 
French Rwolution had brought out of the darkness of their misery [were indeed ...] a 
'multitude .. . united in one body' and driven by one will." For what brought them together 
at t h  moment was "the quest for bread, and the cry for bread wili always be uttered with one 
voice. Insofàr as we ail need bread, we are indeed al1 the same, and rnay as well unite into one 
body." It is therefore "by no means merely a matter of misguidecl theory that the French 
concept of le peuple has carried, fiom its beginning, the connotation of.. . a mass that moves 
as one body and acts as though possessed by one WU; and ifthis notion has spread to the four 
corners of the earth, it is not because of any infiuence of abstract ideas but because of its 
obvious plausibility under conditions of abject poverty" (1965,89-90). However, while this 
is an accurate description of the historical chanicter of the public d l  at the time of the 
Revolution, and of the motivating basis for most great revolutions, it is not the motivating 
basis which Habermas sees as d c i e n t  and certahly ideal to carq cornplex societies less 
steeped in abject poverty forward. 



the state or the majority of citizens, must be open to public deliberation. 

Habennas certainly agrees with the republican critique of the liberai notion of the 

citizen as bourgeois, i.e., econornically self-aggrandizirig and self-referential as well as the need 

for "more soiidarïty" (PF 96) and a stronger sense of civic duty towards the comrnon weal. 

However, he wishes to make a distinction in how new values and entitlements may be bea 

generated and then imtitutionafized through the legai and political subsystem of the state." 

24 "Our central concem," notes a leading chic republican, Charles Taylor, "should be 
to see how a political Me fostering &dom and self-government under conditions of equaiity 
can be developed and promoted. This will certainly require some species of public sphere. But 
these sp heres. existing in rather Werent culwal contexts, will in ail  Iikelihood be even more 
distant fiom our paradigm eighteenth-centwy mode1 than the contemporary Western ones 
are'' (1995 216-217). 

This is precisely the reason why Habermas has moved fiom his Habilitatiomschnfls 
analysis of the rise of the bourgeois English and German public spheres to a more 
contemporary, relevant, and nonnative analysis of a highly Merentiated and, in some ways 
fragmented public in its social, cultural and political dimensions. 

As Taylor mentions, "[wle will have to be aiert to potential new forms that can open 
channels for democratic decision" . . . "It will help . . . if we have some better idea of what 
genuine democratic decision amounts ton (1 995, 2 1 7). 

For Habermas it is clear that genuine democratic decisions rely on a contluence of not 
only different levels of govenunent, local, provincial, Meral, but also a general provision for 
informal, autonomous publics to influence these various levels of fomal decision-makrng, a 
term which Taylor leaves out, again ailowing for some confision to reign as to what kinds 
of political action, and their consequence and status we are discussing or fomarding. 

Therefore, by not qeczrfying the notion of "devolution" or advocating the usefu, but 
insufncient-on-its-own notion of subsidiarity (see chapter 2), Taylor and others are in danger 
of relying on far-too abstract terms. For example, he refers to the usefulness of "devolution, 
or a division of power, as in a federal system, particularly one based on the principle of 
subsidiarity [as necessmYy good for] democratic empowment" (1 995.2 15). Yet the details 
of nich a notion of subsidiarity may help provide for the conditions for les egalitarian, fair- 
mioded, in short, local or subfedd-level political and economic t p t s  to draw up their own 
policy prionties that would go against the spirit and letter of constitutional principles and 
procedures of justice. ln particular, less powerful muionty cultures or groups and the poor 
are of&en most at risk when stronger constitutional-level rights and protections are handed 



For instance, a contemporary, positive illustration of the potentiui power of CM( 

society to bnng about massive, nonviolent social change was provided by the overtuming of 

the govermnents of the former East Block countries. These poiitical changes occurred through 

the persistent, small but unfolding soiidary building efforts and actions of dissidents and those 

in various associations and spaces of civil society, nom Vaclav Havel's use of "open letters" 

in Prague to the massive, direct civil disobedience demonstrations in Berlin by the Neues 

Foruni and in the former Soviet Union (Henriques 1990). 

Nevertheless, the weakess of this approach also becomes clear in the woRe of these 

revolutions. The former leader of the Civic Forum in the new Czech Republic came to sit as 

the "mord conscience" of the nation in the Residency, a fomal position with little institutionai 

power. On the other hand, the tremendous administrative power of the prime ministerial 

position was used to completely overhaul the social syaem in favour of econornic liberaiism? 

As a result, a mere two years after the "Velvet Revolution, " the administrative power of the 

prime miniaer was used to dispense with its less profitable (and ostensibly less culturally- 

sophisticated?) Slovakian neighbours through the political machinations of the sitting Prime 

d o m  carte blanche to the sub-federal levels of government. 

*' The Neues Forum in the former East Germany did not last long in its electoral 
efforts to constitutionally entrench some of the positive social features of socialism afler 
reunification partly because of the massive electoral machine of the conservative parties (See 
Habermas on "The Normative Deficits ofunification" in PF). However, their speedy electoral 
demise was due not simply to the dominant economic and ideological following of the centre- 
right parties afler the fail of state cornmunism. It was also sigdicantly due to the failure to 
mobiiize many of those involveci in the original direct and civil society action-orientations to 
consolidate the accountability of the reunited German Parliament to the interests of the 
people. 
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Minister and agauist the ultimately ineffectua1 protests of the Pre~ident.~~ 

Also, the former Soviet Union was brought down by much of the civic publics' anger 

over the Communia state's complete disregard for political and civil autonomy. Nonetheless, 

the political and administrative systems came to slip without much opposition into the hands 

of those who have presided over perhaps the most rapid impoverization of a people. The scale 

of this immiseration dwarfs that of another European hktorical precedent in the pnvatkation 

and cornmodification of social relations: the enclosure movement in England in the 1600s." 

Durllig that epoch there was certainly little administrative, political or legal recourse 

for the disenfianchised citizens to achieve even a rneasure of fair representation for their 

26 The explanatory value of an analytic Framework based on dierent forms of the 
nation can help us partiaily understand the reasons for division, vis., the basing of the self- 
understanding and normative orientation of a nation on culture rather than, for instance, more 
discursive bases (PF; Singer 1996). This Volksgenossen versus Rechtsgemeimch@ basis for 
social criticism is an important, even basic dimension ofthe ongoing difficulties faced perhaps 
particularly by the former East European countries (Sunstein 1994; OEe 1996). 

However, such a framework does not appear to help us explain the non-national 
dimension of such opinion- and will-formation. In other words, the less explicit but more 
implied and increasingly more iduentiai basis for the shearing off of certain regions from 
previously federated systems has been based not on purely or even largely on national, 
cultural or communicative differences and dif£kulties, but rather on hard economistic 
reasoning. Secondly, the success of this economic reasoning on public opinion to encourage 
such divisions is due perhaps to no smail degree on the increasing relevance and largely 
indirect power of "globalization" on opinion- and d-formation. 

A former dissident to the lack of political fieedoms in the Soviet Union, Sergei 
Kovalyov, the "undisputed heir to the legacy of Andrei Sakharov", is now reviled by Russia's 
"new" ruling econornic and political elites. While many of the new eiite corne fiom the former 
nomenkIdura, the nature and degree of their power has changed. As Kovalyov notes, 
"Before, they had some pnvileges, but now they get property, and it's very big property. This 
combination is very dangerous: big property and no punishment. Power is being converted 
into wealth" (cited in York 1998, 2). 



grievances. However, in the wake of the East European revolutions, it wrrs not so much a Iack 

of the potential c q c i t y  ofpoltiuzf, legui, undarlinnistrative power to help reorîent the new 

nations toward a more just society that would protect not only ewnornic, but also political, 

civic, and social rights. Imted, it war o luck o ja  rounded conception of the importance of 

taking back, not on& the rzghts of CM society* but ulso contiming the pressure just as 

forcefurr for reorienting the poIiticai, legal coll~tztutional, andaaininisirative foms o f p m w  

towards helping to ennrre the rmnded insiitutionuIization ofpoZiticaf, chic. social. md 

economic nonns of jusrice, democracy, and rights. '* 

In other words, the second, retrograde, let us say devolution, did not occur so much 

due to the lack of institutionai political power of those in or soon to be in positions of power, 

such as those who rose fkom the leadership positions of the streets to take power in the suites. 

Rather, this devolution occurred due to the lack of vision of critical democratic theonsts qua 

activists who have failed to conceptuaiize the need to make more democraticaily accountable 

and accessible ("democratize") the power of the state in "poa-revolutionary", or less 

dramaticdy, but just as t do rma t ive  power-laden moments, such as constitutional 

recomtructive momen&. 

Therefore, the red gains in motivation and resistance of radical democratic models to 

Jean Jaurès, the man who helped bring socialists and anarchists together almoa 
three decades after 30,000 C o m ~ d s  were slaughtered in Paris in 1878, noted that it 
would be senseless not to take rights just because they corne from bourgeois institutions. For 
in his non-dogrnatic eyes, the purpose of the stmggle was the pursuit of better Me chances 
for al1 citizens, not the adherence to pre-scripted programs of action (Weinstein 1936). 
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colonizing processes of administrative and money media are often lost when they too often 

leave democraric activists out in the cold. This occurs when the profoundness of their analyses 

of the dangers of institutions are tied and become Iimited to concepts of institutions, 

democracy and citizenship which are specificaily liberal (BFN 190, & esp. 250). This problem 

stems fiom a lack of comparative methods in order to better contsmialize their maIytic 

notions of and alternative options for institutional protections to democratic and citizenship 

nghts. Ultimately, it highlights the incompleteness of their conceptualization of "the political". 

Such a conceptualjzation too often peripheralues the notion of struggling towards the 

radical, even "utopian, " and yet simultaneousiy practical reconfiguration of citizens' 

predominant institutional forums of communication for democratic will- (as opposed to simply 

opinion- or zmaginmy- or ~I twaI  self-) formation. This also ofien leads not oniy to the 

wholesaie ignonng, if not blanket criticism, of the aate and "governrnent", but also to the 

fuilure to qecrfy or operationalize the pragmatic modes of exchange, the fora for democratic 

vertical and horizontal communication t hat would d o w  for the participatory generorion, 

formulation, and decision-making of general social consensus towards particular social, 

economic, and regulatory poiicies. As a consequence of such theoretic aporia, when (and if) 

the opportunities for contributing to deepening the democratization of will and identity 

formation ocnir, they are not entrenched. 

Cntics of the culturalist and existential-ethical analyses argue that the weakness of a 

strategy which emphasizes ethical discourse as a tool, ifconridered on ils wt, is impractical 

and utopiaa, holding out no criteria to compel, for instance, structures to consider the value 
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c h g e s  0ccumng in the Zifeworid. Aithough strategies oriented to ethicu-existemial 

reworkings rnay lead to profound change for rnany in civil society, this change can remain 

isolateci and politicdy impotent if it cannot or wiil not insert itselfey reflexively differentiated 

and appropnate means) into the media of the state or civil society oriented to political will- and 

opinion-fonnation. 

Instead, according to Habermas, first political opinion would be bea generated by the 

activity of autonomous, diverse, and imaginative publics. But second. the burden of ensuring 

their contirni9 und entrenchment must not be completely borne by citizens and their vigilant 

eye. Although direct and civic action is an important component of citizenship, i.e.. to act as 

"sensors" on the activity of the state and the attempts of concentrated private power to 

innuence, to use Marshall's triad of civic, politicai, and social rights and entitlements, this is 

not sufncient to ensure that those rights wili remain and, as aiready mentioned, this tends to 

overlook the "inevitable inertia" that befds even the most dedicated of citizens. Democratic 

theory needs to also concentrate on debating and then imtitutional& entrenching the 

obligation of the state to protect those rights that the repubiican-acting citizen has managed 

to secure, but which are always in danger of being changed, for instance. by a change in 

government. 

By forcing the skzte to retum to entrenched and ngorous deiiberative procedures for 

any changes to statutory, and of course constitutional laws, rights, and entitlements, it wodd 

be much more dificuit for a aate with newly-elected political masten, for instance, to "fieely" 

change entitiements and rights of the citizens based on its ("particular, diverse") conception 



of the good. 

Again, Habermas wodd agree with the republican notion as expressed by Skinner that 

the necessaty condition of individual liberty is through the securing and defence of their 

comrnunities: "we can only hope to enjoy a maximum of our own individual liberty ifwe do 

not place that value above the pursuit of the common good" (Skinner 1992.22 1). However, 

he wouid disagree with Skimets invocation of Alasdair MacIntyrels notion in Affer Virtue that 

"the crucial moral opposition is between liberal individualism in some version or other and the 

Arktotelïan tradition in some version or othef" and that the key to resolving this dilemma is 

through the choosing of one or the other, or both (ibid). 

Rather, Habermas attempts to highlight the importance of a third source of mahtaining 

liberty, withmt denying ~ h e  importance of either individual autonomy or the importance of 

civic prhciples: namely, inrt*tutiondIy entrenching &Merative andproceduraI sofeguarh 

to generate and maintain civic. poZiticaI, and social rights and entit1ement.s. In other words, 

he wishes to emphasize the institutional conditions and orientation towards securing "the 

good" through the use of subjective, objective, and intersubjective procedures of will- 

formation. 

1.2.1 Habermas' Discourse Tbeory of Democracy 

We c m  see. therefore, that Habermas' discourse theory of democracy takes elements 

fkom both the liberal and, especially, the republican models @NM 20). Accordhg to 

Habermas, his democratic mode1 mer s  both from the liberal conception of the state as 

guardian of un indivi&aIisticai&-~~ented economic "society" and f?om the republican 
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concept of an almost holistically-embodied and "fbsed" ethical commummumty. Habermas' notion 

of the use of practical reason resides in neither the liberal conception of universal and 

individual hurnan rights, nor in the ethical substance of a specific community that may be 

diredy and unproblematicdy fused into the state apparatuses. Rather, practical reason resides 

in the nile of forms of argumentation that borrow their normative content fkom the validity 

basis of action-oriented to reach understanding. In the final analysis this normative content 

arises fiom the structure of communication (BFN 296-7). 

Habermas' discourse t heory invests the democratic process with normative 

connotations stronger than those found in the liberal model, but nonetheless weaker than those 

found in the republican model. and reconstructs them. In so doing, he "gives centre stage to 

the process of political opinion and wiil formation," but without understanding the 

constitution, with its basic p ~ c i p l e s  of the rule of law, separation of spheres. etc., as 

inconsequential. Rather, Habermas conceives these constitutional principles as a means to 

provide consiaency to answer the question of haw the formation of divergent opinions and 

wills can be ùistitutionalized in a just rnanner (BR). 

According to discourse theory, assessing the success of a politics based on deliberation 

is detemiined not sbply by whether there is a collectively acting citizenry, but ais0 by the 

imtihrtio~Iization of the correspondhg procedures and conditions for their communication 

as well as on the interplay of institutionalised deliberative publics with their informdy 

developed opinions (DNM 22). This "proceduralized popular sovereignty" is combined with 

a political syaern which is itselftied into the networks of the penpheral political public sphere. 
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They work together to fonn an image of a decenned society. At any rate, his concept of 

dernocracy no longer has to operate with the notion of a social whole centreci in the state and 

imagined as a subject writ large. Nor does it represent the liberal (or autopoeitic) model of a 

system of constitutional noms mechanically regulating the balance of power and interests in 

accordance with, for instance, a market model of society.19 

In other words. and this is criticai, Habernas' discourse theory drops ail those motifs 

employed by the philosophy of consczousness that lead one either to ascnbe the citizens' 

practice of selfidetermination to a macrosociaI subject or to the monymous rule of law of 

competing individual subjects. As we saw, the former approach tendr to view the citizenry as 

a collective actor that refiects the whole and acts for it. In the latter approach, individual aaon 

function as dependent variables in power processes -processes that operate blindly because 

beyond individual choice there can be at most aggregated, but not consciously formed and 

executed collective decisions. 

Discoune theory normatively directs us towards a hzgher-level inter.subjectivity of 

processes of reaching understanding that take place both through formal democratic 

procedures or in networks of public spheres where communication has been "set aflow", both 

inside and outside pafiamentary complexes and their bodies for delibei-ation. Within these 

"subjectless communzca~zun fonn menas" a more or less rational discussion can occur on 

29 To define the notion of autopoeisis, Habermas quotes Luhrnann as suggesting that 
"the States of the system are exclusively determined by its own operations. The environment 
can eventudy destroy the system, but it contributes neither operations nor structures ... " 
(BFN 2.1). 



political matters, that i s  matters relevant to the entire society and in need of regulation. 

The flow of communication between autonomous publics, Uistitutionalized electïons, 

and legislative decisions is meant "to guarantee that influence and communicative power are 

transforrned through legislation into administrative power. " Like the liberal mode4 discourse 

theory has a certain respect for the boundaies between 'state' and 'society', but it distingukhes 

c i d  socieq as the social basis of autonomous spheres from both the economic system and 

public adninistmtion. 

The normative implications are obvious: the sociaily integrating force of solidarisr, 
which can no longer be drawn solely fkom sources of communicative action, must 
develop through widely diversined and more or less autonomous public spheres, as 
weil as through procedures of democratic opinion and will formation institutionalitecl 
within a constitutionai framework. In addition, it should be able to hold its own against 
the two other mechanisms of social integration, rnoney and administrative power. 
(BM 299) 

This view has implications for how one understands legitimation and the role of 

citizens. In the iiberal view, the public has the exclusive funaion of legirmating the exercise 

of political power through elections. When parties win such elections they must simply justify 

the use of its powers to the public and pariiarnent. 

On the other band. Habermast discoune theory radicaliy reconstructs theprocerhrres 

and the communicative presuppositions of democracy. Above ali, he provides far greater 

emphasis to shices for the discursive rationalization of the decisions of an administration 

bound by law and statute. The increased rationa2izlrrtn ofthe law-making process here means 

more than merely the legitimation of those in the position of goveming power as in a merely 

consultive liberal process, but less than the &ect constitution of power as in some direct 



participatory democratic models. 

Nevertheless, Habermas does not shy nom the specinc issue that it is only the political 

system that c m  legislate. It is a subsystem speciaiized for rnaking collectively binding deasions 

whereas the communicative structures of the public sphere constitute a far flung network of 

sensors that both reuct to the pressure of society wide problems and stimulate "influential 

opinions". The public opinion that is "worked up" into communicative power is not to " d e "  

itself. It can only point the use of administrative power in specific directions (BFN 300). 

Therefore, with this view Habermas insists that law making is not to be a 

narcissisticaliy self-enclosed system, but it must be nourished by the "democratic Sittlichkrii" 

of enfianchised citizens and a liberal political culture "that meets it halfway." This becomes 

clear when one attempts to explain the paradoxical fact that legitimate law can arke fiom mere 

legality, or, dEerently put, that laws that look after and protect the individual und grmp 

values, interests and conditions of its citizens can arise from an impersonal, universal, formal 

system of the rule of  la^.^' 

Precisely the discourse-theoretic approach introduces a realistic element insofm as it 
shifts the conditions for a rational politicai opinion- and will-formation fiom the level 
of indiviaUaI or group motivations and decisions to the social level of institutionalized 

The democratic procedure of lawmahg relies on citizens making use of their 
communicative and participatory rights also with an orientation toward the comrnon good, 
an attitude that can indeed be politically cded for but not legally compelled. Like al1 
individual nghts, the form of political rights is also such that they merely grant spheres for 
fke choice and ody make legal behavior into a duty. Despite this structure, however, they 
can open up the source of legitirnation in discursive opinion- and will-formation only if 
citizens do not exclusively use their communicative liberties lzke individual liberties in the 
pursuit of personal interest s (BFN). 



processes of deiiberation and decision-making. W~th this move, a strucfuralist point 
of view cornes into play: democratic procedures and their corresponding 
communicative arrangements can fùnction as a filter that sorts out issues and 
contributions3', information and reasons, in such a way that ody the relevant and valid 
inputs 'count.' ("PostscnptT* in BFN 46 1-2; see also BFN 135). 

Habermas' discourse principle ("Du), which is at the centre of his theory of democracy, 

ensures that all who are potentially atfected by decisions in the legislative body must be 

allowed access to that process. 

The derno~r~cprocess bears the entire burden oflegitimation. It must simuitaneously 
secure the private and public autonomy of legal subjects. For individual private rights 
cannot even be adequately formulated, let alone politicdy implemented, if those 
aEected have not at fïrst engaged in public discussions ["U"] to cl- which feahires 
are relevant in t r e a ~ g  typical cases as aIike or dEerent, and then mobilized 
communicative power for the consideration of their newly interpreted needs. The 
proceduraht understanding of law thus privileges the communicative presuppositions 
and procedural conditions of democratic opinion-and wili-formation as the sole source 
of legitimation. ("Postscript" in BFN 450. Emphasis in the original.) 

This a a s  as a means to ensure that the concem for private autonomy and opinion, 

which is supposed to be centre stage in the liberal model is guaranteed. However, in addition 

to a strong discourse view of power, Habermas' embedang of socïaZ und economzc rights in 

the constitution (3.1) recognizes that without adquate social resources, individuals are often 

unable to exercise their communicative power and public autonomy. This is hence an attempt 

to "equalize" the facticity of power in the social realrn in order to generate the proper 

conditions to nourish the normative desire for more democratic will formation. 

The idea of popular sovereignty in Habermas' procedural theory refen to social- 

" See JA 25-28, and BFN sec. 6.2 on "which n o m  are valid", and how one decides. 



bmnakuy conditions that, although enabhg the self-organization of a legal community, are 

not irnrnediaîely at the disposition of the citizem' will. While Habermas' mode1 certainiy 

requires a disninive mode of sociationfor the kgal community, this mode does not extend 

to the whole of an "embedded" society. The direct, deliberative nature of politics remains but 

a part of complex society, which, as a whole, resists one-sidedly normative approaches. In this 

regard, the discourse-theoretic reading of democracy has a point of contact with a detached 

social-scientific approach that 

considen the political system neither apex nor centre nor even the structural core of 
society, but jus one action system among others. On the other hand because it 
provides a safety mechanism for solving problerns that threaten social integration 
[such as unregulated capital, unemployment, and administrative colonisation of the 
lifeworld], politics must be able to communicate through the medium of law with d 
the other legitimately ordered spheres of action . . . . (BFN 302) 

In sum Habermas is in agreement with the civic republican attempt, and, for instance, 

the ferninist strategy to put the formation of political opinion and wili up h n t  in society 

through increasing the sites and spaces for deliberation of substantive values and Wtues (SR 

1 15-1 17). However, Haberinas wishes this to be done without coming to understand the aate 

as a "secondary site" for the formation of opinions and democratic wiii (DNM 22). In an 

attempt to get beyond the either/or and "false antinomies" of direct L'versus" representative 

politics (Fraser 1997), Habemas wants to bnng autonomous voices back in to the decision- 

makingprocess of social norm through revitaiïzing deliberation in all public spheres as well 

as bringing the state and government back on side of social and economic transformation 

through radicaily improved procedural processes to make them accessible to aU age*ed. 
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It should be emphasized that Habermas' deliberative democratic model refuses one- 

sided, macrosubject, Uidividualistic, juridical, legalistic, liberal constitutional conventions and 

their view of deliberation as a mere cornpetition of isolated ideas, rather than as a 

reconmaed space for tme deliberation and ~e~constitution. 

The overall goal is to provide the resource of solidarity -which cm express itself 

spontaneously and without preconfigured subjective networks- with discursive procedures 

against both the resources of administrations and rnoney (DNM 23). Thus, through discourse 

procedures, the resource of solidanty is no longer alone. Through the procedures and d e s  of 

open and equal access to issues which affect them, it can equaiiy use the force of public 

argumentation over the other resources of administration and money. 

In the foliowing section, 1 begin by describing Habermas' two-pack model of 

democracy. 1 highlight theprecision of this simultaneous fornul-infonnaI dynamic rather than 

the more abstraci deliberative dimension since this has been rather weii exposed in the 

literature. 1 will briefly review the criteria for the Iegitimacy of democratic two-track systems, 

and signal Habennas' reference to the emergent, and highly fragile supranational public sphere. 

1.2.2 The Two-Track Mode1 of the Democratic Process 

Habermas' concretized conception of a two-pack approach to opinion- and wiii- 

formation, is making an attempt to close the gap between two levels, and realms of discourse. 

On the one hanci, the justice and law-making discourses of the f o n d  and institutional redm 

and, on the other hand, the concrete, Iegitimacy-generating, everyday, solid* and ethical 

discourse processes stemming from the informal communicative impulses of civil society and 



its autonomous  public^.^' 

W~th such a desire to close the gap between these two realms, one still has to flesh-out 

whether and how there can be an effiective and legitimate circulation of power between them. 

To bring precision to this interchange, Habermas uses Bernard Peters' rnodel of processes of 

communication and decision making as occurring dong a centre-periphery axis smictured by 

a systern of "sluzces ". 

According to Bernard Peters' model, the core area of the forinal political system is 

fomed by imtihrtzonal complexes of administration (including the Govemrnent), the judicial 

system, and democratic opinion- and dl-formation (which Uicludes parliamentary bodies, 

political elections, and party competition). This centre is distinguished from the penphery in 

virtue of f o d  decision-making procedures and its exercise of hitutional state power. 

Among the above three institutional complexes, the parliamentary bodies would be the most 

open and sensitive in perceiving and thematizing social issues and problems that emerge eom 

the Uiformal civil society (BFN 355). 

Habermas suggests however that these complex network of organizations which 

coordinate the functioning of certain social sectors need supplementing by a broader specmun 

of groups, associations and organizations. These groups would give voice before parliament 

and the courts to social problems. They would make "broad demands, articulate public 

'' Benhabib has been a 'iendly critic" of Habermas regardhg the dangers of his 
over-abstraction (Hutchings 1996,171) to which BFN appears as part of his response to such 
criticisms. See also a cornparison of Habermas to Ackennank dualist model in Benhabib 
(1996,80). 



interests or needs, and thus [idealiy] attempt to influence the political process more fiom 

normative points of view than from the standpoint of particular interests" (BFN 3 5 5). 

Habermas makes use of Peters' "sluice model" to eludicate the modes (or foms, Held 

1995) of exchange and direction of problem solving communication between the core and 

penphexy. In order for decisions to be binding and Iegitimute they must pas  through the 

"narrow channels" of core public institutions. 

Habermas emphasizes the need for a "sociological translation" of the discourse theory 

of democracy by approvingiy quoting the foliowing firom Peters' model. Viz, that 

the Iegitimacy of deciszom depends on processes of opinion- mdwiZLj5omation at the 
penphery. B e  centre is a system of shices thrargh which maqy processes in the 
sphere of the political-legaI system mustpass, but the centre controls the direction and 
the dynamics of these processes only to a limitecl degree. Changes con start just as 
rnuch at the pe~phery as al the centre .... The idea of democracy is ultirnately based 
on the fact that political processes of will-formation, which in the schema sketched 
here have a peripheral or intermediary statu, are supposed to be decisive for political 
development . This is notpredecided by the present s c b .  (BFN 3 56. My emphasis. ) 

While the evesday business of politics need not satisQ such arong communicative 

conditions due to the need to maintain administrative effdveness, where and when pdcular  

"routines" of the courts, bureaumacies, parliaments, or parties no longer enjoy the confidence 

of the public. other modes of exchange for introducing and deliberating social problems must 

be meaningfuuy available to members of civil society. 

The procedure for determinhg decisions at the formal. structural level is the key 

towards legitirnacy and, for Habermas, the core structure in a separate, constitutionally 

organized political system. This smtctured procedural model is not a model for all Lifeworld 



and civil society institutions (nor even for al1 state institutions).') 

Habermas utilizes Joshua Cohen's characteriration of the necessary seven minimum 

postrrlutes or mies for a fair procedure: 

a. Processes of deliberation take place in argumentative fonn, that is, through the regulated 
exchange ofionnation and reasons arnong parties who introduce and critically test proposals. 
b. Deiiberations are inclusive andpublic. No one may be excluded in principle; ail of those 
who are possibly affected by the decisions have equal chances to enter and take part. 
c. Deliberations are free of any externul coerczon.T'he participants are sovereign insofar as they 
are bound only by the presuppositions of communication and rules of argumentation. 
d. Deiiberations are ftee of any internai coercion that could detract f?om the equality of the 
participants. Each has an equal opportunity to be heard, to introduce topics, to make 
contn'butions, to suggest and criticize proposais. The taking of yeslno positions is motivated 
solely by the unforced force of the better argument. 

Additional conditions specQ the procedure in view of the political churacler of 
deliberative processes: 
e. While ideal moral deliberations can in principle be indefinitely contùiued or resumed at 
another tirne, at the level of practical political deliberation, they must be concluded by majority 
decision in view of pressures to decide. A fullible mjority decision [see PSP in BFN, or Held's 
uttainable vs. ideal (1995)l may be considered reasonable until fùrther notice, namely. until 
the mino* convinces the majority that their (the minority's) views are correct. 
f. Political deiiberations extend to any matter that can be regulated in the equd interest of dl. 

33 It wouid be inqpropriate to put such hyperstructural and procedural requirements 
on civil society associations and communicative fora. They would expose a deliberative 
procedure meant for one partidar Ievei and sphere of deliberative will-formation to the 
danger of increased penetration and juridified forms of communication and sociation, a danger 
that militates precisely against the setting afiow of communication in the lifeworld and civil 
society. 

In Habermas' view, the discursive level of public debates constitutes "the mus? 
important variable" (See SR and JA on the critical notion of Sinn der Angemessenheit (a 
sense of appropriateness)). While the notion that decisions are open to reasonable debate is 
the basic requirement for legitimacy, the moa important vuriable for making this integrative 
function, and normative participatory requirement practica! is to provide institutionally 
guaranteed levels, and spaces to provide and promote citizens' access to the appropriate level 
of participation. The approapriateness of the level could be determined by an understanding 
of the need to set afiow cummunicative interaction, while also keeping fiee of illegitimate and 
privileged interests (BFN 150) the direct exercise of formai political power. 



This does not imply, however, that topics and subject matters traditionaily considered to be 
'private' in nature could be a fortiori withdrawn h m  discussion. InparticuIw-. tfiose questions 
me public& relevcmt that concern the unequal distribution of resources on which the acrual 
exercise of rights of communication and participation dependr. 
g. Political deliberations also include the ùaerpretations of neecis and wants and the change of 
prepolitical attitudes and preferences. Here the consensus-generating force of arguments is by 
no means based only on a value consensus previously developed in shared traditions (BFN 
305-6. My emphases.) 

Udke general elections which sirnply organize the voting thatfollaws informai opinion 

formation these procedures would augment the opportunities for deliberation, and ensure the 

faimess in the composition and operation of "arranged publics", in the fonn of assemblies that 

'convenet for a 'sitting' in which an agenda is 'negotiated' and resolutions are passed (BFN 307). 

They provide the reference points for fairness. The assemblies at the f o d  Zevel operate less 

with an intention to discover and [l] identlfy problems than to deal with already pressing 

problems, to [Il  justrfi those problems and the competing proposals made to solve them. This 

"context ofjustification" is then drawing on the "contexts of discovery" from the public sphere 

that have aruggled to bring their issues to this level of forma1 political public debate. This is 

the practicable means whereby one can conceive of an intemal relation and closing of the gap 

between the fonnal decision-oriented deliberations regulated by procedures above and the 

infomaZ processes of opinion formation in the public sphere? 

What stdus and role do the other two levels of society --the micro-level everyday 

interactions of the Weworld and the social movements, avil and ethnic associations and groups 

Y Accordhg to Habermas, the determination of the appropriate Ievel and t)lpe of 
participation, in either opinion- or d-formation, is also to be assessed in rational discourse. 
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in c h i l  society (or the micro- and meso-levels; Mer 1993)- have in his conceptualization of 

the democratic process? According to Habermas, the forma1 political institutions that detide 

under time pressure have a weak capacity to detect problems, which are apprehended either 

insufficiently or not at al1 by settled routines, nor do they have much initiative to stage new 

problems in a niccessfÙIly drarnatic way. 

Due shply to the time, ability (and often inclination) deficits of memben and 

stnictures of the formai sphere to pose and solve problems, the illegitimate independence of 

"social" and administrative power is averted to the extent lhar the periphery has both (a) a 

specific set of capabilities and (b) sufncient occasion to exercise them. The e s t  assumption 

refers to "the capacities to ferret out, identify, and effectively thematize latent problems" . An 

"activated penphey must then introduce them via parliamentary (or judicial) sluices into the 

political system in a way that disnpts the latter's routines." In order for this disruption of 

routines to occur, there "is a growing need for integration that renders crises permanent, 

stimulates the public sphere, and rnakes accelerated learning processes necessary" (al from 

BFN 358). 

On the other hand "stnictures of a power-ndden, oppressed public sphere exclude 

fniitfiil and c l m n g  discussion" and are therefore illegitimate. Since the quality of public 

opinion is an empirically ver~fiable variable, we are provided with a baRs for memring the 

legitirnacy of the influence rhai non-elite public opinion hm on the political systern. 

[Tlhe political influence that the acton gain through public communication must 
ultimately rest on the resonance and indeed the approval of a lay public whose 
composition is egalitarian. The public of atizens must be convinced by comprehensible 



and broadly interesting contributions to issues it h d s  relevant. The public audience 
possesses final authonty, because it is constitutive [of the very notion of the public.] 
(BFN 3 64).)' 

The boundaries between the strong and weak public spheres "remain permeable in 

principle. The rights to ume!stricted inclusion ... prevent exclusion mechanisrns of the 

Foucauldian type and ground a potentiui for s e l j - t r a s f ~ n n ~ o n "  (BFN 374). Labour and 

feminist movements and discourses are examples of a taking advantage and extending of the 

latent power to "shatter the structures" that attempt to prevent the movement kom d e e e  to 

de facto equality embedded in the idealized discourses of bourgeois coosututions. 

Political sociologists, when discussing the evevday depiction of the public sphere, 

would be rather cautious in suggesting that civil society has much of an influence on the 

political system. However, when the public sphere is not "at rest" but rather becomes 

mobilized, "the structures that achially support the authority of a cntically engaged public 

begin to vibrate. nie balance of power between civil society and the political system then 

H m  then. in purticu2ar cdws the civil society corne to influence the political systern, 

35 "The public sphere is an intermediary structure between the political system and the 
sectors of the Uéworld and fùnctional system. It is a highly complex network of overlapping 
international, national, regional and subcultural arenas. It is also merentiated hto levels 
accordhg to the denUty of communication, organizational compiexity, and range -6om the 
episodic publics found in tavems, coffee houses, or on the streets; through the uccasio1~11 or 
'arranged' publics of particular presentation and events in theatre, concerts, party assemblies, 
of church congresses. Fdy, they inchde the abshuct public sphere of isolated readers, 
listeners, and viewers scattered across large areas, often brought together ody through the 
mass media" @FN). 
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and who ploces the initiatives on the agenda? First, the initiatives rnay come ihom 

officeholders or political leaders and can be implemented by the latter on their own. Secondly, 

the initiative can again come £kom inside the political system, but the proponents of the issue 

must mobilize members Rom the public sphere to garner greater force for the issue. 

Thirdly, with a mobilized public sphere, the pressure of public opinion, that is, the 

resource of solid&ity, the forma1 public sphere is compeiied through "sufficient pressure" to 

consider the issues and agenda f?om the weaker public sphere. The above is most prone to 

occur at critical moments "of an accelerated history [when] actors get the chance to reverse 

the normal circuits of communication in the poïitical system [and thereby] shifl the entire 

system's mode of problem solving" (BFN 3 8 1). The communication structures of the public 

sphere are linked with the private life spheres in a way that gives the civil-social periphexy 

greater sensitiviîy in detecting anù identifyig new problems, such as ecological threuts, the 

&maticalIy progressing impoverishment of the Third world, the problems of the world 

econornic order. and feminism. As Habermas notes, hardly "any of these topics were initial& 

brought up by exponents of the state apparatus ... . Instead, they were broached by 

inteflectuals, concemed citwns, radical professionals, [and] self-proclaimed 'advocates'." 

Yet, Habermas also points out that there is a "htent dependency built into the internal 

structure of every public sphere" in which the "players in the arena owe their influence to the 

approvai of those in the galleiy." 

'' To consider his dynamic understanding of the nature of constitutional systems as 
unfinished, fable,  and revisable projects, even ifthey mus expose themselves to and accept 



From this long-tenn perspective, the co~tutionaI state does not represent afinished 
stmcture but a dekate and sensitive -above al1 fallibk m d  revisabIe-enterprïse. 
whose purpose is to realize the system of rights mew in changing circurnstance, that 
is, to interpret the system of rights better, to insfitutionaiize it more appropriately, and 
to draw out its contents more radicdly. This is the perspective of citizens who are 
actively engaged in realizing the system of nghts. Aware of, and referrhg to, changed 
contexts, such citizens want to overcome in practice the tension between social 
facticity and validity (BFN 3 84). 

Although the above notion of an active citizenry who may be forced to use civil 

disobedience to affect the change fiom de jure to de facto nghts is not part of the everyday 

routine of politics, it is an essential character of the constitutionai state, in Habermas' view (CD 

102). Thus, while Habermas emphasizes the usefulness of the strong public sphere for 

achieving the routine actuahtion of the system of nghts, which is an effective, because 

specialized structure for this purpose, the legitmacy of this effectiveness is nullifïed if the 

political and administrative systems become too detached fkom the cornmunicatively generated 

power of civil society. The way to avoid the "legitimation dilemma" is to maintain an open 

cuculation of communicative power between the subsystems and civil society and even remain 

open, in principle, to the dramatic impulses from acts of civil disobedience. 

1.3 The Supranational Transformation of the Democratie Public Sphere 

While the above demonstrates the possible interchange relations between formai and 

informai, or steering and counterstee~g (BFN 327) spheres, Habermas, among others, 

suggests that with the intensification of inter-nation-state relations a new problem has been 

brought to light: the fact that "democratic processes constituted at the level of the nation-state 

acts of civil disobedience see CD. 



lag hopelessly behind the economic integration taking place at a supranational level" (BFN 

491; also 303). More recently he has elaborated on the above point that 

the different tendencies toward the globalization of every kind of interchange and 
communication, economic production and its financing, t r aders  of technology and 
weaponry, the drug trade and criminality [particularly in the former East Bloc 
countries], and especiaüy strategic and ecological dangers, confront us with problerns 
that cm no longer be solved within the fiarnework of the nation-state. The holiowing- 
out of the sovereignty of the nation-state d continue, and require us to develop 
capacities for political action on a supranational basis. (BR 168) 

While the two-track conceptuakation of democracy and the political process 

articulated in the previous section provides a useful bridging between participatory and 

representative democratic conceptions, it needs to be reconceptualized to look beyond the 

representative mechanisms, procedures, and public sphere of the nation-state level and include 

a parallei conception of that two-track dynarnic as dso necessarily including. wwilhout being 

eclipred by. the supranational level. 

David Held (1995) has provided perhaps the most cornplementary, succinct, yet 

systematic and integrated analysis of the nature and impZicatiom of these changed 

supranational political, legal, economic conditions. Held's notion of a post-liberal democratic 

Rechtsstaat (constitutional state) has, as he suggests, many "parailel conceptions" to that of 

Habermas' (BFN) project (Held 1995, 157). However, he manages to take what 1 have 

emphasized as the intent of the two-pack conception of democracy -that of maintaining 

democratic participation and accountability of institutions while nonetheless allowing for the 

political and economic subsystems' needs for a certain degree of non-communicative 

fiuictioning- and articulate the need for this "two-track" conception of the democratic process 
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beyond the civil societyhation-state to the local, national, and supranatiomI leveI of analysis. 

Held acknowledges that although the nation-state "remains vibrant ", the heightened 

intersection of national and international forces and relations indicates shifting patterns of 

power and constraints. The process that has led to the prevdence of supranational over 

national bases of integration is described by Held as stemming £ira fiom the proMeration of 

regional, international and transnational agents, organizations and institutions (govenunental 

and non-govemmental). Held offers a view of how the growing interconnectedness leads to 

a crisis in nation-Mes and a requirement for greater collaboration between nation-states. 

W~th the intensification of processes of regional and global intercomectedness, the 

distinction between extemal or international and interna1 or domestic issues has eroded. The 

state bas become a fragment ed policy-making arena, permeated by international groups 

(govemmentai and non-governmental) as well as by domestic agencies and forces. The 

penetration of civil society by transnational aaors has also been extensive. 

This proliferation has triggered the growth of global interconnectedness in a nurnber 

of key dimensions, viz., econornics, politics, technology, communications and law. With these 

dynamics, there is increasing permeability of borders and, sunilarly, a diminution of a state's 

capacity to generate policy insauments able to control the flow of goods and services, ideas 

and cultural products, etc., which l ad s  to the growing requirement of states to cooperate with 

each other to control policy outcomes. Also, there has been a pardel growth in international 

agencies and institutions with mechanisms to sustain the balance of power, expand regimes, 

develop international organizatiom, improve multilateral diplomacy, and increase the scope 



of international law and cooperation with non-state actors and processes. 

With the increased global intercomectedness, the number of political instruments 

available to particular govemments and the effectiveness of their instruments are declining. 

"This tendency occurs, in the first instance, because of the loss of a wide range of border 

controls -whether formai or informal- which fomerly sewed to restrict transactions in goods 

and services, production factors and technology, ideas and cultural interchange" (1 995 90). 

This manifests itseif in the creation of a system of global govemance which, as one of its 

outcornes, sustains and redefines the powers of states. Nonetheless, this "interdependent global 

systemt' rernains highly fiagile and vulnerable to shifis in resources, religious beliet ideologies 

and technologies at national and subnational levels (Held 1995, 89-98). 

The result has been a vast growth of international institutions, organizations and 

regimes." The new global politics, with its multibureaucratic decision-making, within and 

between govemmental and intemationai regimes, all triggered by transnational technological 

and capital forces and new foms (or visions) of multinational integration 

has created a frarnework in and through which the rights and obligations, power and 
capacities of states have been redefined. [. . .] The state's [and citizen's] capacities have 
been both curtailed and expanded, allowhg it to continue to perform a range of 
hctions which cannot be sustained any longer in isolation fiom global or regional 
relations and processes. (Held 1995, 9 1-2) 

This means, Held suggests, that the meaning of national decision-making institutions has to 

37 There is a crucial difEerence between an international ssociety which contains the 
possibility of political cooperation and order, and asupe~n~onal  m e  which has a monopoly 
of coercive and legislative power (cf. Kant and sec. 5.2 beiow). 
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be explored in the context of a complex international society and a huge range of actual and 

growing regional and global organizations, transcendiing and mediating national boundaries. 

Ali this makes the context under which Habermas has traditiondy posed the issue of 

"decentering" and the necessity of "postnationai" citizenship bases more immediate. To use 

Kant's phrase, there is the need for "enlargeci thinking" that is, in Habermas' words, both 

capable of trunscendirzg traditional notions of societies and boundaries and. yet, embeddkg 

those transcendent notions in t h e p r ~ g m ~ c  procedures and organizations capable of providing 

the conditions for justice arnong citizens' nations. 

As with Habermas' analysis ofthe dissonance between facts and n o m  in wntemporary 

societies, Held notes that there are "intemal" and "extemal" dzsjunctures between the f o d  

politicai authority that nation-states c iah for themselves and the achrd, ooften i n f o d  

practices of the state and economic systems at various leveis. By disjunctures in law, politics, 

identity, and economics Held is referring to the erosion of sovereignty by forms of a "lhigher' 

andlor indep endent authority which curtail the rightful basis of decision-making within a 

national fkamework" and its right to make the d e s ,  regdations and policies within its temtory 

(99-1 00). With the advent of the expanding international context, the theory that the nation- 

state exercises final cornrnand over intemal affairs and, secondly, that there is no authority 

above and beyond the state is being displaced. 

Disjmcture 1: Intemationaf Law 

Guvernments and non-govemmental organizations (NGOs) are increasindy subject to 

new systems of legal regdation at the level of international law. Its powers and constraints, 
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rights and duties ofien ovemde the claims of nation-staîes "which, while they may not be 

backed by institut ions with coercive powers of enforcement, nonetheless have far-reaching 

consequences" (Held 1 995, 1 0 1). 

From the United Nation's Universal Declaration of Human Rights (1 948). the Council 

of Europe's European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental 

Freedoms (1950), and the Covenants on Rights (1966). it is recognized in international law 

that individuals have rights and obligations that transcend those of their own state-bound 

systems (see 4.1). For instance, in the UN Dedaration, it is recognired that individuals not 

only have the nght, but the obligation not to conform to national laws that may be non- 

humanitarian. This doctrine resulted from the International Tribunal at Nuremberg (and 

Tokyo) which aated for the fkst tirne that when zntemtional mies conceming humanitarian 

values confijct with state Ims, individuals must transgress the aate laws (Held 1995, 10 1). 

The European Convention initiative made a radical legal innovation in pnnciple to 

d o w  individual citizens to initiate proceedings against their own governments or "'take the 

first steps for the collective enforcement of certain of the rights stated in the Universal 

Declaration"' (102). More recently European countries have appended a clause of the 

Convention which dows citizens to petition directl'y the European Commission on Human 

Rights. While this direct petition is not guaranteed to result in a hearing at even higher leveis, 

nevermkid a justiciable enforcement, it sets the scene for ensurhg that States no longer have 

supreme authority over its own citizens. 

In addition, the two treaties of the Convention on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies 



(1 979) and the Convention on the Law of the Sea (1 982) codified a new concept for arguing 

that the vast environmental spaces are the "cornrnon hentage of mankind." As Held suggests, 

such a concept points to the possibility of an international Iegal system based on equity and 

cooperation (Held 1995, 105). Indeed, elements of the concept are visible in the Rio 

Declaration on Environment and Development and in Agenda 2 1 which were both adopted at 

the Earth Swnmit in Brazil in 1992.~' 

While the principles of accountability and enforcement remain vague in most of the 

treaties and conceptualizations above, Held notes the increashg consensus that the subject, 

scope and source of international law has shified and that it should be based on alternative 

organizing principles beyond the doctrine that international law is and should be a "'law 

between states only and exclusively'" (Held 1995, 107). 

Disjuncture 2: Intemtionahation of Politica[ Decision-making 

The second major area of disjuncture between the theoiy of the sovereign nation-state 

and the contemporary global system lies in the expanding numbers of international regimes and 

organizations to attempt to manage transnational activity (such as trade). From international 

" As Held explains, P ~ c i p l e  7 of the Declaration demands that "'States shall 
cooperate in a spirit of global partnership to conserve, protect and restore the health and 
integrity of the Earth's ecosystem'; and Principle 12 calis for 'environmental measures 
addressing transboundary or global environmental problems' which should 'as fàr as possible, 
be based on an international consensus'. [Agenda 21 specifies that this] commits di States to 
engage in a continuous and constructive dialogue, inspùed by the need to achieve a more 
efficient and equitable world economy, keeping in view the increasing interdependence of the 
cornmunity of nations and that sustainable development should become a prionty item on the 
agenda of the international community'" (Held 1995, 106). 
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governemal organitations (IGOs) to international non-govemmental organitations (INGOs), 

the number and new forms of muhilateral organizations have led to new irnplicit or explicit 

principles, noms, d e s ,  and decision-making procedures that reach far beyond the confines 

of national borders. 

This is particularly important concemuig organizations like the World Bank, the 

International Monetary Fund (IMF), and the UN which are oriented to questions relating to 

the management and allocation of rules and resources over the cormol of national, regional and 

global policies. Moreover, more infornial organizations for political and economic 

coordination, most notably the so-cded "Group of 7" (G7, now the G8 with the Russian 

political and economic elites bringing the country into the capitalist economic model) have 

considerable influence over the direction of political and economic actïvity. As Held suggests, 

while de jure sovereignty may not be infrlliged by the nature of decision-making of many of 

the above bodies, the capacity for the people of nations to seEdetermination concerning their 

own policy directions is strained. 

While we will look at it more closely in the next chapters, Held notes that the European 

Union provides an important illustration of the potential political decision-making structure 

for international organizations. It provides an important extension to the above due, in 

addition, to its fonnal capacity to make laws enforceable on member states as weil as an 

important illustration ofthe need to make the emerging international decision-making character 

of trans- and supra-national formal and informai power accountable, via explicit decision- 

making d e s  and procedures, to the democratic comrnunity. 
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Currently, the Council of Ministem has powerful legal instruments such as regulations 

and directives that allow it to formulate and enact policy with a minimum of national-level 

account ability. Regulations as an instrument in particular are notable because they have the 

status of law imiependently of any fùrther negotiation or action "on the part of mernba states. 

Disputes about national interpretations and applications of regulations and directives can be 

heard at the European Court of Justice" which has taken an active role in haxmonizing the laws 

within the union (Heid 1995, 1 12). " 

Dz.@mcture 3: NothronaI Identity and the GlobaZization of Culture 

This is a more familiar "disjuncture" for Habermasian theorists (PF; BFN) and it will 

be taken up in more detail later. Nonetheless, in Held's conceptuakation of this process, 

goods, capitai, people, knowledge, images, communications, weapons, culture, pollutants, and 

beliefs now fl o w across what were previously territorial "boundaries, " profoundly affecting the 

identity and culture of those at the receiving end. In addition, the existence of global systems 

oftrade, finance, and production tends to &kt the understanding of what binds the prosperity 

and fate of households, communities and nations (121). 

Disjunciwe 4: 7he World Economy 

"There is, " Held categoncaily underlines, "a clear disjuncture between the forma1 

39 Held also includes a fiih disjuncture conceming hegemonic powers and 
international security structures that have stemmed fiom the intensification of globa1i;ration 
in the post-Second World War era. These have led, Held notes, to the simultaneous expansion 
of the liberal states' responsibilities and to an erosion of its capacity to deal effectively aione 
with those demands (1 995, 12 1. See 5.2 below further on this point.) 
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authority of the state and the spatial reach of contemporary systems of production, distribution 

and exchange that often hct ion to Iimit the competence and effectiveness of national political 

authorities" ( 1 27). 

Two aspects of the intensifiecl economic processes are central to this trend: the 

intemationdi7sition ofprahrction and the globalization offinancial transactions, both led by 

multinational companies (MNCs). They coordinate t heu production, marketing and 

distribution on a regional or global rather than national basis. Financial organizations can 

monitor and respond to developments of economic units -currencies, stocks, shares, Hmirest- 

almost instantaneously on a global level. Both world production and financial systems have 

been reshaped by technological change. This technology increases not only the global scope 

of economic interactions, but also the volume and velocity of transactions, coordinations, 

locations and management of production and economic units with an eye to deriving maximum 

benefit from the Merent conditions around the world (128). 

Held argues that with the emergence of global financial markets and their almoa 

round-the-clock trading, geographic boundaries become almoa meaningless. On the other 

hand, markets and societies are becorning more sensitive to one another "even when their 

distinctive identities are preserved" (129). Therefore, the very possibility of a state's finance 

minister rationally formulating a national fiscal policy is potently reduced. The monetaiy and 

fiscal policies of individual governments are kequently dorninated by the fates of international 

financial markets. Figures from the Bank of International Settiement indicate that foreign 

exchange trading amounts to a &iiy turnover of $1 trillion. This sum represents more than 
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three Mies the amount of the total foreign reserve holdings of the US, Japanese and UK 

centrai banks combined for the entire month In addition, the vast majority of foreign exchange 

dealing and "investment " is specuIative. 

As a result of these developments, national d e s  and national regulatory systems for 

the control and developrnent of markets such as monopolies or anti-trust legislation are of 

doubtfùl value. So is the concept of national economic policy formation To pote  Blumenthal, 

it is not that "'national d e s  and policies are obsolete or no longer needed [rather it is that they] 

cannot work unless attention is paid to what is being done elsewherel" (in Held 13 1). In other 

words, the effectiveness and le@timacy of the formai political decision-making ministry of a 

state is limited if it is at odds with other international economic idormal decision-making 

systems, or "disorganized capitalism" ( m e ,  1985). 

Conclusion 

Not only does much contemporary cntical social theory focus largely on [l] cultural, 

kiformal and undifferentiated "civil society" level and forms of politics to [2] the detriment of 

f o d  siare level md fonns of politics, but it also often marginaiizes (if not completely 

ignores) the influence of [3] internutional and even regionai levels of legal, politicai, and 

economicforces and actors on deliberative models of democracy. For example, Tony Judt in 

his sweeping critique of the emerghg potential of European integration suggests that the 

nation state is the most modem and still most dominant of political institutions (1996 121). 

While it is true that the modem state is a most modem institution, the fact is that its capacity 

to be the most modem, or the most powemil legd, economic, or even political institution has 
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been seriously undennined. While it still cornmands considerable, and potentidy even a 

dominant innuence, its dominant position has fden, and the implications for a democratic 

politics are enormous. 

Why is there this lack of consideration of these levels and forces, particulady those of 

international, or reaiiy, nation and stateless capital? It partially stems from paradoxicaily, the 

(perhaps not fully self-conscious) malaise that these emergent fiontiers, both in tenns of the 

level and fom (intemutionai level and legal and especially econornic forms) may, in many 

cases, eclipse even the possibility that democratic actors, even highly resourcefiil groups, may 

be able to have a long-terni and deep impact on improving the life chances of human and non- 

human Me. As a result, one rationalizes, such forces and levels of analysis and action are best 

ignored. 

However, at a minimum, an andysis which seeks a better understanding of the 

potential for modernity to M l  its promise of democracy and citizenship rights mua not 

continue the very practices by which distorting hegemonic forces survive -Le., lack of 

transparency as to their workings and impact on the social and non-human environments. To 

essentially reproduce such aporia, one is in danger of acting as a mon helpful tooi in the 

hegemonic discourse of tuming soaety, for instance, into one of culture consumption rather 

than the d t u r e  debating of the issues and forces that undermine public and private autonomy. 

What Habermas, and more schematicdy David Held provide is an enlarged view of the new 

context of political thought brought about by the structural transformation of "the political." 

What should be clear by now is that one of the new chaZIenges for critical social theorists is 



to detemine h m  to reconceive democraiic accountability within a constitutionuIfrmework 

over the new mptanatzonaI f o m d  institutions and subsystems: governrnental, political, 

administrative, judicial, but most irnportantly perhaps, economic. 

As Habermas suggests with regard to the growing supranationalkation of relations in 

the European context 

nation-state theory presents a problem dong the path to European Union not so much 
on account oftheir insuperable claims to sovereignty but because democratic processes 
have hitherto hctioned, irnperfectly to be sure, only inside national boundaries. To 
put it briefly, up to the present the politicai public sphere has been fiagrnented into 
national units. Hence we cannot avoid the question whether a European citizenship can 
even exist at ail. (BFN 502) 

Habermas notes that as of 199 1, acquiescent political and administrative nibsystems 

were steering national agendas at the European levef to the dictates of purely econornic 

reasoning while the (more) rep resentative European Parliament had LUnited powers, " scarcely 

visible in the political public sp heres of the member states. . . . For the citizen, this translates hto 

an ever greater gap between being passively affected and actively participating. An hcreashg 

-ber of measures decided at a supranational level affect the lives of more and more citizens 

to an ever greater extent." Habermas continues on this line of thought of what is a growing 

dilemma of a more organizationally cornplex, and power-laden modernity: 

[Clitizens have no promising opportunities to bring up issues and influence European 
decisions. .. . . Does this disparity represent merely a passing imbalance that can be set 
nght by the parliamentarization of the Brussels expertocracy? Or do these 
bureaucraties, onented as they are by econornic critena of rationality, merely highltght 
developments already long under way and inexorably advancing even w i t h  nation- 
states? (502-3) 

This is the question to which we wiU now mm In what foilows is a brief examination 
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of whether and how some Europeans are attempting to develop more legitimate democratic 

countersteering measures at the supranational level. 



2. The Structurai Transformation of 
The European Public Sphere 

In Jürgen Habermas' (1996) opus, Between Facts and Noms: Contributions to a 

Discourse Theov of L m  andDemocracy, he attempts to conceptualize the interphy between 

autonomous publics and the forma1 sphere of politicai wiU-formation while avoiding the twh 

pitfds of a naive nonnativism or false realism regarding democratic institutions. His 'Two- 

track" notion of the role, meaning, and status of these respective spheres gives precision to 

their imerplay. The conceptuaiïzzition of a "postnational" interplay is based on, arnong other 

things. a certain conception of the level and relative statu of the three main resources in a 

"soaety" : social solidarity, the state's administrative power, and money. 

However, dong with a growing number of critical theorists," Habermas emphasizes 

that the traditional model of the interplay of the resources of the citizens-state-economy 

"societal" level model is insufficient today in conceptualizuig the fàcticity of intemationuImid 

supranation~i barrien as well as normative possibilities towards the meaninal exercise of 

citizenship. In light of, for instance, the intensification of technological capacities, the 

understanding of a two-track model of interchange between informal communicative spaces 

and more forma1 spheres must take more seriously the nascent conditions caused by global 

4 0. David Held's ongoing work on supranational syaems of governance are extrernely usefui 
to help heighten and clarify the nature and normative contours of this phenornenon. 1 owe 
much to Hdd's (esp. 1995) attempt to develop a more accessible critical supranational theory 
with a pragmatic-nonnative orientation. Instead of following Held on his analysis of "global" 
systems ofgoveniance, this work takes an even more pragmatic-normative use, although with 
a sixniiar trajectory in mind, by using the EU exarnple. 
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economic, legal, and politicai alliances, and the relative shift in the balance of influence and 

access to power over even an active citizenry. In their efforts to reconstruct viable ~Itemutives 

to increasingiy powerfui "market forces" and models over those oc for instance, political and 

democratic principles and modeis, critical theorists must take the supranational level of the 

problem in hand. 

The ongoing "democratic deficit"" experienced at the supranational level in the 

attempted integration of over 370 million citizens in the European Union (EU) provides an 

example of the legiimmon probiems stemming from increased compiexity. Moreover, the EU 

helps highlight the nature of inauences and, particularly, the distorthg influence of money on 

political steering capacïties for societal integration in modem societies. In the wake of what 

was popularly conceived as an iliegitimate, elite manner in which the 1992 Maastricht Treaty 

was negotiated, European institutions sought to improve the mechanisms designed to "bring 

the Union closer to their citizens" during its 1996- 1997 Intergovemmental Conkence (IGC) 

in Amsterdam. This "constitutional" (PreuD 1996) conference considered the requirements for 

the improvement of its lagging democratic legitimacy stemming astensibly from the EU 

increasingly complex administrative, supranational form. The competing conceptualizations 

of citizenship and democratic opinion- and will-formation processes at this new level of social 

and polmcal coordination represented an important moment towards achieving the possible 

'' More precisely as S c h d  explains it, the EU has problem-solving legitimacy, but 
not democratic legîtimacy. That is, it has "output legitimacy" because it has proven rather 
effective at problem solving despite its compiexity. However, it does not have inpur 
legitimacy, which leads to the problem ofthe "democratic deficit" (Scharffin Greven 1998). 
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contours of a Habermasian two-track and postnational model for radical democratic politics. 

In other words, of concephialking fornial and informai interchange relations in a postnational 

public sphere in gened. 

In this Chapter, we begin (2.1) to outline the more promising aspects of EU institutions 

and the various bodies that may act as the "duices" for the cultural, w e k e ,  environmental, 

and other value and need interpretatiow of citizens in the public sphere through their 

associations and movements. These wiil provide a bais to (2.2.1) mess the usefulness of the 

processes tu ve~icolly comrnunicate between citizens, autonornous publics, international non- 

govemmental organizations (INGOs), and other inmMions at the supranational, national and 

local levels despite Habermas' recent point that the EU in general "lacks a communicative 

public sphere" (BR 158). The success in these processes' normative distribution of power and 

influence are compared with Habermas' criteria for democratic legitimacy outlined in the 

previous chapter." 

Habermas' analytic theory proves far superior to that of the liberal representative 

democratic model towards unmasking the predomhance of iIIegitiimcne currents of power 

relations and flows of communication on the decision-making actors (for instance, on the 

" Holding these interchange relations to Habermas' democratic cntena means holding 
them to an even higher, more radical standard than a liberal representative standard found at 
the nation-state level. There is vigorous debate whether the EU cm achieve even that 
standard. However, 1 suggest here that that Hamiltonian standard of democracy is not the one 
that we should be reducing ourselves to. Rather, the developing sui generis form of 
govemance in the EU may offer more powefil and difrent o p p o h t i e s  to create even 
more representative democratic spaces and transparency in that process. 



results eventually stemming frorn the IGC conference in Amsterdam, sec. 2.2.2 infa)). And 

relevant to the more reconstructive nature of this chapter, his novmattve procedural paradigm 

is usetùl in helping to outhe  the legitimacy requirements for such complex institutions and 

relations in emerging postnationai public spheres generally, such as to increase their democratic 

accountabiïty and accessibility. 

2.1. The Democratic Institutions and Bodies of the EU 

The communicative flow in the European Union's inter-institutional and vertical 

interplay is complex. This has led Habermas to recently lament that it is "impossible to get a 

comprehensive view of it" (BR 1 ~ 8 ) . ~ ~  Nonetheless, a general overview of those EU bodies 

and institutions which have influence in the administrative, political, legal, and economic 

agenda of the Union is usefùl especidy for North Amencan critical theorists in order to 

understand the relative distribution of power in opinion- and wiu-formation and whether, in 

the end, democracy in the EU may be at ali possible (BR 158). 

To begin, the European Commission (the Commission) is in the fbnt h e s  of 

legislative action as "the executive civil s e ~ c e "  of the EU. It is composed of 20 formally 

independent Commissioners fiom di the currently 15 Member  tat tes? It makes ongoing 

53 Habermas has also admonished that we "avoid tendencies to oversimplify a complex 
world" (BR 156). But of course we must also avoid the tendency to perhaps err in the 
opposite direction, at least in the presentation of the argument, and obfuscate some of the 
main problems of our tintes. 

There are currently meen Member States (MS) in the EU: Austria, Belgium, 
Denmark, Finiand, France, Germany, Greece, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The Netherlands, 
Portugal, Spain, Sweden and the United Kingdom. The number of counmes is expected to 
increase to 20-25 over the next decade through its inclusion of countries fkom the former 



proposals for legislation; it has a large administrative body (the Directorat esGenerai (DG)) 

to help monitor compiiance with the Treaties, Commission directives and regulations, 

Community laws; and it adminiaers cornmon EU policies. The Commission is bound by the 

subsidiarity principle to leave the impternentation of specified policies to the national and 

subnational level administrators. 

The powerful Couneif of the Europm Union (the Council) is made up of one rninister 

from each Member State govemment. Which minister attends a meeting depends on the policy 

area under consideration (for example, the Council of Environment Ministers is made up of 

the 15 Ministers of the Environment). The Council and the European Parliament adopt 

Community legislation, inhially proposed by either the Commission or Parliament. They make 

final decisions on laws to be applied throughout the Community through consensus. But since 

such consensus is ofien difnnilt to achieve, most decisions are based on qualified majority 

The Heads of State or Governent of the Member States and the President of the 

Eastern Bloc countnes and Cypnis. 

'' A pulijied major@ of Commission proposals must receive 62 votes out of a total 
of 87 in order to be approved. To amend a Commission proposal without the Commission's 
consent, unanimity among Council members is required. Weighting of votes between the 1 5 
current EU members is as follows: 
Germany, France, Italy, United Kingdom 10 votes 
Spain 8 votes 
Belgium, Greece, Netherlands, Portugal 5 votes 
Austria, Sweden 4 votes 
Denmark, Finland, Ireland 3 votes 
Luxembourg 2 votes 



Commission meet at least twice a year in the Ewopem C m c i l  (EC) to discuss general issues 

confionthg the Community. The European Council decides broad policy lines and directions 

and determines the "extraordùiary agenda" (Wood & Yesilada 1996) for Cornmunity poiicy 

and cooperation. 

The European Invesment Bank (EIB) was estaùlished to contribute financially tu the 

cohesion and integration of member states into the Union. A Europem Central Bmk (ECB) 

is to take its place by the time of the third stage of the European Monetary Union ( E m  in 

1999.~~ 

7he Europeon Court of Jusrice (ECJ) is the supreme court of the European Union. The 

Court has judges ffom all the Community countries and currently numbers 15 judges and 9 

advocates-general. It passes judgement on disputes arising from the application and 

interpretation of CornrnUNty law with a mandate to ensure that the Treaties are respected and 

appiied during the process of Community integration (George 1996,33). Due to the increased 

importance accorded the Court by aii sociai, economic, and political actors as the innuence of 

the EU institutions in general grew, a Court of First Instance de& with l e s  pivotal cases, with 

the potentiai for appeal to the main Court remaining open. 

' There is also a C m  of Audirors which monitors the management of Community 
finances. It is made up of the 15 members. 

The new French socialist Prime Miniaer called for the increasing of people's 
democratic capacity to tilt the balance in favour of social and political steering offiscal policy 
by instionaluing a "European Economic Govanment." Alongside the ECB this Econornic 
Goverment would reestabfish politics and democracy in assuring citizens' nghts. 
"Representing the people, it will be in charge of coordinathg the political economy of the 
states of the Union" (Parti Sociolisre Français 1997; cf. Held in sec. 4.3 infra.). 
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There are two additional independent, permanent, yet, only potentidy influentid, 

ah>isory bodies which may act as "sluices" for direct citizen participation in the institutionai 

predeciszon process. The Economic and Social Cornmittee (ESC) has 222 representatives of 

the various economic and social groups in the Community. It involves for instance 

representatives h m  trade unions and social and professionai groups in the process of drafting 

Community legislation. It helps institutionalize a process of "social dialogue" at the regional 

level to create the conditions for a "Euro-corporatist" (Gorges 1996) "partnership" between 

goveniment. employers and employees as found in many of the European countnes. 

A more catch-aii forum is provided by the Cornmittee of the Regions (COR) which also 

has 222 representatives of local and regional authorities appointed by the Member States and 

who represent issues that do not fall under the more economic and social issues of"Ecosoc" 

described above. Its mandate is to bring regional and local citizen- and municipal-level 

govemment concems such as the environment to the attention of the decision-making 

Mtutions of the Union. While it introduces a more local, EU-wide representation for regional 

and local bodies into the Comrnunity institutionai system, it too only has advisory status. 

Fùially, besides the Commission and the two Councilg the European Pwliament ( E P )  

is the institution with the legitimacy and treaty-based power for initiating Europem-Ieve l 

legislation. What makes the EP most signifiant in the light of Habermas' posntationd 

democratic analyses is that it is the world's only direct& elected international. representalive 

znrtzhrtion. It ainently has 626 (with a proposed ceiling of 700) Members of European 

Parliament (MEPs) who exercise representative "democratic control" at the European level. 



Its members are elected every five years by a largely proportional representative electoral 

system. 

Since the EP is touted with some right, as the vehicle for citizen input into the public 

poliq decision-muking process through, for instance, both standing and ad hoc cornmittees, 

we wiu examine a bit closer its capacity to provide communicative spaces for autonomous 

publics. 

Organized blocs or "political groups" are encouraged to codesce in the EP in their 

attempts to shape European policy. The largest of these blocs are the Socialists, with the 

Greens, Liberal Democrats and Reformists on the state interventionia and participatory 

democratic side and the neo-conservative Christian Democratic European People's Party and 

Le Pen's strong right-wing nationalist party on the other." 

L i  other nation-st ate level parliaments, the Euro pean Parliament has the formal 

responsibiiity to represent the interests and values of citizens, and it has three officidpowers 

to do so: the power to IegzsIate. final approval of the budget, and the power to supervise the 

executive. The European Parliament is the only Cornrnunity institution that meets and debates 

47 The comrnunist Left Unity group lost its parliarnentary recognition for lack of seats. 
On the other hand, the extreme right parties which have been making inroads, albeit slow and 
irregular, remain a real danger. See Harvey S k o n s  (1993) me Rise of the Right. 

However, instead of such ideological forms becorning an argument on the left to one- 
sidely suggest "the danger" of supranationai institutions. even of the EP, it should dso 
become a rallying site concerning the seriousness with which critical social theorists would 
take these mpr-onal znstitutiom as parallel sites for positive, progressive debate on 
policy, constitutions, values. and p~ciples .  As Jacques Delors noted: "Creating Europe is 
a way of regainhg that margin of liberty necessary for a 'certain idea of France"' (cited in 
Judt 1996, 14). 
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in public. Its debates, opinions and resolutions, notably W e  those of the Council, are 

regular [y pu blis hed . 

The Parliament's Members also sit in 20 standing cornittees, each of which specialises 

in a partidar field and constantly h e m  citizen requests? Some of these twenty committees 

indude: Budgets; Economic and Monetary AfEairs and Industrial Policy; Extemal Economic 

Relations; Legal Mairs and Citizens' Rights; Social M a i r s  and Ernployment; the Environment, 

Public W t h  and Consumer Protection; Culture, Youth, Education and the Media; Civil 

Liberties; Budgetary Control; the Rules of Procedure; Women's Rights; and Petitions In 

addition to these standing committees, Parliament can also set up temporary and ad hoc 

subcomrnittees or cornmittees of inqujr that deal with specific problems which may not fall 

under the purview of the permanent cornmittees. 

Citizens in Europe are also represented by national Members of Parliament of the 

Member States. Joint Parliarnentary Cornmittees and major 'Pmfimentary czssizes' help 

maintah relations between the EP and these Parliaments. This fiamework provides a means 

to help avoid isolationism -either at the national level or at the supranational levei. It is a 

mechanism to encourage national- and supranational-level representatives and politicai groups 

to exchange information and have a communicative forum for discussing ernerging European- 

level policy and concem. 

According to Weber's typology, this makes the EP into a more of an Arbeitende 
parliament, rather than a Redende parliament: a parliament which tends to work on problems 
in cornnimees rather than discuss issues in plenaiy sessions. See Schmidt's (1 996) analysis of 
the Gennan Parliamentaxy system. 
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Whiie MEPs are spokepenons for their constituents in meetings with the Commission, 

the Council and other institutions, European citizem have the right to petition and submit, 

individually or in a group, to the President of the European Parliament their requests or 

grievances on rnatters within the European Union's jmisdiction. The Omhdsmun is a 

mechanism avaiiable to citizens for investigating disputes between citizens and the 

administrative arithorities of the European Union's institutions, usually the Commission's DG. 

The Ombudsman has the potential to be a thorn in the side of the EU administrators 

particularly since he has considerable independence and can make use of the European media 

to publicize his role as weii as problems drawn to his attention by the public. 

Legrdativeiy, MEPs help &@, amend and adopt European laws, and, most 

significantly, d e  policyproposaZsS At the t h e  of the first elections in 1979, the EP had Linle 

infiuence in policy rnatters. However this institution -which is touted by the European 

Commission as giving the "democratic legitimacy" to the entire EU (Commission 1995)- is 

insisting on and h a h g  some success in receiving more power over the poiicy decision-mabg 

process. 

The 1957 Rome Treaties originally empowered the Commission to initiate policy 

proposals and the Council to decide on them after "condting" Parliament. However, in some 

respects, Parliament's role in the legislative process has been both widened and strengthened, 

and its influnce extended to the cirafting and adoption of Cornmunity legislation. The 

European Parliament and the C o u d  now share the power of decision in many, but not d, 

areas, through the "c&cision " procedure. Its recent acquisition of thepower of i n i t i a  for 
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policy proposais and its examination of the Commission's annual programme ofwork also give 

Parliament some influence over policy direction. 

In the making of EU-level legislation, there are three principal legislative procedirres 

by which the European Parliament may exercise its legislative power, depending on whether 

the proposal concems rnacroeconomic and financial policies, tiinctional policies, or sectoral 

policies (George 1996). These include the consultation, cooperation, and co-decision 

procedures. '' 

The consultation process merely seeks parliament's opinion before a legislative 

proposal from the Commission is adopted by the Council. However, Parliament's assent is 

required for decisions conceming the accession of new Member States, association agreements 

with third countries and international agreements, the organisation and goals of the Structural 

Funds and the Cohesion Funds, and the tasks and powers of the European Central Bank. 

In the cooperation procedure, if Parliament's opinion, delivered at its first reading, is 

not sdEciently taken into account by Councii in the latter's "common position", Parliament 

rnay reject the proposa1 at second reading. The Council can overturn Parliament's rejection 

only by a manimous decision. Since unanimity is ciiflicult to achiwe, the C o u d  is frequently 

forced to go through the conciliarion procehre (made up of Members of Parliament, the 

Council and the Commission) to prevent its proposal from being rejected. This procedure 

" There is a fourth, the msent procedure, which is largely a rubber-stamping of 
decisions made by the Council and which are outside the jurisdiction of Parliamentary 
o v e ~ e w .  



applies to a large number of areas nich as the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF), 

the environment, and cooperation and development between members States. 

Findly, the moa significant of these procedures is co-deciszon. Here, Parliament 

actudy shares decision-making power with the Council. Through this procedure, ifParliament 

is unsatisfied with the Council's response in its common Parliamentary opinion on draft 

lepjslation, Parliament can prevent the adoption of the proposal. To prevent the rejection of 

its proposal again a Conciliation Committee is convened to seek a compromise before 

Parfiament's third reading. If agreement is nill not reached Parliarnent can reject the proposal 

de fu i i t i~e l~ .~  

2.2.1 Assessing the European Unions' Democratic Institutions 

Given their Merentiated constitutionai powers (or "competencies") which ofthe above 

institutions are efféctive and influentid as administrative, legal and political vehicles for 

deliberative opinion- and will-formation, regardmg, for instance, cultural, health, 

environmental, w e k e ,  sociai, and economic policy in theEuopean public sphere? Given their 

dinerentiated legal-constitutional powers and responsibilities (or "competencies") what is their 

capacity to properly represent and convert the communicative power of citizens into 

European-level law or public policy? And finaily, how porous are boundarïes to deliberations 

This CO-decision power, dong with the assent procedure, is one of Parliament's 
rnost important powers. However, although the areas for the CO-decision procedure was 
increased at Amsterdam, the power of Parliarnent is serimsfy lunited due to its applicability 
to highly limited areas in the Treaties, such as to the fiee movement of workers, the 
establishment of the internai market, technological research and development, consumer 
protection, the environment, education, culture and health. 



in decision-making institutions and, not simply advisory bodies, in the EU to what Habermas 

describes as the 

issues, value orientations, contributions, and programs originating from a political 
public sphere umbverted by p e r "  [? ...] Only if such an interplay were to 
materiake between institutionalized opinion- and will formation and Uiforrnal public 
communications could citizenship mean more today than the aggregation of 
prepolitical individual interests and the passive enjoyrnent of nght s . . . . (my emphasis. 
BFN 506.) 

These considerations represent the Iegitimucy test for this parvenu supranational systern of 

governance. Below 1 assess each of the institutions and bodies of the EU -beginning with the 

COR the ESC, the ECJ, the Commission, the EP, and finishing with the Council- with the 

above criteria in rnind. 

COR is a body that may appear as a naturai site for Habermasian theorias interested 

in the proWeration of sites for autonomous voices. COR certainly M s  the role of providing 

communicative spaces to autonomous and often marginalized voices in the European public 

sphere (Keating 1995; Hooghe & Keating 1996; JeBey 1997). 

However, there are two principal diiemmas with theoretically elevating the status of 

COR at the European level, one empiricai and the other normative. Fust, autonomous publics' 

beliefs that access to COR provides them with access to a powerful European-level body with 

ties to the administrative, political, and Iegal institutions and their resources is more apparent 

than real. Legislative and will-formation power lies in the other institutions. Secondly, while 

the capacity for COR to improve local democracy is a critical one for a îwo-truck notion of 
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democracy, there are dangers to excessively ceding this role to COR The danger is that COR 

representatives may conûate "regionai" or really locaI representation as a, if not the. basis for 

legitimacy over more postnational and discursive bases for the interpretation of needs. Instead, 

as Habermas' two-track approach advocates, the twin requirernents of local ond supranational 

publics are required. In other words, the sites for the determination of justice do not only rest 

in local communities, but also in larger communicative fora as weil as in broader conceptions 

and stncter procedures for determinkg that good. 

This comment is made in order that COR does not weaken its reai strength. That 

mength concems the provision of local Muence in the decision-making procedure and even 

more direct input over the actual impZementation of broader policy directives. The conflation 

of these two points would weaken the implementation requirement for democratic citizenship 

with a much more ambigums notion that local communities are the "~"primaiy," legitirnute bais 

for determinkg the good for larger, l e s  regionally-bound legislations. This has been the tenor 

of certain COR propositions regarding renewed " cornpetencies". 

COR wishes to see its authorities involved in dialogue at the earliest stages of the 

European decision-making process, as active members in what Europeans call "social 

dialogue". Such a sep  would make it possible to improve the quality of decisions taken and 

strengthen their legitimacy. COR could ensure that the voice of more European citizens are 

heard as weli as making sure that decisions which &ec@ afEect citizens and local management 

are based on, for instance, the principle of sustainability and ecological biodiversity. 

Numerous European or national policies inevitably pass through the local or regional 



level. COR seeks to mitigate the exclusion of issues such as the right to housing and 

sustainable development that respects the environment. It works on creating networks between 

toms and &es for the dissemination of information and mutual exchange of experience. COR 

also seeks cross-border exchanges in order to strengthen democratic links, prornote economic 

development and irnprove living standards. As weU, it helps provide a forum for a more 

grounded understanding and expenence concerning the necessity to, and reasons for ressting 

corporate, non-sustainable agendas. 

COR encourages processes to protect Europe's cultural heritage as an important source 

of its identity and as "a powemil means for achieving unity." It aiso supports world-wide 

cooperation between local and regional authonties to re-emphasise the cornmitment of 

European elected representatives of local and regional authorities to: 

the development of local democracy in the world - one of the soundest foundations for 
peace and prosperity among people; 

the promotion, within the United Nations, of the principles set down in the Charter of 
Local Self-Governrnent of the Council of Europe, in particular the principle of 
subsidiarity in order to achieve a World Convention; 

the implementation, as soon as possible and in appropriate ways, of a procedure 
enabling NLA  tern national Union of Local Authorities] and other representative 
organisations of cities and local authorities across the world, brought together in the 
G4, to be condted by the United Nations Organisation. 

As COR emphasizes, it is eager "to work towards setting up a light but permanent 

coordination structure, to reinforce the growïng convergence in the work of the world-wide 

organisations in order to make the voice of local and regional authorities heard more strongly" 

(COR 1996). 
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For instance, at COR'S General Assembly on 25 May 1996 it was suggested that 

Europe should promote such findamental values as solidarity, tolerance, democracy and 

respect for hwnanity by inscribing in the Treaty the right of citizens to manage a substantial 

part of public flairs through local and regional elected arsernb2ie.s and by introducing the 

principles of the European Charter of Local Self-Govemment. Secondly, it was proposed that 

local and regional authonties should hold responsibility for the impiementation of European 

policies. However, such an emphasïs on localism over the interests of all citizens may act, as 

Alinsky (1 97 1) was insightfiil enough to point out, as a "Trojan-hone" for eliminating more 

universal standards for social and environmental care. 

More positively, COR cded for an increase in structural autonomy and a guarantee 

of its body and local authorities' democratzc legitimucy. However, it also requested that it 

should, or rather, "mua become un Mtut i~n  [towar-dr] ellsun'ng epitable and bahced 

representution of the local and regional ~ h o r i t z e s  in each Member Stcrre, able to make an 

e f f d v e  contribution to the process of cirafting European policies" (COR 1 996, my ernphasis). 

In other words, the basis for determining equity and baiance would be determined on local 

"soundings." However, COR'S desire to become an institution somewhat contradicts its earlier 

suggestion (previous endnote) that it is interested in working to remain "a light but permanent 

coordinathg structure" (COR 1 W6).'' 

" Finaliy, current self-conceptualizations of COR appears more onented to a notion 
of multi-level govemmce rather than the tenets of intergovemmentaIism. The former is a 
system of "continuous negotiation among nested goveniments at several tenitonal tiers - 
supranationai, nationai, regional and local" (Marks, in George 1996, 52). See aiso Monnet 



fie Economic und Social Cornmittee 

Like COR, the ESC is not an institution but an "organ" or weaker ''body." It stems 

tiom the requirement for "social cfiaZogtre" between sectoral interests in the form of 

consultation with management and labour in industry, trade unions, agriculture, etc. Opinions 

or recornmendations fiom the two sides are made through the ESC before proposals are 

subrnitted to the Commission, Parliament and the Cound. The "social partners" may also 

choose to negotiate an agreement to irnplement the proposa which is then adopted at their 

request as a Council decision The ESC encourages general "exchanges of llifonnation" and 

creation of networks. Exchange programs concern various categories ofpeople such as the old 

and disabled and issues such as employrnent, health, equal opportunities for women and men, 

training, poverty and exclusion. The ESC dso encourages "innovation, good practice and the 

transfer of know-how" (ESC 1 996). 

However, the mandatory consultation of "Ecosoc" was limited t O relatively few areas 

despite its slight strengthening in the Maastricht Treaty. Because it is a relatively weak organ 

in ternis of its influence, sectoral interests have tended to group around the Commission, the 

Council and Parliament (Westlake 1994, 5 1). And the decision-making on proposals to send 

to the above institutions has often led to watered d o m  and very weak social proposals as the 

business and management representatives often block the passage of more vigorous social and 

economic proposals. It is also argued that the exchanges that this forum sets up can ofien be 

(1996) on federai versus codederal visions for European integration. 
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subtle forums for encouraging employee unions to see the governmental or employee's 

"perspective" regarchg the types of "innovation and good practices" that the management 

representatives see as necessary for a "cornpetitive, global market economy." 

The European Court 

The ECJ and its evolving status andpower -or should we Say, its powers stemming 

from negotiations by Council members at IGCs- constitute an ailuring topic for critical 

theorists. Such a topic is of particular interest to critical social and legal theorists because, 

whereas the power and Muence ofother international courts and their laws are "notonously 

vague and weak" (Nugent 1994, 2 15), the ECJ is continously establishg the precedent of a 

legal body with supranational legitimacy and authoriry over issues concerning not only trade 

disputes, but dso of the obligarions state institutions tofulfiI enlarged social. ertvironmental, 

and economic rïghts of postmtional citizem" (see Beraisson 1 996; Burrows & Mair 1 996). 

In other words, European citizens have set in motion the codification of a relatively 

independent, supranational legal institution for the adjudication of issues ofjustice that will be 

less embedded in narrow nationa regional, administrative, political, and econornic sources of 

judgement than other institutions in Europe. This may lead more readily to judgements based 

on more "zrnparllal, "postnationalad@dic~~on criteria, yet stilI open to dernocratic impulses 

conceniing economic, social, cultural, bodily, and political rights. 

One may compare for instance the Bundesverfassungsgenchh (Gennan Constitutional 

Court) upholding of the strict convergence requirements for the qualification of other countries 

into the January 1, 2999 monetary union. The bais for the decision rang of national (Weiler 
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1997) and fiscal reasoning. While the current French govenunent is pledged to Unprove the 

notonous lack of independence of its constitutional courts fkom Presidential powers under the 

Fifth Republic, the ECJ appean to bear a better chance at understanding itself and passing 

judgernents which are less subverted by national and ewnomic perspectives. (See Burrows & 

Mai. (1 996) for an assessment of recent judgements by the Court. The authors emphaske the 

more limited jurisdiction of the ECJ on UK law and policy.) 

This suggestion is not meant to ignore the considerable problems that wxllrmddo occur 

in E U  judicial decisions and the fact that critical theorists could not rely on, for instance, the 

goodwill. or even the good sense, of a Judge Hercules @workin) to render just judgements. 

In addition, national and economic power complexes continue to insist on restraint over the 

junsdcttion in which the ECJ can even adjudicate (See Golub 1996 on the decreasing number 

of judgements brought down by the courts concerning environmental issues due to the 

increasing f i e n c e  of the German Lader.) Thus, while interna/& the reasoning, procedures 

and mechanisrns for more jua, postnational and transparent decision-making processes 

favourable to emancipatory impulses nom the lifeworid may be possible, national and 

economic interests hostile to the expansion of the ECJ's jurisdiction at a constitutional level 

still restrains its hii capacity. But notably, the supranational level exposes the extemal 

influence of these more narrowly economic and nationalist, as opposed to more moral, 

universally-O rient ed communicative reasoning . 

However, increases in the jurisdiction of the ECJ is not the most important element. 

For the status of not only the ECJ but also of the EU in general as weii as the identity 
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orientation of citizens' towards a European, that is a postnational V e r f a s s u n g ~ ~ o t i m s  

(constitutional patriotism (BFN 507)), would be strengthened ifthe ECJ reinforced its existing 

fîiimework of poiicies, such as the Social Charter (see Chapter 4.). Through the reinforcement 

of this Charter the credibility of the move towards supranational union and European 

citizenship codd become considerably enhanced in the eyes of the European public. 

Of coune, since the ECJ on@ has the power to interpret laws already passed and 

adjudicate on constitutional questions, the expansion of such a broad Social Charter as a 

bonding basis for European identity could neither legal[y begin here, both according to EU 

law, nor should it nonnmively, according to Habermas' discourse theory of law. Instead, it 

mua begin as a political rather than Iegal process in the communicative spaces available to 

the citizens in the European public sphere. 

Once autonomous publics and their representatives at the various subnational, national, 

and supranational levels -made institutionaliy CO-ordinable through the Parliamentary Assizes, 

etc.- successfûily push such social agendas on the table and are negotiated into treaty texts, 

the ECJ would then be able to protect and perhaps augment those treaty n o m .  However, the 

ECJ is not capable ofgenerating, for example, large rnacroeconomic or social and regdatory 

policy. Currently, only the European Couocil has that power. 

The Cornmission 

There are two opposing views of the Commission. Fim, that it is the real engine for 

supranationai democratic, social, economic and environmental justice, while the Council is the 

blocking institution, representing parochial national interests. The second view is that 
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announced by de Gaulle in 1965 and Thatcher in 1988 that it is a mere bureaucracy that is 

tryhg to centralize power away fiom the Council and especialiy the European Council which 

~pposedly represent the cornmon will of the European peoples since their politicai position 

was legitimated through national elections (Rometsch & Wessels 1994,203. See the authon' 

more dserentiated four-part mode1 of the roles of the Commission). 

However, as the top administrative body, there has been considerable interest in the 

Commission due to its exemplification of the potential of an enlightened suprunational 

executive (civil service) to not only merely administer Councii directives and community 

legislation, but also to embody and stir a postnational political will. With its formai executive 

position to help steer the considerable (though stili relatively unmobiiiied) administrative 

power of European-level resources, the Commission wouid appear to be weil-placed to use 

this steering capacity towards institutionalinng the conditions for progressive, supranational 

citizenship rights and improved democratic measures. And to some extent it has done this. 

During his tenure as Commission President (1985-1993), Jacques Delors took 

advantage of his office to inspire and reinvigorate certain groups, notably unions, as weU as 

national leaders to look beyond their national borders and narrower interests and traditions 

towards rebuildmg "a more social Europe." Prior to his tenure, a certain "Euro-sclerosis" had 

set into the entire notion of a c o o r d i e d  economic, social and political union or even an 

understanding of the potential viability and znjhence of a European-level system of govemance 

on such an agenda (Ross 1995,245). 

For instance, it was not the efforts atone of subnational autonomous publics and social 
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movements or even national and EP-level parties to inspire a renewed constitutional and in 

panicular, a more socially and democratically accountable vision of European integration. 

Rather, social justice movements depended on the complernentary force of national 

governments and the leadership of the Commission's Presidency. In the late 1980s, the 

panicularly pivotal moment in slowing -at lest at the European but not necessarily national 

level- the trend towards an increasing and creeping Thatcherite neo-liberalism into the 

potential European self-conception of the role of the state was Delors' speech to the trade 

union movement in England. He gave this speech exactly one year after and in the same spot 

as Margaret Thatcher had given a speech representing the neo-conservative view of the role 

of the aate (Delors 1994, 51). Of course Habermas, for instance, is nonetheless fully aware 

of the fact that none of these heroic moments, or atfirmations of the ethico-democratic wishes 

and needs by the latter institution and its leadership would or couid occur without the force 

of communicating and agitating civic societies and autonomous publics (see SR 1 IS and 

Chapter 3 on democratic law-making). 

Nonetheless, to its credit, and unlike the Council or certainly the European Councd, 

the Commission makes itself and the reasoning for its decisions accessible to public scmtiny. 

It also engages in rather extensive consultations of the various bodies and the EP regarding 

policy initiatives. However, this pre-decision dialogue and sometimes negotiation with aEected 

publics remains on more of a disrretionury basis according to the democratic inclinations of 

the sitting President and individual Commissioners although some changes have occurred in 

the 1 997 Amsterdam Treaty. 
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In addition, the Commission is of course an administrative institution with insufEcient 

democratic credentials to wield politicai discretion to choose among cornpethg social and 

economic models. Although a charismatic and visionary Commissions cm have a positive 

impact on the prionties to which the considerable resources of the EU can be oriente4 

excessive reliance on this administrative institution undermines the democratic mode1 of 

legitimacy and as Habermas puts it, outmns its technical cornpetence (BFN 190-3). 

Cert ainly, the identity-fonning capacity of the Commission, which promotes it self as 

the conscience and guardian of the EU, would tend to not resonate as meaningfully with many 

citizens as does the executive leadership of a nation-state or even as the EP does. For 

European citizens, the "resonance deficit" of the fonnal administrative and representative 

institutions is already sigdicantly strained and competed for between the EP and the European 

Council and, of course, their own national democratic parliaments. While there is considerable 

variance between countries due to their particular democratic histories -the monarchial 

parliarnentary UK and the repubiican Presidentiai French systems for instance-, the 

Commission may conceivably summon a strong meanire of highly fiagile legitimacy for its 

office even though its copacity ta dctate poiicies to c i h s  has already been significantly 

circumscribed by national political elites. 

In addition, the citizens' reticence to consent to, literaUy, the dictates of a supranational 

administrative body, however weil disposed its sitting President is to citizens' issues at the 



moments2, should be viewed as a positive sign of a citizemy bezng more critical of lesr than 

democroricallly controlled, tmhorit~tive inrlitutiom generalk'y. Howwer, this positive 

dimension should be weighted, at least in the short- to medium-term, with the fact that the 

alternative competing institution to the Commission - 4 t h  the leadership capability and the 

treaty-based power to help orient and coordinate the resources of the Union towards the need 

interpretations of the citizens as o wMe- is not so much the EP (with its diffuse political 

groupings and weak executive role), but rather the European Council. And it is the latter whkh 

has shown, as we wiil see below, a propemity towards retrenchment towards more national 

& above ail. steering via ecunomic rationality. 

The European Parliament 

The EP by formal treaty represents over 370 million European citizens. Since 1957 

and. particularly since the Single European Act ((SEA) 1986) and the Treaty on European 

Union ((TEU, or Maastricht Treaty) 1 992) Parliament's powers have gradually grown. 

Parliament is involved in dopting Commuaity legislation and the EU budget; it sirpem'ses the 

aaivities of the Commission and the Council; and through their political groups, cornmittees, 

and the Eumpean Ombudsman, MEPs help represent and mediate between the hterests and 

values of citizens and the subsystenis of the aate and the economy. 

52 The "brokerage" image of the role of the Commission (Laursen 1996) may be 
compared to Jenson's critique (1992) of this concept of govemance generdy. And the 
"promotive-normative" hctions of the Commission (Laursen 1996, 135-6) are subject to 
see-saws according to the Councilts appointment of the type of Commissioner as President. 
As Hut and Lord (1997,l) point out, this is based on the "custom" of dtemating between the 
Union's main political centre-lefi and centre-nght groups. 
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Nevertheless, while the powers of Parliament have expanded, so too have the powers 

of other more nationally-oriented (especidy the Council) and directly and indirectly large 

economic interests. This makes a detennination of the gains in the more (representationaiiy) 

democratic EP's "power" a cornpiex and certainly relative matter vis-à-vis the resources of 

money and nation-state political and administrative power. 

Since 1979, the European Parliament bas enjoyed marginal increases in powers against 

those of the historicaiiy more conservative Council of Ministers. The European Parliament bas 

also been the site of progressive international action, having passed important initiatives on 

foreign policy, human rights, ecological protection, and social welfare. It has become m 

important site for European-wide discussions of political, environmental, social and economic 

policy and rights. 

One of the most unique democratic characteristics in the EP is the f o m l  recognition 

and even encouragement ofpoIiticalgroups. The umbrella groups emphasize CO-ordination, 

the exchange of advice, and administration, compared to the actual European p d e s  which 

are organized around being directly elected (Pedersen 1996). These groups do not jua help 

to M e r  represent the various political tendencies within the assembly, they also help to bring 

about a more diverse representation of the widerpoliticui culture. Such a mechanism provides 

a "siuice. " in some ways, for a more representative dzverseness of the European political 

horizon to enter into dialogue. At the same time, they constitute this variety without overly 

formaiizing and hence assimilating these Werent voices intofurher organizational iogics and 

obligations that more bureaucratically-stnich~ed political m e s  are obliged to follow. This 
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approach also helps to avoid excessive fkagmentation in coaütion and decision-making 

processes. 

New parties, such as the Greens, often try to avoid the lefi-right continuum in order 

to define a "new politics" (Offe 1985). However, as Ho< and Lord point out. (26, 1997) the 

main "parties invariably dernand that new movements aiso compete on the traditional political 

issues; this forces new issues to be amalgamateci into the ori@ Ieft and right concepts, and 

new parties to be aligneci on the left-right dimension. " Thus for instance, by the late 1980s. the 

majonty of Green parties had taken up positions on the left of moa politicai issues. The 

" fiindis" (as opposed to the " realos") were more or less pushed into "jmzlles spirittceIZes" not 

by choice. but by voting strength on an issue. In addition, the Greens, despite their interest in 

jumfyng environmental protection and pacifism through more "post-materialist " arguments 

and proposds, have been forced to more clearly define their positions on the main issues 

dividing the other main party M e s ,  namely, econornic policy, dong the lefi-nght spectrum 

(Hi .  and Lord 1997, 38). This is not necessady a negative trend for it leads to the 

interpenetration of more marginaiised ideas into the more mainstream political and polis, 

agenda (Scott 1990). 

in tenns of helping to create a morepostndonaI orientation on the one h d ,  and a 

more culture- and issues-debating public sphere, researchers are detecting a palpable 

movement as ernbodied and encouraged in the EP's structure from a Europe des-es to a 

Europe despart-rs (Hix and Lord 1997). That is, f?om an (inter) nation-debating to an issue- 

debating public sphere. And all this occurring at thepotentiully more visible, and influential 



level of suprastate politics. 

Therefore, of ail the inrtitutioas in the emerging European public sphere. the EP 

mrrentIy represents the more tmly supranaiionaI, diverse. public. widely transparent and 

accessible forum for the local, national, and regional concems of citizens as w d  as Ernopean 

and even international issues. While in a comparison to the power of most national-level 

parliaments the EP fds  short, in a comparison to other supranational and international 

decision-making bodies it has no peer in its democratic and representative capacity. 

The diversiv provided by the politicai groups are particularly useful in setting a more 

decentred, postnational perspective through more rationul and effective debates and decision- 

making procedures. Although there are political groups in the EP that expressly support more 

narrowty mtionalist and even racist and anti-redistributionai programs, those Europeans with 

a more postnational and supranational value-orientation find that the EP provides a better 

"house" for rationally arguing social, economic, and political forms of interdependence. In 

other words, the EP provides them with a more tnilyposmotional communicative space? 

This more representative diversity in the forma1 political realm helps demonstrate the 

potentiul of this realm. It is a usefbi contrast to notions of "oppressive bureaucratic 

government" (Hayek) which even critical social theorists join in and which thus help validate 

such views of "govemment" generally in the popular imagination. uistead, the potentid of 

I3 The minimum number of Members required to form a political group is 29 if they 
come fiom one Member State, 23 if they come nom two Member States, 18 if they come 
fiom three Member States and 14 if'they come from four or more Member States (Jacobs & 
Corbett 1996). 
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diverse and radically onented parties with a two-track approach is best exemplified by the 

G e m  Greens. They represent the potential for issue debating groupings aligned dong 

distinctive and fundamental values that they debate in a parliamentary forum. This has the 

potential, again, to signal a retm to the more original Kmpf  for the oflentfiche M e i m g  

which was distorted with the more liberal representariw and, one could add, with the more 

British single-member piurality system. W1t.h the move towards a more PR electoral system 

at both the national- and EU-levels, another important histonc element in the nnicniral 

transformation of the public sphere may be emergent." 

In sum, the EP acts as the moa democratic and supranational institution available to 

European citizens to bring up concerns and iduence decision making. However, despite its 

filfilment of these normative legitmacy requirernents its ucluui cPpacify to [l] convext 

citizens' communicative power into legislation; [2] to direct fiinding for democratically 

generated priorities; [3] to aipenise less democratic institutions; and [4] use its politicai and 

administrative power sternming £tom democratically constituted consensus to steer national, 

European, much less international economic forces are still in need of strengthening. The EP 

requires more budgetary, supervisory, and legislative powers to become a uuly nipranationd 

and, equally important, democratic institution (Newman 1996). 

Specifically, as Habermas emphaskes about idealizations of the liberal democratic 

mode1 in general, the more liberal depictions of the decision-making process at the EU level 

" See Habermast (1991) Structural Trrmsfonnution on the histoncal undermining of 
the Kantian notion of publicity. 



belie the heavy hand of the European Council in the formai govemmental sphere." But even 

more significant is that those "naively normativist" liberal depictions provide an inaccurate 

picture of the influence of national and, particularly, international znfomaI forces f?om the 

economic sphere on the decision-making process (Williams 1991; ConnoUy 1995; Newman 

1996; Greenwood 1997). *' 

Such excessive influence on "high poiitics" issues such as monetary policy "where 

almost entire populations are affected" (Greenwood 1997, 13) has led to Europeans' distrust 

of the integr@ of the decision-making proceu to act in the tmly public interests and in 

keeping with the democratic and egaiitarian values of most Europeans. And without such an 

explicit understanding of the noture of the tegitimacy crisis in the tegal conrtirutio~I state, 

55 A liberal point of view of interchange procedures arnong the political institutions 
of the EU focus on the horizontal decision-making directions. However, what they do not 
show regarding decision-making idluences and not shply  the "cornpetencies" ofthe various 
institutions is as important as what they do. Namely, it largely gives the impression that 
decision making initiatives begin with the Commission and then p a s  through both the EP and 
the Council of Miniaers. It belies the heavy hand that, in the forma1 political sphere, the so- 
called "European" Council, made up of its heads of aates, lays over the direction of most 
initiatives from the Commission and, certainly, the Council of Ministers. Even more 
important, it "naively" makes translucent the influence of large economic interests on its 
decision-making process. 

56 tfiX and Lord in Politicaf Parties in the European Union suggest that the EU is 
"run by party politicians," but what they really mean, as they state fùrther on, is that 
politicians are more involved in the "management of the Union" (1 997, 1 ). The distinction is 
one between the capacity for democratic political parties and even for the Council to provide 
politically-determined leadership, and the mere management of the emerging economic 
orientation of the Union and its priorities. And aithough Hix and Lord are correct in pointing 
out that the structure of the EP tends to allow what they call the "overrepresentation" of 
opposition and f i g e  parties (ibid.), this still does not sufnciently undedine the fact that the 
real influence on the decision-making capacity of the Union often lies beyond the reach of 
these parties. 
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one c m o t  uccurateiy point towmd the direction for tentaiive solutions to such problems. 

And the nature of the problem certainly has a good deal to do with the lack of transparency 

and openness of the decision-making processes in the executive levels of nation-state 

miniaerial leaders in Europe's predominant decision-making institution, the Council of 

Ministers. 

2.2.2 The Councü and the 19964991 Intergovernrnentai Conference 

Some of the issues relation to the democratic deficit at the IGC in the changhg 

European public sphere included: EU citizens' growing insistence on h a h g  communicative 

spaces made available to them so that they would be able to influence the decision-making 

pro ces^;^' strengthening the power and infiuence of domestic and European-level Members of 

Parliament on the policy-making process vis-à-vis the European Commission, and, more 

importantly, the European Council (the " postnational executive" and the "national executive" 

of the EU respectively); rnakuig the decision-making process of the executive institution of the 

Council more transparent; and using that uicreased transparency and increased political power 

57 Of course another major reason why the nature of the crisis may remain translucent 
to many citizens is due to the tremendous influence of much of the mass, corporate media 
whose interests often paralle1 those of the other political fiscal conservatives (Keane 199 1). 
For this reason, the Commission's "bureaucratie rationality" and general infenonty to more 
t d y  democratic, and supranational institutions, in other words, institutions more resistant to 
mtionalist and economic elite bases forjudgement as opposed to postconventional, decentreci, 
sociai, and autonomous public and private reasonùig is again noteworthy. (See Smith (1996) 
on the problem of a lack of independent transnational media for European identity and 
CO hesion purposes). 

" Such spaces, for instance, through advisory bodies and cornmittees, would be 
desirable without cornpletely dissolving the dBerent roles and statuses between citizens and 
systems of govemance (BFN). 
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through the pdaments and cititens' fora to steer self-understandings of the Union away fkom, 

for instance one-sided monetaxy obsessions towards simultaneously deepening social and 

economic citizenship rights or, more generally, moral n o m ,  and more constitutionally defined 

niles of recognition in the unfolding Uni~n. '~ 

The policies of fiscal austerity, deregulation, evixeration of universally accessible 

public services, public employees, and consequent high unemployment rates, ac., were largely 

biamed on the one-sided obsession by national conservative governments with achieving the 

EMU (European Monetary Union) convergence criteria. In France for instance, this created 

the image of a "Europe des banquiers et h j n c "  Uistead of a socid Europe which wodd 

embrace and continue to attempt to deepen and broaden the egalitarian p~c ip le s  set in motion 

by the French Revolution. As a partial result of the one-sided obsession for a monetary and 

fiee trade zone rather than a simultaneously sociai and democratic union, the Pmti sociaiiste 

français helped lay waste to the conservative government in the June 1997 legislative 

elections. 

59 As their Programme 97: Changeons #Avenir stated, the Jospin govemment is 
oriented against the "conformisrnt' ofrnost Western govemrnents to austerity and deregulation 
measures demanded by monetarist econornics compared to the affirmation of an integrated 
sociai model. Their 1997 election suggested that there was a clear choice between the 
programs of the left and the right: "D'un côté, une société dominée par le [neo-]libéralisme 
qui conduit inévitablement au règne saos contrôle de l'argent. De l'autre, une société moderne, 
fidèle à ses valeurs fondamentales, dans laquelle l'intérêt général est placé au-dessus de 
l'intérêt financier. Une société où l'Homme est au coeur de l'économie" (Pmtz SociuIiste 
Frmrçais 1997). In England, home of the monetarkt economic revolution since 1979 (see 
5.1), the new Labour Govenunent is now onented towards a more balanced creation of a 
"Decent Society" alongside economic management. 



Nonetheless, the question of generaîly opening the emerging EU-lwel decision-making 

process to publicity, not so much by the EP or the Commission, but particularly by the Council 

has been raised by citizens and even certain Member States. During the 1997 revision of the 

Treaty, this issue was cenaal to the discussion, especially in countnes with a Nonger trad'iion 

of opemess in public &airs such as Finland, Sweden, the Netherlands and ~reland.' 

In an overall assessrnent of the transparency issue by the Commission., they suggested 

that " [olpenness and transparency are designed to help the public to grasp the decision-making 

process and require that Community legislation be made more comprehensible." However, "as 

things stand, the public's expectations are far fiom satisfied." Significantly, it is the Commission 

which suggested that a great deal remained to be done, "especially in the Council, which must 

be more open in its legislative function. F addition, t]he Cornrnunity's efforts wilI be to no 

avail, however, if the natiomI authonties for their part do not ensure transparency in the 

transposa1 and application of C ornmunity legislation" (Commission 1 996). 

This is crucial when one considers that the executive branch of the mernbers States have 

been indirectly considerably empowered through their position in the Council as an institution 

which has received a massive transfer of competency from nation-states to the Union. This 

* Even the German Foreign Office (1996) wrote a paper noting the importance of 
transparency by suggesting that "euro-fd'ete" has to be counter-acted so that Europe will 
be brought closer to the citizen. Terms such as "subsidia@y. closeness to the citi~erts~ 
demorracy and tramparency" must not remPin worh with an empty meaning. Wnting in 
Liberation (25.03.1996) President Chirac, perhaps unaware of the German government's 
briefing drawing attention to the problem of vagueness becomes the object of dramatic irony 
when he continues to only rhetorically cd for "a closer relationship between the European 
Parbarnent and its electors. " 
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transfer of power has occurred, again indirectly, at the expense of the national parliaments 

(Weiler 1997, 265) 

The process leaduig up to the outcome of the Maastricht II constitutionai round is most 

instructive as an exarnple of the Merence between the achral versus apparent i n w n c e  of 

the resources of posntationual EU administrative and political institutions, the communicative 

force sternming fiom soiidarity resources in autonomous publics in civil society, and the 

influence of nationalpolitical elites and thepower of money and economic rationaMy in the 

decision-makuig process. This example hefps demonstrate why, as Habermas has noted 

critically of Ackerman's constitutional theory, that autonomous publics must not wait for the 

"overheated constitutional moments" to make proposais and become invoived in the process 

for, by then, it is certainly too late. Instead, Habermas' deliberative mode1 of 

Verfassungsputriotimus understands constitutionalism, not as " high politics, " but as an 

ongoing process involving citizens, with the intention of reconstituting not only everyday 

identity and community, but also playing a part in constructing the very constitutions that 

citizens will Live under and that will guide those who govem, supposedly, for them. 

Shortiy after the s i m g  of the 1992 Maastricht Treaty under the guidance of the 

Commission's President Jacques Delors, Delors attempted to continue to integrate the idea of 

democratic, social and, in particular, employrnent concems in any decisiow on the funire 

Rnicture of the EU, especially economic and trade decisions. As he adamantly stated, "[tlhe 

EU must not become a mere fiee trade zone" (ROSS 1995). 

However, after the release of the ambitious Green and White Papers in 1993 that boldly 



attempted to incorporate the notion of a more "social Europe," the influence of a greater 

economic rationaikation of the European agenda began to become prevalent again. While the 

immanent replacement of the dynamic and adroit leadership of Delors was one factor in the 

movement from a more arnbitious and complex social rationality, to a more narrow and 

tecbnicaiiy-oriented economic rationality, the overaii pressure at the national, regional, and 

mostly international level of economic and, particularly, monetary criteria on decision-making 

reasserted itseifover the agenda of the European Council. 

The prevalence of monetary criteria over social and even democratic concem 

culminateci in 1996 at the Dublin Sumrnit with the signing ofthe Stabiliîy Pact. Pushed forward 

largely at the behest of the German Chancellor Helrnut Kohl (and based on the Gennan system 

of giving independence to the central bank to maintain monetary stability rather than to the 

political leadership), this Pact cded for the European Council to confirm "the crucial 

importance of securing budgetary discipline" in stage three of the Econornic and Monetary 

Union (EMU). Six months Iater in Florence, the European Council reiterated this view and in 

December 1996 in Dublin, it signed an agreement on the main elements of the Stability and 

Growth P a d 1  

61 In stage three of EMU, "Member States shall avoid excessive general govemment 
deficits: this is a clear Treaty obligation. The European Council underiines the importance of 
safeguarding sound govemment finances as a means to strengthening the conditions for price 
stabiiity and for strong sustainable growth conducive to employment creation. It is also 
necessary to ensure that national budgetary policies support stability onented monetary 
policies. Adherence to the objective of sound budgetary positions close to balance or in 
surplus will d o w  ail Member States to deal with normal cyclical fluctuations while keeping 
the govemment deficit within the 3 percent of GDP reference value" (European Council 
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In June 1997, with, on the one hanci, a fiesh and strong mandate fiom the French 

electorate and with, on the other, thousands of demonstrators in the streets of Paris acting as 

clear popular support, the French Prime Minister Lionel Jospin was in a strong position to 

attempt to reorient the Amsterdam Agreement towards a more social and democratic 

resmicturing of European Enrfaitung. Nevertheless, while the Amsterdam IGC was vaunted 

as the forum in which the political leadership of the European community would at leaa 

negotiate a new Treaty base for the regions' 370 million citizens, the social, environmental, 

etc. pararneters for what could be negotiated in that Treaty had already largely been 

circumscnbed by the fiscal constraints signed into European law at the Dublin Summit with 

a relative lack of public debate and communication. In other words, the communicative force 

of autonomous publics in the streets and their representation by the Jospin govemment, as weU 

as the recornmendations of the eariier Commission and those institutions " closer to the citizen" 

(such as the EP, the ESC or COR) were l argely eclipsed by non-publicly consulted, never rnind 

debated, econornic rationality as to the future constitutional direction of the Union. 

As John Keane (1995) may put i the Amsterdam conference acted largely as "a 

consmiaed public sphere" and media event. Ifit had not been for the election of the Jospin 

goverment and the complementary pressure on the streets of Paris and ~ m s t e r d d ,  the 

predetermined and precircumscribed manner of the negotiations in Amsterdam may never have 

" There were over 400 demonstraton arrested in Amsterdam alone calhg for a more 
social Europe or no fiirther integration and loss of national determination of economic, social, 
and environmental policy (Beuve-Méry and Rivais 1997.4)- 
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become evident. And the ability for such non-public, yet constitutionally determining, 

negotiations to occur is only aided by theoretic analyses which do not emphaske the current 

and growing infiuence that monetary rationality has over the other resources of administration 

(here in the fonn of the Commission, the EP, etc.) and solidary forces." 

In f?om a Habernasian perspective the three tmly supranational, Le., above the 

governrnents of the members states (George 1 996, 3) institutions of most interea are the 

Commission, the ECJ, and the European Parliament. COR offers the representation of local 

&mucracy issues but without the more decentered capacity to orient broader policy initiatives 

towards less particularist perspectives. On the other hana the two Councils embody the 

greatest decision-makingpower at the supranational level while simultaneously exemplifyng 

the least adherence to almost ail criteria for a discourse theory of democracy. Although the 

Commission is in such an Lxtitutional position of airthority and eflcieency that it cm take a 

leadership role in policy initiatives that may reflect the ethico-political will of citizens, it lacks 

the democratic legitimacy to do so. The EP has the democratic legitimacy to institutionalire 

broad enough legislation in a regdatory direction. However, their current "areas of 

competency" as outlined by various (constitutional) treaties is highly resvicted compared to 

that of the Councii. 

In order to consolidate the BgsMg policies and h e w o r k  of the EU, the Dury and 
Maij-Weggen report of the EP considers that m adequate systenz of autonomous resources 
should be established in accordance with theprinciples of sdid4rity andsubsidimiiy between 
the Member States so as to guarantee the autonomy of the Union and the effectiveness of its 
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As to the role of the E U ,  it can only uphold, interpret or clarifjr the wording of rights 

thut are cmd h m  aiready been constitutionally embedded. The Court merely adjudicates on 

these essentiai, binding, constituting understandings of the conditions for citizenship. 

Therefore, for instance, it cannot be "jjunsgenerative" (Baynes 1995) in an interestkg, 

farreaching sense of creating new categories and bundles of rights. Nor should it be, as noted 

earlier, since this is a properly political and democratic issue. However, the importance of such 

debates in helping to constitute the fùture direction of aates and, especialiy now, postnational 

systems ofgovemance, has not been deeply and widely acted up by autonomous movements." 

In the ECJ challenges have been of a dangerous trend to largely undennine Commission 

directives conceming regdatory poticies on the corporate sector and, secondly, the econornic 

obligations of nation States to protea the bais for social cohesion in the enlargeci Union 

(Bercusson 1996; Burrows & Mair 1996; Golub 1996). 

Therefore, notwithstanding the possible validity of Habermas' argument that the 

proceduralism of a supreme court is the most accountable and controllable adjudicator in 

difEcult questions, the dilemma fies elsewhere. F i y ,  there is the question of what categores 

of rights the court has before it to adjudicate on. This points to the hem of the problem of 

who has thepower to initiute and also make binding decisions to z~tutionaiize new laws and 

more specificaily, citizenship nghts, either as legislated or as constititionalized, binding and 

justiciable rights. 

" For example, the Greens launched a successfÙl apped to the Court regarding all- 
party fûnding (Smith 1996,280). 
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Beside the issue of showing the potential role of the executive in representing and 

institutionalking the ethico-political will of the people, the other issue is the potential 

proceses andptocedrrres that help ensure that the interests and values that ore being brought 

to the formulation and implementation level by the Commission are trampurent to the rest of 

ciMc society. In the case that the poficies being fomulated and considered do represent the 

ethico-political &saisus of the public, there is less controversy. What Habermas is attempting 

to ensure is that people can see that their consensus opinion is being discussed at the formal 

level and that the transparency of the decision and policy process allows citizens to continue 

in the dialogue around that policy issue, either directly through influentid "siuices" or 

informaIly in civil society. This way they not only perceive that the system is fair. but also that 

they help constitute that dialogue and are coIlStituted by it. On an equdy important level, 

Habermas' notion of proceduralism is secondly designed to guard against the illegrtirnate 

influence (Blaug 1996) on decision-making by f o m  of power which subven rational decision 

making, such as powemil monied intereas. 

Habermas' Beiween Facts and Noms attempts to send out a strong signal to mitical 

theorists: autonomous publics mua not only lay "siege" to institutions but also develop a sense 

of appropriateness for that activity (RPS 45 1-4). And more importantly, many of those fornial 

institutions, old or emerging, must be steered in more democratic directions. That such formal 

institutions mut be "worked on", not simply f?om the outside, as if irretrievably, inedeemably 

"other," as sources of oppression. Instead, if some of the same passion must be used to 

reconstruct them, which may very well require outside and direct action to promote their 
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openhg up to tmly representative forces, and not the increasingly national and international 

economic interests (BFN 486-7). 

Conclusions 

This chapter has described and assessed some of the more democratic and potentidy 

legitimacy contribuhg supranational-level insritutions that are being stmggled for in Europe 

today. More theoreticaily, this chapter has played on the nnmially reùiforcing manner in which 

[l] Habemasian democratic theory could help illuminate the democratic legitirnacy 

reqwements for European integration. But also this chapter has emphasized how [2] the 

struggle for a more democraticaliy accountable and socidy-onented Europe could help inform 

Habemasian scholars about the supranationai level of democratic aruggle today. 

For instance, with regards to [l] above, the tranprency procedures proposed to 

illuminate the idluence of acton on political representatives in the EU could be better 

informed with the Habermasian model. Whife there was some consensus as to what the 

problem is (lack of transparency and comprehensibility), the proposais advanced at the 1997 

IGC constitutional negotiations were still often very generai. Providing such precision is the 

strength of Habermas' work: his analysis uidicates the importance and critena of transparency 

in order to unmask the currents of power that iIZegitimately access the political realm, on the 

one hand, and to expose the Iuck of access to cornmdcative flows by more diverse 

autonomous publics on the other. His normative proposals (1.2) oEer guidelines on what it 

would mean for opinion- and will-formation procedures to be open to publicity. W h t  zs 

critical in tenns of the legitimacy of the EU as a democratic model of supranational citizenship 



cut fiom the Habermas cloth at this point is making economic, politid, social, and cultural 

policy-making more trampment and open to the communicative power of ~itizens.~' 

Therefore it is not simply a question of which body or institution and on what 

justification or interpretive basis it should decide issues. The important point is that whatever 

issue is raised for consideration, the complexity of the nature ojrhe znjlirms on the decision- 

m&g process, and the potential impact of a decision on citizens should be made as 

transparent as possible in order that they c m  further the discussion on its merits or lack 

thereof 

Towards this end, conrttutiomal or treaty taks represent histoncal moments in the 

suuggle for a European public sphere onented by constitutiodly determined democratic, 

egalitarias and postnational moral n o m .  They provide the basic blueprint for the fiiture 

development of the Union past the year 2000. The dinerent visions which prosper at these 

conferences often succinctly illustrate the rationality fonns and communicative flows which 

dominate in this supranational body. As George Ross has mentioned, there is an awareness 

among many European critical democratic theorists that their emerging and relatively humane 

"mode1 of [supranational political and civil] society" is part of a "confîict that is of global 

'' In the proposais by governments, one should note the uniformïty in the lack of 
suggestions that the transparency should extend to actual European Council meetings rather 
than simply the Council of Ministers. What Habermas is attempting to ensure is that people 
can see that their consensus opinion is being discussed at the fomal level and that the 
transparency of the decision and policy process dows  citizens to continue in the dialogue 
around that policy issue, either directly through Muential "sluices" or informaily in civil 
society more generally. This way they not onlyperceive that the system is fair, but also that 
they actively help corntute that dialogue, and are constituted by it. 



importance" (1992. 114)~~. The awareness of this stniggie over normative models at the 

supranational level on the part of North American cntical theorists appears to be less 

developed at this point. 

With regards to the second dimension [2] of the study, the supranationaI systems of 

interchange such as the EU provide an empirical example that this level of action system is an 

increashgiy present form of coordination and oppression. Habermas even suggests that they 

are a more appropriute level of radical democratic analy sis. Arguing recently in The Question 

of Europe, he suggests that the EU is not an "institution to be put up with, and with whose 

abstractions we must live"; instead, we mua corne to understand the "reasons why we shodd 

want it politicaüy. 1 would subrnit that the greater danger is posed by the autonomization of 

66 Writing in 1992 while the stmggle for a Social Charter was underway during the 
constitutional debate in Canada, and before Jean Chretien was to become elected Prime 
Muiister on a platform of "jobs, jobs, jobs" but instead stayed the course with neo-liberal 
market economics, Ross was perspicacious in suggesting that in "Canada, as in Europe, 
victory by neo-liberaiism in defining the logics and structures of 'economic union' would be 
a defeat felt fiir beyond Canadian borders, even if Canadians would suffer most and most 
immediately. Thus, if there is something for Canadians to leam from Europe, beyond an 
understanding of the basic dserences between the EC and Canadian settings, it is that what 
is at stake in 'economic union,' ofien disguised in plain v a d a  technocratie rhetoric, is very 
important indeed" (1 14). 

The current President of the Commission, Jacques Santer, has a greater concem for 
economic and democratic "eBciency" with often more rhetorical democratic pretensions than 
his predecessor. If this is correct, it would constitute the unfortunate succession to the 
executive of the EU of what Nancy Fraser (1 995) has called in U. S. President Clinton, "a 
neoliberai politicai imaginary." Whereas the emergence of a neoliberal imaginary may provide 
relative relief to a ravaged Amencan social and political economy &er the Reagan-Bush 
onslaught, the succession of Santer to the executive position of the EU represents what 
George Ross and Habermas had feared would happen: the ascension of neo-liberalkt 
rationalism not only f?om the national, but to the EU-level after the relatively progressive and 
visionary two-and-a-half terms of Jacques Delors as President. 
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globalized networks and markets which simultaneously contribute to the fragmentation of 

public comciousness. Ifthese systemic pressures are not met by politically capable institutions, 

the crippling fatalism of the old empires will grow again in the midst of a highiy mobile 

economic modern@." (RG 261). Increasingly, it is only this level of subsystems which has 

mficient adininistrative power to provide a suficient fachinistrative and social) 

comtenueight to the medium of intemutional money, its econornic rationality and strictly 

technical rather than human and political steering interests. 

This chapter has attempted to point to the potential promise ofHabermas' iwo-pack 

strategy towards the re-appropriation of the institutions of such a '~ostconventionally" 

oriented rnodeniity, and its members. Such a two-track strategy provides a more viable 

interplay between the media of solidarity found in autonomous publics and the power of 

administration to help mutually reonent themselves towards improving procedures and 

conditions for justice.The source for such a potential change in the people's democratic 

institutions points to the importance ofautonomouspublzcs'involvement in consensus-building 

to iduence the consri*tutiond level amendments to the relative power of Parliament. In 

addition, constitutional-level discourses can act as a source of social cohesion and bonding 

through social dialogue concerning the fiuidamentai, constituthg character and values which 

a union would wish as its orienting values, social and individual goals, not mere minimum 

bases. The relatively frequent constitutional moments in the EU create potential 

communicative forums with a far stronger orienting capacity than do the more "routine" afEaUs 

of legislation. These moments have not traditionally been prepared for, and taken advantage 
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of by autonomous groups, relative to the amount of orienting, institutional power that such 

moments represent. Economic actors have been less myopic in this regard (Greenwood 1997). 

In light of the European example, the Habermasian model of state/economy/society 

interchange works more appropriately at the supranational-level, rather than nation-state I d .  

The emerging EU model provides many. however fiagile and endangered double-edged 

communicative spaces, from COR the EP Cornmittees, to the ECJ. 

However, such communicative forms must, if they are to help guide the mechanisms 

and workùigs of symbolic and structural systems -cultural, political, economic, moral and 

legal- be pre-prepared with some ontological notions of the good and deontological notions 

of the just that should substantively and positively fiii propos& in these spaces. The EU 

example provides us with one mode1 of such an ongoing and stdi highly fiagile attempt at 

guiding a more inclusive, egalitarian model of interdependent poanational MeworIds and 

systems. 

Reflection upon the EU example can help critical social theorists move beyond one- 

szded analyses of the human condition and its institutions and, more vigorously than before, 

begin to challenge the cruel consequences of the underutilized potential of individual and 

collective wills, re-oriented towards the protection and enhancement of pnvate and public 

autonomy in the emerging global-level struggle between models of society and democracy. 

It is promising that creative political action is becoming more infonned and influentid 

over the agenda and institutions of supranational coordination and more oriented towards the 

most promising site for the democratic, critical and creative agenda, the European Parliament. 
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This helps to increase its relative decision-making power vis-à-vis the other less democratically 

open and accountable supranational institutions. Without such an understanding of the 

importance and influence ofthis institution and its level of decision-making and coordination, 

two trajectories will continue. 

F h ,  the less democratically open, nationdy- and one-sidedly rnoney-mediated 

decision-making body of the European Council will remain in forma1 political charge of 

agendas. But more onerous for democratic principles is that even the thin de jure decision- 

making capacity of formal political institutions wüi become increasingiy irrelevant due to the 

de facto increasing steering power of money through highly mobile and volatile financial and 

production processes and institutions whose only reasoning basis is determined by economic, 

rather than social, never mind democratic critena. The capacity to do so is increasingly 

entrenched in international legal treaties that are attempting to "transform business rights into 

moral rights" (Mandel 1996)." 

67 Due to the increased 
emergent European paradigm 

importance of regional blocs rather than nation-states the 
is also significant for more than "Europeanists" It is of 

particular interest for critical social theorists concemed about the democratic and social deficit 
brought about by NAFTA for exarnpie -not only in NAFTA's one-sidely economic 
btegraûon model, but aiso in the lack of democratic checks concerning its ongoing 
implementation and interpretation procedures. The informal, opaque and unaccountable 
decision-making process of intemational bodies such as the Group of Seven and the World 
Trade Organization over not simply "economic" questions, but also cultural, environmenial, 
health, and social public policies of "postnational-states" is disturbing. For example, an 
unelected Commission has the power to interpret and apply trade and investment agreements 
thereby ovemding the popular democratic will of a particular nation as weU as social, 
environmental, and economic legislation pasGd by elected national govements 
(Scheidermm 1997; Mandel 1 997). 
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Therefore, the overall argument is that given the increasing pressure of supranational 

forces on the agenda setting of subnational and national settings much of the research focus 

of critical theorists htereaed in promoting autonomous and democratic poiitics WU find the 

best hope for making spaces for such democratic opinion- and will-formation even relwant 

towards autonomous publics who are attempthg to increase the treaty-based powers 

("cornpetancies") of more democraticdy accountable, and existngsuprumtio~~ bodies and 

institutions. in the panicular European case, this institution is the EP. As we have seen, it is 

the only institution at a regional level which provides a potential mode1 for the democratic 

requirements of other regional level systems of govemce,  which has both the potential 

democratic Iegitimacy, decision muking inpuence, representariveness. openness, etc. Working 

on making such an institution more legislatively powerfd whüe at the same time making it 

more democratic would perhaps be Habermas' main point in arguing for the importance of a 

two-track, postnationd system of govemance, one which recognizes the importance of f o n d  

(parliamentary) democratic bodies as well as informal publics who can influence the agenda 

of the latter through transparent procedures of access. 

One conclusion is clear: suppon for new supranational or international constellations 

which represent de facto changes in the capatity for autonomous publics of citizens to 

meanhgfùliy contribute to the process of their public and private autonomy can only be made 

ifthere are sunicient democratic mechanisrns and sluices in piace for meuningful citizen input 

and a communicative space to make common meaning together. Othenuise, any attempts at 

creating such supracitizen systems of govemce  rnay increasingly fa11 victim to the Swiss pre- 



emptory no, the French petit oui, the Danish no," or the French voterst 

governments which attempt to simply accommodat e financial interests, 

values and needs. 
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1997 expulsion of 

rather than public 

If the trajectory of the EU begins. or rather, continues to reproduce at a higher level 

the current excessive interpenetration of econornic rationality into supposedly autonomous 

national potitical decision-making realrns; if attempts are made to reduce rather than augment 

the capacity for citizens to make their civil and political rights actionabIe, then thar 

configuration of supranationalism mua be vigorousfy opposed. Critical democratic theorists 

are not interested in having "things change to stay the same" (Meny 1996), or. just as the 

above has argued, the new European mode1 has the potential to irnprove the democratic. civil, 

and social conditions for an increasing number of countries, partidariy, in the former Eastern 

Bloc countries, it also has the capacity to again ravage the lives of those in nearby and far-off 

lands. The struggle is to imtitutionalize the true potential of the best of European values; this 

is, as Habermas suggests, its "second chance" (PF; PSP). 

We mua emphasize the importance of these nue potential forces and spheres, and their 

particular resources -administrative and solidarity- both of which are required today to 

stmggle a g d  the current alliance of one-sidely economicaUy-onented parties and resources 

" In a 1992 referendum, the Swiss voted against the European Economic Area by 
50.3 to 49.7 percent, leading to the suspension of the capacity for the govemment to push for 
inclusion in the EU. The same year the French people barely accepted the Treaty on the 
European Union by 5 1 percent. Also, that year the Danes rejected the same Treaty by 50.7 
percent, forcing the Councii at the Edinburgh meeting to make precedent-setthg concessions 
in the Treaty (Nugent 1994,45 5). 
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of (now) international money. Simple crisis frameworks which, if they even dare to point in 

a normative direaion, tend to one-sidedly celebrate ciMl society and new social movements. 

Whiie these sources of solidarity are vital, they are insufncient by themselves to help hold back 

current alliances of economic neo-iiberalism and political "leaders," redy mere managers of 

monied interests both of which are creatuig policies which are proving disastrous for the 

capacity to have competent, reflective citizens. 

In conclusion, Habermas is prescient in defending the potenriai of fomd md 

institutionai, both representatie politicai, judicza2, and even aciinznzstrative institutions (the 

EP, ECJ, and the Commission respectively in this case) to be "opened up" to publicity and. 

secondly, to act as institutional "sluices" for the interests and values conducive to active 

citizemhip. They can indeed act as "guardians" and even as the mandated, vetted, 

institutionalized "conscience" of the Ietter and spirit of postnational aspirations as embodied 

in Treaties or constitutions, but always under the "sensory" eye of an active, robust and 

vigilant civil society. 

Despite some of the more positive moves towards European integration European 

citizens still maintain their dinerent languages, parliaments, histones, cultures, all of which 

provide them with diverse and even confiicting senses of identity. If Europe is to create an 

"ever closer Union," it wiU require something to bindhond them together. As a coalition of 

autonomous groups have suggested, such a bond cannot be acquired sirnply through 

institutional renewal or even greater opportunities for political participation. What will have 

more motivationai force is something more concrete that refers to their normative values and 
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which will address their weryday fears and needs. In the following two chapters we will 

consider the justification for more social and economic rights to provide such a motivational 

force for cohesion and justice. 



3. Habermas' Justificatioa of a New Paradip of Rights 
Towards the Meaningful Exercise of Citizenship: 

Seeuring Private and Public Autonomy 

Central to Habermas' analysis of the legal constitutional system and, more generally, 

the d e  of law is its dual chmmter, both legitimizing the systemic media of money and power 

and also carrying with it the potential to ariiculate and administratively guarantee the 

normative expectations ofthe lifeworld. In short, it offers an additional site in the stmggle to 

institutionalize the conditions for pnvate and public autonomy." 

Honneth has noted that "A centrai problem of the critical theory of society is the 

conneetion betvveen normative theoretical intention and histoncaily situated mordity . If' a 

theory is to do more than merely appeal to the ethical standards upon which its critique of 

society is based, then it mua prove the existence of empincally eflective fonns of rnorakty 

with whzch it c m  reasonably connect. " With the collapse of empirical evidence that social class 

amggles in the (Marxist) revolutionary tradition hold a necessarily moral impulse, the task 

today is one of "linking ethicaily founded noms and histoncally effective morality" (Hometh 

6 ~ n  Tawards a m o n a i  Society "mediatization" ofpopuiar wiil refers to the encapsdation 
of the latter's substantive decision-making power in organizations and politicai parties that 
then determine needs with regard to the stability of the political system (Shapiro in TRS vüi, 
ix). More specifically, Habennas distinguishes between law as medium and law as institution. 
As a medium, iaw is seen as a tool, a steering mechanism with which to regulate system 
preferences. Law as institution is seen as a general repository of social values and normative 
principles (TCA 356-373). See Tweedy and Hunt's (1994,3 14-3 15) questionhg of whether 
Habermas has downplayed this formulation in BFN. However, Habermas has made the 
rejection ofthis separation explicit (BFN 562, n.48). The implication is the dEerence between 
a strategic view of laws and laws as a stable site of normative morality which should not be 
viewed strategically. 
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1995. 205. My emphasis). In pdcular, 1 consider here "rights" and, especidiy, economic 

rights as a category which may provide the distinctions, depth and cl* for a critical social 

theory to illuminate the normative and praaical conflicts of our tirne. In so doing, I follow 

Habermas with his radicdy intersubjectivist and proceduralia reconstruction of the currentfy 

narrowly proceduraiist and individuaiist basis of law and a system of nghts. However, 1 

augment the latter with what Hometh (1995) has cailed the necessary reintegralon of the 

"experiences of economic dependence and social depnvation," or economic ïnsecurity, which 

Habermas' discursive and procedual theory has tended to marginalise (BM; CR). While 

Hometh has so fitr tended to ïntegrate this dynamic of economic insecurity via his recognition- 

rather than a communication-theoretic approach., his and others insights conceniing the hidden 

moral gram.afhnjuries of economic insecurity are drawn on in order to ju- a system of 

rights that more explicitfy integrates this autonomy-affecthg dimension of citizenship. This 

provide additional analytic depth to a justification of the expanded and more merentiated 

categories of rights proposed by David Held (1 995). 

In this Chapter, 1 first brkfly describe the two dominant and competing nonnative 

p a r a d i p  of liberal and welfare law (3.1). In so doing 1 descnbe Habermas' critique of both 

p a r a d i p .  Up front one should be clear that his critique of the naditional weifâre rights 

paradigm is not aimed at the efforts to guarantee freedorn enubling substantive nghts, but 

rather at the politicaiiy paciQing, norrnaluing and surveillance apparatuses which its 

administration -stemming both from a bourgeois pnvatist, and the traditional social welfare 

perspective presently equaliy enables (BFN 550, n.23). 



1 follow with Habermas' own (3 -2.1) proce&aî paradigm of law, beginning with its 

co-hrtionailizing aim and radiating (mxrtrahlend) systems of rights. These rights are 

focussed on as a source for securing de facto pmiate andpublic autononiy. 1 also highlight its 

"two-track" process for going beyond the stage and level offornuiution to the implementdon 

of policy changes, or fkom the jurzd~fving liberal welfare topdown model to a more 

participatory administrative model (3 -2.2. See dso Held 1995; Bartholomew 1993; Coote 

1992; Sunstein 1 99 1 ; Young 1 990). 

1 end the chapter (3.3) with what can be viewed as substantive and complementary, not 

competing, contributions to Habermas' system of rights through David Held's (1 995) more 

programmatic and enlarged categories of rïghrs for citizenship. FiaUy, while much of 

Habermas' recait work focuses on the jurisprudential questions ofhow, under what conditions, 

and with what referents the (supreme) courts should interpret and adjudicate issues," this 

section concentrates on the issue of by what legal znmument7' we could conceive of 

politicaI& and fomailly i-tutzng the bindinghonding rights stemming fiom his notion of 

non-juridifyùig mechanisms to securing pnvate and public autonomy. Options pointing toward 

an i ~ . i u t i o n d i z e ~  justiciabIe, tiniversolsocialchurter will be outlined (Kymlicka & Norman 

'O These principally include the realist, hermeneutic, and positivist legal theones, and 
especially ofDworkin's discretionary "Herculean Judge," Michelman's cornmunitarian naturai 
law, and Alexy's formai universalization principle stemmhg fkom Kant as the bases for 
adjudication (BFN chapter 5) .  

" See 4.2 on the Amsterdam Treaty (para. 3) regarding economic policy as an 
effective instrument, or the public sphere as a more diffuse (non-institutional) politicai 
" instrumentt'. 



1992; Nedelsky & Scott 1992). 

The above attempts to highlight the complexity and depth of the challenges facing 

democratic politics at the levels and stages of generating ideas and motivation (1.1 and 

Honneth 1 995). It also attempts to conceive of the possibility of participatorily f o r m ~ l ~ n g  

rights and social policies to make citizenship actiombIe, and implementing them. 

of cour&, these conceptuaîizations are only possible ifwe orient ounelves to radicdiy 

reconstmcting democratic institutions and rights rather than conceiving of compleely 

overtumed systems. To determine such concrete, empiricaily viable processes makes politics 

harder, not easier, as such political options must be cntically anaiysed for their capacity to 

avoid social atomization, one-sided profit maximisation and the consequences of weakening 

the individuai, community, economic and social preconditions for seKesteem, solidarity and 

interaction. 

3.1. Normative Paradigms of Law and Citizensbip Rights 

According to Habermas, constitutional scholars debate in a manner which tends to 

assume that there are only two legai paradigins? On the one hand, there is "the" welfare state 

While there are these two legal paradigms, Habermas does not contest the essential 
character of modem law generally. He surnmarires the normative preçuppositions for 
lepitirnate law in " S truggles for Recognition" : "Modem Iaw is fonnal, because it rests on the 
premise that anything that is not explicitly forbidden is pedtted. It is indIviahraIi~c, because 
it makes the individual person the bearer of rights. It is coerczve, because it is sanctioned by 
the state and applies only to legal or nile-conformhg behavior -it pennits the practice of 
religion but it cannot prescribe religious views. It isposifive law, because it denves from the 
(modifiable) decisions of a political legislature [not the whims of a king or executive]; and 
M y ,  it is procedural& enacted law, because i t  is legitimated by a democratic process. 
Positive law requires purely legal behavior, but it must be legitimate; although it does not 



modeln which, despite its "fieedom guanuiteeing" provisions, often over-intnides into the 

Wéworld of its "clients", thus underminhg their autonomy and capacity for ~e~deterrnination 

(TCAD, sec. VIII; NC chap. 2). In Between Facts and Noms Habermas has corne to 

emphasize more than in his previous works that this weahess in the social welfare paradigm 

stems from its adoption of element s of the "social bhdness" of the liberal or bourgeois formal 

prescribe the motives for obeying the law, it must be such that its addressees can always obey 
it out of respect for the law. [CE Held (below) on the rights stemming £?om law as producing 
not mere respect but also obligations. This mirrors somewhat the debate with Benhabib, 
Hometh, and even more cornmunitarians conceming the motivation for obeying, and hence 
the legitirnacy of commands, laws and a given legal order. Habermas attempts to counter this 
problem with the following:] A legal order is legitimate when it safeguards the autonomy of 
ail citizais to an equal degree" (SR 120-1; see also BFN 55 & BR 1 50 for more elaboration). 
Above dl, it cannot "narcissistically marginalize" itselfin self-wonder of its own code values, 
but mua instead be "nounshed by the 'democratic Sittlichkeit of enfianchised citizens" (BFN 
51 & 461). 

The reason for Habermas' focus on law is that law is meant to solve social 
coordination problems. This becomes increasingly important in modem, pluralistic societies 
with their dinerent background assumptions. This is combined with Weber's "disenchantment 
of the world" where there is no "sacred canopy" left due to the Verqrachlichung des 
Sabalen (linguistifkation of the sacred, TCAI, 140) leading to an increasingly fiagmented 
social and politicai realm where facticity and validity are no longer fûsed. Finally, Habernas 
argues that (democratic public) law proves the most capable of coordination in face of the 
complex differentiation of firnctional spheres with specific tasks for social reproduction 
(economy, education, politics, etc). See Deflem 1996 & Baynes 1995 for m e r  explanations 
of Habermas' recent elaborations on his theory oflaw. See Rassmussen 1996, and esp. 1990, 
67-69 on the Hegelian versus Kantian "motives for action" which animate much of Habermas' 
iegd theory. 

Rather than lurnping all forms of welfare state models together as potentidy, and 
equdy embodying the arnbiguity of'%eedom guaranteeing" and '%eedom denying" capacity, 
an intemal analysis of dBerent weIfare state modeis such as that of Esping-Anderson (1 990) 
helps Werent at least three dominant models. There is the means-testing mode1 dominant in 
the US; the insutance-based corporatia model of Gennany and France; and there is the 
Scandinavian w e k e  model which, through its general revenue-raising policy, helps provide 
universal, and hence less comrnod~fving md surveillance-prone fonns of social welfare. 



law paradigm. The inconsistent and watisfjictory structures of these two legal orders has 

made the search for a new paradigm essential (BFN 390). 

The need for a new pudiigm of law stems fiom the steering deficits and the 

diminishing binding force of nation-state statutes and constitutional law, partinilady on 

econornic and administrative forces in increasingly complex, postnationai, and diffefentiy 

coordinated societies and h m  the threat that dynamic poses to the principle of popukr 

sowreignsl. For instance, whereas some legal theorists such as Luhmann are suggesting that 

coflstitutions, due to the increasing cornpiexity of societal structures, must altogether abandon 

their nomative project and wipe "out aii the hermeneuticaf tracks" (BFN 47), Habermas 

argues for a radically reconstniaedprocerfuraIist paradigrn (BFN 430). The desired paradigm 

should, according to Habennas, 

satise the bea description of complex societies [in particular the empirical and 
normative requirements of these societies]; it should illuminate once again the original 
idea of the self-constitution of a community off& and equal citizens; and it should 
overcome the rampant particularism of a legal order that, having lost its center in 
adapting to the uncomprehended complexity of the social environment, is unravelhg 
bit by bit. (BFN 393) 

And its "unravelhg" is occurring in part due to the liberal paradigm's incapacity to 

R>temall'y jusnfy the legislated and judge-made welfare entitlements that have become 

necessaiy towards seniring social soiidarity and yet maintain the normative and empincal 

requirement to include a social, non-juri-g, democratically and institutionally steered 

social dimension to the democratic legal systems' view of citirenship rïghts. 

Habermas is neither satisfied with the hodge-podge of statutory law (Gesetzrecht) or 



judge-made law (Richterrechl) which supplernents constitutions and thus makes them often 

even more incoherent and which, even more importantly for Habermas, undemines the 

democratic nature of Iaw (BFN 394)? Habermas is certaidy not against the rnobiliration of 

law by courts and democratic legislatures, or the "permeation of the constitutional state by 

ethics" in general (SR 123). Rather, he remonstrates the pure& imtmmentafist reasom with 

which mmy i' are mobilzzed, displaying no coherent rationaie, either for or from a 

society's seKunderstanding (cf Hometh 1995). Instead, the mobilization of law mus be done 

74 The "juridification of politics" occurs when the constitutional court overextends its 
role to the point of exercising a subsidiary legislative fùnction. "The court ought not to 
confuse the constitution with a 'concrete order of values,' and in exercising its normative 
control it should essentially monitor the democratic character of the creation of laws; that is, 
it should ensure that the legislative process fulfills the exacting normative presuppositions of 
the democratic process" (cf. Baynes' (1995) njurisgenerative" interpretation). 

By way of example, Habernias notes that ifthe Geman "Federal Constitutional Court 
was to make such a proceduralist seIfIfunderstanding the bais of its decision, it could, for 
example, not simply send the abortion law back to the Bundestag, which had passed this law 
only after an exhaustive discursive preparation in the political public sphere and after 
repeated, conscientious consideration of ail the arguments and counterarguments presented 
by al1 its members; moreover, it passed by a decisive, thoroughly bipartisan rnajority vote. At 
least the court ought not to have sent the law back unless it could produce other grounds for 
its decision" (BR 1 5 5). 

Therefore, the constitutional court should not ove- laws coming fiom parliament 
ifsuch law-making went through the proper discursive criteria. On the other handpulimnent 
should not too eady abdicate itspolitical respowibility ont0 the judiciary to rnake laws rather 
than merely interpret or monitor the decision-making process. 

The decision to adjudicate or not on an issue should stem nom the criteria of whether 
it has been adequately and faûly debated by al1 those affected (1.2) in concrete situations 
rather than too quickJy retumed to adjudication based on points of law and precedent. Social 
policy, for instance, must go through the proper process of evaluation nom parliament to 
government and only for monitoring rnatters to a constitutional court. 

For an example of the increasing tension between political and legal spheres due to 
an inconsistent constitutional basis, see the examples in Morton and Knopf (1992) conceming 
the Canadian Charter of Rights. 



in concert with normative rights, principles of democracy, solidarity, and justice, all of which 

are nonna?ive buses for legal judgement that "the public of citizens" rather than simply 

constitutional experts mua find convincing. This entails essentially a political stmggie over 

the correct paradigrnatic understanding of the legal system (BFN 395; SR 1 15). 

For instance, will that normative basis for social criticism and development - 
institutionalireci in the steering and binding subsystem of constitutional law- stem h m  the 

image of society as best or "naturaily" steered by the economic andinstrumental rationality 

of market and systems logics? Or wiil that nonnative basis stem corn the understanding of a 

society and, pariicularly, of its legd and politicai realms that shouid be deliberativeb 

accuuntable to a public of c i t i m  and their communicative rationaliîy? 

The pnnciple of legal fieedom for the individual is central to the classical liberal, 

pnvate, bourgeois formal law paradigm. It requires "'that the individual is due the highest 

possible degree of freedom to do as he or she pleases, relative to the legal and factud 

possibilities."' Habermas notes that this principle coincides with Kant's universal human nght 

to the greatest possible degree of quai  individual liberty7' Both of these principles and rights 

75 Kant's concept of legitimacy viewed basic equal rights of individuals' liberty 
grounded in a universal principle of law, the Rechtspn'nnp or the "principle of nght" (BM 
83, 85). This principle couid elaborate the conditions under which it is possible for morally 
orienteci subjects to universalize the limits to their extemal behavior as strategically onented 
individuals (BFN xii; 33). In The Meiophysical Elements of Justice Kant proposes a "moral 
conception" of law which is "the surn of those conditions under which the fiee choice 
( WiillRur) of one person can be conjoined with the free choice of another in accordance with 
a universal law of fieedom" (BFN 90-94,105,120). There is thus an internai tension between 
rights as facts which set limits to the extent which individuais cm act; and rights which 
deserve the respect of moral subjects because they cany rnoruiity within them and thus carry 



are oriented towards enabhg an autonomous conduct of life in the ethical sense of pursuing 

one's own conception of the good" (BFN 399). ïhis &dom of the ethical person to 

consciously, " autonomously", " self-responsibly" Live out one's own Me is guaranteed by the 

negatiw conception of nghts that attempts to reduce the legal and state regulation on the 

individual's ethical iife-choices. It points to the "metalegal, indeed ethicai, value of legal 

fieedom" of the liberal conception of rights and society (BFN 399). 

According to Habermas however, "the real weuhess" of this liberal theory of rights 

is that it fdsely assumes that private autonomy is "airtailed by the cornpethg politically 

the c lah of legitimacy (BFN 72). 
According to Habermas, however, the claim to legitimacy should not be based in 

morality any more than on the charismatic authority of a leader and their individual sense of 
the ethical life. Instead, it must be based in publicly deliberated will-formation of citizens. 
Otherwise Kant's account of Iegitimacy would subordinate Iaw to morality. 

Nonetheless, although Habermas rightly makes a great deal of this subordination of 
law to morality, he has never made a totaiiy convïncing argument that K i m ~  himseifhas made 
this subordination in a manner much dserent fiom his own. Kant appears to make only a 
relative subordination relative to the democratic obligation. As Habermas admits, "In Kant, 
too, the democratic principle has to f i l  a gap in a system of legally regulated egoism that 
cannot reproduce itselfon its own but must rely on a background consensus of citizens" (BFN 
33). The concept of modem law "harbours the democratic i& developed by Rousseau and 
Kant: the claim to legitimacy on the part of a legal order built on rights can be redeemed only 
through the socidy integrative force of the 'concurring and united will of ail' f?ee and equal 
cititens" (BFN 32. Habermas' emphasis. See also "Publicity as the Bridgùig Pnnciple between 
Politics and Morality " in STP S 1 02- 1 1 7. ) However, the distuhing fact remains t hat Habermas 
has never fairly articulated, in my readings, the central role of rational communication in 
Kant's own moral and legal theory (as argued in Rosen 1993,207). Instead, he has invariably 
relied on Hegel's critique of Kant (a process which begins in STP S, supra). This remains a 
potential weak spot for Habermas' work considering the importance of his notion of 
autonomy as stemming corn Kant (for a definition of the latter see Rosen 1993,444). See 
Strong and Sposito's (1 995; & to a lesser extent Hutchings 1996, 5 6) insightfûl analysis of 
this theoretic aporia of Habermas' work. They offer, however, no systematic redress to this 
problem. 



enforceci claim of social justice" to socid responsibility. The iiberal mode1 of law is profoundly 

incorrect in its assumption that the economy is, for instance, power-ftee and does not overly 

ineude on the capacity for liberal-conceived individuals to fieely pursue their ethical life 

choices. Instead, according to Habermas, legai fieedom, individudy-conceived, prove 

itself by making ethicd freedom possible in "no matter which social sphere", "public," 

"private," or "political" (BFN 400)." "Moa important", Habermas continues, restrictions on 

the classical liberties cannot be blamed on the application of other legal principles such as 

social justice or social responsibility." 

What appears as a restriction is only the flip side of the enforcement of equal individual 
liberties for all. This is because private autonomy, in the sense of this universal nght 
to equal liberties, implies a universal right of equality, that is, the nght to equal 
treatment according to nomu that guarantee substantive legal equality. This rnay 
produce actual restrictions for one or another party in comparison to the statu quo 
ante. If so, such restrictions are not limitations on the principle of legal &dom, but 
&se as a result of abolishing pnvileges that are incompatible with the equal 
distribution of individual iiberties required by this principle. (BM 401) 

On the one hand, the critics of the liberal paradigm note that the expectation of social 

justice required the articulation of "nondiscriminatory conditions for the actud exercise" of 

liberally-conceived liberties. Habermas agrees that n m  cotegories of social entitlements "are 

justtfied in a relative sense, namely, in relation to an absolutely juaified equal distribution of 

'' In this areas, see aiso of course the seminal work of Marshaii (1963, 1965, 1981) 
concerning the elaboration of a "specificaly social version of the individualistic [civil and 
political rights] ideas of English liberaiism" (Turner 1992, 35; cf BFN 77, 503-4 regarding 
liberal versus socialia rights, fiom a fùnctionalia and a normative viewpoint respectively). 

See Hayek (1960, 1982) and Nozick (1 974) for the iduential arguments of the 
twentieth century. 



individual liberties." These new categones which concem themselves with economic and socid 

equality result fiom "the fact 'that legd &dom, that i s  the legal permission [de jure] to do 

as one pleases, is worthless without actual [&facto] fieedom, the real possibility of choosing 

between the perrnitted alternatives"' (BFN 403). 

The dernocratic basis (see also 1.2) of Habermas' theory of law gives nse to four 

absolutely justifiable categones of nghtsn that form the abstract system of rights (BEN 122-3): 

1. Basic rights that result fiom the politicaiiy autonomous elaboration of the right to 
the greutest possible meenrre of equal zndntiduaf liberties. 

2. Basic nghts that result fiom the politically autonomous elaboration of the stmus of 
a member in a voluntary association of consociates under Law. 

3. Basic rights that r e d t  immediately nom the actionubility of rights and from the 
politicaily aut onomous elaboration of individual legai protection. 

These kst three categories of nghts safeguardprivme autonomy and stem from the 

discourse principle. "They mua not yet be understood in the sense of Ahehrrechte, that is, 

Liberai rights against the state . . . " (1 22). The rights of private autonomy attach to citizens in 

their capacity as "addiessees of law," and they reciprocaüy recognite each other in this role. 

In the next category, citwns also become outhors, participants of their legal system. 

simult aneously generuting law and se-ng it s legitirnacy . 

4. Basic rights to equal opportunities to participate in processes of opinion- and WU- 
formation in which citizens exercise theirpolitical autonomy and through which they 

" According to constitutional law, absolute basic nghts cannot be limited or abolished 
by parliaments, othenvise courts will strike such legislation down (BR 153. Cf Bakan's 
(1997) critique of the supplanting of Parliamentary Supremacy by judicial supremacy with the 
introduction of a written Charter of Rights in the case of Canada. See m e r  3.3) 



generate legitimate law. 

The content of the system of rights thus remains open to negotiation through the 

institutionalization of processes of discourse such as legislatures (Baynes 1995; SR). Through 

not mere Richterrechte or Gesetnechte but rather publicly involved constitutional 

deliberati~ns~~, a society can corne to "saturate", i.e., interpret and give concrete or substantive 

shape to the categories of rights. The right in principle to such substantive rights are justified 

under Habermas' abstract system of rights in the foliowing manner: 

5. Basic nghts to the provision of living conditions that are socialiy, technologically, 
and ecologically safeguarded, insofar as the nirrent circurnstances make this necessary 
ifcitizens are to have equal opportunities to utilize the civil rights list in (1) through 
(4). 'O 

Habermas argues that new sociaI entitIements and constitutional categories of rights 

deliberatively generated are necessary due to the fact that under the conditions of late capitalist 

societies "'the actual fieedom of a large number of nghts-bearers does not have its material 

basis in an environment [for exarnple, subsystems steering according to national and 

" See for example Resnick on "constituent assembiies" (1991, esp. chap. 8). 

a "[Tlhe category of social and ecological rights can be justified only in relative terms 
[whereas the first four are] absolutely justified categories of civil rights" (123). However, 
Habermas later suggests t hat "Political deliberations extend to any matter . . . In w ~ l a r ,  
those questions me public& relevant thut cmcem the unepaI distnstnbutiion of resources on 
whzch the actual exercise of righrs of communication and partrartrciipaton depenclF. [...] 
Poiitical deliberations also include the interpretation of needs and wants .. . by no means based 
only on a value consensus previously developed in shared traditions and fonns of We" (BFW 
306, my emphasis. See JA 105-1 1 1 for an elaboration on the moral responsibility of humans 
for their nonhuman environment .) 

Nonetheles, it is curious as to why Habermas coliapses "wants as coeval" to "needs," 
as one could suggest that this d u e s  the force of the struggle for needs to that of mere wants 
(cf k iss  1976). 
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international market, monetary, and financial forces] that they control, but essentiaily depends 

on govemment" interventions (BFN 403; SR 100). As Ulrich PreuB, a fellow participant in the 

Kntische Ju-is movement puts it, the op+po.de of a society that has an adequate constitution 

and that is thus properly "constituted" is 

the condition of a society which can deal only very imperfectly with its destructive 
tendencies, its power structure, its social inequaiities -in short, its institutïonally 
underdeveloped potentiai for a successfûl c o h t a t i o n  of its normative foundations 
with real conditions. (1 995, 1 10) 

On the other han& the dilemma with the sociai welfare paradigm of law was that it 

has merely "materiaIized" and thus simply j u d e d  the existing, implicit liberal-individualist 

paradigm of law regarding the econornic assumptions about the nawal equilibrium capacities 

of market processes and social obligations. What was vital about the institutionalkation ofthe 

right to property and individual rights and fieedoms which the social weffkre paradigm has not 

fhdamentdy addressed was. as PreuD attests, "the emancipation of a person's assets from 

social duties" (1995, 1 l)." 

nie  purpose of the explicit inclusion of highly delimited social protections in the social 

welfare mode1 of law is merely to provide compensations for so-called "'market failure' to 

those in weaker market positions" (employees and connimers, for instance). This 

" compensatoiy law" merely makes the results of structural disah,mtages in their access to 

information, power, and authority more statistically categorizable, predictable, manageable, 

impersonal, and, ultimately, justifiable as a cornprehensible "systemic nsk." Those who do not 

See Habermas' historical analysis of this trend in STPS, esp. chap. 10. 



prepare themselves adequately for such risks through obtaining the requisite, individualired 

insurance, are easiiy identifiable and categorized and, through such identification, they are in 

tuni nomaIized, regulated micro-managed and eventually pacified (TCAII; BFN 404-5, & 

432; Ewald 1991).82 

Another disadvantage of the social welfare or redy the liberai welfare model is that 

it is conceived and functions in a marner that the state tends to be held accountable for crises 

and problems in the system, not, for instance, the market system. As a result, in times of social 

and fiscal crises, the liberal market model appears as the only other viable altenuitive to the 

apparently and o£€en massiwg, depersonalized, system of the social welfare model. This 

occurs because the intemal connection of the model itself to liberal property assumptions 

continues to encourage a focus on individuaI rights and a distrust of the capacity of the aate's 

subsystems to institutionahe the best deliberatively determined compromises stemrning from 

the public sphere . 

As Habermas insghtfidly describes it, whatever problems o c m  in a society are viewed 

as a competition between the two dominant interlocutors: the state and those subjea t O it, both 

Alternatively, Habermas suggests via Dennuiger, and perhaps keeping too closely 
to the obsession of both postmodem as weil as neo-liberal critics of the state, that the legal 
systern has moved nom being based on a certainty of law [Rrchtssicherheit] to one based on 
a security of Iegal goods [Rechts@?ersicherheii] that potentially " dissolves" individual legal 
protection, to the current " secuity state" (Sicherheitsrtani) wit h its expanding meillance 
apparatuses (BFN 43 3. Rehg translates &ter in the above as "values", although 1 believe that 
represents a not insignificant change in the meaning, and thus our understanding of the 
historically changing bases of the legal system, and of the very issues of social and economic 
rights that are discussed here). 
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of which dispute each other's cornpetence. The market srjtem is not caught, ironically, in this 

cornpetition of apparem cornpetencies. On the other hand the w e k e  model ends up paying 

for the expanding agency of the state. As Habennas explains, whether artidated as the active 

" interventionary " or " supervisory " state, individuals perceive that the powers given to the state 

for "social" regulation "mua be taken, in the form of [their] private autonomy, eom individuals 

caught in their systemic dependencies. From this point of view, [. ..] what the one gains in 

competence the other loses [leading to the perception by both of a] zero-mm gme" (BFN 

406). 

This allows the liberal model to assert, in some ways rightly, that the subjeas are now 

subject to the superior political and administrative will and power ofthe state which can dictate 

patemalistically to them through programs the iimits of their legal freedom. This helps to open 

the way for "alternative," for example ultra Liberai, political, econornic, and legai measures to 

promise more "fkeedom" 6om the enabling state (Parijs 1992; Held 1995; see further chapter 

5) .  

The dilemma for the Knrische Justiz movement in Gemany (Offe, PreuB, Habermas) 

as well as the Second Left in France and Anglo-American countries (Rosanvallon 1988; Hirst 

1994; Hunt 1993; Keane 1988; and Fraser 1989 & 1997; Weiner 1997; Cohen & Rogers 1995; 

Young 1990 respectiveiy) is conceptualipng what Rind of normative legal paradigm wmld 

a l l m  for the state to provide services and goods to improve the Life opportunities for its 

citizens -for instance by guaranteeing access to health care, housing, a basic income, 

education, recreation, and the "naturai bases of me", i.e., granting "each person the material 



basis for a humanly dignified existence" of the Sonaler Rechtsszaat- without, at the same 

time, irnpairing theu public and private autonomy? Certainly, as Habermas notes, "the justified 

critique" a g h a  the individualist, bourgeois formai law "precludes u r e m  fo the ifberal 

paradigm" (BFW 407. My emphasi~.)~ 

3.2.1 Securing Private and Public Autonomy as the Justificatory Basis of a System of 
Rights 

According to Habermas, in just-g a systern of nghts, and legitimuing a legal systern 

based on a dflerent paradigm of law itself. there is a muhiai dependency between public 

autonomy, with its constitutionally regulated and facilitated circulation of power nounshed by 

forrns of communication of an unsubverted public sphere, of an undinorted Weworld, and the 

private autonomy largely described above. 

With this conception, the burden of normative expectations [in the public ... ] shifts 
from the level of [individual or even state] actors' qualities, cornpetencies, and 
opportunities to the fonns of cornmunicarion [made constitutionally available by the 
state] in which an informal and noninstitutionalized opinion- and dl-formation can 
develop and interact with the imtitutionaIized&Ieliber~on and decision making inside 
the polirical system [conceniùig the further formulation, and irnplementation of 
citizens' rights] . (BFN 408) 

This conception would break the "zero-surn game," or individual versas comrnunity 

approaches (Caporaso & Levine 1992) between the need interpretations of citizen and state 

a nie weifare model must distance itself not only fiom the individuaIist zero-sum 
model of the liberal paradigm, but also fkom theproducfivist image of Society. The latter is 
an image of soaety and the worth of the inaividual as tied to their work, rather than to, for 
instance, the quality of their individual contemplative life as well as community and political 
interactions (PDM; Gon  1989; Keane & Owens 1986). 



or govermental acton. The legal and democratic order and its system of rights would then 

be deemed legitimate to the extent that it would equdy secure the cwriginal private and 

politicai autonomy of its citizens; at the same tirne it would owe and trace empirically its 

legitimacy to the fonns of communication and sluices it w d  have constittitiomIfy made 

necesuay for the interchange of communication in which the private and public autonomy of 

its citîzens and society in generd could prove itself (BFN 409; SR 1 10; BR 1 50). 

In the final analysis, the legitimacy of law depends on undistorted forms of public 
communication and hdirectly on the communicational infrastructure of the private 
sphere as weli. This is the key to a proceduralist understanding of law. mer the 
guarantee of private autonomy has proven insufficient [in the liberal and even Kamian 
paradigms], and &ter social intervention through law also threatens the very pnvate 
autonomy it means to restore, the only solution consists in thematîn'ng the connection 
between fonns of communication that simuftarzeotlsiy guarantee private and public 
autonomy in the uery c o ~ t i o n s f r o m  which they emerge. (BFN 409. Al1 emphases 
mine, except the last two.) 

Therefore, Habermas does not wish to privifege and essentiaily let off the hook either 

the liberal or welfâre paradigms of law. Instead, a new paradigm of law must be oriented 

towards the securing of both theprivate autonomy of individuais and the conditions forpublic 

autonomy: a public of autonomous citizens is essential for the persons as ad2ressee.s of law 

to understand and be involved in the self-reflective authoring of those laws. In other words, 

"private and public autonomy are equiprimordial. It is not a matter of public autonomy 

supplementing and remaining external to private autonomy, but rather of an internai, that is, 

conceptuaily necessary comection between them. For in the fïnd analysis, private legal persons 

cannot even attain the enjoyment of equal individual liberties unless they themselves, by jointly 

exercising their autonomy as citizens, arrive at a clear understanding about what interests and 
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criteria are justified and in what respects equal things will be treated equaliy and unequal things 

unequally in any particular case" (SR 1 1 1). Ail of the a b o v e p r e ~ e s  a certain level of more 

substantive, material autonomy in order for such autonomous public communicative actions 

to freely occur. Such a sense of autonomy would rely on a sense of pnvate autonorny or. as 

Honneth ( 1995) has described it, self-esteem, self-respect, and self-confidence. 

Thus ~abemias' interpretation of the problern of the authoring of law if subjects are 

to become competent authors and addressees -constituent of and constituted in law- is to 

resolve itselfthrough an immanent critique of either the bourgeois formal or materialited social 

paradigm and to determine whether either cm fuifil one of the buszc principies of legul 

freedom (or, conversely, whether they inherently contradict it). And he can use this 

justzjTcaîion strategy effectively and without intemal contradiction to his own mode1 because 

he has already shown that the (reconstructed) system of rights helps provide the very basis of 

the legitimacy of the system in the first place. These preconditions for the democratic authoring 

and addressing of citizenship rights "merely" requires making these assumptions more obvious 

to postnational citizens, judges, and (autonomous) politicians' self-understandings of the 

legitimate -Le. democratic- basis for constructing Me-choices together (cf PreuB Br Offe 

1992, 150). 

Habermas1 strategy at the social level is to shift fiom the liberal and productivist image 

of actors h&g (goods, for dance) ,  both in the liberal and social democratic paradigms. to 

showing that a legal democratic order is legitimate when it secures (not ody) things, but the 

empiricu2lly venpabIe commicative uutonomy of citizens more generdy. This assumes the 
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presence of conditions for this private and interactive autonomy to exert itself because that 

communicative autonomy, the ability, &eedom, capacity to deliberate is the very basis of the 

legitimacy of the system in the first place. 

Given the iimits in both the liberal and w e h e  paradigms, Habennas notes that "the 

social-welfare project must neither be simply continued dong the same lines nor be 

[completely] broken off, but mua be pursued at a higher level of reflection. The intention is 

to t m e  the cqpztalisl economzc system, thut is. to 'restructure' zt social& and ecoZogicarlly", 

as weU as to bring administrative power -one of the most important mechanisrns available to 

any society to restructure and regulate its economic system- under democraîic contrai (BFN 

410, my emphasis. Cf. 4.3 .) 

For effectiveness and in order to avoid fùnctional crises, and therefore as a result 

legitimacy crises in the system due to overload (Luhmann's apparent one-sided preoccupation), 

the administrative system must ernpioy (counterintuitively at fint) more democratic, 

contextuaiized, less top-down, micro- or macro-managed forms of steering (see how this is 

meant in 3 -2.2). Also, fiom the standpoint of fegitirnucy, this means "linking the administration 

to communicative power and immuninng it better ugainrt ilIegitimate ppawer" 4 10; 

Blaug 1996). This path is achieved neither simply through "refledve law" nor through 

favouring formai bourgeois or materialized bourgeois law. Rather it entails a better 

understanding of the memzng of the requirement for a system of nghts. This refers back to the 

radically democratic, deliberme basis of Habermas' theory of law. This meaning is to 

secure the citizem' private and public autonomy uno actu: each legal act should at the 



sarne time be understood as a contribution to the politically autonomous elaboration 
of basic nghts, and thus as an element in an ongoing process of constitution making. 
(BFN 410) 

ïhis radicalizing of the dernomatic intent of 1' making goes even beyond a sirnply 

collectivist or social notion and intention to strengthen citizens' legal aatus. Proposais for 

social autonomy as the basis for increasing the "capacity for articulation" of rights and the 

capacity for nghts to have a solidaristic hction, wMe pointing in a much more favourable, 

solidary building direction than individualistic liberal understandings of nghts, reduces too 

quickly the complexity, reflective, and solidary building capacity of an understanding of fights 

that at least maIyticaIlly recognizes the ciifference between private and public autonomy. It 

appean to Habermas' argument that to reduce rights to the social dimension too quickly runs 

the danger of effecting reification, alienation, surveillance and normalizations. all combining 

to restrict the autonomous and ethical actions of citizens, whether in their capacity as workers, 

or Iarger social participants. On the other han& "If pnvate and public autonomy are CO- 

origkd," Habernias continues to challenge US, "then this relation can, in thefiml ana&sis, be 

specined only by the citizens themselves" (BFN 4 14). The CO-originaiity o f  autonomy provides 

a reciprocal reference, "an intuitive standard by which one can judge whether a regdation 

promotes or reduces autonomy" (BFN 417). This is, of course, an exceedingly high standard 

for d e t e m g  new rights. 

Nonetheless Habennas is insistent that we must accept nothing less fkom a democratic 

legal state, and from ourselves, than to go back to the citizen to determine the Iegitimacy of 

laws in their design and implementation. Legiiirnate Iaw, whiie closing the circle between its 



aCiiii.essees, mu* a h  ennrre the conditions for the public autonomy of citizens to act as 

authors of their legal order. This puts greater emphanS on deczding the criteria for not oniy 

legrgrtirnate law. but also the criteria of "eguol treatment" under the luw (BFN 4 1 5 ;  SR 122; 

Cf Held op. cit.). Citizens themselves must "draw the boundaries" to ensure that th& private 

and public autonomy is ensured. The criteria for determining this for Habermas is that a 

legal program proves to be discrimkating ifit is insensitive to how actual inequalities 
have side effects that in fact restrict the use of equaiiy distributed liberties. And it 
proves to be paternaistic ifit is insensitive to the fretdom-restricting side effkcts of the 
st ate's compensations for those inequalities. (BFN 4 1 7) 

According to Habermas' mode1 and drawing somewhat perhaps on the emerging 

"recognition-theoretic" bais of rights in  onn ne th,^ the recognition of claims to social benefits 

84 In a reconsmictive hiaory of philosophy rembiscent of Habermas' Theory and 
Pructice, but perhaps benefitlig from greater attention to the importance of foms of law and 
the bases for rights rather than mere political theory, Ho~eth ' s  Struggle for Recognition 
begins to lay the reconaructive basis for his own theory of law. His histoncal treatment 
concentrates on the "intersubjective innovation" of Hegel who took nom Holderiin's 
philosophy of unification (VereinigungsphzIosophie) in order to question the perceived 
atornistic and individualiaic presuppositions of Kant and Fichte's moral theory, both of which 
had influenced Hegel's own thought at Frankfùrt. According to Honneth, by then Hegel 
became more influenced by a third Stream of political philosophy in his reading of Plato and 
Aristotle that ascribed a greater role to the intersubjective nature of public We. Finally, the 
above three innuences were somewhat disciplinecl by the insights of the emerging British 
political economy which led Hegel to suggest that any future organhtion of society wodd 
include a market-mediateci sphere in which "subjects could only be included in society on the 
basis of the negative fteedom guaranteed by formal rights" ( 1996, 1 1). 

This skiIfid and penetrating work of Honneth's reviews such important influences to 
his own recognition-theoretic work as Hegel Mead, and Marx but suffers fiom its marginal 
treatment of Kant and Habermas' moral and legal theory. This could be a problematic trend 
for the new Head of the FrankfÛrt School, a trend to avoid confionting the more nuanced 
issues through a closer registration of the most r e l e v a  theonsts for one's project, viz  
Habermas' legal and moral theory. As 1 have mentioned elsewhere, this tendency was. 
ironicaüy, perhaps heralded by Habexmas himself in his marginal treatment of Kant's theory 
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(and protection from ecoiogical or technological threats) is justljied in relative te-: such 

recognition is indirectly relaied to the guarantee ofpersonal selfde temination as a necessary 

condition forpoliticai ~ e r f d e t e m i ~ o n .  In other words, the recognition of, and just~fication 

fw social economic and other positive rights stemsfrom the need tu secure an "autonomous 

citizemhip starus". In this regard, Habermas approvingly takes the following quote fiom 

PreuB: 

society as a whole depends on the citizens' decisions having a certain quality [to bel 
informed. in their capacity to reflect and to consider the consequences of their 
politically relevant decisions, in their will to formulate and assert their interests m view 
of the interests of their feliow citizens as well as fiiture generations. In short, it has an 
interest in their 'communicative competence' . . . . The unequal distribution of basic 
goods dimullshes the quality of civic vimies ... . For this reason, a policy of 
compensating for the unequal distribution of social goods cm be junined as a 'politics 
of qualifications for citizenship.' (BFN 4 18) 

Without the capacity for rational, informed, reflective consideration of the issues and their 

consequences citizens could, for instance, corne to the irrational decision of supporthg right- 

or lefi-wing authoritarians who offer short-term relief t O their diminished or desperate 

economic position and the increasing social disorder that may result. Therefore, positive 

economic rights for communicative competence as weil as negative liberties for autonomous, 

ser-redization are required to make publicly influentid decisions autonomous of irrational, 

compared to that of Hegel's. 
Despite Hometh's promising acknowledgement of the problem of the marginal 

treatment of class in Habermas' work, another trend which Hometh's work must avoid to 
remain relevant in a world of increased economic insecurity is the recent one-sided, or at least 
highiy ambiguous use of the notion of the stmggle for recognition for every kind of 
discrunination other than economic disahination. (See "The Phenornena and The Levels of 
Their Analysis" in SR 1 1 6- 1 22). 



power-steered criteria. 

"Struggies for recognition in the democratic constitutional state possess legitimate 

strength ody to the extent that al1 groups h d  access to the political sphere, (. ..] that they are 

able to articulate their needs, and that no one is marginalized or excluded." This is a 

"qualification for citizenship" in which it "is already important to secure the factual 

preconditions for equal opportunity to exercise forrnally equal rights. This is mie not only for 

political participation, but aiso for social participation., since no one can act in a politically 

autonornous fashion uniess the conditions for pnvate autonomy are guaranteed" (BR 150). 

These criteria cenainly preclude the micro-manuged means-testing approach to 

determining the criteria for social prograrns suggested even by some discourse theorist~.'~ 

Rather, Habermas' criteria caU on rights advocates to be aware of the sometimes imtional 

effects of some social programs designed without the input of those directly affected by such 

85 However, a narrow(mg) focus on implementation threatens to be juri-g itself. 
It leads, for example, to Cohen and Arato's (1992) suggestion for means-testing, which ties 
the right to the access of goods and services to the "particular" conditions of the 
systematicai2y marginalized citizen. Insead, there is the need for providing the conditions, 
econornic and discursive, towards helping secure universal access to such provisions and 
seMces in the interest ofsecuruig private and public autonomy of the citizen, in the so-called 
public and private spheres, especially fkom cultural, economic, social, and political constraints 
to exercising citizenship. In &tim, cititens require a hand in the determination over how, 
and a certain of these rights need implementing at dl by those affected themselves (Galligan 
1992). 

Nonetheless, Habermas often confusedly suggests that while he supports "measures" 
such as quotas, these are "intended to have 'a remedial enect' and are therefore only 
temporaxy in nature" (BR 1 50). While this temporary dimension is more understandable for 
quotas, should the same temporality, and thus insewity and potentiaily "means-test hg " 
approach be applied to more social and econornic nghts? 



ProgramS. 

Consequently, bis theory of rights is not individualistic, but intersubjective. Secondly, 

it is meant to be intersubjective in a two-pack manner or at macro and micro levels. It is 

intersubjective fïrst in the "macro" level when public discussion mu& cl'& the differences 

between the experiences and living situations of (specinc groups of) women and men in order 

to better articulate the conditions for maxhking private and public autonomy. This 

deliberative approach helps ensure that at this level institutionaily defined stereotypes are not 

assumed without question but rather are recognized and confronted as the social constmctions 

they are (BFN 425). Habermas' theory of rights views "rights as tools" to understand, critique, 

and reconstruct the bases for relations between citizens. While "filuridification [is not] an 

inevîrnble wnsequence of the welfêre state" (BR 154), rights cannot be adequately formulated 

at all unless the relevant aspects for defining treatment are convincingiy articulated and 

justified beforehand, or where citizens are thernselves involved in the interpretation of the 

standard by which legal equaiity is to be established. There is dso the need for social dialogue 

at a more macro level in which we "coUectiveiy" decide to change the bais and d e s  for the 

right to resources, of money, education, health, work and clean environment (BFN 425). 

The more the law is to be used as a means for politicai steerhg and social planning "the 

greater is the burden of legitimation that must be borne by the dernocrutic genesis of law" 

(BFN 428). In other words before bourgeois fornial law was merely interested in governing 

individuals; now it determines the social. nierefore, the social has to be more involved in the 

determination of the genesis of new laws. 



Let us now consider in more detail the second-, or microfmeso-level at which the 

intersubjeaMst approach to law is posed to be understood as a procedirai approach to 

remedy injustices of economic marginalkation, culhird domination, non-recognition, or 

disrespect (Fraser 1 997, 1 3- 14). 

3.2.2 Deaiing with Difference & Juriditication in the Implementation of "Universal" 
Policies and Constitutional Law 

Habemas uses the history of feminist stniggle to exempw the above different 

paradigms of rights that have been used by emancipatory groups. This helps us to understand 

the attempts to, on the one hanci, expand the categories of nghts to include not only negative 

liberal rights, including rights of deliberution in the opinion- and will-formation of civil and 

political society generally, but aisoposilive economic andsocial rights. On the other hand this 

history also exemplifies what one may understand as a "two-&" conception of a paradigm 

in rights which includes the right to inclusion in the generation of laws through deliberative 

space (above & 1.2) as weil as at the stage and concrete point of theu implementation, both 

stages being necessary to secure the pnvate and public autonomy of citizens who are expected 

to fieely agree to be addressees of a system of law. 

Habemas notes that many of the U.S. feminists' demands that are stated in their 1977 

Charter have not been fùifiiied despite their more "liberal" g d s  of inclusin. g6 ûther feminists 

' 6  For instance, such demands would include the abolition of all gender discrimination 
in education and employment, increased representation of women in elective and appointive 
public offices, etc.). Even less M e d  are those demands that would require more 
governmental power ("besondkrer GewaItverhSitnisse" nich as support for battered women 
and displaced homemakers; revision of c r i d  and family laws regarding marital support) 



went beyond these liberal demands of inclusion and agitated for socid-welfâre nghts, such as 

an adequate standard of living provisions, including incorne transfers labelled as wages, not 

welfare, for indigent homemakers with dependent children and federally-funded childcare 

seMces accessible to fad ies  at ali income levels, with adequate opportunity for parental 

involvement (B FN 42 1 ) . 

Habermas suggests that an important refrective attitude (Eimtehng) amse with the 

success of some of those demands over the past two decades. This involved an understanding 

that in addtion tu the demands for such matters as employment for example, there must dso 

be the built in ability for workers to particifle in the decision-making about. for example, 

the opportunities for self-managed (as opposed to sirnply "flexible") and part-time schedules 

to correspond to the particular life needs of empioyees." 

With the benefit of historical hindsight, the successes of some of the rights. such as the 

dernand for increased social income and equal access to the workplace, have led to amb'ient 

results for women. The "feminization of poverty" and the increased paternalistic presence in 

and newer issues (reproductive freedorn, pornography, consensual homosexual activity, etc. ). 
Habermas also points out that such liberal approaches that are meant "to promote the 

equal status of women in general often benefits oniy one category of (already privileged) 
women at the cost of another category [... such as] (social class, age, ethnicity, semal 
orientation, etc.)" (BFN 423). 

" This is something for which the European workers have waged a long struggle, 
which is now bearing some f i t  in terms of shorter, more self-rnanaged work weeks and job- 
sharing. Irnportantly. this is being negotiated not in the fonn of a "partnership" with business 
whose discourse about the need for worker flexibility in the face of cornpetitive world markets 
has been used most successfùlly in North America to force concessions from workers and 
unions rather than labour negotiations based on good faith (Gorz 1989; Offe 1996; see further 
4.3). 



the regulation of their lives led to a Weberian sense of Ioss offredom mdmeming for many 

women, despite the important and necessary fkeedoms of equal access struggled for and in 

some cases panially won (BFN 422; TCAII). 

It cannot be overemphasized that the inclusion of women (in this case) into wage 

labour, political institutions, etc., are not at fault for the ambivalent results themselves. Rather 

it was, according to Habermas, that women and al1 those who benefit fiom such inclusion ofien 

lose control of the capacity to determine thek own criteria and values once assimilateci into 

organizational and legal stxuctures." 

In regard to the latter point, the problem with the traditionai welfare paradigrn is that 

it relies on the notion of justice reduced largely to an equal distribution of goods that 

individuals can share and possess. mis  mechanism of increasing justice merely through 

administrative redistribution on its own is a necessary but not n%fiient condition towards 

securing private and public autonomy. 

Habermas guotes Iris M. Young's explanation of the miaake of only viewing "fieedom 

as redistribution," and the complementary focus on redistributive nghts. 

What does distnbuting a right mean? One may tak about having a right to a 
distributive share of materid things, resources, or incorne. But [... rlights are not 
f i t ful ly  conceived [only] as possessions. Rights are relationships. not t h g s ;  they are 

*' See Jenson on the need to understand not sirnply exteml democratizing 
requirements for citizemhip, but also internai democratic processes. ln other words, despite 
the fact that some women, for instance, may gain greater access to representative democratic 
institutions, the very intenial political d t u r e  and processes may again, through its "iron law", 
make those women confonn to processes and procedures and values which do not reflect the 
larger intent of the movement. 



institutionai& define< mIes specifjing what people can do in relation to one awther. 
Rights refer to doing more than having, to social relationships that enable or constrain 
action. (BFN 4 1 9)  

In other words, it is not enough simply to say that citizens have the right to public housing. It 

must also be said that we are responsible to ensure that citizens have nghts that liberate 

themselves to act on and expand the limits of their humanity through interaction with others 

and determine the partidar character of their lifeworld space. One must be able to act and 

voice that which dominates and represses one's hwnariity, and have an active means to change 

those conditions. This helps accord positive recognition to devalued group noms and their 

voices (Fraser 1997. 22). Again Habermas quotes Young appmvingly: 

Justice should refer not ody to distribution, but also the institutional conditions 
necessary for the development and exercise of individual capacities and collective 
communication and cooperation. Under this conception of justice, injustice refers 
primariiy to two forms of disabhg constraints, oppression and domination. While 
these constraints include distributive patterns, they also involve matters which cannot 
easily be assimilated to the logic of distribution: decision-making procedures, division 
of labor and culture. (BFN 4 19) 

It cannot be overemphasked that matenaiity for Habermas is a major factor affecthg 

the capacity for citizens to develop the cornpetencies for ethico-political decision-making 

(supra.). In adlition, however, Habennas encourages the attempt in Young's theory to develop 

fùrther the intemal and necessary relation or didectic fkom dejure to drfacto equality through 

insisting on the opening of the dialogue about the more precise social relations of nghts 

through guaranteed access to opinion- and decision-making processes. More specifically, 

women have to be involved not just at the level o f g e ~ e r ~ n g  ideas or even fonnulating policy 

alternatives, but also at the level (or stage) of implementing uniwrsal programs and policies 



t O their m ~ l a r  lifeforxns .'g 

In particular, many radical and socialist feminists persist in the struggle for equal nghts 

to access to diEerent levels of the decision-making process -as cztims rather than mere 

clients- because they understand the normaliting and demobilizing effect of becorning mere 

clients stntgghg after and becoming "dependent" on structures and juridifying discourses. The 

passifjing structures and discourses often help "clients" lose their sense of entidement to stiI1 

help orient the future direction of both their particuiar, meso- and macro-social organization 

of values and priorities. A singuiar focus on the distribution paradigm leads to a kind of 

domination of the spirit of resistance and sense of right to self-and-comrnunity determination 

as an ongoing process (Honneth 1995). 

Habermas suggeas that as long as the one-sided juridifymg and "colonizing 

dependency" is not overcome, much of the well-meaning politics against matenal 

discrimination may end up in the wrong direction, for it will sîynzie the voices of those. who 

alone c m  say, what the relevant conditions are for like. and unlike treatment (BFN 425; 

TCAII; Tweedy and Hunt 1994; Bartholemew 1993; Galiigan l992).* In order to reverse the 

'' The difficulty that some collectives have in dealing with difference, not so much 
between "weak and strong publics" (Fraser 1992) but between and wirhin progressive weak 
publics for the open discussion of uses of resources and objectives is aiso a site where 
Habermas' discourse theory can, if radically contextualized, be of some assistance. See for 
example Warnke (1995). Chambers (1995) for examples of feminist t h e o ~ n g  on this 
application of Habermas' theory and, more generdy, Blaug (1996) on this "missing tier" of 
theo ry . 

'O Of coune it is cynical to demand, as neo-conservatives do, that individuals and 
groups shodd take care of matters for themselves rather than "depend" on the state when 
these neo-conservatives know that enomous structurai forces, especidly econornic, ofien 



"normalking effect" of indivichruI2y-oriented and stnicnirally-colonking regdations of rights 

as conceived in the individualist-liberai-capitaiist-welfare model, Habermas quotes Rhode's 

(1989) reworking of rights as, to use Young's phrasing, "doing" rather than solel'y having- 

orientai. In other words, rights should have as their basis the notion that they can be animated 

and redefined by those who are affected by them. For example, a more satisfkctory framework 

for employment rights would not take jobs as fixed. Of greater significance wouid be whether 

that occupation can be redenned to accommodate socially-constructed differences and make 

those differences less occupationally-relevant (BFN 423). 

What Habermas is atternpting to show with the above argument is that "rights t a k "  

which has successfùlly been used to force compromises out of the state, need no? necess* 

be tied to un indntichraIistic foreshortenhg of the notion of nghts. If one sets forth an 

intersubjective concept of rights, one can much more easily see the source of the problem in 

both liberal and the Liberal-derived welfare rights paradigms. In Habermas' conception, issues 

of merence for the equal use of subjective rights rnustfirst be darified zn public discz1ssion. 

Institutionally-defined gender stereotypes must not be allowed to take shelter as something 

given. Such social constructions cm today only be cultivated in a conscious way in public 

shape the iife chances of individuals to act autonomously. Therefore, it is the direct 
dependency on., for example, mem-testing, or the "if-then structure of conditional law which 
is 'foreign' to social relationst' that creates the kind of dependency and passivity which 
Habermas criticizes, rather than the intervention of the aateper se (TCAII 362). In other 
words, it is a very particular kindof intemention, and how it is administered, that make all the 
dBerence in the role of the state and the capacity for such intervention to either enhance or 
reduce meaning and autonomy, moral and ethical formation. CE comment on Cohen and 
Arato (1992) above. 



discussions by those who are themselves affeaed. This involves the pragmatic and public 

interpret ation of the partimiair qplication of universal righ!x9' The intersubjective 

conception of nghu encourages the interaction and interdependence of citizens rather than an 

Ïndividualistic approach. It allows counter-tendencies to develop against the homogenizing, 

privatking, and consumeria tendencies of liberai, and liberai-welfare approaches. 

Therefore, to reiterate Habernas' position, the struggle, negotiation and acquisition of 

socia economic, and bodily needs are a necessary prerequisite for citizens to become 

comptent and active political citizens. In addition to the inclusion of these categories of 

universai rights in constitutional guarantees, however, public and democratic policy would 

have deliberation (or the intersubjective nature of the rights) continue at the stage and level of 

the implementatzon of universal programs to detemine their precise configuration for and by 

those affkted. Unlike more vague philosophical cails for the need of "radical democratic 

discourse," Habernas' deliberative mode1 of tights for the meaningfil exercise of citizenship 

indicates the importance of pursuing dserence- highlighting and -enhancing (rather than 

"repressing") procedures at al/ Sages and d levels of justification, and application. 

91 Habermas cites Matha Minow's (1 990) work on Making AI1 the Dzfference. 
Inclusion, Excfusion and Americm Lrnv as an example of this prapat ic  and public 
interpreting of the parzimlar applications of universal rights. 

Interpreting rights as f e a ~ e s  of relationships, contingent upon negotiation within a 
comunity committed to this mode of solving problems, pins law not on some force 
beyond human control but on human responsibility for the patterns of relationships 
promoted or hindered by this process. In this way the notion of nghts as tools in 
continuhg communal discourse helps to locate responsibility in human beings for legal 
action and inaction. (BFN 425). 
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Consequently, when Habennas is calling for constitutional guarantees to allow the 

interpenetration of ethical and poiitical into legal discourses in the varied fora and at the 

particular stages (or "levels") of generation, formulation, legislation and implementation of 

values, noms, and policies, he is also suggesting that radical democratic theoiy needs to 

interpenetrate these realms, not ody critically, but also reconstructiveiy for a more varied and 

deep understanding of the requirements of "the political" and, more extensively, towards 

securing public and private autonomy . 

3.3.1. Beyond the Juridifjring Liberal Welfare Parndigm9*: Concretaing Habermas' 
Constitutional Rights 

David Held's ( 1995) categories of rights raise Our gaze from the more abstract and, in 

some respects, rnotivationally limithg categories of rights articulated by Habermas (see 

Honneth in endnote above). The point is not that Habermas' categones of rights are off the 

mark. Rather it is that Held provides cntico-normative social the~rists with more politicully 

osefil clarity through his more substantive, less abstract examples of the very rights that one 

could understand as sternming f h r n  Habermas' more deontological, abstract-philosophicd 

representation of the rights debate. 

Habermas, in an atternpt perhaps to provide us with a clearer indication of the more 

prugnzafic.~concrete rights, pnnciples (beyond the general ones of IibertL;. egaIité. and 

Here, 1 begin to dzerentiate [a] Habermas' attempt to retieve the legal system fiom 
non-normative critical legal theones, as well as aegitimate, naively normativist and rational 
choice legai theories, from @II Held's strategy of articulating how particular bundles of rights 
can help overcome the motivational deficits of Habermast more <leontologicaZ rmd fonncl 
legal theory and strategy. 



fraternité to which he remains enthusiastic) and vision that animate his abstract, deoaological. 

formai, and procedurai deliberative reconstruction of legal and democratic Western systems. 

approvingly quotes Rhode on the following: 

Although we cannot know a priori what the good society wiil be, we know more than 
enough about what it wiil not be to provide a current agenda. It wili not be a society 
with wide gender disparities in status, power and econornic security. Nor will it be a 
society that limits women's reproductive fieedom, tolerates substantial poveriy, 
violence, and racial injustice. or structures its workplace without regard to f a d y  
needs. F ' d y ,  and most fundamentally, it will not be a society that denies many of its 
members substantial power over the terms of their daily existence. To realize its fÙil 
potentid, feminism mua sustain a vision concemed not only with relations between 
men and women but aiso with relations among them. The cornmitment to sexud 
equality that gave birth to the women's movement is necessary but not sufficient to 
express the values underlying that movement. (Rhode in BFN 427) 

In other words, Habermas feels that he may not be able to state as contidently as social 

democrats -or even radical proceduralists, chic republicans, socialists, and ferninias- that ail 

of the positive viriues and gOOdr that we desire must be included in moral and political 

discourses and stxuggles, and particularly at the point of their implementation. However, and 

as Young notes, we can aim in potitical discourses and actions to remove the costs of 

dzfference in the We chances of others (see Baynes 1995). 

Nonetheless as 1 have mentioned above, a politically- and practically-onented cntical 

legal theory requïres something more concrete, especidy in Anglo-American constitutional 

and rights debates, to help betterpolitically mobilize public opinion to engage in rights talk 

diat does not endlessly osciliate between cornmunitarian and iiberal conceptions. 

Although Habermas' categories of rights represent an attempt to provide a moral- 

philosophical justification for a broadened set of rights -a "mord" consensus-building-capable 



justification of a Iegal order and its system of rights based on a deliberative theory of 

democracy that would be acceptable by a majority of citizens-, Held has taken a more 

political-theoretic position, articuiating more clearly what those rights would and should look 

like to achieve the democratic mie of law which Habemas points toward but does not 

catalogue." 

While Habermast interest has always been "practical", and oriented towards 

understanding and justwng the normative conditions for autonomy based on empirically 

motivating sources. his concem was also to retrieve the basis for a highly abstract, discourse- 

theoretic philosophic justijication of the necessity to secure the conditions for public and 

pnvate autonomy. This entailed the search for a philosophically and morally defensible position 

which was not dependent on or overly exposed to the danger of traditional. ethical, or politico- 

pragmatic based arguments (BFN Preface). The basis for the legitimacy of the authonty of 

action orientations is sought in the sarne basis as. in some respects, the d e  of law, where 

93 See Keilner (1989, esp. chapter 8) on the importance of this more substantive, 
practically-oriented form of critical theory. And compare Held's, or even Habermas' (1996) 
indepth treamient of categories of rights to, for instance. Rehgts example (1 996. 104) which 
is characteristic of much of contemporary critical theoriast research focus on only one of the 
dimensions of criticai theory's original vocation, as a theoretical a m  to political struggle. 

As Horkheimer noted in the 1930s, "The Critical Theorist's vocation is the struggle 
to which his thought belongs. Thought is not something independent, to be separated fiom 
this nniggle" (quoted in Kellner 1989, 204). Whiie "the stmggie to which [one's] thought 
belongs" is, pace Foucault (1 980, 1 14-5; cf. 1984,43), a dialectic process, the stniggle for 
social and economic justice, and the concrete means to ailow for its EntjaItung (unfolding) 
has become excessively rnarginalired by many critical theorists. Recently, "critical theory," 
partidarly in its "ethical mm," is beglluiuig to resemble a levelied and more philosophicaUy 
sophisticated fom of (Amencan) civic republicanism, bereft of sou1 for the least of Our 
concitoyens. 
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neither tradition, temporal ethical views (however deeply felt and legitimate to many), 

charismatic authonty, emotional argument and arbitrary reasons alone would be the sufficient, 

or even dominant bases for judgement, i.e., the determination of their universal validity. 

Instead, Habernas has sought as the basis for legal judgement the more transparent validity 

of decision-making procedures which all could agree is reasonable given ail the evidence and 

safeguarding that ail relevant testimony was provided. 

Again, the reason for the necessity of this move to postconventional forms of reasoning 

is to create an altemate, or rather complementary basis for the justification of the legitirnacy 

of justice based in the capacity of action systerns to secure private and public autonomy 

through rights, due to the increasing complexïty of societies. Far more so than even Durkheim 

and Weber could imagine, although they certady indicated this analysis and the dilemmas of 

complexity and democracy, contemporary societies must coordinate, regulate, and legislate 

among an enormous diversity of (more and less powerful) interests and diverse value 

orientations, or what we could today describe as redistributive versus recognition orientations 

(following Fraser 1997)." 

For Habermas, the cntical reconstruction of the basis for the rational and legitimate 

rule of law relies on highlighting and ensuring the Mfiiment of cnteria such as publicity or 

However, while there is fragmentation and diversity (which postmodem and liberal- 
plwaiia analyses point out), there is aiso considerable power at play. In order to overcome 
this imbalance in power, an analytic and normative theory of rights, the legal order and 
adjudication need to justify expanded rights (3.1) and hence access to will-formation (1.2. 
esp. regarding Cohen and Rogers critena) as well as a more concrete vision ofthe necessary 
rights to help provide equal conditions in different "sites of power. " 
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transparency, procedural fiiiniess, etc. as the prirnary basis upon which most citizens, despite 

their varying interest and value positions, could agree to agree upon the regdatory and 

coordinathg legitirnacy of a state .. . that is, provided the state remains faithful to the vrry 

procedures which @ve the zncremng& legafized system ils legitimacy. (See Kant's negative 

and positive principles of publicity in Rosen 1993, 18 1-2). 

Shce sociology, politid economy, and cntical legal analyses uncover a great deal of 

illegitimate influence on the legai system to the benefit of certain power elites, Habermas' 

strategy is to focus, nonetheles, on drawing Our critical attention to this site of power. In the 

eyes of the public, this site of power is seen to have thepotential to interpret constitutional and 

treaty bases in a* manner and to ensure that those treaties and their overarching procedures 

are made all that more transparent to public scrutiny. In this way, the validity of a decision 

taken in this site can be more clearly seen and detemiined as legitimate or iliegitimate by an 

increasingly critical public sphere. 

On the other hand, Heids stmtegy and theory of the democratic legal state, while 

appreciating the capacity of the legal realm to generate decisions that are viewed as 

p r o c e d d y  fair by the public, do not focus on developing as deeply a new philosophical- 

mord paradigm to legitimize his categones of rights which can be the basis for agreement of 

all. (Nor, more specifically, has he emphasized the intersubjectivzst paradigm shift treated in 

the above sections of this chapter.) Rather, he recommends, like Habermas, but contrary to 

many deconstructive and some Marxist legal theonsts (Hunt 1994), the struggle for the legal 

and, particularly, comtitutionaI legal rîghts as a basis for the improvement of the conditions 
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for autonomy. The struggle for nich rights becomes, essentialiy, not oniy a site, but rather m 

ex&me& important site of contestation for providing the legal, Le., legitimate-in-the-eyes-of- 

"the public", basis for spreadùig the content of justice and for ongoing democraticdy- 

influenceci notions of the good Life: the bases for s e c u ~ g  private and public autonomy. 

Held's categories of rights contain three sets which fa11 uncontroversially within 

Habermas' h e w o r k  of the "absoiutely justifiable" negative political and civil rights and three 

sets of more substantive, positive economic, social, and health (environmental) right~.~' Held 

understands each of these rights as coinciding with a site of power and domain of action that 

each paxticular right helps empower. Fust, political rights help empower one vis-à-vis legai 

and regdatory institutions by giving one due process and equal treatment before the law and 

adecyua~e and equal opportmities for deliberation. Second, civic rights empower civic 

associations and the ability to form or join autonomous associations, enjoy freedom of 

infonnutim, access to idormation, pursue symbolic orders and modes of discourse, either 

individually or in group projects. Third, Held includes culturai rights which are included in 

Habermas' system, but which Held makes explicit as thejreedom ofexpression dm'ticism, 

toleration of others, and generdy oriented towards the development of the abilities and talents 

9s Held aiso provides a set of pizcflc rights conceniing coercive relations and 
organized violence. It includes the right to peacefiù coexistence, lawfùl foreign policy, and 
accountability of political leaders for crimes, civil or criminal. Although the right to physicai 
secuity and non-coercive relations is beyond the scope of this study, it brings usefiil clarity 
to the conceptualization of the preconditions which one can understand as necessary for 
pnvate and public autonomy. Because this study does not have the global reach tackled by 
Held and limits itseifto relative&, and foreseeably pacific neighbours (in the context of the 
European Union, next chapter), 1 do not treat this dimension in the text of the study. 



of individuals. 

The foliowing three more positive and substantive categones of rights help make the 

above categories of @ts actionable. Economic rights include a guaranteed minimum or 

basic income with access avenues made available to productive and financial resources (One 

1996). These rights improve the ability of &kens to pursue economic activity without 

immediate financial vuinerability. These economic nghts M e r  from social rigbts that include 

the right to access social welfare programs and services, such as universal childwe, universal 

education, and cornmunity services. Finally, the sixth category includes the right to health. 

which assumes for instance the right to bodily and emotional "well-being, " control over 

feriility, the capacity to pursue bodily needs and pleasures, all of which therefore require a 

clean, nontoxic, and sustainable environmenr. 

Although Habermas' constitutional rights have the primary objective of ensuring the 

autonomy of citizens through their intersubjective capacity, constitutiondy and procedurdy 

guaranteed, to legitimate law; and in keeping with the Habermasian notion of the pragmatic 

source of noms; whereas rights to economic security are necessary to ensure this citizen 

autonomy and legal legitimacy; owing to the fact that an increasing number of citizens are de 

facto reduced in their capacity to help detemine the nature of the laws which govem them due 

to their dirninishing economic, social, and hedth secunty. In Held's opinion, it is necessary to 

be more explicit than Habermas often is% with respect to the necessity to orient the 

% For example, Habermas suggests the following: "The idea of a just society is 
connected with the promise of ernancipation and human dignity. The distributive aspect of 
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administrative power and monetary resources of the economic syaem of the legal cornmunity 

to many of these implied rights to irnprove the relative capacity of citizens to make their 

politicai, civic, and cultural rights actionable. 

3.3.2 Justiciable Social Charters as Legai Instruments 

1 will suggest here that despite considerable and compelling arguments on the dangers 

of "charter politics," a justiciable socrai charter would help entrench the substantive and 

procedural elements for private and public autonomy more explicitly and securely. In shon, 

such a Charter would be a usefbl legal instrument in the attempt to move beyond the 

juricidjhg, even means-testing approaches of liberal and liberal welfare paradigms. 

Nonetheless, we should first consider some ofthe dangers ofthe rights-based approach 

to social justice. Hometh has pohted out that there are at least nvo dimensions to the problem 

of using rights-talk and relying on the institution of law in general for transformational politics. 

On the one hand, the legal framework tends to encourage a process of excimion and 

desymbolizcrtion for economic security. Economic rights and security may themselves 121 act 

as mechanisms of individuaiizution and cornmodification, where systemically marguialised 

persons are nonetheless "diverted onto the track of private consumption," aiding in the d w g  

up of their normative ethical potential by sate intervention. Critical Legal Studies have 

extensively argued for this second dimension (Hutchinson 1 993 ; Rose 1 993 ; Cruikshank 1 994; 

equal legal aatus and equal treatment -the jua distribution of social benefits- is simply what 
resulrs fiom the universalistic character of a law intended to guarantee the freedom and 
integrity of each" (BFN 4 1 8). 
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Bakan 1997). Hometh has even suggested the danger of Habermas' potential aiding in the 

controlling of the very articulation of categories of rights for social justice and of social 

injustice (Hometh 1995, 21 7). For social justice because we need those guides; and of 

injustice inasmuch as feelings of self-hatred, lack of self-respect, -confidence, -worth, dignity 

and autonomy -al1 of which emerge fiom the experience of a lack of economic security and 

the capacity to sustain critical and creative interaction with others- when such experiences and 

feelings are deemed not "relevant" to the m e n t  adjudication reasoning processes over the 

protection and hterpretation of constitutional rights. (See Habermas' partial acknowledgement 

of Hometh's contribution in BFN, 426). 

More specificdy, in light of the Canadian constitutional experience, Michael Mandel 

(1994) has made five main arguments against the "legalization of politics" via the use of 

charters." First, he notes that under the guise of impartiality, objectivity, rational and technical 

reasoning in the public interest, judges make highiy political decisions that, as a shidy by Green 

(1 99 1) has shown, ofien reflect the values of judges' highly class-spec%c backgrounds. 

Manders second concern with the juridification of politics is that it has reduced the degree of 

popular accountability over the government by tramferhg power to unrepresentative and 

unaccountable judges. Thirdly, such legaiized politics enhances individual and corporate ngtits 

over the collective rights of cornrnunity. This is part of the Americanization of politics by 

moving away fiom coUectivist traditions of public w e k e  to more individualistic Arnerican 

" This summacy of Mandel's arguments have benefitted f?om Dyck (1 996, 1 13-1 17). 



values. Fourth, the legalization of politics is a more cody fom of politics and can put political 

action outside the reach of many popular movements. On the other hand wealthy individuals 

and, especially, corporations are making increasing use of the courts to protect their pnvate 

interests. Mandel's fifth and h a l  point is that citizens can corne to focus so much on the 

negative liberal nghts that are entrenched in most charters that they are bhded to the other 

categories of rights in which they are possibly dso interested such as social, environmental 

and welfare rights. 98 

With regards to Mandel's crucial points, this study of the usefulness of charters makes 

two radical assumptions. First, it is not arguùig for the increes~d authority of courts owr 

legislatures, but rather views charters as simply another instrument to protect social nghts. 

This assumption stems fiom another even more basic one which is that "Charter politics" 

would be oriented as much towards the protection of collective welfare and social nghts of 

societies as it would be towards protecting citizens' private autonomy. This is the essential 

notion of Habermas that private and public autonomy must be co-eval concems of political, 

legal, and administrative systems. However, snidies have pointed out that mon charters have 

In his argument against the method of making social and econornic rights judiciaily- 
as opposed to legislatively-enforceable, Monahan (1993) has suggested that it would be folly 
to hand over the national or cornrnunity-level role in social policy to the judiciary . In his 
words, " [tlhe courts are simply incapable of designing complicated and costly national 
programmes in the social-policy field" (1993,4 1-2). However, it is not clear why there needs 
be such a dichotomous treatment of the methods and instruments of enforcement. Certainly, 
whiie it makes sense to leave the designing of particular social policy progsams to the 
legislature, we should not shy away fiom using constitutions to more deeply entrench positive 
rights, which would be generally protected by judiaal review. 
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been interpreted with more of an individualist value bias. Judges have even gone so far as to 

draw on American legal precedents to support their decisions than more collective and 

socidy-onented value orientations (Mandel 1 994; Schneiderman and Sutherland 1997; Bakan 

1997). 

Nevertheless, my argument for the justiciable social charter suggests that many of the 

decisions have tended to favour individualistic value orientations not simply due to the liberal 

values or ideology of supreme court judges (although that has been shown to certainly be a 

conaibuthg factor), but because these judges do not have the legul busis, a set of social and 

w e k e  rights, to make such decisions. If such a basis existed, then the legal professional 

would at least have an obligation -if and when confkonted- to provide reasoning why they 

would continue to make decisions favouring more indivîdualistic interpretations of the law 

over more social and cornmunity interests and value-orientations.* However, this strategy of 

stmggling for a legal basis for improved Me-chances has been only weakly and sporadically 

attempted by critical legal theorists, even those with reconstructive and normative research 

interests. 

The social charter is a fairly specific Zegai mechanism, situated wahin a broader sociai 

mode1 and even broader principlcs and wlues of economic (coordination and) redistribution. 

While the advantage of the principles-based approach is that it resonates more visceraüy with 

99 This notion, of course, stems from the application of the basic principle in 
Habermas' theory of communicative action concemhg the power of a "speech a a  immanent 
obligation". 
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a wider public and thus acts as a tradition-based anchor for justice. it is less straight-fowardIy 

justiciable. But this does not mean that the principles or ethico-political approach should be 

marghalised. as Habermas' writings have tended to do, or at least confiisedly do (for example, 

RG 263). Rather, they should be more explicitly put forth as the background understandings 

that Habermas himself overly assumes (especiaiiy for Anglo-Arnerican audiences not 

accuaomed to the Europem form of social, rather than economicdy conservative 

" beralism" ) . This would hel p promote their inclusion as constitutional rights. 

Honneth (1995, esp. 2 13) has commented on Habermas' assurnption of the ability of 

marginaiised groups to develop the conceptual tools -despite their more generai social 

exclusion and individualization- and articulate their expenences of social injustice and 

demands for a more just social order. Consequently, while rights should not befinaizzed 

without the input of those afTected, a more general, socidy- and econornically-oriented system 

of rights shouid be fonnulated as a guideline to rnarpinaiised citizens so that they are able to 

distinguish and generate a motivation for the broader and deeper sets of positive rights. 

ûtherwise, in Habermas' often overly cautious formulation of the issue -which even ferninist 

authors such as Young (1990). but not Fraser (1993; 1997) have fallen into- there is a 

conflation of the desire to respect diversity and the importance of providing the proper 

preconditions for public discourse. And the general preconditions should be onented towards 

opening, rather than narrowing the set of options. 

The realization of the growing need for these general and deepened constitutional 

protections of the economic, welfare, and bodily rights of citizens is becoming especidy clear 
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not so much through intemal assessments of the pros or cons of judicial versus legislative 

Oegal versus political) methods of enforcement. Rather, its importance becomes clearer with 

an extemal analysis of the declining power of national political actors and legislatures 

compared to the legal treaties that they are negotiating at the intemationaI level, treaties 

which are making the latter the masters of national legislative capacities. While some 

cornmunitarians and non-normativist critical legai theorists have argued against rights-talk and 

others have more subtlety argued the ments of political versus legal methods of enforcing 

social nghts, still others have understood and taken advantage of the decling capacity of 

national political acton and bodies to iegitimately detennine the positive and negative nghts 

and obligations of international social and econornic relations. They have set out to bring 

greater precision to intemational. purely liberalized-trade treaties that are legally binding on 

national- and subnational-level goveniments md their constitutional courts and the latter's 

attempts to ensure protections for the environment and society. 

nie SociaI Charter Options 

Kym(icka and Norman (1992) have itinerated severai forms that the entrenchrnent 

process for categones of rights could take. Generaily, it could rely on existing institutional 

arrangements such as legislatures and administrations that would be oriented more towards 

fuifihg current commitments to social justice. Or there could be a separate constitutional 

social charter which would put additional pressures on the governments and administrations 
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to Ml the categories of rights explicated thereidoO The "saturation" and determination of 

these rights and their administration would be determined via the deliberative model outlined 

above (3.1-3 -2.2). 

Specifically, the options hclude (i) irnproving existing national standards through the 

more vzgorous use of federal spending powers; and (ii) establishg nrw national stanhds 

for new social programs. ïhese first two options seek to ensure social justice through 

1egisIutive means rather than the consfitzrtionaI entrenchment of particular social nghts or 

p~ciples.  

However, some suggest that the above options would not provide sufficient protections 

in an increasingly decentralized polity and regional and globalized trade environment. Due to 

interregional and international cornpetition and a lack of cooperation, there could be a "race 

to the bottom" or "downward harrnonization" as each government, at various levels, cuts its 

standards in order to make its particular temtory more attractive to foreign investors (Poner 

in Kymlicka & Norman 1992,4 & 8). 

The third (i) option would be to have a monitored but non-justiciuble social charter. 

It would be parallel to existing enforceable nghts, but it would not itself be legdy justiciable 

in the courts. A new body would monitor the legislation and administration of general 

pnnciples, specific entitlements, and social programs. This is the model that is used in the 

European Union which has a "council of experts" to monitor how each of the signatory states 

'O0 While Habemas does not make these options explicit in his constitutional legal 
theory, his fnunework does aot suggest that he would exclude mch options either. 



is maintainhg its obligations to the charter. 

The fourth (iv) option would be to guarantee some social, bodily, and welfâre rights 

through an expanded interpretation of existing charter rights. This would involve the explciir 

c o m m i ~ e n t  to expand the interpretair~un of em'stzng civil mdpoiitica/ rights 20 encornpars 

the necessq  social anJeconomzc neeh  to fiilfil one's political and civil obligations and rights 

as a citizen. 'O' Many existing charters and bills of rights could be interpreted in this fashion. For 

example, Kymlicka and Norman point to Section 7. of the Canadian Charter as being 

interpretable to require adequate housing, social security, or safe working conditions. Aiso, 

Section 15, which guarantees the right to equality could be interpreted to require that 

historically disadvantaged groups are provided access to public ser~ices.'~' 

101 There is also the option of the "covenant" approach to secunng the welfare of 
citizens. This approach seeks to rely less on legal than on generating a moral or ethical 
revision of priorities, and ways of seeing in the society which would resonate with its citizens, 
and hence act as a source of motivation for resisting change in and at an everyday level. Cf. 
Taylor 1985 and Honneth 1995 on this non-legal (at least initially) approach, as well as the 
iiberal-cornmunitarian debate regardiig the "rights-talk." 

'O2 The so-called equaiity nghrr in the Canadian Charter in Section 15 are the 
following : 

(1) Every individual is equal before and under the law and has the nght to the equal 
protection and equal benefit of the law without discrimination and. in particular, 
without discrimination based on race, national or ethnic origin, colour, religion, sex, 
age or mental or physical disablity. 
(2) Subsection (1) does not preclude any law, program or activity that has as its 
object the amelioration of conditions of disadvantaged individuals or groups including 
those that are disadvantaged because of race, national or ethnic ongin, colour, 
religion, sex, age or mental or physical disability. 
However, as Mandel (1994,300) has noted, it appears that the Canadian Charter is 

currently designed to be "capable of opposing every kind of discrimination but class 
discrimination. " 

See Finer et. al. (1995) to compare the various existing de jure constitutional 



The ditnculty with such an "interpretive clause" approach is that it is dzflait topredict 

how judges will use if  (see this jurisprudential issue in BFN, esp. chapter 5). They may use it 

to entrench social rights, or they may make Iittie use of it, prefemng instead to use the 

jurisprudence already existing around existing constitutionai decisions. For this reason and, 

rightly in Habermas' eyes, judges prefer to leave such decisions to be made in the political 

sphere rather than leaving vimial legislative choices in the hands of either active or 

consewative justices!03 

The fifth (v) and h a l l M  option of a justiciable social charter would not leave social 

welfare entrenchment to toothiess councils or commissioners or to unpredictable judicial 

interpreters. Rather, new categones of rights would be listed as a new section within an 

existing constitution. This would make them "straightfonvardly enforceable" and provide the 

highest degree of legai protection for social rights. In addition, "unlike the non-justiciable 

model it would be better able to deai with cases of injustice that aise not fiom the welfare 

legislation itse& but fiom its arbitrary administration or nom the [irrational or] unintended 

effects of other [conflicting goods, or hard cases] legislation." The ability to pursue one's 

provisions and "nghts" in other countries and supranational-level junsdictions. 

'O3 See, as a positive ewmple in the Canadian case, the opinions of Justice Bertha 
Wilson on abortion rights (Morton & Knopf 1992.265-8, 100-3). 

lu Kymlicka and Norman provide a sixth option, that of a "Citizen Charter" stemming 
from a proposai of the former British Prime Minister John Major. However, this "customer's 
charter" that provides for rights against suppliers etc., appears for this author a far less 
promishg suggestion and, in fact, constitutes a regressive aep rather than a movement 
forward compared to the justiciable social charter option. 



pnvate and public autonomy, knowing that they go beyond sirnply political and civil rights to 

wider forms of conditions of exciusion, would give individuais and historically marginalized 

groups a grrater sense of inclusion and rnembership in democratic citi~enship.'~' 

To revisit Habermas' example of the ferninist Charter of 77 for a moment, that Charter 

was an excellent example of the attempt by rights activists to go beyond [ I l  liberaï rights of 

inclusion towards [2] socid, economic. andwelfare rights- However, the fact that the Charter 

did not conceptualize the need for rights as [3] doing rather than merely having -the 

democratic participatoty dimension emphasized by both Young and Habermas as an absolutely 

essential insight in any struggle- weakened the requirement to maintain democratic control, 

authoring over the particular conditions of one's life. 

However, there is another aspect which is often overlooked in m e n t  democratic and 

"difference" debates and which Habermas' approach prefers to highlight. Namely, for such a 

charter to receive broad public support and mobilization it must be [4] universu/ and in the aid 

'O5 The Canadian Charter has arguably helped empower Native and women's groups. 
However, the benefits for this increased jundical approach have developed their own 
dficulties. For instance, in the Native comrnunities, the iocreasing prominence of the legal 
approach to justice issues has led to the Native leadership being largely held by Native 
lawyers. However sincere these leaders may be in their efforts to secure the culture and 
traditions of their people (most notably and radicdy, their centuries-long refusal to become 
assimilated into commodity relations over a self-dciency economy), it is tremendously 
difficult for such leaders, schooled in Western legal thought, to avoid assimilation into more 
Western, legalistic and even American individualistic value orientations and thought- 
processes. This includes a process which does not continue to retum to the grassroots oftheir 
people for inspiration and consensus building. 

On the other han& individuals (and groups) are more aware of their rights, and the 
fact that with the entrenchment of these rights, they have been doing without the conditions 
which would enable them to lead more W e d  lives (Mercredi and Turpel 1993). 



and interests of al. The second track of implementation would be attached as an addition& 

necessary requirement. In other words, it is not simply that movements for social rights led to 

the "feminization of poverty", but rather that the whole social rights discourse was allowed to 

be ghettoized and those who fought for it were fiagmented from the rest of society and 

labelled as particularist "interests." This is the continuing danger of Young's and "ciifference" 

çtrategies more generdy : t hey fall into the individuaiizing, ghettoizing, easily categorizable, 

aatiaical strategies of capitaiist management. lo6 

Therefore, care mua be taken in any histoncal analysis regarding the reason for the 

"failure" of broad support for social citizenship rights. If the focus is too narrow in terms of 

time and piace, it may focus on jundifiable and means testing attempts, rather than 

conceptualinng more broadly and cornparitiveiy the more universal and de-cornmodifjmg 

potential forrns of the welfare state (cf Esping-Anderson 1990. supra-). 

'" We should also note, however, that it is not the law-making, but its enforcement 
that is ofien the problem, especially, in the area of international human rights. In this regard, 
"cultural dïerence" is often invoked in the international scene to beg off applying, for 
instance, international UN human rights. Nation-states invoke the necessity that the 
international community recognize the "culNral uniqueness" of', for instance, its "Asian 
values" while basic human, political and labour safeîy rights are violated (Steiner & Alaon 
19%. 226-256, & the illustrative issue of CEDAW on social and economic nghts in Part E). 

In the case of labour rights, women are often the ones in the most vulnerable 
positions, working in the increasingly popular sweatshops. And the jusnfictirion for the 
violation of such basic rights is unwittingly provided by left cultural relativist reasoning -or 
particularised versus generalist, situationalist versus cont extual, Mer ence versus sameness 
arguments, fiom Gagan to MacKUuion- in the West, with tfagic consequences for miilions 
of non-Western women and men. It is with an eye to securing the basic human rights of all 
world citizens, not simply the already privileged few, that Habermas's more formal, universal, 
binding rule oflaw is onented as opposed to the of'ten one-sidedly informal, sometimes navel- 
gazing " resiaance strategies" of middle-class Westerners. 
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In summw, the social charter is a Iegal mrchmim towards ensuring social and 

economic nghts necessary for the securing of the public and private autonorny articulated in 

Habermas' theory of rights. The rights it provides are necessas, means towards 

integrating postnational citwns into federal systems; 

helping make citizens competent for any notion of deiiberative democracy as authors 

and addressees of a democratic and social Rechtsstmt; 

bprovhg the legitimacy of the state to help a public of autonomous citizens; 

removing the sense of "dependency" and "zero-sum" perception of desperate citizens 

towards the aate (BFN 406), and shifting it to include the other major subsystem of 

the market; 

helping to protect the pnvate and public autonomy of citizens from the effects of 

concentrated pnvate power through the Iegiumated, public opinion- and will-formed 

consensus for balanced administrative power; 

helping citizens to increase their private autonomy and dignity (Hometh 1 995); 

and finally, helping to enhance citizens' et hical-orientation towards a serf-identrfcation 

with the meaning of constitutional principies (towards a V e ~ ~ 1 ~ ~ ~ n g ~ a t r i o t i ~ ~ u s )  in 

additon to the more traditionaily based sources of national-based citkenship identity 

(for example, that of a VolksgemeinshqF rather than a supranational 

Rechtsgemcinschaft (PF 129)). 

The usefulness of this legal mechanism, pushed fonvard by actors in both the 

auto nom ou^ and f o n d  political spheres, suggests itself ffom the critena Habermas hirnseif 
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outlines: the necessity to institutionalite the preconditions for undistorted opinion- and d l -  

formation. It represents a necessary completnent to Habermas' own [ l]  cornmunicatively- and 

procedurally-based justification of a system of rights onented towards simultaneously securhg 

public and pnvate autonomy. Howwer, without cliirity in particular on a set of [2] economic 

and suciaf rights that are (nonetheless) implied by Habermas' rights; the [3a] articulation of 

an enlargeci, poliiicdy-orimting set of rights; and [3 b] a mechanism to ensure that they are 

universal and constitutionaiiy justiciable (the Social Charter), the communicatively-oriented 

n g h t s  to the authoring of rights, from the generation to implementation stages on their own 

would ring hollow for those most in need of economic and social rights.'" 

Conciusion 

The need for a robust "civil society" currently enjoys the attention of many critical 

theorists. However, the securing of such a broad and strong civic public is too ofien pursued 

under the mbnc of liberal negative and "human rights": individual political and civil nghts, 

often with the explicit exclusion of the role of the state and the need for democratic systemic 

mechanisms and procedures and more substantive social and economic rights (Fraser and 

Gordon 1994; Beetham 1993). In addition, Habermas and Young have gone the tùrthest 

towards conceptualizing how these full sets of rights could help simultaneously secure the 

private and public autonorny of citizens through a non-juridifjmg, intersubj ective paradigm at 

both the fomlat ing md implementing stages of those rights. There is also the recognition 

'" Chapter Five will discuss the feasibility of drawing on the economic resources of 
social systems in order to realite such econornic nghts. 



of the need for robust politicai will in citizens to be guaranteed and augmented through strong 

public, legd democratic institutions and instihitionalized procedures. 

The iwo-mck approach can be undentood to include two moments. The first track for 

citirens is to generate communicative power to influence formulation and decision-making 

discourse, Le., the conversion of communicative power into state power (PPP; BFN). î h e  

second moment for citizens is to e m r e  that they are involved in the impkmen~ation of public 

policies which affect them. 

These authors point towards the need for a more appropriate balancing in research 

focus from the one-sided liberal and contemporary (Amencan) repubiican integrationist 

"concem" for issues of democratic and chic rights (Phillips 19%). that were justifiably fuelied 

by the apona in certain Marxian analyses. European t h e o ~ a s  such as Habermas and Held have 

put strongly back onto the understanding of fundamental rights an appreciation of the equal 

need for social and economic security. As Galbraith has unflaggingly remarked, there is one 

idea that we must remember, and that is that there is no greater limitation on human fieedom 

than a lack of money.log A constant "lack of money" has not only a lirniting, but often a 

devastating effect on all aspects and redrns of one's Me: 5om the capacity to participate in the 

democratic activities of one's comunity, nation or globe to one's very physical and mord 

'Og As Galbraith puts it, "there is, first, the absolute, inescapable requirement that 
everyone in the good ... society has a basic source of income. And ifthis is not available from 
the market system . . . it must corne from the state. Nothïng, let us not forget, sets a aronger 
Iunit on the liberty of the citizen than a total absence of money" (quoted in Held 1995,253). 



Therefore, while Habermas' abstract, largely deomological justtifictïoon for an 

intersubjectivist conceptuaiization of social, political, economic and environmental rights 

provides a signtficant advance on the liberal and "materiaiized law" stemmhg tiom the 

philosophy of the subject, the substmtive ciarzty of Held's categones of rights to help offset 

the econornic and globaiized sites of power is essential. The justxfzcatrin of social and 

economic preconditions and semrity for participation in democratic fora in increasingly 

complex and ofien illegitimately power-infiuenced opinion and will-formation processes 

represents an important extension of the "iystem of rights" thal Habermas envisions as 

essential for a robust public sphere and citizenry to be able to securely ser themselves rn 

Since there are clear indications that the organization of political, legaf, and economic 

systerns are moving to such higher levels of abstraction, in adlition to the ctangers that such 

a move has (already) presented, there can also be support for Habermas' thesis that such an 

increasingly complex form of organization will have to rely on a citizenry equally ccpxible of 

understanding and communicatively interacting on the bais of less concrete, more abstract 

identity forms and symbols. This capacity, in tum, wiil depend on an improved cognitive 

capacity for such abstraction -which requires knowledgeable citizens capable ofqprehedng  

la, For example, socio-econornic status is such a major factor in determinhg the Me- 
chances of individuals that medical researchers look to vitamins and Mnerals as other factors 
rather than what is so patently and scientifïcdy proven as the leading factor because they 
consider it simply ovenvhelming. 
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more abstract sources of danger to dernocratic principles and of being mohaied to maintain 

social cohesion in posttraditional, multiperspectival, overlapping, fluid, contingent 

environments- and on the legitimacy of noms cocizjkd in supranational poiitical and judicial 

institutions (PreuD 1995, 1996). 

It is argued that Habermas provides an insight into this larger potential dynamic of 

modernity, a dynarnic which requires not only a renmed system of rights for the protection 

of negative iiberties via seniring private 'jfreedoms"; but aiso substantive conditions to 

improve the communicative and cognitive capacities of postnational citizens and their public, 

democratic institutions, i. e., public autonomy. C onsequently, a new paradigm of law which 

protects both the liberal, "subjective", and even moralwd Kantian notion of autonomy, in 

addition to the sociai, in the French rather than Amencan "republican" concept of the 

necessary conditions for the meaningfùl exercise of autonomy is necessary. This paradigm 

acknowledges that both negative and positive nghts are required to &Ifil the twin requirements 

of increasingly postnational citizens to attain the communicative cornpetence and integrative 

motivation within ever more complex political and economic subsystems and lifeworld 

interactions. 

Now that ferninias, ecologists, anti-poverty movements, etc. have articulated some of 

the broader needs of citizens, as weil as that of the environment, those needs must be brought 

together as a powerfui comtitutionaI set of rights based in a new legd paradigm which utilizes 

deliberative processes. These deliberative components would help provide the understanding 

that environmental poverty, racism, health, and critique are problems and needs which respect 
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no boundaries and which must be uniwrsdy provided for, with democratic, intersubjective 

control of those seMces and programs contiming down to the irnplementation stage to 

particular groups and individuals. 

The following chapter atîempts to show how these irnproved categories or heightened 

standords of rights may stem not simpiy h m  naiveiy normativia ideals, but fiom empiricdy 

motivateci, presently developing alternatives to liberal political and chic or the predominant 

Anglo-Amencan, negative conceptions of rights. We w i l  see how societies cm and do 

continue to unfold these heightened standards of rights towards s e c u ~ g  the private and public 

aut onomy of citizens in spite of and, perhaps due to, the increased complexity and capacity for 

"Great [structural] Transformations" in political, econornic, and public spheres. 



4. The European Socid Model 
& the Conditions for Citizenship 

In the wake of what was popularly conceived as an illepitirnate, elite manner in which 

the 1992 Maastricht Treaty was negotiated, there have been c d s  by many Member States, 

European Union (EU) institutions and autonomous groups to find means to "bring the Union 

closer to its citizens." While such measures include improving the democratic procedures and 

rights of citizens (Chapter Two), the inclusion of a "social dividend" is also seen as important 

in bonding the will of currently fiagmented and nationdy oriented citizens to the more 

abstract. supranational political and economic coordinathg structures of the European Union. 

This notion of a significant social dividend was partidy instituted as a "Social Chaner" to 

provide the social and economic security considered an important element for "social 

cohesion. ""O 

This recognition of not only the political, cultural and civic fieedorns, but also the 

social and economic preconditions for social cohesion and citizen participation in increasingly 

complex societies represents an important illustration of the "stages", or really, the back and 

forth struggle towards the development of a system and categones of rights within an 

intersubjective paradigm of law that Habermas envisions as essential for a robust public sphere. 

These features are essential to help autonomous publics acquire the tirne and capacity to 

exercise inauence, not only on the institutions of the nation-state, but of increasing importance, 

on the expanding suprmutional systems of govemance such as those of the European Union. 

i r O. See me 's  critique of the notion of a "social dividend" (1996,220, n.2). 
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This Chapter will focus more on the recoltstructive eEorts to pursue a European Union 

which entrenches social and economic nghts rather than add to the literature which usefully 

highiîghts, though sometimes one-sidedly, the real h g e e s  of an integrated and supranational 

level of social and economic policy coordination. Without repeating a s i d a r  lop-sided 

examination except on the opposite side of the cntico-normative coin, I begin this chapter with 

a sketch of the recent histoncal attempts to improve the conditions for European citizenship 

fiom a social charter to a justiciable, supranational social and employment chapter (4.1 ), 

especially in Iight of the 1997 Amsterdam Treaty (4.2). Towards the end. 1 consider the 

movement towards rerhrced work t h e  in Europe as a viable means towards coordinathg the 

essentid ends of providing not only economic security, but rather economic secUnty through 

meaningful labour. This policy initiative -underpinned by a constitutional obligation for 

legislators to realize the requirement of providing favourable conditions for the econornic and 

democratic (private and public) autonomy of citizens- is conceived to fiee up tirne for citizens 

to engage in cultural, civil and political interaction und pmricipatory lije (4.3). 

The stmggle for reduced work time is considered here as a pragmatic means to achieve 

greater balance between labour and interaction made increasingly viable due to the conditions 

for its coordination. 1 suggest that the emerging EU action systems may act as a potedial 

regional-Ievel pubIic policy fomm for the coordinuiim of rerficed work time towards 

significantly alleviating one of the looming crises of " disorganized capitalist " societies: 

unemployment (Offe 198 5; Gorz 1989; Keane & Owens 1986; Keane 1 988; m e  1992; Rifkin 

1996; Offe 1996). 
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Two politico-histoncal events make such a potentiai supranational policy coordination 

more politically attainable today: the outcome of the 1996-7 IGC, or "Maastricht II" 

negotiations in Amsterdam, particularly conceming the "Economic PUar" negotiated by the 

new Jospin government in France. Secondy, the releasing of the "drag effect" on attempts to 

integrate employmenr msd income protections in European decision-making processes fiom 

1979 to 1997 due to the presence of a libéralisme sauvage regime in the UK. And more 

positively, the ascendency of a government in France explicitly committed to some f o m  of 

reduced work t h e .  

The sumrnary argument in this chapter is that the "rationality disturbances" or 

disjunctures in law, economy, political decision-making, identity, culture and even 

(international) secunty (Heid 1995) pointed out in the earlier chapters make conceptua/izing 

cztizemhip rights issues by critical sociai theorins at a [Il constitutional md [2] 

s u p r ~ i o n a l  level essential. This builds on Habermas and othen' attempts to take back the 

power and the accountability of the state or, more relevantly, supranhonu2 systems of 

governrmce, as weil as reorient constitutional "rights talk" from encroaching neo-, and liberal- 

minimalia defitions, and to those non-normativist critical iegal theorists who have dismissed 

the administrative power of the legal state as an admittedly Janus-faced, but nonetheless 

potentidy non++dz&ing site of smiggle. Going beyond another mere " thought experiment " 

(LC 1 1 1-1 17; TP 41). this chapter uses the deepness of the emerging "European experiment" 

as the social, political, and legal mode1 to best exempw the democratic problems and 

posnbiliries that present themselves to critical democratic and sociai theorists at this increased 



level of complexity. 

4.1 From a European Social Charter to a Constitutioiiai Chapter 

The first constitutions to refer to the protection of fundamental rights were the Vuginia 

Bill of Rights (1 776) and the French DicIaratzon cirs droits de I'homme et dic citoyen (1 789- 

9 1). They largely fomiulated a classic conception of liberal rights which sought to provide the 

citizen with an area of (economic) freedom fkom state intervention (TP, chap. 3; PreuD 1995). 

However, this realm for lazsser-uIIer regarding economic activity soon proved to be 

insufficient for the majonty of the population who "lived and died in poverty and in 

circumstances unworthy of man" (Betten 1996, 14). New types of fundamental rights were 

demanded by labour, for instance, to create better living and working conditions which 

necessitated. contra the basic aim of the liberai conception of the role of the minimal state. 

intervention in the economic activity of society. 

However, the liberal state developed a schismatic treatment between civil and politid 

rights that could be "straightfonvardly justiciable" (Le., made the subject of Litigation) and 

economic and social rights. The latter rights were not usually defined as rights of the 

individual, but as "instruction noms" to the government. This gave them a "policy" or 

"programmatic" character that depended on active govenunent (and larger favourable socio- 

economic circumstances) and that made them non-justiciable (Betten 1996, 15). 

This schismatic treatment of civil and political rights versus economic and social rights 

continued in the twentieth century. While both categories of rights were included in the United 

Nations' Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the document itselfis a legally non-bhding 



instrument. When pressure by socialist countries sought a binding international instrument 

which would acknowledge the interdependence of the two categories of rights, certain 

Western countries demurred. The outcome was that two separate instmments were created, 

with the International Covenant on Civil and Politicai Rights on the one side, and the 

International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights, on the other (ibid.; de Vien 

et. al. 1988).11' 

A parde1 debate conceniing the two categories of fundamental rights occurred at the 

European level with a similar outcome. On November 4, 1950, civil and political nghts of 

citizens were included in the European Convention on the Protection of Human Rights and 

Fundamental Freedoms (ECHR). On the other hand, social rights were inciuded in a much 

weaker legal instrument signeci eleven years later: the European Social Charter ( 196 1) (Betten 

1996, 16). 

The signing of the Social Charter by the Council of Europe had little legal sigrilficance, 

l" This should not be interpreted as a simple East versus West cleavage, but rather 
one iduenced by social visions. For Roosevelt in the United States had proposed a second 
Bill of Rights at the national level which would have paralleled the rights proposed by the 
"socialia" countries at the international level. Unfortunately, due to FDR's death and the 
incumbency of an administration obsessed with the "Cornmunist menace" (an obsession which 
only amplified the potential for such a logic to increase through closing d o m  cornmlllucative 
exchanges and trust building) the more socially-oriented bill of rights not only became 
marginaiized at the international level, it suffered the same fate at the national Ievel in the US. 
The point is that such struggles for rights have, nonetheless, been closer to potential 
Miilment, even in, what Che Guevara has called, "the hem of the [capitalist] beast," the US, 
than one oflen imagines. This signals the importance of strong, "positive-active" political 
leadership at the national level as a dimension of emancipatory smiggles for equal economic, 
social, w e k e ,  and bodily nghts (Elgie 1 995, 1 0- 12). 
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especiaily compared to many of the social democratic and even socialkt nationa&vel 

statutory and constitutional provisions that had already established minimum standards for 

health and safety at work and for gender equality. In fact, social policy coordination at 

Community level was not a high priority for the Six Member States in the first 12 years or so 

of the European Community, and the only area of real activity was coordinating social security 

systems for migrant workers exercising their Treaty-given right to fieedom of movement. 

Initially, in cases brought before the European Court of Justice, the Court rejected 

claims of a violation of fundarnental rights, suggesting that such rights had no basis in the 

European-level Treaties in effect at that tirne. However, the Court made an important volte 

face when it ovemled its own case law in the 1969 Stmder case, arguing that fùndamental 

rights were indeed enshrined in the general principles of C ommunity law . It was important, 

Benen suggests, because it "introduced M y  the idea that, although there was no express 

reference to fundamentai rights, their protection was impiicit in the general principles of 

Community Iaw [and international treaties to which they were signatones]. From then 

onwards, the Court appeared to be determined to strengthen the basis for this protection" 

through the development of its own case law (Betten 1996, 5). 

While the Court worked to develop a coherent legal basis for fundamental rights, the 

Italian and the Bundesve~~ssungsgerichi (the German Constitutionai Court), especiaily in the 

latter's " Solange" decision, expressed doubt as to the supremacy of European Community law. 

They were not legally wrong in this argument since the Community Iacked a codified and 

unambiguous cata2ogue of fundarnental rights. The Gexman court concluded that a ruhg by 
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the Community court on these rights could not be direct& applied to German authorities if the 

ruiing uifringed on the constitutionai and, essentially, liberal rights of German citizens. 

This challenge and the dangerous legai precedent by the Bundesve~msungsge~cht led 

the European Council to act. It made apolirical statement "expressing the detennination to 

defend the principles of representative democracy, the d e  of law, social justice and respect 

for human nghts as basic elements of the European identity" (Betten 1996.6). 

Things began to move in the early 1970's when the Commission proposed a series of 

"Social Action Programmes" that launched legislotive initiatives in the fields of employment 

law, equal opportunities, health and safety at work and the development of the European 

Social Fund (ESF). These initiatives stemrned from the lack of legai grounds on which the 

European Court of Justice could determine the obligations of Member States to fulfill 

fundamental rights in cases brought before the Court. 

Concem that harmonisation of health and safety regulations could result in a decline 

in some national standards (the "uploading" of responsibilties without the same nationd-level 

accountability) led to changes in the Treaty's provi~ions''~ through the Single European Act 

"' In Chapter Two we took a brief review of some of the strengths and lirnits of the 
current procedures and imtitutiom responsible for interdiange relations in the EU, and their 
capacity, for instance, to introduce new social and constitutionai agendas. However, one 
should also be aware of the extensive treaty md le@ bases -i.e., the "genus" for the 
"species" (Smith 199 1, 1 02-3)- of policy-making. These treaty bases, for social poiicy in 
particular, can severely limit, or e n h c e  the room for maneuver on social policy issues. 
These treaty bases include Articles 2,3,3 9,484 1, 100- 102, 1 1 7- 127, 1 30a-e and 23 5, plus 
Protocol (No 14) of the Treaty on European Union, and now the Appendixes to the 1997 
Amsterdam Treaty. 



in 1987. These provisions stated that harmonisation should be based on a high level of 

protection, and if a mesure threatened a decline in its national standards, a Member State 

would not be required to apply it. W~th the enlargement of the Union, poorer regions and 

countries benefitted from the "upward harmonization" in their social and environmentai 

standards, often significantly subsidized by the richer Member States in the Union through 

colieaive structural development f u n d ~ . " ~  

'13 There are four main instruments and imîitzitiom (cf Kymlicka & Norman 1994) 
for a supranational system of coordination: the legd basis of the Charter, the IegisIatiVe arm 
the institutionalized social d i d o p e  and the use of cornmunity finth towards upward 
harmonization. While the first three were discussed in Chapter Two, we can consider here for 
a moment the importance of the European Social Fund (ESF). 

The ESF is an important component ofthe E u s  " Stmctural Funds" which also include 
the European Regional Development Fund (ERDF) and the Cohesion Fund. The volume of 
these fùnds was doubled between 1988 and 1993, and is set to double again by 1999. In the 
199499 penod, the ESF's share of the total ECU 156 billion allocated to the funds WU be 
around ECU 47 billion. Around 45% of spending is concentrated in seven "absolute pnority" 
(see Held's Merentiation between ideal, attainable, and urgent autonomy needs (1 995.206)) 
zones containhg aitogether about one sixth of the Union's working population. Some 60% 
of these resources will go towards the development and structural adjustment of poorer 
regions, devoted to structural policy for the development of innastructure. productive 
investment and human resources @G 5). 

More particularly, prionties for the ECU 5 -6 billion spent by the ESF in 1995 were 
converting regions seriously affected by industrial decline and combating long-temi 
unemployment . The Funds' generai airns hclude: helping the long-tem unemployed back into 
work; support the integration of people excluded from employment e.g. women and the 
disabled; equality of employment oppomuiities between men and women; helping workers 
to adapt to industrial change and to changes in production systems; strengthen and hprove 
education and (undifferentiated) "training" systems (DG 5 )  

While NAFTA for instance also had such instruments and fùnds available to help with 
"structural adjustments" with the advent of continental fiee trade, those instruments and funds 
were Iittle used. The DG 5, also notably encouraged by the EP, has made better use of the 
availability of such fiinds. The NAFTA treaty has no such corresponding multi-level 
govemance institution such as the Eus parliament which devotes itseifto the just distribution, 
and context-sensitive deteminution and implementation of programs. monies and services 



The launch of the single market programme in 1985 was followed with an 

understandimg that steps were stii l needed to raise the quality of social legislation By 

December 1989, the final draft of such an agreement passed the European Council 11 votes 

to 1. with Bntaui's Margaret Thatcher casting the dissenting vote. 

The "Community Charter of Fundamental Social Rights" (or, more commonly, the 

European (as opposed to the earlier Council's) Social Charter) introduced new possibilities for 

the development of the social dimension. It provided for the adoption by qualified majonty of 

meanires in areas such as conditions at work, consultation of workers and so on. The 

agreement also set out a more highly-defined process for the consultation of the "social 

partners" in the preparation of proposais for social legislation. It also gave them the option of 

reaching European-Ievel contractual agreements which could take the place of legislation 

(Bercusson 1990; Burrows & Mair 1996). 

As discussion of econornic and monetary union progressed, the so-cdled "social 

dimensions" of European Union enjoyed more attention. This was due principaiiy to the 

increasing influence of the European Parliament which was dominated by lefi and lefi-of-centre 

parties. Also, by the end of 1988, the former French Minister of the Economy under 

Mitterrand. Jacques Delors, became President of the European Commission. He campaigned 

to its constituents afFected by the pressures of supranational integration. Such determinations 
of h d h g  and implementation would need to be sensitive to issues of rural versus urban 
needs, technological fixes versus more organic and self-sufficient, local Mestyles and 
economies. In other words, indigenous solutions to solving problems caused by, for example, 
contes-insensitive policies such as the so-calied "Green Revolution" approaches to 
development . 
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vigorously for a package of social weIfare guarantees to be realized in t d e m  with the 

irnplementation of the common market (Ross 1995). 

Delors prornised a "social Europe" based on "industrial democracy." In the spring of 

1989, conservative opposition was defeated as the European Parliament voted for drafting a 

"Social Charter. " At the Maastricht uitergovemmental Conference (IGC) in May of 1992, the 

advance of the Social Charter was hindered by Britain's continued refisal to respect its legality. 

By withhoiding accession to European Community social policy, Britain drastically undermined 

the Charter's influence. 11' In any case, many were disappointed with the Charter as it still 

remained a " S olemn Declaration" to emp hasize that it was Iargely a political stafement, rather 

than a straightforwardly legally binding instrument (Monahan 1992, 22).'lS 

Nonetheless, the Charter's influence was greatly strengthened fiorn its ori@ forrn in 

196 1 by its appendage to the Maastricht Treaty in 1992. Since that tirne, the Charter has had 

the "expanding" (Lefort 1988) and Drittwirkung (third-party) effect that its promoters had 

"' Because the British govemment refùsed to endone the "social chapter", it was 
attached as a protocol to the Treaty and excluded Britain From its effect. The German 
Chancellor Kohl orchestrated an agreement that the 1 1 could use the Community institutions 
- without the participation of the UK - to achieve their growing ambitions for social poky. 
However, this agreement also set a problematic precedent for opt-outs (and cop-outs; DufF 
1994,22 & 341) in the fbture (Bercusson 1996). 

115 Although it clearly does not have the sarne legal weight as civil and political 
protections, there is some disagreement on the relative legality of the document. Compare 
Betten (1 996, 1 1) and Bercusson (1996, Introduction). The Social Chapter is stili not the 
entrenchment of an actually supranational-level social welfare system. Rather it is a treaty 
document which provides a binding generd agencIcr and guidelines to reduce the possibility 
of regional disparities sternming from lopsided promarket agendas. It is a counter-weight to 
the free trade agenda which is "opening up" markets to cornpetition in order to ensure that 
basic social and environmental standards are also in effect at ~hat same b e l .  



hoped.'16 For instance, it has been responsible for encouraging the launching of programs to 

heip recent immigrants and part-thne workers; provisions for education and training; the free 

movement of workers; the right to collective bargaining; the right to strike; worker 

participation; a continental minimum wage; adequate heaith and safety standards for workers; 

a shorter working week; stronger regdations on child labour, and civil nghts for women 

minorhies, the elderly, and the handicapped; environmental protection; econornic dweiopment 

programs in poorer regions; and helping the Cornmunity's fifty million citizens std living in 

poverty (Burrows & Mak 1996; Berasson 1996; Wedderburn 1995). 

Indeed, "The Community Charter of Fundamentai Social Rights for Workers" within 

the Social Charter has served as a springboard for a number of progressive EU poliq 

initiatives to entrench EU-wide citizenship rights. Initially largely a statement of intent, 

implementation of the Charter formdly falls into the policy-making jurisdiction of the 

European Council (Burrows & Mair 1996; Bercusson 1996). 

As the Commission admits, "Europe's mode1 of social w e k e  has done much to 

maintain social harmony" over the last haif' century (Commission 1995). Its preservation 

Accordhg to Rehg, the "ideas of Drzttwirkung and AusstrahIung refer to the 
effects that constitutional values and rights have on d l  areas of Iaw. More specificdy, 
Drittwirkung concerns the issue of whether basic rights protecting the individual fiom state 
encroachment also apply in areas of pnvate law, i.e., to relationships between individuals" 
(Rehg in BFN, 560 n. 26). Nonetheless, while the doctrine that basic rights have a "radiating" 
and "third-party effect" can be hterpreted as a positive dynarnic to constitutional values (BFN 
403), it aiso has the potential to seriousl'y undmine other "constitutional values" of a 
cliffirent tradition, namely one oriented towards creative social policy over the supremacy of 
private property rights (Schneideman 1 997). 



ostensibly remaùis a top priority for the Union and its Member States, despite the downward 

pressures on costs and social spending imposed in part by global competition. These pressures 

have intensified during a period in which rising unemployment and an ageing population are 

m a h g  greater demands than ever before on budgets in the Union. 

For instance, in addition to high direct coas for wages, the indired costs Vary between 

countries with their respective social secufity systerns, nich as the coas of compiiance with 

health programs and labour standards. The result is that enterprises in countries with lower 

direct and indirect labour costs are seen to have a "cornpetitive advantage" over Member 

States (MS) with higher social standards. Some would argue that such advantages may be 

offset by better infrastructure programs in a MS, such as a better educated and trained 

worlcforce and more developed transport and Uiformation structures. 

Nonetheless, as Bercusson (1996) points out in Europem Labour L m ,  MSs fear that 

"social dumping" will begin to occur as the result of "social policy regime competition". MSs 

WiIl 

be under pressure to reduce their labour and social standards in order to ease the 
burden of high indirect wage costs on enterprises. Enterprises, particularly 
multinational enterprises, will be tempted to locate new investments or even relocate 
existing establishments to counties where lower labour and social standards entail 
lower indirect labour costs. (Bercusson 1996, 75.) 11' 

IL' The following tables illustrate the dilemma (from Bercusson 1996. 756). 



In November 1993, when Deion was d l  President, the Commission published the 

Green P q e r  on the future of European social policy as part of a wide-ranging consultative 

process. It was clear to Delors that European citizens needed to feel that the Union and social 

Europe are of greater relevance to them than in the pst (Smith 1996). The key messages 

produced by the consultative process and contained in the Green Paper were that there was 

a distinctive European sociaI mdeZ based on democracy and individual rights, free 
collective bargaining, a market economy, the need for equality of opportunity for ail 
and the importance of  social w e k e  and solidanty. (Commission 1993. My emphasis.) 

-Y 20.08 
Netheriands 17.47 
France (1 988) 15.27 
Luxunbourg ( 1989) 14.48 
Italy ( 1 988) 14.24 
UK 12.20 
Greece (1 988) 5 -24 

THE STRUCTURE OF LABOUR COSTS IN INDUSTRY IN THE EU, 1990 

Country Dtrect cost Of which, direct Indirect cost Of which, sacid 
remuneration secirrity 

PomlgaI 74 -2 56.0 25.8 21.7 

Italv 70.0 50.3 30.0 26.7 

France 68.0 5 1.4 32.0 28.6 



Europe, iïke moa other international regions, is going through profound social and 

economic change. This was evidenced Corn the increase in global cornpetitive pressures, the 

spread and increased use of new technology, the new ways of orgsnizing work, changes in 

Europe's population structure and the rise in costs of health care and pensions. Specifially, the 

Green Paper concluded that unemployment in Europe was a s ~ c t u r d  problem, not a cyclical 

one, and should be addressed as such."' The Commission argued that increases in GDP, which 

is oniy a general measure of economic productivity, were not enough, they had to be 

accompanied more particularly by a rise in employment. 

In July 1994, the Delors Commission published its White Paper on European social 

policy, which contained its proposals for future directions. It argued for a new mix between 

social md economic policy. It insisted that competitiveness and social progress could flourish 

together and that Europe needed above al1 an "adaptable" educated and "motivated" 

worMorce, something that only social policy could help createSng The main themes of the 

"' The issue between the cycIical and structural nature of employment is prone to 
misunderstanding. Whereas promoters of the unfenered free market approach dso suggest 
that there are stmctural problems, they are referring to wage and labour contract issues, etc.. 
while also suggesting that the unemployment problems are not an unsolvable problem 
sternming fiom the nature of capital production process. Rather the labour market forces w i l  
eventually provide equilibrium in the syaem again. On the other hand, Delors was suggesthg 
that although a natural result of the market system, unemployment problems will not 
"naturdy" work themselves out through labour market forces on their own. Rather, the 
capacity for individuals to regain access into the changing labour market would require the 
intervention of the state to b&kr the resulting hardships and provide seMces and education 
for transitions into new labour markets, 

l9 See also the Environment Commissioner's proposa1 (Bjerregwd 1 996) on the need 
for integmted environmental policy cornmitment S. 



White Paper were empioyment; how to develop the IegzsZative base for it; and the vital need 

for a society in which aII were active, al1 could contribute (Commission 1994).12' 

''O In April 1995, the Commission adopted its third action program since the 1970s. 
this t h e  covering the period 1995-7. It had three main messages: Social poticy was at the 
heart of the process 0fEuropea.n integration; the extent of socio-economic change required 
a "dynamic and flexible" European vision; "social and economic policy needed to be more 
close& uligned' (Commission 1 995. M y  emphasis. ) 

Unfiortunately, acting ofkm more from a one-sided unfettered market rather than a 
mked market perspective such as that of his predecessor, the key elements of the 
Commission's strategy under Jacques Sante$s leadership contain some predictable neo-liberal 
proposais, vis.. strengthening cornpetition and removing protectionist barriers of ail kinds 
completing the single market "is the proven way to increase economic dynamisrn, investment 
and job creation" (by contrast, Held (1995, 280) caiis for strict limits of public sectors for 
instance); encouraging entrepreneurialim through policies for aiding and strengthening small 
and medium-shed enterprises; through economic and rnonet-y union - a single m e n c y  will 
complete the single market, bring greater price aabifity and benefit both producers and 
consumen. In satisfjhg the Treaty's conditions of membership of EMU, Member States are 
supposed to achieve lower interest rates and higher job-creating investment; a European 
Employment Action Pian, endorsed by the European Cound, which asks Member States to 
use education and training to make people more employable; reduce non-wage labour costs 
(see table). 

The last proposal is buned among other, more positive elements, such as the need for 
a greater concentration of the E u s  Structural Funds on innovative job-creating activities, 
investrnents with access to the EIB, and target meanires on those groups worst hit by 
unemployment. It is precisely this approach of hiding more regressive policies with more 
positive ones that makes the work of autonomous groups so essential, not to ailow the 
slippage of nich far-reaching proposals to simply slip by unnoticed. 

However, it is Habermas' notion that if administrative institutions themselves were 
better separated nom the logic of money, they wouid be better able to cany out their 
hctions in more effective, and iess distorted ways. If this form of separation was better 
proceduraiiy and constitutionally instituted, citizens and autonomous publics could have more 
confidence in their i n s t i o n s  to carry out the administrative finctions according dong the 
criteria of better securing private and public autonomy, rather than according to one form of 
subsystemic reasoning. 

Therefore, and more generaily, whiie there is some agreement to move forward with 
the EMU by many social democrats and labour in Europe (MacShane 1996; Zwickel 1997), 
they argue that it mua not be done at any cost. There is the need to have democratic 
institutions which can publicly determine and monitor the just mobilization of EU-level 



4.2. Maastricht II: Its Potential for a More Social Europe 

With around 10% of its work force without a job, unemployment has become the EUS 

most serious domestic political, economic and sociaIproblem. even crisis. The underlying 

trend has been worsening since the beghning of the 198Os, not only during recessions but also 

during periods of rising economic output. Its root causes lie in international structural changes, 

and even the Commission adrnits that economic growth alone cannot solve the problem (DG 

05, 1996). 

However, instead of another well-intentioned but legally non-binding "action plan" 

from the European Cornmissioners, the need for the conrtitutionuI and j ~ ~ c i a b l e  

entrenchment siernrning from the Council was needed. This would d o w  for the suprmationd 

coordination of economic, regulatory, and social policy initiatives aimed at improving the 

social and environmentai condition of the increasingly borderless European landscape. 

The European Council IGC12' meeting of 16 and 17 of June 1997 in Amsterdam 

administrative resources and fiinds for the socid dimension. 

121 Although IGCs are, as the name suggests, conferences among govrmments 
without autonomous publics or even the EP at the table, there were nonetheless intense 
briefings and opinions offered by the latter. For instance, with their more or less detailed 
recommendations the autonomous coalition group, VOICE, represented over 300 groups. 

The corporate sector also made its interests clearly known. However, a wide Mnety 
of other groups aiso communicated their positions, including labour, NGOs, autonomous 
groups and coalitions, the EP and political groupings therein, as well as the "opinions" of 

and subnational (e.g., the Gennan Bundesrat) parliamentsuy cornmittees on the IGC, 
as weil as the recommendations of the Eus Commissioners. and the specially appointed 
Reflection Group fkom the Commission (Schmitter & Streeck 1994). 



concluded with agreement on a drafi ~ r e a t ~ ' ~ .  Building on the conclusions of the December 

1996 Dublin European Council (see 2.2), agreement was also reached on two major Council 

Resolutions, attached as Annexes to the Presidency Conclusions, towards facilitating the 

passage to the third stage of Economic and Monetary U n i ~ n . ' ~  Due largely to intense 

(representative) pressure from the new French govemment of Lionel Jospin, and 

complernented with tens of thousands of demonstrators against a Europe des banquiers 

(Beuve-Méry & Rivais 1997), the European Council was obliged to put particdar emphasis 

on commitments towards improving the employment situation and adopted to this effect a 

"Resolution on Growth and Employment." The Amsterdam European Council also agreed to 

incorporate the Social Agreement into the new Treaty. This was also made more possible with 

the new Labour govemment of Tony Blair which finally signed the Social Charter on behalf 

of the UK. 

In addition to these two significant advances on the position of the social dimension 

'* The Intergovernmental Conkence, meeting at the level of Heads of State or 
Government, reached agreement on the draft Amsterdam Treaty used here. The final legal 
editing and harmonization of the texts was completed and signed in October 1997 in 
Amsterdam. 

'a The first Resolution reiterates "the firm cornmitments of the Member States, the 
Commission and the Council regarding the implementation of the S tability and Growth Pact . " 
This was done to signal not only to the new French socialist government, but also to 
international financial and corporate bodies that, despite the inclusion of the new title on 
Employment in the Treaty, that the strong monetarist criteria towards the eventual third stage 
in the EMU would remain. The Council draft is tireless in reiterating its view that "Sound 
macro-economic and budget policies go hand in hand with strong and sustainable growth in 
output and employment. Both Resolutions contribute to macro-economic stabirity, growth 
and employment " (Council 1 997). 



within the European legal tiamework, more signincantly for the foUowing discussio~ a new, 

more precise titk on Employnent was included in the Treaty. This inclusion had been long 

advocated by social and employment advists in E ~ r o p e . ' ~ ~  

Recalling the Commission's initiative for "Action on Employment: A Confidence Pa&" 

and the Dublin Declaration on Employment, the European Council adopted the followhg 

politicai commitrnents: "to give a new impulse for keeping employment finnly at the top of 

the political agenda ofthe Union. [Secondly, s]tructural reforms need to be comprehensive in 

scope, as opposed to l i t e d  or occasional measures, so as to address in a coherent marner the 

This titZe on employment does not have the same legal basis as a separate chpter 
on employment however, as some advocates desired (see MacShane 1996). 

In the general conclusions nom various forums on social and employment policy 
attended by "the social partners" the following points were made. It was considered that the 
IGC m u t  include speczjic chapters on employment d socialpolicy in the Treaty, with a 
particular view to social and human rights following the proposals of the Comité des Sages. 
Ako, all participants emphasized that socialpolicy wes  a meam to uchievjng economic goals. 

Conceming the democratic character of the amggle towards ensuring the integration 
of S U C ~  a social policy dimension into economic policy decisions, it was recommended that 
the European Platform of NGOs should be maintained and developed for the long-term. 
NGOs musi communicate beîter with each other in order to be able to participate with 
Europem imtitutions. The Social Policy Forum should be repeated on a regular basis. Finally, 
the NGOs want to consolidate theû position in the decision-making, through more structured 
partnership with Cornmunity institutions and the social partners. The civil dialogue should 
complete the social dialogue (Comité des Sages 1996). 

Regarding the h a 1  conclusion, Habermas would wam againsi the bureaucratization 
and "de-autonomization" of publics as they move closer to the realm of stnictured decision 
making. W e  Habermas considers the increased presence of rnembers of civil society in the 
process of opinion formation important, he nonetheless would agree with those who highlight 
the dangers which accompany nich inclusion. But rather than suggesting that such inclusive 
strategies should be avoided tour court, he simply suggests that in d i t i o n  ?O the strategy of 
civil society and autonomous publics to have their interests and values influence the decision- 
making consideratiow, autonomous groupings must also be genuinely maintained. 



cornplex issue of incentives in creathg and taking up a job" (Council 1 997).lU 

They also aclcnowledged that economic and social policies are muhially reinforcing. 

"This approach [. ..] provides the basis for an economy founded on principks of incIusion. 

s o Z i ~ ~ .  justice and a sustainable environment and capable of benefiting aI1 its citizens. 

Economic efficiency and social inclusion are complementary aspects of the more cohesive 

European society that we al1 seek" (Council 1997. My emphasis.) 

7ne New Economic PMar in the Treaty 

More precisely, the Treaty, in particular Articles 102a and 103, provides for close 

co-ordination of the Mernber States' economicpolicies, referred to in Article 3a of the Treaty. 

While prirnary responsibility in the fight against unemployment was d l  lefi with the Member 

States, the Amsterdam Council recognized the need both to enhance the effectiveness and to 

broaden the content of this CO-ordination at the European level, focusing in particular on 

policies for employment. To this end, severai steps are said to be necessary. 

The broad guidelines of the economicpoIicies will be enhanced and developed into an 

effective instrument for ensuringsustaïnedconwrgence of the economzcpe~omances of the 

The "commitments" to keep employrnent at the top of the political agenda are not 
a s m d  point, given the obsession with inflation over employment concems by international 
financial markets (see 5.1). However, the issue is how to keep the signatones of these non- 
justiciable commitments to their word. Secondly, both the structural orientation and 
cornprehensiveness of such cornmitments (as well as the miplied suprmationa2 kvel) are very 
important. However, it is a matter of which kind of structural reforms are considered, for 
hance ,  one's which merely attempt to create 'W employment" regardless of the social 
costs (for instance increased stress and long-term employment security) or the environmental 
coas (due to the continued orientation towards growth in consumer-capability and economic 
growth. GOIZ 1989). 



Member States. Fuii attention should also be given to training and education systems including 

Me-long leaming, work incentives in the tax and benefit systems (para. 3 .) 

The Council instituted the taking of multi-annual employment programmes into 

account when fomulating the broad guidelines in order to strengthen their employment focus. 

The Council then "may make the necessary recornmendations" to the Member States- in 

accordance with Article 103 (4) of the Treaty (para. 5). 

This enhanced coordination of econornic policies is meant to complement the 

procedure as envisaged in the new Title on Employment in the Treaty, which provides for the 

creation of an Employment Committee that is asked to work closely together with the 

previously established Economic Policy Committee (para. 6). 

The Amsterdam Council further clarified the need to cornplment national measures 

at the EU level by sy~ematically examining al1 relevant existing Community policies, including 

Trans-European Networks and Research and Development programmes, to ensure that they 

are geared towards job creation and economic growth (para. 7). The Commission is to make 

the appropriate proposals (para 10). 126 

'26 In subsection 9, they state the wish to put some fùnds behind these initiatives. 
" m e r e m  the task of the European Investment Bank, as stated in Article 1 Me of the Treaty, 
is to contribute, by having recourse to the capital market and utiiizing its own resources, to 
the balanced and steady development ofthe common market in the interest of the Community, 
we recognire the important role of the Europem Investntenr Bonk rmci the European 
I'estment Fund in creating empIoyment through imestment opportunitzes in Europe. We 
urge the EIB to step up its activities in this respect, promothg investment projects consistent 
with sound banking principles and practices, and more in particular: 
- to examine the establishment of a facility for the hancing of high-technology projects of 
small and medium-sized enterprises in cooperation with the European Investment Fund, 



This o v e d  strategy will maximize our efforts to promote employment and social 
inclusion and to combat unemployment. In doing so, job promotion, worker protection 
and security will be combined with the need for improving the fhctioning of labour 
markets. This also contnbutes to the good fùnctioning of EMü. (para. 1 1) 

In its final statements, on a "Renewed Cornmitment" to the above issues, the European 

Council "invites al1 parties, namely the Member States, the Council and the Commission," to 

implement these provisions "with vigour and commitment" (para. 12 & 13). The Council 

recommends socid dzaIogue and thefull use of present Community lm concerning the 

comItation of smzdpartners. inchding. where relevant, in processes of restructuring, while 

taking into account national practices. 

Together, the 1997 European C o u d  and these poiicies, in particular, ailow the 

Member States to build on the strengths of the European-level CO-ordination system to 

conaruct economic poiicies withh the treaty-creating capacity of the Council so as to create 

meaningful employment and pave the way for sustainable devel~prnent.'~' 

4.3 Work and Interaction: A Viable Initiative Mediated through the New Amsterdam 
Constitutional Provisions 

The notion of more evenly distributing the time for work is a notion which has a 

possibly making use of venture capital with involvement of the private banking sector; 
- to examine its scope of intervention in the areas of education, health, urban environment and 
environmental protection ; 
- to step up its interventions in the area of large infirastnicture networks by examining the 
possibility of granting very long-term loans, primarily for the large priority projects adopted 
in Essen" (Council 1997). 

12' Whether the Social Charter is now a Social Chapter, integrated into the revised 
Maastricht Treaty, its status to provide a legally bindig heaty basis for efforts to alleviate 
unemployment is still unclear. For now it appears that the tifle on employment is the strongest 
recourse for legal action. 
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"utopian" hiaory, revived in the 1880s with the Cuban-bom son-in-law of Manc, Paul LaFarge 

(Keane & Owens 1986). However, recent and growing interest in its reaiization stem not 

simply flom normative ideais but increasuigiy fiom the facticity of the emerging social crisis 

in highly developed, late capitalist countries: persistently high and increasing unemployrnent 

(Gon 1985, 1989; Keane & Owens 1986; Keane 1988; Rifkin 1995; One 1989,1992, 1996). 

But its strength is not based simply on issues of redistributive justice (through redistnbuted 

working the), but also for a cultual-revaluation for al2 who work in tenns of how they view 

work and its relative position to other social and political activities. 

In Europe there are over 18 million citizens unemployed with millions more desiring 

secure, rneaningful, and adequately waged employment. Geman unemployment alone aAer 

reunification remains around 4 million. h i e  to the pressures of global cornpetition and 

technological advancement, over 300,000 jobs in the auto industry alone are expected to be 

eiiminated. Germany's 80 million citizens rnake up 23 percent of the European economy's 

consumers, and its economy accounts for over a fourth of the EU'S GNP and over a third of 

its operathg revenues. The unemployment rates in France, England Italy and Belgium ali 

remain also over 10 percent (Offe 1996; Eurostat 1997). Former Chancellor Helmut Schmidt 

has wamed that the impiications for the Gemüin people and the global comrnunity stemmhg 

fiom this employment crisis are dire: "'Ifwe cannot overcome this [problem],' said Schmidt, 

'we must be prepared for anythmgt" (Ri&in 1996). 

The c d  for a shorter workweek is increasing in Europe. In Italy, the unions ate using 

the slogan ''Lauorare Meno, Lavorare Tutti" -Work Less and Everyone Works. In France, 
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the late President François Mitterand, and now Lionel Jospin, Prime Minister and leader of the 

Socialist Party have been favourable to the four-day workweek. Even French President 

Jacques Chirac has put forward his own version (MacShane 1982; 1996,20). 

The dilemma is that too many "modems" put in long and stressM hours of work while 

increasing numben do not have enough work. On the other hand, the t h e  left for non-work 

related interaction, or merely creative thinking and leisure is reduced for those with the 

increasing workload. And those who have no or too littie work lose a source of self-realization 

and interaction. But jua as significantly, citizens overstressed £iom overwok or populations 

femful in the face of downsiring are, as Habermas has noted, "more susceptible to the Le Pens 

and Schonhubers, to nationaiism and xenophobia" (BR 145). lL8 

Whereas fkeedom fiom work and the life of leisure and public and chic seMce was the 

nom for the Patncians in Rome and whereas this notion of free t h e  (to use Arendt's (1 958) 

tenninology) for the vitu conrempldiva and pdcularly for the vita activa appears somewhat 

assumed in much chic republican political theoiy, it has remained elusive for the majority of 

citizens. They remain increaszngly bound to work, no, labour in the sense of becomùig an 

a n i d  kaborans, subject to their corvée. And they are obliged to engage in this in order that 

they may achieve some tirne for their leisure ifthey can manage any at ail? 

''' However, one should compare Habermas' ignoring of an interviewers' questions 
regarding thesharing ideas (BR 14 1 -2) and his evasive response even to direct questions 
regarding the importance of a Basic Income policy (BR 140; 1 50, 1 56). 

For a cornparison of the relative amount of vacation time secured by most 
European workers compared to North Amencan workers, see Coopers and Lybrand's (1 995) 
The International Guide ?O Social Secunp. As an example, French workers have won the 



Yet, as Habermas notes, the fkeedom fiom work and the realrn of production, for the 

purposes of interaction, are just as important as the keedorn and ability to work and achieve 

self-realization and solidarity (Keane 1975). This is the basis for Habermas' argument with (the 

later) M m :  whereas Marx developed a notion of subjectivity and solidarity, leading to a form 

of class consciousness as arisîng necessariiy and rather one-sidedly fiom the realrn and social 

relations of production, Habermas argues that one needs the time and space removed from 

such technical and strategic orientations to intwact in other realrns not merely onented 

towards such technical imperatives (PDM 63-82; TCAII, sec. Vm, 2, esp. 340-1; Honneth 

Labour can be a pleasure when machines take over the most burdensome toil. What 

certain professionals have already been able to enjoy can be enjoyed by many more citizens 

through the proper use of technological capacities. ûver a hundred and t w  years ago (the 

early) M m  imagined how it would be in f ie Gennan Ideology, drawing on the amusing 

model of a country gentleman. The ideal society would be one 

where nobody bas one exclusive sphere of activity but each can become accomplished 
in any branch he whishes, society regulates the general production and thus makes it 
possible for me to do one thing today and another tomorrow, to hunt in the morning, 
fish in the aftemoon, rear cattle in the eve- criticize after dinner, just as I have a 
rnind, without ever becoming hunter, fisheman, shepherd, or critic. (Cited in Brown 
1995,394) 

Women would benefit perhaps the moa fkom this model considering the fact that they 

right to five weeks paid holiday compared to the ofleid average of 2.5 weeks for North 
Amencans. 
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have continueci to have to filfil a "double day". But men would also be more liberated to 

spend more tirne with their families rather than simply at work and, like women, they would 

be freer to spend more time on other activities in the pursuit of their public and private 

autonomy rather than being obligeci, due to a lack of options. to remain one-sidedly in either 

economic and/or familial activities (Brown 1 995, 3 95; Fnedan 1 997). 

The conditions to make that civic, cultural. and political interaction tirne more wi&& 

available is possible today through the combinaiion of [l ] technical capacities and [2] political 

will to change employment and social policies. [l] It has become more technically possible due 

to the hcreased productivity in the labour environment. Due to attempts by producers in 

market econornies to reduce their labour costs and the steady improvernent in labour replacing 

technology. the productivity of creating consumer goods has increased since the turn of the 

century. For example, in 19 12,4,664 worker-hours were required to build a car, yet ten years 

later the Ford assembly line could build one in less than 813 worker-hours. Amencan 

productivity has more than doubled since 1948, meaning that we can now produce the same 

standard of living in less than haIfthe time it took in 1948.l3' 

In spite of this, Arnericans and, particularly, women are working longer hours today 

than they were forty years ago (Rifkin 18, & 223). M e r  almost two hundred years of labour 

saving machinery. some people are working harder than ever. Rather than technology 

liberating us, it is increasingly enslaving us. Can work hours somehow be redistributed fiom 

"O See Brown (1 995,98) for a chart to demonstrate the dramatic productivity savings 
due to technology in the Toyota car industry. 
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those who have too much and do not want to work as much to those who want to work more? 

Particular European couniries such as Germany and France are leading the way with this policy 

proposal. 

The aucial question is no longer whether it is technicaliy possible to reduce workhours 

but rather a [2] political question of how it can be made possible. How cm the balance 

between work Gd tirne for civic and political interaction, self-realization and contemplation 

be politically achieved? What would it look Ne? What kwls of action systems would need 

to be mobilized? And what political and Iegal basis would be invoived at these various levels 

in the cornmitment and interpretation for the implementation of such a poiicy? This involves 

consideration of both at the nracro-policy and '~amrwork laws" IeveI -for instance ensuring 

that job secunty, fair wages, etc. are constitutionally guaranteed-, and at the implementmon 

stages, where individual workers maintain some reasonable autonomy on deterrnining the 

numbers and scheduling of the hours worked. W~th the advances at the European Council level 

to use the full administrative power of the EU towards improving the social and employment 

condition of citirens, a new historical, politicai, and legal basis for achieving meaningful social 

life is emerging. 

On the other hand, implementation negotiations dEer from the overarching 

constitutional level negotiations that set out the general "mles of recognition". hstead, 

comacrual labour negotiations are needed to coniinue with the employer, not ody with 
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govemment."' It is best that, as in the EU case, contractual negotiations are merüoted und 

monztored by new supranational ahinistrm.ve systems of coordination, through the 

Economic Policy Cornmittee and Works Councils meetings, which have faczlttcrtd more 

contractual fonns of negotiations or initial "understandingsu between employers, and 

employees' representati~es.'.'~ In the EU, administrative power has been used to reduce coas 

to employers on the one hand (and this has beai committed to in the 1997 European Council 

document) while. on the other, protecting empIoyeesfrom unfuir wage or even job losses due 

to work share programs and negotiations (Gon 1989; Rifkin 1996). The latter point is critical. 

Held (1995, 254) suggested before the Amsterdam Sumrnit that the provisions of the 

Social Charter in the Maastricht Treaty " fd  far short of the determination ofwhat is necessary 

to secure a common structure of political action." However, the French govement's 

intervention in the Amsterdam process called for precisely what Held suggests is essential "if 

democracy is to prevail": the rearticulation of key groups and associations of the economy 

with politicai institutions "so that they become part of the democratic process -adopting 

within their very modus operundz a structure of rules, principles and practices compatible with 

democracy". The intervention of the Jospin govenunent into the treaty process was precisely 

oriented towards the recogniuon that the biases in the corporatedominated economic and 

13' However. as the new British PM has pointed out, such contracnial, non- 
legislatively guided industrial programs have not proved effective in the past experience. 

13* 2t must be recaiied that although the Work Councils are a usefùl forum for the 
development of; for exarnple, timesharhg ideas, this "Euro-corporatist" tripartite structure 
is insufticient on its own. It will certainiy require other fora to bring in other social groups to 
build a broder social consensus on its usefilness. 
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finoncial systems require not merely state, but supran~tionaI systems of regdation to 

compensate for the one-sided economic md 'lprivate g u d  orientution in decision-making 

processes (25 1 ) . '33 

Held c d s  for "involvement in the determination of the regulative rules of work 

organizations, the broad ailocation of resources within them, and the relations of economic 

enterprises to other sites of power" (253). This "involvement" would entail negotiation and 

bargaining between the relevant groups conceming, for instance, work methods and income 

levels. Such negotiations would need to become a routine and durable basis for understandkg 

among these economic actors. 

In addition, the ability for such "employment" policy programs would work ben with 

intemonai agreements rather than simply national level agreement S. lu Due to the capacity 

for capital flight such rearticulations would not be viable either at the national level or even in 

a coordinated regional level. Political institutions must become involved to ensure that 

economic activity becomes integrated, accountable to f o d  and reconstructed democratic 

procedures. 

On the other hand, the advancement of workshare may initially be by contractual 

negotiaiiom on a micro labour sire by site basis. However, it could then move to meso-level 

'" Held suggests that what is at stake is an economic system that is "neither sirnply 
planned nor merely market oriented but, rather, open to organizations, associations and 
agencies pursuhg their own projeas, subject to the constraints of a common structure of 
political action and democratic processes" (25 1). 

lY Such an agreement was actually passed in both Upper and Lower Houses in the US 
in 1932, but was W y  vetoed by Roosevelt, ultirnately to his own regret (Ritkin 1996). 



corn- by Company and then sector by sector basis (for instance, beginning first in certain 

public sectors (such as in Canada's Hydro Quebec) or private automotive sectors as they 

aiready have begun at Vokswagen) while at the same time ensuring that the particular 

interests of the workers and their Werent life needs are compatible with this strategy to 

increase the balance of work and interaction and reduce ~nernployrnent.'~' However, they 

would ben need to proceed to a conaitutionally-guided and legislative fkrnework to ensure 

their stable and effective coordination. This would also help to ensure that the needs of al1 

citizens to meaningfbt work and interactio~ not simply those currently fortunate enough to 

be represented by unions, for example, wilI have the requirements for democracy, solidarity. 

and justice respected and acted upon. 

In terms of b&s to the notion ofworkshare, considerable popular wiii- and opinion- 

formation would be required to overcome several fears: for example, the fear to one's job 

security and, more a m d y  relevant, the fear that such a policy may entail the danger of job 

loss or unacceptable loss in wages (Keane & Owens 1986; Offe 1996. esp. chapter 6); the 

current work ethic, which views work as central to the identity of many; the attitude towards 

the length of time that one "should" be working, since it is difncult to get over the attitude 

"' In 1 993, Europe's largest automaker, V o h a g e n ,  and its workers adopted a four- 
day workweek (or minimum 29 hour week) to Save 3 1,000 jobs that were threatened by a 
combination of stiffening global cornpetition and new technology in the workplace which had 
boosted produdvity by 23 percent. This contractual, not legislated, agreement made 
Volkswagen the first global corporation to  move to a thirty-hour-or-less work week. The 
results of this experiment have been prornising. Not only have tens of thousands ofjobs been 
saved, but also the productivity and profits of the employer have increased. 



orientation of w o h g  somewhat on one's job for part of the day or week, and then for the rest 

of the week on some other civic, contemplative, health, or leisure activity; people's 

psychological orientations (again often, but not always stemming from the fear for one's job 

security) are sometimes an dl-or-nothing orientation. 

However, this is also a structudy induced fear spawned by employees' intuitive and 

lived understanding of the current logic of labour exchange. As Beveridge noted: 

For the man who wants to work once and lie in bed for the rest ofthe week the labour 
exchange wili make their wish unrealisabie. For the man who wants to get a casual job 
now and again the exchange will gradudy make his mode of life impossible. It will 
take that one day a week he wanted to get and give it to another man who has aiready 
four days a week and so wilI enable that other man to get a decent living. Then the first 
man will be thrown on your hand [Beveridge is replying here to a question by 
Professor Smart] to be trained and disciplined into bett er ways. (Quoted in Gorz 1 989. 
213 11-17,) 

In addition, there would be resistance in the [ l ]  political and the [2] econornic reaims. 

As we have seen, the logic ofpolitical representativeneu and elites, in particular, continue to 

have a national orientation towards their economy's " cornpetitive position" vis-&vis other 

national economies rather than a more constructive. postnational, coorciinated orientation. 

This stems as much from the constraints put on them by the logic of the representative 

democratic electoral syaem that promotes short-terni results (within two to four years) rather 

than a longer term view. 

However, this measure is conducive to even shorter-tenn limits since the re- 

employment of workers may be immediate, although the longer-term effects on the 

employment figures may be less ciramatic. The electord concerns of the national politician who 
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makes her policy choices short-tenn solutiow is dramatically accelerated with the short-term 

prolit and him-over interests of employers in the " turbo-charged" and "stateless " late capitalist 

economy, particularly of the Angio- American model. 

Nonetheless, the above can politically be used to make even more obvious to the 

politicai leadership and the citizenry the requirement for suprmmtionaI levels of coordination 

und reguiation of economic activity by politicai systems. And the basis for the decisiom of 

such coordhtiion would be democraticpublic (adhrinistraiive) law -Le., popularly accessible, 

transparent, non-arbitrary, impartiai, positive democratic law- determined decision-rnaking 

processes (3.2, 3.2.2 for individuai influence and implementation stages and levels. See also 

Held 1995,20 1 ). This contrasts with some curent trends toward simply economic rationality 

-Le., the unregulated. non-politicaiiy and strategicaily (and more broadly, communicatively 

consensus based) politically and legaiiy mediated, systems-functioning logic of "the market" 

as the basis for the economic system's own decisions concemhg which (non-politicdy 

mediated) decisions should be taken (Pusey 199 1 ). 

In the end, the importance of deliberution in this program becomes clear (Held 1995, 

144). Such deliberation would be required at the level of [l] a b r d  social daiogue to 

generate and slowly create a consensus ofthegeneral benefits and need of such a program and 

its change in values fiom a strict (full rime) work ethic, hyperconsumption, and even 

meritocracy and individualin notion of "possessive jobbism. [2] The postnational systew and 

their identity formation, wit h their necessarily concomitant " decent ration, " their capacity t O 

encourage thinking and reasoning more abstractly beyond narrow and particular interests, one- 
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sided monetary, "risk", or national economic COS-benefit analyses of changes and decisions. 

n i e  postnationally coordinated, poiitically Uitegrated sociai, politic4 monetary and economic 

system can aiso be used to encourage an increased sense of shared meaning of the vahie of not 

simply work but also interaction time. Emphasis can be put on the civic, health, 

environmental, and other less tangible benefits that c m  be gained within a more 

interdependent. intersubjectively influenced system of self-govemance. 

This consensus-onented deliberation at the supranational sociai level would continue 

in the form of negotiuted baqphining both in the political and econornic spheres (see BFN 6.3 

on the distinction). Negotiation would increase as rhe busis to decide, initially by company, 

in which al1 workers can help decide, but also by sector (as with much current statutory 

legislation), and then at a regional level, which the EU'S Work Council's have i~itiated."~ 

Therefore, in addition to the society-wide consensus-building, there would be a two- 

truck leve! of negotiations for rights and duties concerning the workshare program: fint, 

negotiations at the supranational and national political and administrative coordination level 

( d e s  of recognition); and, second, negotiations at labour site, company, and sectoral 

(industrial, public, senrice, etc.) levels. These negotiations would negotiate over the 

implernentation of such a program given the current conditions, and contexts of employees and 

13' However, the later are still without s a c i e n t  political support at the European 
Council level to use the enormous potential administrative power of the supranational systerns 
of coordination to help faalitate fair negotiations between the growing relative power of large 
employers vis-à-vis employees and their unions. However, this still lagging political support 
may change with the new employment obligations entrenched in the Amsterdam Treaty. 



employers. 

Pre fiminury Summary of Arguments 

We may take a moment now to summarize some of the arguments made to this point. 

Positive and negative rights towards the s e c u ~ g  of citizens' public and private autonomy 

today cm ody be via& safeguarded coordinated and regulated at the supranational level and 

via constitutionai, binding legal protections. While today a social and poiitical consensus on 

taxation for providing the necessary funds to help secure the private and public autonorny of 

citizens (through a Basic Income (BI) for example) wodd be difficult to achieve (see 5.1). the 

use of worhhare is more readily amenable to a broad comems in thepolitical, socid, and 

even economic spheres as it would not rely on increased foms of revenue collection. It too, 

ho wever, would benefit from supranational foms of coordination. 

These supranationdy coordinat ed policies stem best fiom constitutional nghts. not 

merelypolitical commitments, to orient at both the national and subnationai levels the securing 

of citizens' private and public autonomy (4.2). The concephial process of opinion- and will- 

formation for such policies would be based on the two-pack mode1 (1 .2,3.2). It would be two- 

track in two senses. Fust, between citizens and their representatives, and supranational 

institutions and programs on the one hand, and secondly, between citizens within particular 

social contexts and the interpretation of the administration of economic, social, civic, bodily, 

cultural prograrns to their particular need interpretations on the other. 

In other words in the interests of maintainhg private autonomy in a milieu of public 

autonomy, citizens would be given p a t e r  opportunity to decide, at the moment of the 



z m p l e m e ~ ~ o n  or administration offderally funded and coordinated prograrns. the particular 

charader of goods and services they receive, for instance, in the type of health care or housing 

(3 .2.2).In 

In keeping with the concem for ensuring the autonomy of citizens to decide the 

particular character of the types of, for instance, health care that they are to receive (in-house 

homeo pat hic and prevent ative, and/or more " traditional " . invasive, centralized ho spit ai-based 

care, etc.), sight must not be lost on the need for the public's state institutions to have 

adepate resources to reguiate the "extemalities" caused by economic activity (5.2). For 

example, environmental emissions by industry are an increasing source of poor public health. 

In particular, notions that we live in a "post-indutial" period notwithstanding, toxins, fiom 

waste and industrial production and transportation account for an alarming source of the rise 

in cancers. The h m  wrought on the life chances of citizens on their potential private and 

public autonomy, by these health altering substances is awesome. The proper h d i n g  and 

13' An excellent and relatively uncontroversial example of how the administration of 
federal programs can and has worked is through the publicly-fùnded cooperative housing 
programs. One of the essential Werences is between the experience of traditional approaches 
to public houshg -which led to large and ofien a l i e n a ~ g  projects with a correspondmg loss 
of meaning for individuals- and publicly aided CO-operative housing projects. Both are aided 
with public funds to help provide decent housing for potentially vulnerable members of a 
society. However, the dynarnic which changes the essentid nature of the social relation 
between the two conceptions of program provision is that in CO-operative conceptions. 
homeowners are intimately and democraticaily involved in detision-making processes. They 
are involved in the authoring of their collective and private existence in the CO-operatives, in 
the same way that they would be ifthey owned a home, for instance. They are, however and 
in addition, " owners" who work cooperatively in a self-and-reflexively constituting manner 
by malang decisions that affect them (Wgan  1992). 



regdation of "extemalities" fiom transnational economic activity again can only be sufficiently 

achieved at the supranational level. 

The Nlcreased fun& available through workshare policies -due to reduced 

unemployment payrnents b y the aate as well as the increased purchasing and thus taxation base 

avaiiable- release more fiuids for the implementation of broadened categories of rights, 

particularly though not exclusively, for positive rights. The need for secure forms of fiinding 

for the maintenance of political and civil rights is also clear in, for instance, the holding of 

certain fora for communication and public enquiry. 

Nonetheless, such rights require the consideration of sources for their actualization 

beyond that which would become available from workshare. This is due to the trend of 

increases in technological efficiency: we mua admit that eventually the supply ofjobs will 

outnin the demand, penod. It will also necessitate an inaeased appreciation for the separation 

of income from employrnent (Offe 1996; Gon  1 989).L38 

Therefore we must conceptualize the supranational coordination and taxation of 

13* Also the importance of environmental sus~uinabifiv is an enormous factor in 
egalitarian models (Penz and Diydyk 1997). In other words, quite aside from whether 
increased economic equality is possible, is it desirable if the rate of consumption of non- 
renewable resources -including air and water- continues alongside not only national. but 
zntt~ionaIeconomic security? The case of China's one billion inhabitants provides the most 
sobering example, but it is there alongside the ethicalIy-void attempts by the corporate and 
rnany national political elites to bring the former Eastern Europe and so-calied "Third World" 
countnes within the (hyper)consurnenst Mestyle. This is why this study has emphasized a 
certain degree of economic and employment seainty towards the end of increased interaction 
and self-ealization with the assumption that it would not fulfill those ends at, to give it a 
four-letter-word, the mali. 
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productive and financial activity, through which more W s  would be available, by way of 

example, for the proper forum for interchange mdcommunication of citizens' opinions at the 

supra, national. and local levels of the legal and regulatory institutions and authorities. Better 

fhding would also need to be available to provide for the goods and services that are the 

preconditions for the weli-being of its citizens. 

These funds would draw on taxation made viable through technological means (such 

as the "bit tax" and the "Tobin tax") of the new wealth created through the historically 

unfollding and social-scientific improvement of technical knowledge and instruments of 

production. Technology has a positive potential towards the goal of a more equitable goods 

distribution and just social relations. In addition, current techndon actuaIly makes ir e& 

10 regulae the currenf compten'zedfnm~zaI~aw~dspe~~Zutive trading if such regulation 

was provided for in binding international agreements. However, citizens have not yet put on 

the political pressure for an inusence on this international level of responsibility. They are 

evai beginnuig to retreat on this at the national Ievel. Instead, we could use our technological 

and political sophistication to regulate the disorder and irrationality of the current global 

market system and unregulated, wildly fluctuating monetary trade. (Of course, we must avoid 

the illusion that, what problems techno1ogy may create. new technologies can also repair. This 

notion of the "technological fix" (Leiss 1978) is a recurrent hold back to a faith in the 

boundless healing power of science. Although a notion that all technology is not useful needs 

to be increasingly problematised (cf KHI on the three fonns of knowledge necessary for 

human development. 1 6 lune 1998) 



Held (1 995) argues that intemutionaI money mark- are now responsible for over one 

trillion dollars in trade speculation a year. While this money is not taxed, for instance, it is a 

volatile source of destabilization for nationai, and consequently even regional and international 

economies. Yet, precisely because they merely engage in spedation, an activity which occurs 

through and is dependent on technological communkation hes,  they would be the r&sr to 

regahte through the use of technology &y governmrnts that can keep track of transactions 

(Sad 1996, 147-8). 

However, again, the coordination of such taxation wodd be required at a supranational 

level. At a minimum, such funding cannot continue to rely on the dwindling personai tax bases 

of the middle and working classes, nor on increasingly limited economic policy capacities at 

the nation-state level. We will consider this dynamic in the following chapter. 

Conclusions 

The European Social Chapter that was discussed above is not an ideal document. At 

best, it represents a major compromise with corporate and (more recently) monetarist priorities 

(Schmitter 1996; MacShane 1996; Ross 1992) .*~~ Yet, it does provide a usefùl base for 

13' The EMU and the Stability and Growth Pact provide the language which foster the 
monet aria obsession with a non-intlaonary macro-econornic environment. Such a policy 
is ostensibly there towards strengthening the conditions for economic growth and employment 
opportunities. " Within theframework of sound and sustainable macro-economic policies" and 
on the basis of an evaluation of the economic situation in the EU and in each Member State, 
more attention will be given to "improving European competitiveness as a prereyuisite for 
growth and employment", so as to, among other objectives, "bring more jobs within the 
rra& of the citizem of Europe. In this context, special attention should be given to labour 
and product market efficiency, technological innovation and the potential for small and 
medium-sized enterprises to create jobs. ... and reducing non-wage labour costs, in order to 



entrenching and making possible through its precedent'" an innuence on the future expansion 

and deepenùig of social and econornic citizenship rights at the European level. 

In addition, and really more importantly, it a a s  as a useful example of "the possible" 

at a more international level, beyond European borders. By way of contrast, other regionaI 

agreements which are competing for the global level do not even pretend to address these 

socid, culturai, labour, environmental rights with any depth"'. 

increase employability. " 
In addition, tmation and sociuipro~ection systems should be made more "employment 

fnendly" and by that improving the functioning of labour markets. The European Council 
stresses the importance for the Member States of "creating a tax environment that stimulates 
enterprise and the creation of jobs" (Council 1997). 

Given the very general wording of the above guidelines and policies on taxation and 
social protection systems are not necessarily oriented against the objective of attaining a more 
social Europe. They could be interpreted by legislators and policy-makers to mean, for 
instance, that taxation measures should encourage worksharing by employers, and that those 
worksharing measures are part of a coordinated econornic and political plan to improve the 
social protection system (see Gon 1 989; Riflan 1996). However, the currently dominant 
agenda is not onented toward this fom of holistic policy coordination and interpretation. 

'" Of course while " precedents" are usenil as historical artifacts and legal tools, they 
should not be made too much of as political tools. The precedent of the International 
Covenant certainly demonstrates this. However, it remains a strong reminder, and even a 
smoldering pandora's box to the hypocrisy of the current direction of States. 

14' The (North Amencan) Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) and the Asian-Pacific 
Economic Cooperation (APEC) are the two other, dominant models. It is hoped that the EU 
example could have a "spillover" effect, to act as a catalyst to justify and mobilize public 
opinion for a North American FAIR Trade Agreement (see Chomsky 1995). 

However, a sobering list of the other globai, powerful increasingly and blatantly 
purely economic agreements and blocks which have the capacity to overn.de social, economic, 
or environmental protections include the foliowing: Free Trade Agreement for the Amencas 
(FTAA); the International Monetary Fund (IMF); the Multilateral Agreement on Investrnent 
(MAI; proposed); the Multilateral Investment Agreement (MIA, scuttled by Third World 
countries); the Organkation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD); the 
Trade-related Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS); the World Bank; the World Trade 
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Unlike these treaties, the European Union's institutional fiamework has shown that it 

is not only capable and (gradually more) effective (as a supranational Iegislative and 

administrative power) of providing a supranational Iegd framework for properly replating 

econornic and labour policy as well asjünding for the remedies (helping workers to adapt to 

technological changes for instance) for putthg the unemployed back to work. It also provides 

the framework for showing how these rights could be coordinated in other regional areas, 

beginning at least in North Amerka. 

Certainly, there are several problems with the current European social model. 

Outstanding are more universal protections and reailocations for the access to a basic income 

for ail citizens, not simply the employed. A longer term goal is to make the Social Chapter 

fùlly justiciable into the European Community constitutional pdar of the EU. 

These dimensions may be viewed as the latent object of Habermas' more theoretic and 

even philosophic work:justzbing the Iegilmacy (political and social need for) ofjusticiable. 

universa[ (for instance, not just workers) postnational conditions for private and public 

autonomy. However, even more relevant today is that these systems of action which influence 

and determine the proper public noms of distribution, regdation, and coordination would be 

not merely at the nation-state level -which Habermas' BFN still tends to ernphask-, but 

rather more cippropriate& at a democratratrcal& accountable and airthorable supranationaI 

i12stitutional level. The syaem of citizewhip rights that airn at securhg pnvate and public 

Organization (WTO). 
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autonomy can be better legally and politically prescribed, protected (proscribing national 

environmental poiicy for example), regulated, coordinuted, mdfunded at the suprmationicl 

level. 

The short- to medium-tenn challenge towards the above end in the specificaliy 

European context is to increase the power of the proportionally eiected MEPs and, with it, the 

ECJ's jurisdiction to handle "hard casest' in the interpretation of treaties and citizenship rights 

issues. Ail of this should continue to unfod via a "social dialogue" that goes beyond, however, 

the [ 1 ] elite. [2] Euro-corporatist (Gorges 1 W6), or even more broadly. the social contract 

mode1 (Newman 1996) (institutionaiized for instance in the Work Councils at the EU-level). 

Inst ead, Habermas' posnt~tional~ intersubjec~~sf paradigm of constitutionalism, 

orienteci as it is towards securing private and public autonomy, is a more appropnate and 

radical long-tenn goal. This long-t enn goal towards a postnational, intersubj ective paradigrn 

of law can be institutionall'y helped through inflentiaal, not rnerely "advisory" regional and 

locai, econornic and S O ~  bodies such as the ESC, COR ECJ and, above all, by the EP. 

In addition to these bodies and institutions, however, none of the social dimensions of 

European integration would have been included into the integration process without the 

persistent and highly knowledgeable, sometimes direct, even civil disobedience actions of 

labour and social movements, which insisied on the inclusion o j  rhe alternative social 

dimension into the capital and "corporate-nghts" agenda. Could the nghts -their breadth and 

legal form- have been even stronger if there had been a more focussed, concerted effort to 

promote their positive, alternative-right s bundles to citizens and sympathetic officiais? 
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If a postnationd "European" identity is to become legitimate, there is a need in the EU 

integration process to institutionaiize more EP and citizen participation, particularly in 

constitutional or Treaty decision-making The normative and empirïcal legitimacy 

consequences of this lack of both supranational representation and direct participation of 

autonomous publics toward consensus building through social dialogue in the public sphere 

has been observed fiom thepetit oui the treaty received in France and its outright rejection in 

Denmark and N o ~ w a y ~ ~ ~ .  

However, critical social theorists must recognize that elites. economic, politiciil and 

othenuise will do their best to dorninate such extraordinary, foundation and agenda-setting 

hinoric comtztutionaI momentsv and wiil saturate the agenda with platitudes to conflated 

"bourgeois-homme-citoyen" rights (STPS 1 1 1 ). '" These rights have largely been offered in 

the fonn of increased consumer and civicfieedoms~ without necessarily increased powtrs for 

the supranational representative EP institutions, without transparency into the workings of the 

moa institutionally powerful bodies, especially the Council, and without accarntabiliv to the 

communicative power stemming from the social dialogues and consensus of autonomms 

publics. 

'" See also Simone Chambers' (1996) Habermasian analysis of the results of a lack 
of national consensus-building in the Canadian Charlottetown constitutional débâcle. 

'" See Michelman on this empincal fact, despite Habermas' normative protestations 
(BFN 277). Habermas suggests that such opinion- and will-formation shouid be an on-going, 
not extraordinary, event. However, this is in keeping with his rather ideal notion of consensus 
formation in general, with its marginalization of hard moments of negotiation and political 
bargainhg (BFN 6.3). 
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With the enlargement of the Union., poorer regions and countnes benefited fiom the 

"upward harmonization" in their social and environmental standards, oft en significantly 

subsidiied by the richer member states in the Union through collective structural development 

fùnds. However, this funding by the relutivdy richer countries, Germany in particular, is 

becoming more contentious dometicaily (se "Steuerreform" in Die Zril1997). There are two 

dimensions to the nature of this resistance. On the one hand, there are those who are not, for 

ideological reasons, supportive of the redistribution of funds either nationally or 

întemationally . On the other hand, there are those German citizens who, due to the worse 

employment situation in the country since the end of WWII, are, in Habermas' words, 

beginning to "cool" towards their own political leadership's international and, specifically, EU- 

level orientation over a national-level orientation (BR 39). Because of their more vulnerable 

economic position, the already unemployed and those in fear of unemployment are more 

psychologically open to anti-postnational orientations. 

As authors as diverse as Offe (1 996). Keane and Owens (1 986). Gorz (1 989), and most 

recently, Betty Friedan (1997) have noted, the amggle for workshare should not be 

understood as just another "single issue" policy initiative. Such initiatives are ofien cornpetitive 

with other important policies, or may not take into account the implications of such policy 

proposals on other social and environmental dynamics"? Nor should the struggle for 

lU For instance, these Uiclude: certain labour struggles which have focussed nmowly 
on increased materiai security without interests for non-material issues; environmental banles 
which have not made complementary and viable proposals for the economic security of those 
afFected by hoped-for environmental protections; struggles to provide women the "fieedom" 
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workshare be codined to an "employment issue" since its fieeing up of time time is also a 

quality of Me and participatory issue. In addition, although such a policy initiative would work 

within the confines of the current capitalist system, it would take this position criticdy with, 

on the one hanci, the intent of reworking the logic of economic rationality (the "negatnte" 

objective). But more positively, it takes this position in the knowledge that it cm help rnake 

more viable many of the positive and negative rights argued for in liberal-cornmunitarian 

debates and affect the sites of power discussed more generally earlier. 

The sites of power and the negative and positive rights potentially improved include: 

the potential tirne for politicai participation in public agenda-setting and debate; the time for 

the development of one's culturaI abilities and knowledge; the time to be more involved not 

only in prirnary sociaiization activities, but also in civic groups and projects at the cornrnunity 

and global levels; better access to meanin@ work and/or a fair income; irnproving the 

hanciai stability and access to the right to universal services. In other words, the benefits of 

tuneshare are that it c m  increase the meming of social labour and the meaning of activity in 

civic, political, familial, bodily and contemplative activity outside of the realm of production. 

It can also maintainfreedom from economic want, providing a sense of control through 

stabilinng one's source of income, as weli as meaningfidly andpracticdy increasing the abiiity 

for citizens and autonomous publics to a a  on their civic and political values and interests 

(Gorz 1989). 

to work that provides the basis for an increased pool of labour and that undermines the 
capacity for those women who do not wish to seek employment outside of the home. 
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In Chapter Five we will consider fûrther some significant barriers and possibilities to 

not only workshare poiicies, but also more broadly consider a research project oriented 

towards complementing the conditions for a supranational political economy of citizenship 

which would complement such regional-level poiicies and constitutionai orientations such as 

the ones that were discussed above. 



5. Considerations for World Citizenship 

For reasons of state the government is [...] authorized to constrain the wealthy to 
provide the means of sustenance to those who are unable to provide for even their 
most necessary natural needs. The wealthy have acquired an obligation to the 
commonweaith, since they owe their existence to an act of submitting to its protection 
and care, which they need in order to iive; on this obligation the state now bases its 
right to contnbute what is theirs to maintainhg their fellow citizens. (Irnmanuel Kant 
in % Doctrine of Ri& 6:3 26) 

As Kant reaiized, basic rights require [...] an international, legally administered 
'cosmopolitan society'. For actionable rights to issue fiom the United Nations 
Declaration ofHuman Etights. it is not enough sirnply to have international courts; such 
courts will first be able to fûnction adequately only when the age of individual 
sovereign states has corne to an end through a UN that c m  no1 onlypm* but ais0 uct 
upon and enfoce ifs rrsolutiom. (BFN 456. Emphasis in original.) 

Habermas' work has been prodigious and his cuiminating major work, Berneen Facts 

and Noms* has provided guidelines for a normative, legitimate, legal and political order 

oriented towards securing deep cultural and civic development. Subsequent essays have built 

on the basic national-level dernocratic and rights fiamework initiated in BFN and signalled the 

importance of focussing critical and normative attention to the intemationaI and cosmopoIizkzr~ 

level to achieving the practical intent of jus social relations. He has always considered the 

problem of economic power as an often illegitimate source of influence over the formal 

institutionai and infornial will-formation in civic society. He has recently signalled this as an 

increasing problem in iight of the supranational trends that are leadmg to the structural 

transformation of the economic and public sphere. His understanding of the potential impact 

of unregulated, ùicreasingly deregulated and certainly poorly coordinated economic power 

on the well-being of the lifeworld and political subsystems draws attention to the importance 
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to provide a research-orienting understanding of not only the currently dominant alternative, 

but also the attainable alternatives for coordinathg and regulating economic power at national 

and supranational levels with a view to enhancing the active exercise of citizenship and 

democracy . 

With regard to the EU and the possible achievement of basic democratic and social 

nghts. this chapter continues part of the discussion f?om the previous one by considering some 

of the barriers to the reconstruction of a supranational constitutional regime oriented towards 

the equal protection of democratic, civic, social, labour, and environmental nghts. 1 will argue 

that while the EU can a a  as a mode1 in this regard it could also do more: the EU itsell: ifit is 

successfùl in entrenching democratic, social, chil, and environmental nghts in its regional level 

constitutional fhmeworks, can also act as a wedge in preventing the movement towards the 

de jure entrenchment of pure economic rationality in political and legal decisions at the 

international level. 

In this fifth chapter, 1 d descnbe (5.1.1) some aspects of the current neo-liberal 

agenda, its global character, and the impact of this political economy on the viability of 

deliberative democratic projeds. 1 argue that neo-liberaikm and its fiscal policies of 

monetarism have been instrumental in leading to the downloading offunding for programs and 

institutions necessary for social integration and democracy. I highlight the distorting effect that 

this extreme form of economic rationality and power is h a h g  at the intemmonaI level and 

consider it s implications for Habermas' theoretic and more concrete (for example, the 

European) constitution& procedural, dernocratic models. From this political economy 
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perspective, 1 shift to (5.1.2) signailhg how that neo-liberal agenda is attempting to be 

entrenched at the international level rights of pure economic rationaiity in internationdy 

binding legai regirnes. Thirdly, (5.2) through further justification fiom the recent work of 

Habennas and Hel& we are pointed toward the need for what HeId refers to as cosrnopolilan 

dernocrutic law underpinning any regio na1 or international normative agreements. Final1 y 

(5.3). we wifl consider how "the E W " ~  or rather, the mode1 of a sociaily and environmentdy 

responsible Europe descnbed earlier, can act as a wedge to prevent its £LU-scale entrenchrnent. 

Whereas other studies have looked at the experience of the political and econornic integration 

process in Europe to draw lessons on their own constitutional debates (Leslie 199 1 ; Monahan 

1992; Doem 1993; Leslie 1996), this study looks at the lessow of European political and 

economic integration as a legal fiamework for more supranational, international, and even 

cosmopolitan level agreements. 

5.1.1 The Implications of Economic Modds on Deliberative Theory: The Legacy of Neo- 
Li beral Monetarism 

The two dominant and contending economic models ofthe proper role of the aate vis- 

à-vis the economy and the obligations of both to contemporary Western societies are the neo- 

liberal and the mked-market models.lM Since the early 1980s however, the neo- 

14%specidly under the leadership of the Commissioner of DG1, Extemal Relations, 
Leon Brittan, "the EU" bas also been a keen ally of those attempting to entrench mch purely 
economic rights at the international level. He has been purnùng this agenda first and foremost 
with the US as a wedge into the larger world market system. 

" Esping-Anderson (1990) provides a more detailed typology of economic f o m .  
Habermas' (NR) typology is less usefùl towards appreciating the nuances within market 
economies. Nevertheless, BFETs typology ofliberal, social welfâre, and rational choice models 
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market model that had made some progress in correcting the worst effects of the market 

system As Habermas notes, it was not capitalism but the democratic w e k e  state that won 

the Cold War (BR 157). '" 
Neo-liberal capitalism is a particular vision of the market economy which rejects the 

"New Deal" form of liberaiism begun in the US with FDR in Germany with Bismark and in 

England with Beveridge. More specificdy, however, mon et^ is the fiscal model which, 

while first introduced as part of the neo-liberaVconservative revolution in the LK, has provided 

the rationai framework of the neo-liberai social, IegaI, economic and political "revolution" in 

moa Western societies. It is useful therefore to review the logic of monetarist fiscal policy and 

its effxt on notions of the proper relation between the subsystems of the state, the economy, 

and society. 

For monetarists, inflation is "the devil", the number one enemy to the f'unctionhg of 

the market, not, for instance, social "extemalities" such as unemployment (Luttwak 1997. 

(inter d ia)  provide highly-detailed and abstract political and legal models. 

147 Here 1 consider the dominant economic rnodel in copitaIist society, rather than the 
socialist, cornrnunist, or fascist models (see NR or Brown 1995 for these models). 1 take this 
focus since there is much work which needs to be done even withiri the less ideal, but 
nonetheless dominant, capitalist economic rnodel. For the moment at l m ,  as Habermas 
suggests, we must work towards a more democratic, just, and less juridifjmg form of a 
mixed-market economy (NR; BFN; BR 140-1). Instead, Habermas suggests that the 
arguments to critique the wlatively radical modifications of the market model must be made 
clearer for public debate. The variants, details and interchange between a regdatory and 
deliberative state and society, and a (mLued-)market economy which invests in social, 
environmental and labour. protections are also woefully lacking clear voices, even when the 
arguments for those positions are provided by, orforced ont0 the public forum. 
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220). For monetarists, inflation is said to be caused by an oversupply of money in the systern. 

One must reduce the inflation rate to a level that is similar to other national cornpetitors, and 

the way to do that is to reduce the inflationary effects of excessive money supplies in the 

system. Too much money in the system will lead to "too much money chasing too few 

produas," causing increased prices and inflation (Brown 1995). 

To reduce the quantity of money in the system, monetarists seek first to discourage 

pnvate persons and firms nom borrowing money. In order to make borrowing "less attractive" 

they increase interest rates. They also seek to cut government spending since much of 

government revenues cornes f'rom borrowing (see for example, the EIB in section 2.1 supra). 

The next step in the strategy to reduce the interventionary role of government and 

increase the role of the private sector in society is that once there is Iess money and credit 

available to h s  and public authorities, both the private and public sectors increasingly have 

to resist any wage demands or face bankniptcy. Therefore, it is an important part of the 

strategy to weaken mechanisms which may help strengthen, or really, would have helped 

baiunce the bargainhg power of employees and theu unions through govement legislation. 

Consequently, those individuals, firms, and even govermnents (dl levels) that do not bow to 

the logic of this reduction in wages wiU "price themselves out of jobs". 

The final stage of the strategy is economic growth, which is supposed to follow, 

boosting the demand for goods and seMces ofthe pnvate sector. "Rationalized" £ïrrns are able 

to compete with foreign or global nvals in home and export markets. Profitable parts of the 

public sector are privatized and the "wasteful and inefficient" public seMces are forced to 
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emdate private sector rationales. The objective, according to Brown (1995), is nothing less 

than a complete reversal of the notion ofvirtudy any fom of social and public provision and 

a retum back to a uniquely mmker model ofprivate producers and consumers. 

In f i e  Unco~tscims Civilisaton Sad (1995) has summarized this economic strategy 

as foIlows. Fust, monetarists suggested that if inflation was controlled, we would have 

prospenty. Then, we were told cuts needed to be made in the fat of theprivate sector. Then 

when that did not generate the expected economic growth they argued that what we needed 

was increased, unfettered and competitive traie. Consequentiy, we were told that economic 

competitiveness and prosperity would lie in cutting the fat in the public seaor: this is surely 

what wilI make the market system finally work Ore the Srnithian dock if'only left to self- 

regulate itselli 

However, as  Habermas notes, pace Luhmann, subsystems develop only a partial self- 

consciousness which is usuaiiy not reflective or conscious of the liieworld's needs @DM 3 5 8; 

also, Gorz 1989). Monetarists continue to preach competitive and ïndividualited self-reliance 

despit e the growing numbers of people unemplo yed due t O technological advances, decreasing 

real wages, and the shrinking tax contribution of the corporate sector (which swallow up the 

potential tax revenue base ofbankmpted smaller businesses). The ability to provide some form 

of social stability and equality through social programs of the social state are now behg 

eliminated, leading to a new round of social divisions. 

This model reduces citizens to stakeholders, as if in a corporation, where money, not 

the hearts, or minds are important. Political elites are reduced to managers rather than as 
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reasonable leaders ofa society. Citizens are dehumanized by this stakeholder status rather than 

as citizens who wish their govements to act with the generalizabble interests of society in 

rnind. '" 

Yet the attractiveness of ne-2iberaIi.m onci monrtarism to the average citizen has 

been largeiy ignored by those opposed to its general effects and intent. It should nevertheless 

be understood. .The main appeal of this mode1 is that it allows for a protest against the 

(perceived andor real) autonomy usurping power held by the state, govemment officiais and 

experts, the increasing share of income by the non-muent going to taxes, and the image of 

autonomy-usurping union power. While much of the above is coded by the mas,  corporate- 

dominated media with its own agenda (Keane 1991), "there has been enough tmth in the 

picture to make it stick" (Brown 1995). On the other band, for much of the public the positive 

appeal of monetarism (translatedpolirically into neo-liberaYconservatism, and chmismatically 

Ma Western political leaders such as Thatcher and Reagan, to name jus the two mon 

paradigrnatic figures) for much of the public has been to the values of individualisrn and 

autonomy, self-improvement, malong one's own choices about how to spend one's money, and 

resiaing the power of the state to decide for thern, in other words, the issues of pnvate 

autonomy. 

In addition, Faik ( i 995.48-9) has given cornpelling reasons why capitalism in the form 

14' And nor is the recent tuming to referendums a mfEcient f o m  of "participatory 
democracy." Rather, we stilI require leaders who represent our best side, not simply leaders 
that abdicate this responsibihy and role to citirem. 



of neo-liberalism, or what we euphemistically now c d  "market econornies" are in a particularly 

ha& phase (compared to the 1955-1975 period). These include the following reasons: 

-capitalkm has become essentially uncontested ideologically afier the fall of the Berlin Wd; 

-world economic restnicturing through a new technological cycle has created economic 
stagnation, which has weakened the power of organized labor and the cornmitment of people 
and govemments in the West to deviate poverty elsewhere; 

-the restructuring has sharpened intra capitalist rivalries, placing a premium on efficiency, 
growth, and "competititiveness," tendencies which discourage welfare and environmental 
approaches domesticdy and internationally; 

-an increased tendency to rely on capital rather than Iabmr for increases in produaivity and 
profit, resulting in increased unemployment; the "opening up" of Eastern Europe is wd as an 
opporiunity by govemments to expand their inauence; 

-the collapse of bipolarity has reduced the pragmatic rationale for foreign assistance; 

-the globalkation of financial markets, fisad policies, and trade relations, and now international 
investment treaties, coupled with the influence of the IMF and its medium of Structural 
Adjustment Programs place strong restraints on govenunental efforts to engage in social 
assistance prograrns. 

"These factors," Falk suggests, "constitute the backdrop against which to devclop a 

critique of the mode and manner by which the dynamics of the world political economy impact 

upon human lives" (1995, 49. Cf Offe's cornparison of the move from organized to 

disorganized capitalism in Pierson 199 1, 62.) 

Critical for the fùnctioning of a well-informed and deliberating community of citizens 

is an understanding of how the shift infunding for the institutions of a democratic society are 

eroding. Crucial to this reduction in the funds available to regulatory agencies, education, good 

health, community, leisure and interaction services and facilities, is the fact that theproportion 
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of taxation has been moved fiom the corporate sector to the middle and working classes. ï he  

greater mobility of capital (or "globalization") as well as the greater capacity of stocks and 

currency speculators to monetarily punish countries that attempt to resist low-inflationary 

measures help to explain this shift in the tax burden. The failure of govemments to discipline 

speculators has led to a reduction in real tax revenues since personal, and then newly 

conceived VAT taxes are insufficient to provide public fùnding for not only social programs, 

but also for the larger "tax expendmires" (Le., tax write-offs) of corporations. 

It has been the failure of certain levels and sectors of the market system to pay a fuir 

share of the taxation burden -rather than a selfish tight-fistedness of non-anluent citizens and 

small- and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) for example- that has created the recent msis 

in fitnds avaiiable for the sustained viability of the regulatory, public and private autonomy 

guaranteeing aate. 

It is important to reverse the misconception that the nature of much of the 

downloading in tiuiding for social programs and innitutions begins with governmentai sources. 

The wrath, for instance, of many public sector employees and those citizens negatively affected 

by the reduction in public-sector programs in education, health welfare, environmental 

protection, etc., is ofien directed uniquel'y towards either their national or subnational levels 

of goverment. This is a (serious) rnistake. Instead, whiie certain consteiiations of those 

govemments may indeed wiIîingiy follow a laissez-faire or, more accurately, a monetarist 

economic mode1 in order to "improve the global competitiveness" of their national economies 

through low k c t  and indirect labour rates, etc., critical social theorists must highlight the 
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oTiginary source of much contemporary downloading of responsiilities: mobile transnational 

corporations and non-taxed financial activity. 

Ideologicdy supported both within and by some corporate and governmentai sectors 

and acton, the flow of the current downloading process leading to a reduced share of fiuiding 

for forums and policies that aid in social cohesion and democratic interchange can more 

accurately be depicted as beginnïngwirh the transnational corporate sector (and the personally 

fluent, according to Galbraith). This then creates a downloading fiee fa11 fiom national, to 

sub-national, to municipal governments, and h d y  ont0 comrnunities and citizens.This is 

affecting citizens almoa everywhere, fiom comrnunities in the North, to those citizens in the 

South that have witnessed a considerable reduction in the contribution that the governments 

of countnes in the North are willing or able to make to 'Toreign a i d  programs. 

51.2  Agendas ro In~emation~izze De Jure Righfs of Pure Economic Ratzondity 

As if the de facto imbaiance of infiuence and penetration of economic rationality into 

political and administrative decision-mahg processes which either directly or indirectly affect 

the rest of society are not enough, there is presently a concerted effort to Iegally entrench this 

imbalance. And this imbalance of influence is proposed to be institutionalized at the highest 

treaty levels, potentially ovemding even the hurnan rights protections thought to be entrenched 

in the UN Covenants. For example, the Multilateral Agreement on hvestment (the MAI) is 

a new international economic treaty which has been negotiated behind closed doors at the 

Organization of Economic Deveiopment (OECD) since 1995. It is desiped to ease the 

movement of capital across international borders by resaicting laws that are viewed as 



impediments to capital flows. '" 

The MAI is based on the investment provisions of the North American Free Trade 

Agreement (NAFTA). However, the MAI seeks to amplifi these provisions and. unlike 

NAFT& which only applies to the US, Mexico and Canada, would apply them worldwide. 

Such an agreement was first attempted in Singapore in 1994 with aIf of the countries 

belonging to the World Trade Organization (WTO) as the Muitilateral Investment Agreement 

(MIA). When there was too much opposition by smaller, more vulnerable, or more socidy- 

progressive Third World govelnments to the aria econornic criteria demanded of the 

proposed agreement the proponents of the agreement took a different route. The 29 moaly 

high-incorne countries that comprise the OECD would join tim and then participation in the 

MAI would be offered to poorer nations. According to OECD officials, the MAI negotiators 

are considering d e s  that would "go weil beyond the.. .provisions of other international 

agreements" and would "provide path-breaking disciplines on areas of major interest to foreign 

investors' (cited in Sforza-Roderick, Nova, and Weisbrot 1997, 7) 

In order to accomplish this goai, the agreement would estabiish a set of rules limiting 

the ability of govemments to restrict the "rights" of investon. These rules would result in the 

ninailment of a nation state to regulate both foreign and domestic corporations. A look at 

some of the key d e s  towards this end will give us an idea of the generd agenda that some 

'" The analysis in the foliowing subsection has benefïted fiom the work of Barlow and 
Clarke 1997; Mandel 1996; Schneideman 1997; and Sforza-Roderick, Nova and Weisbrot 
1997. 
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would Wce to see legaliy entrenched at the international lwel and which will have revderating 

effects at the national, subnationai, and local levels of moa countries. 

One of the key mies on the agenda include National Trratnrent, which requires 

countnes to treat foreign investors and Uivestments no less favourably than domestic ones. 

Under national treatment, govenunents could not, for example, protect certain "industries" 

(such as cultural) fkom foreign ownership, or require that a corporation hire a certain 

percentage of workers with local knowledge and expertise. While governments would be 

prohibited fiom discriminating againa foreign investors, there is no proposed provision to stop 

governrnents from treatïng foreign corporations more favourably than domestic ones by. for 

exarnple, offering special tax expenditures to attract their investment. 

The d e  for MOSZ Favoured Naiion status requires govemments to treat not sirnply all 

countries, but aiso all foreign imestors the sarne with respect to regulatory laws. Laws 

prohibited by this rule would include economic sanctions that punish a country for human 

nghts violations by preventing corporations fiom doing business there. Laws encouraging local 

economic development, because they may put foreign inveaors at a cornpetitive disadvantage, 

are subject to challenge under such proposals. These include niles promoting the investment 

of public pension funds in local businesses a d o r  in socially responsible businesses; and 

targeted loan and gant programs, and special regulatory relief for smail businesses. 

Lhitatiom on Performance Requirements are laws that require investors to meet 

certain conditions ifthey want to establish an enterprise in a particular locale (such as locdy 

developed fonns of environmental protection) or ifthey want to be eligible for tax incentives 
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or other govemment aid (for example, low-interest development loans). Performance 

requirements and being "discriminatory" towards potential investon has been a tool for 

governments to shape investment poticy in order to promote more balance between social, 

economic and environmental goals. Laws that could be challenged include laws designed to 

protect jobs by requiring corporations that move jobs out of a country to pay tax penalties- 

Provisions proposed by the MAI would augment the force of the Most Favoured Nation d e  

insofar as they rnay aiso prohibit unilateral sanctions against hurnan nghts violators, including 

laws prohibithg h n s  fiom investing in countries with poor records on human rights. labour 

nghts and the environment, and laws that block investment in a country by companies based 

in such countnes. It is proposed that the ban on performance requirements apply equdly to 

domestic and foreign fims. 

A bcm on the expropriation ofassets would require govemments, when they are judged 

to have deprived foreign inveaors of any portion oftheir property, to compensate the investors 

immediately and in full. Expropriation would be defined not just as the outnght seinire of a 

property but would also include govemental actions " tantamount to expropriation. " Laws 

could be subject to challenge under these new treaty regimes that proted the environment and 

public heaith. They could be mled to be discriminatory against foreign investors, to constitute 

expropriation of investor assets, or to be Uegal penormance requirements. Examples include 

bans on the production or sale ofdangerous products; laws designed to conserve nahiml areas; 

requirements that recycled content be used when possible, in the produdon process; and 

pubiic contract preferences for envkonmentdy responsible fimis. A pendhg lawsuit fled 



under NAFTA by the Ethyl Corporation could be a key test of this question. 

Ethyl Corporation is a chernical company which filed a lawsuit against the Canadian 

govemment under the terms of NAFTA the fkst muitilateral agreement to d o w  private 

companies to directly sue governments, or agents of thepublic, for damages. The suit resulted 

fiom the government's ban on the gasoiine additive which the company manufactured on the 

grounds that it is a dangerous toxin. Ethyl Corporation is seeking $25 1 d i o n  in damages, 

arguuig that the ban on the additive constitutes an illegtimate expropri&on of Ethyl's assets. 

Ethyl had tned, unsuccessfùily, to use the threat of a suit to dissuade the Canadian Parliament 

from passing the ban in the first place. 

Under proposed agreements, transnational corporations in the OECD countnes could 

follow Ethyl's example and use the power conferred by the agreement to challenge 

environmental and other safeguards in order to sue govemments. Another fear is that the mere 

bringing to court by such private companies will provide a "chill effea" on any regdatory 

considerations by govemments. The latter wiil fear that even in unforseen ways that they may 

be brought to court for damages to potential profits by corporations ifthey attempt to regulate 

certain areas of activity. 

Another proposed key nile is the institutionalization of a direct investor-to-state 

displte resolution which would enable pmtate investors and corporations to sue national 

govements. Through this institutionalized d e  private investors and corporations would have 

the right to seek monetary compensation, ifa national law, practice or policy is detennined to 

violate investor rights as established in the agreement. International investors would have the 
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option to sue a country before an international tribunal rather than in the country's domestic 

courts. This investor-to-state dispute resolution mechanism is a significant depamire corn 

previous international economic agreements like GATT (General Agreement on Tariffs and 

Trade), which d o w  only governments to bring cornplaints against other governments. 

(NAFTA currently employs inveaor-to-state dispute resolution in limited cases). 

Fmally, "roll-back" and r!stmctstiIlr'provisi~m would require nations to eliminate laws 

atrrently in eKea in a country that violate MAI d e s  (either immediately or over a set period 

of tirne) and to reffain from passing any mch laws in the funire. State and local, as well as 

federal laws, would probably be afFected. Country-specific exemptions could be made for some 

exiaing laws as part of the negotiating process. 

While some proponents claim that the accession of so-cded Third World countries to 

the MAI will be purely voluntary, negotiators and MAI proponent s in the business community 

have expressed their expectation that the current cornpetition for investment capital wiU 

pressure developing countnes to adopt the MAI in order to more successfully attract foreign 

investment. Opponents view the MAI as an attempt to create rights for transnational 

corporations and other investors and to defend these nghts even when they are in contlict with 

the nghts, needs or interests of individual nations and their citizens. 

What is moa brazen is that proposed agreements such as the MAI do not contain 

provisions outiining the responsibilities of private investors towards legislated or constitutional 

public and environmental protections, such as legislation concerning fair competitioq labour 

or environmental standards. While the inclusion of an existing OECD code of corporate 
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responsibility in these new "charters of tights for corporations" is being contemplated, these 

provisions would not be binding. 

It is particuliiriy disturbing that agreements such as the MAI seek to provide binding 

legai protec fions for the rights of imestors. and impose no binding obizgtztions on irtvestors 

with respect t O labour nght s, environmental standards or anti-competitive business practices. 

To opponents, this irnbalance refiects a conscious effort by the cirafters of such proposed 

international treaties to place investors' rights in a privileged position relative to environmental, 

labour and other concerns. In addition, the proposed treaty does not includr the exceptions 

usually included in trade agreements that d o w  govements some leeway with respect to 

environmental and public health protections. 

In the past twenty years with some notable exceptions (for example, Etzioni 1988; 

Devine 1988 & 199 1; Esping-Andersen 1990; Pierson 199 1; van Parijs et. a2. 1993; Hirst 

1994; Held 1995), critical social theorists have not provided nifnciently comprehemive. 

cohereni. positive. reconstructive economic counterdiscourse to neo-liberalism and 

monetarism. Such a counterdiscourse to their arguments would need to be underpinned by a 

reconsîruc~ed paradzgm of cosmopoiitm democratic public lm (or citizenship and 

administration) and democracy (theorking the gap between the direct rmd representative 

model; see 3.2-3 for the legd theory basis.) Building on Habermas' and Held's works, 1 

consider some tentative solutions to the looming neo-liberal agenda below. 



5.2 The Requirement for Cosmopolitan Democratic Law 

After a review of the legacy of neo-liberal monetarism and the attempt to make the 

dominance of this economic rationaiity the zntemationaZ kgd nom over the past twenty 

years, puce Habermas' suggestion in A Berlin RepuMc, we c m  see that it is not simply 

complexity and abstraction which are dissolving the "social glue" (BR 168). Rather as he States 

elsewhere in the m e  volume* it is a very concrete and particular histoncd moment and 

"devastating neo-liberal vision" (BR 66) of social relations which is fiielling this social 

disintegration at a giobul level. Habermas in another recent article on "Kant's Idea of 

Perpetual Peace, with the Benefit of Two Hundred Years' Hindsight" continues that dthough 

one can speak of a "world society because communication systems and markets have created 

a global context; at the same t h e *  it is also important to speak of a stratified world society, 

because the mechanism of the world market couples increasing produdvity with increashg 

impovenshment, development with underdeveloprnent processes" (PP 13 1). It is this concrete 

ideological consteiiation, not merely mystenous and abstract forces that are leading to the roll 

back in social, educational and economic conditions necessary for the proper development of 

human cognition, seIfanfidence* self-eaeem, and solidarity* in short, the "social glue" of the 

As Galbraith suggests in Ine G d  Society, 

The connict is between those who support the autonomous, self-motivateci operation 
of the system and, in particular, the pecuniary interests ofthose so engaged and those 
who see the evident need for intervention to amest socially darnaging or deeply self- 
destructive tendencies. In recent times [....] a massive ideological attack has been 
mounted on public regdation in and of the economy. This [...] is an escape tiom 



thought. (1 996, 76) 

The complexity and abstraction issue is ariainly part of the effect of a trend heralded 

by industrial, secular, urban and modem living from nua! and premodem societies described 

by Durkheim sociologically. However, the diierence today is that, whereas the welfare state 

was developed as an unhappy compromise between the state, the economy, and mobiked 

sectors of society in the clprès guerre period, the move f?om accomm&tion to c o n f i o n ~ ~ o n  

politics by money and the neo-liberal states is leading to a more fe& less secure world -at 

the individual, family, comrnunity, subnational, and national leveis. None ofthis fear bodes weU 

for developing the postconventional identity orientations and cqxzcitzes that Habermas 

correctly perceives as required for his postnational "liberal public sphere." With the 

"Denationaiization of the economy [, ... nlon-governrnental actors such as multinational 

corporations and internationaiiy intluential banks render the formal sovereignty of nation aates 

increasingly hollow. Even the govements of the econornically most powerful countnes today 

are keenly aware" of this dilemma (PP 122). Now, as we have seen, international economic 

and treaty bares are threatening to further affect the viability of a deliberative political and 

social system of nghts. 

Habermas recognizes this trend away fiorn accommodation to conflict and appears to 

be providing more emphasis on the need for a "fkee and combative political culture" which is 

nonetheless oriented towards institutionahhg the "muted legacy of humanism and the 

Enlightement " in the principles of a society's constitution at the cosmopolitan level (BR 163). 

As Habermas puts it, the world market "clearly cannot be lefi at the discretion of the World 



Bank and the International Monetary Fund" (BR 178). 

Instead there are two urgent and attainable requirements in the agenda for this 

cosmopolitan democratic law. First, the reassertion of stricter procedures for the proper 

con~tutionui sep~zrution of econornic decision-making processes fiom political and treaty 

decision-making processes. By proper separation we mean that although economic forces have 

a place in decision-making processes as other administrative and solidary forces, their influence 

in recent tirnes has corne to eclipse the proper balance of concerns over the other two forces 

in political and treaty decision-making processes. Therefore, this would bring about a proper 

balance between these three forces, and their socialiy diverse interests and values which would 

necessitate, for instance, more open deliberation and concentration on the integration of social, 

labour, and environmental rights in decision-making processes, especially those conceming 

international investment, trade, and capital d e s .  Al1 of this would best occur within the 

framework of a bindiig and demoaatically deterrnined cosmopolitan Iegol order. 

Beginning first with b ~ g i n g  the rule of law to market relations and their effects and 

innuence on society, Habermas (esp. BFN chaps. 7 and 8) emphasizes that the key issue that 

mua be reckoned with is not merely problems stemmhg from increased compfexity due to 

expandimg supranational factors. Rather, it is the increasing social and pmiculariy privileged 

economic power. As we saw in Chapter One, Habermas' socioZogically informed theory of 

democracy and law as well as Held's recognition of sites of power attempt to first unmask 

these illegitimate access points and, secondly, to put controls on the capacity of these sources 

of power to non-democraticaily influence the circulation of administrative and decision-making 



power- In his articulation of the proper relation between law and politics and of the 

co~tut ionul  sepmation ojthese fonns ofpuwer, including "the fachial strength of privileged 

interests to [illegitimately] assert themselves," Habermas reiterates the following poht: 

Politics cannot coincide as a whole with the practice of those who talk to one another 
in order to act in a politically autonomous manner. The exercise of political autonomy 
implies the discursive formation of a common dl, not the hplementation of the laws 
issuing therefiom. The concept of the politicai in its full sense also includes the use of 
administrative power within the political syaem, as well as the cornpetition for access 
to that system. The constitution of a power code implies that an administrative system 
is steered through authorizations for rendering coliectively binding decisions. This 
leads me to propose that we view law as the medium through which communicative 
power is translateci into administrative power. For the transformation of 
communicative power into administrative [power] has the character of an 
empowennent within the fiamework of statutory authorization. We can then interpret 
the idea of the constitutionai state [Rechtsstaat] in general as the requirement that the 
administrative system, which is steered [l] through the power code, be tied to the 
lawmaking communicative power and [2] kept fiee of Uegitimate interventions of 
social power (i-e., of the factual strength of pmiileged interests to assert themselves). 
Administrative power should not reproduce itselfon its own ternis but should only be 
permitted to regenerate nom the conversion of communicative power. In the final 
andysis, this transfer is what the constitutional state shouid regulate, though without 
dismpting the power code by interfering with the self-steering mechanism of the 
administrative system. In sociological terms, the idea of govemment by law duminates 
only the political side of balancing three major forces of macrosocial integration: 
money, administrative power, and solidarity (BFN 1 50). 

Howwer, Habermas does not share Rawls' reliance on institutions for detennining the 

just estimation of goods. Habermas views institutions only as the medium to translate 

communicative power into administrative power and to overcome, for instance, the 

overrepresentation of ilIegitimate, especially corporate f o m  of innuence on the law and 

decision-mahg system (BFN 5 8). 

At a minimum, institutional power must be used to bring "a new balance between the 
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forces of societal integration so that the social-integrative power of solidhty -the 

'communicative force of productiont- can prevail over the powers of the other two control 

resources i-e., rnoney and administrative power, and therewith successfÙlly assert the 

practically oriented demands of the Weworld." It is true that the "goal is no longer to supersede 

[Auflebung] an econornic syaem havhg a capitalist life of its own but", he continues criticdiy, 

"to erect a dernomtic dam against the colonialking encruuchment of system imperatives on 

areas of the Lifeworld." These are the aims of "radical-democratic change in the process of 

legitimation" (RPS 444). 

The above is an essential point for one part of any project which argues for the 

increased "democratization" -in the fonn of a balmcing of actors aEected by decision-making 

proceses, in this case, international econornic, investment, and trade treaties- of the economy, 

and particularly their increased accountability, prefaably to local, national and supranational 

members of civil society and their representatives (for example, in the institutions of the EU). 

The primary point to which Habermas wishes to draw the attention of those cornmittecl to the 

citizenship issue is to show that individual autonomy is closely bound with public autonomy: 

if the public is held captive to strategic-purposive interests, such as those of transnational 

corporate interests, the autonomy of individuals wiU also be strongly infnnged. 

One of the prime means that this occurs is through the subjugation of public policy 

formation to the purposive-economic rationaliiy and needs of the now transnational market. 

This kind of rationality orientation cannot properly take into account the ethico-poiitical 

rationality of citizens. The purposive-economic rationality operates by a different logic which 



externalizes and marginalizes other value orientations of a society. 1 Say other value 

orientations because the purposive-economic orientation and, particularly, its transnational 

variant also promote a value-laden rationnlity. We can decide whether our policy orientations 

should be based largely on the logic of the economic system (or the lm of the market), or on 

the logic ofthe comrnunicating social (TCA2 326,329)- representative and two-track political 

subsystem, al1 baSed on the rule of law and, for instance, the rights and obligations which it 

confers upon its cititens through a deliberative democratic process (BFN and chapters above. 

See also ConcZzidiing Remarb. ) 

Secondly, we need to consider the need for more than a post-, supra- or international 

coordinating system or rule of law, we aiso require a comopolitm legal order. As Habermas 

notes, national goveniments are loshg their control over the conditions of production and with 

it any leverage for maintaining its standard of living. 

The classical image of power politics is being changed not only by additional normative 
features such as a politics of democratization or of human rights, but aiso through a 
peailiar ditfiision of power itself. With the growing pressure for cooperation, more or 
less indiiect influence is becorning more important than direct ùnplementation of one's 
own goals through the exercise of administrative power ... . M e a d  power is now 
exerted indirectly in the structuring of perceived situations, in the creation of contacts, 
in the interruption of flows of communication, or in the definition of agendas and 
problems .. . . 'Soft power' forces 'hard power' aside and robs the subjects Kant had 
counted on in his association of fiee state of the very bais for their independence. (PP 
123) 

Habermas, in describing actual trends of the retreat of governments 6om their duties to protect 

ai2 citizens is not achially making a clairn that this is how it should be. For he is weil aware that 

the "soft power" of "the creation of contacts'' is cu~ently large& being successfidly managed 
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by one of the three societal forces, the economy, and pushing and pulling, as we have seen 

above, the "hard power" of administration out of areas (such as in regdatory and social poiicy) 

that intempt its pursuit of profit maximization, and puils it into creating binding and global 

normative agreements. Contrary to the idealized version that cornes from an overly abstract 

conceptuaiization of the diminution of administrative "hard power," the gains for sofi power 

in the fom of communication fiows and a stmcturing of the situation are no2 being attained 

by civil society, but rather by econornically powerfùl and strategically self-interested global. 

largely "non-govemmental" actors. 

But how would a revend of the m e n t  trend cited above be conceptualized and 

enforceci? Habermas explains that alongside the intemal civil law of states (Recht) and in place 

of international law mong states (Vdkemecht), Kant introduced a third variant to his 

understanding of public law: cosmopolitan law ~ellburgerrecht). Whereas the binding force 

of international law is weak and applies merely to states, Kant suggested that in order to 

achieve the conditions for a global legal order capable of bringing forth peace, cosmopolitan 

law was required. This aliows for a higher-level legal power to define the limits and 

responsibilities of authority beyond the mere individual state (the issue of judiciai Komperenr- 

Kompetem, or the detemination of which court has ultirnate authority to pronounce on the 

limits to Community cornpetencies (Weiler 1997, 266)). 

Such cosmopolitan law gives actual legal statu to individual subjeds rather than 

simply states, and d o w s  for theû unmediaird membership in cornmon and equal association 

with other world citizens. This leads to the givhg of rights to every person "qua human being." 
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Since "everyone decides for everyone, and each decides for himself', every individual cornes 

to have access to equd rights under a cosrnopolitan legd order (PP 1 13 8~128). As 

constitutional norms, human rights have a certain primacy. For even among constitutiond 

norms as a whole, basic rights have "the f o m  of general noms addressed to citizens in the 

properiies as 'hurnan beings' and not merely as members of a polity" (1 38). Even if these rights 

can be best realized in the nation state's legal fiamework these xights are nonetheless "justified 

in this sphere of validity as rights for aii persons and not merely for citizens" (PP 138). 

Establishing a cosmopolitan order means that violations of human rights are no longer 
condemned and fought from the mord point of view in an unmediated way, but are 
rather prosecuted as criminal actions within the framework of a state-organized legal 
order accordmg to institutionaiized legd procedures. (PP 140) 

We cannot, as Habermas criticizes what Kant came to do, handle the problem of the 

obligations of powerful actors through "a simple appeal to reason" (PP 1 18). We cannot rely 

on "the heartfelt sympathy' of legal persons on important issues that affect dl other citizens 

for this lacks any systematic importance (PP 125). "The rights of the world citizen mua be 

institutionalized in such a way that it acnially binds individual govements. The community 

of peoples mua at least be able to hold its members to legaily appropriate behavior through 

the threat of sanctions" (PP 127). 

While the unmediated moraiization of law and politics could very well lead to the 

penetration of spheres that legal citizens want to have secured, a moralization of social 

relations is not hindered simply "by keeping international law fiee of law and the law free of 

moraiity." This is wisffil thinking. For there is already a certain penetration of mords and 



ethics into law, national or othenvise. Rather, under the prernises of the constitutional state 

and democracy, 

the idea of a constitutional state demands that the coercive violence of the state be 
channeIed both extemaliy and intemally through legitimate law; and the democratic 
legitimation of law is supposed to guarantee that law remah in harmony with 
recognized moral principles. Cosmopolitan law is thus a consequence of the idea of 
[this nation aate level conception of] the constitutional state. In it, symnetry is h d y  
established between the jwidincation of social and political relations both inside and 
outside the state boundaries (PP 146) 

This helps to lead us away fiom the m e n t  surreptitious moralization of power politics to the 

democratizatton of notions of morality into and, partially (in addition to the informa1 public 

sphere), through a positive system of law with proper legai procedures for their justification 

and implementation (PP 149). In addition, the granting of cosmopolitan legal status to 

individuals must be carefblly understood as o c c ~ g  with two understandings. First, that 

these are rights for humm persons not, for instance, corporate persons. This eiiminates them 

a priori from such rights. This is important precisely because, as we have seen above, recent 

normative agreements are a t t e m p ~ g  to give corporations the right to unmediatedlegal action 

aguinst States. Thus the definition of cosmopolitan rights as human rights is cnicial. W1th 

increased constitutional balance provided by a separation ofpowers enforced through the d e  

of law it would allow the powers of solidarity greater access to legaiiy binding action for the 

protection of human rights from the other subsystem forces of administration and money. 

Intermediate Summary of the Potential Implications of a Cosmopolitim Legal Order 

Let us for a moment consider the implications of this cosmopolitan legal order. We will 

again use the Eoropean context to give a general appreciation of the current as opposed to the 



potential nature and level of influences for norm-making. 

Whereas European and, increasingly, national law formulation in the form of regdatory 

and coordinating public policy applied to the civil and econornic spheres currently stems nom 

the Treaty bases ofthe European Union., even such EU-level initiatives for postnational social 

and economic integration and regdation respectively will eventually prove to be insufficient 

in the face of changing internatîonaI economic forces and treaties. EU-level democratic 

institutions d continue to experience legitimacy deficits as they are incapable of taming the 

policy decisions of nation-states steered by economic self-interest. As a renilt, members of 

European civil society wiU continue to experience increasing social and economic dislocations 

brought on by the socially and environmentally irrational decisions of European institutions. 

Such ethicaily and rationdly distorted decision-making is more iikely to continue to 

occur if the formal institutionai decision-making structure remains strongly biassed in favour 

of the relatively weaker nation-state Council as the principal decision-making body over that 

of the more postnationai, European-level EP institution. I mean relatively weaker in the sense 

of its capacity as a vehicle for converthg lifeworld impulses towards a more socially 

interdependent constitutional and policy orientation and thus mobiliring both the economic, 

sociai, and politicai wiU of European countries and EU-level resources. This will occur, both 

at the national and EU-level as governrnents continue to expenence a slide in their legal and 

political legitirnacy and authority. 

The new supranational social, econornic, and political mode1 in Europe is emerging due 

to the crises in economic management desires and halting attempts to correct the resultant 
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social "pathologies". New "rationality structures" are behg demanded by citizens who have 

become accustomed to and retain memory of universal preconditions for citizenship at the 

national level. Changes are required in order to help deviate a crisis in Iegirmacy of the 

political. legal, moral, and economic subsystems in the lifeworld (Honneth 1995; Smith chap. 

9)- 

In d i t i o n  to the trend towards higher unemployment and loss of meaning and time 

for interactionsT decreasing revenues f?om traditional sources of taxation are a major issue for 

critical social and political theorists interested in the capacity and role ofthe state to encourage 

social policy forums (for instance, cornmittees of inquiry). Nonetheless, moa citizens view and 

accept the payrnent of their fair share of taxation as a civic duty. They understand the 

importance of paying their fair share in the maintenance of the infiastructures of solidarity, 

administration as weU as in the economic fùnctioning through the proper maintenance and 

irnprovement of, for instance, educational, judicial, and transport synems and services. 

However, there is Little or at least there is a decreasing reciprocity of this sense of civk duty 

by corporate power. Civic repubticans would use their discourse of civic duty and obligation 

to more effect, and relevancy to average citizens -who are already fùlfilling at least one 

important element of their civic duty, yet are finding themselves obliged to pay more than their 

fair share of taxation due to the proportionately reduced share of taxes paid by the corporate 

sector- by arguing that the corporate sector must not only receive the protections and 

advantages of a legal "personaiity," but that they must also fÛIfill the pecuniary obligaiom 

which stem fiom such state and legai advantages. 
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Taking us back to the attempt to b ~ g  balance to the rights of citizens and the 

functioning of the economy, world citizenship can only be credibly conceived by two m a .  

While the f5st means entails making the new sources of international power subject to the 

same rule of law that citizens are subject to, the second means entails making them e p a &  

(not necessady more) responsible for the revenues needed for the increased expen-es 

required for supranational coordination, civic and social cohesion. The detailed consideration 

of this responsibility is a busic tmk for aiticai theorists in order to retrieve the conditions for 

truly deliberative and jua societies. 

Towards this end, Habermas has suggested the need for " Volkswirtsch@en" (BR 179) 

and even a "Sofi~zuschIag" (BR 170) in order to help correct the effects of globalizing 

markets on national econornies. What could these two f o m  of "people's economies" and tax- 

based resource generation look like, especially in view of the emergent supranational economic 

iandscape? 

In iight of the overlapping intemationalUing of power and, particularly, the impact of 

unregulated international money and bond trading (look at the impact on a NAFTA member, 

Mexico, in 1993, and Asia in 1997-8), David Held suggested that a new c ~ o r d n ~ n g  

economic agency be created at regional and global levels. Held has also stressed the need to 

make international and trmationuI economic agencies acountable to p~~Iiaments and 

assemblies at regional and global levels following an intemational c o ~ l u t i o n a l  convention 

(279; see also Falk 1995). The international constitutional convention could begin the 

groundwork, as they have begun to do in Europe, for the basis of a Social Charter, providing 



rights to a Basic Income (BI). 

The importance ofHeid's refocus on an zntemtiond (or, better yet, a cosmopolitan) 

constitutional convention appears cntical for any discussions of constitutional possibilities 

occurring at regional or national Ievels. For example, recent attempts to (1) bring in a nationail 

social chmer in the Canadian Constitution or even to (2) interpret the existing Canadian 

Charter of Rights to prote* existing social programs are overshadowed by economic 

mnsiderations. Given the vulnerable position of provincial and national economies created by 

the reduced accountabiIity of global actors to societies and also their reduced contribution to 

the tax burden (necessary for maintainhg the social minimums for an active and self-respecthg 

citizenry), nation-states are left with less fùnds to properly fund social and democratic policies 

(Ross 1992; Jenson 1992). 

Therefore, there is a clear need for a new, coordinaed economicpolicy applied to the 

requirements of a democratic public. This is necessary first at the supra- and even 

intemonal-Ievel of coordination. In order to fund citizenship rights in dernocrutic 

zn~t*tutiom and fonns of informal communication flows such as the supramtiomi EP and . 

ensure that the local concems of autonomous publics are eEectively heard in such properly 

funded bodies as the Comminee of Regions (Comité des Sages 1999, the new wealih created 

in the "global economy" mua be equitably accessed. These mechankm for social cohesion - 
fiom social programs to social dialogue require fiinding which must corne ftom 

internationally coordinated sources. Alternatively put, to relieve the democratic deficit and for 

the conditions for citizenship rights to become socioiogicaiIy viable new sources of taxation 



( h m  the new forms of wealth) and their regional and NltemationaI coordmoon will become 

increasingly necessary. This will also help to maintain the legitimacy of the emerging 

economic, social and political action systerns and provide the basis for solidarityf~ntegration 

in the postnational Iifeworld (Honneth 1995). 

In sum, central to a suprmutzonai and even cosmopoiitan Habermasian conception of 

the role of administrative and coordiaating action systems is the understanding that such 

systems mua play and, in fâct, are the on& mectamims with enoughpower to cwrdinae the 

fulacii'ngfor the social cohesion of postnational sotieties. Although Habermas may be nght that 

a one-sided productivia paradigm is analytically and nonnativeiy insufficient, it is morally and 

practically unacceptable to overlook the fact that a lack ofwork, econornic justice, and incorne 

is the surest restraint on rational, democratic participation. Therefore, it is crucial for the 

viability of the very notion of a deliberative and participatory model of society that critical 

social and democratic theorists integrate in their analysis a critical and reconstmctive 

supranational political e~onorny.''~ 

lm The need for a supranational political econorny within the projed for a more 
deliberative model of society may prompt one to ask: why not advocate a straightforward 
retum to a M h s t  class analysis? It should be clear that Habernas' critique of the Manist 
tradition stems not from its criticism of the distorthg effects of unregulated economic power 
and social relations of production ieading to inequalities and dienated fomis of We. In other 
words, he acknowledges that the ciass-specific nature of certain inequalities is an ongoing 
subject for critical theory (TCA.2 348 & 340). However, his argument is with Marxists' 
viewing labour relations as both the main source of an alienated lifeworld the target for 
f u b g  one's iife chances, and the agency for an ernancipated We. 

Instead, Habermas suggests that equitable class and material conditions for living are 
just one, although a major, precondition or criterion for a discourse theory (rather than a 
labour-value theory) of morality and democracy. Le., fieeing the worker fiom material need 



This analysis is not stuck in the "old way of thinking" that the state is responsible for 

the welfare of citizens. Rather, Hayekian economics are taking us back to a world where the 

power of the state is used to only protect the privileged, an Hobbesian state, where what we 

share and build for each other is reduced to the absolute minimum (Hometh 1997). 

Citizens helped empower and invest authority in the state, their state, to look afker the 

interests of aU, to help protect them against the awesome, and unforninately too ofien 

environrnentaliy, economicaily, and socidy irrational decisions of powerfid economic actors 

(putting thousands out ofwork for short-term gain, for instance). These decisions are violahg 

the moral noms which societies have slowly, painfully, and still fiagilely attempted to build. 

As Habermas has recently admonished, 

If there is to be at l es t  some substantive maintaining of the w e k e  state and some 
avoiding the further segmentation of an underclass, then institutions capable of acting 
supranationally must be formed. Only regionally comprehensive regimes like the 
European Cornmunity can still affect the global system in h e  with a coordinated world 

(the "reah of necessity") or providing betîer social relations of production are necesscuy, but 
not sz@cient requirements for a more just, moral society. Rather, those are part of the 
conditions that need to be W e d  in order that individuals can interact f k l y  and openly in 
thek lifeworld and in moral and legal discourses. As long as these material conditions are not 
fulfilled, the preconditions for an ethical, moral, or legal discounes are not fùlfilled. On the 
other hand, sirnply because these conditions for material &dom may be M e d  (as they 
were in state communist countries), political mrd indntiduuf rights must also be fuifiiled if an 
ethics, a political ethics based on thefilfciianenfal notion rhat rutional and unnrbverted 
dialogue. is the basis for generating the validity claims of moral and political Me. 

See also Klaus Eder's (1 993) usefbl attempt to reintroduce class into social movement 
and critical theory analysis. However, 1 have concentrated not so much on the fact that "class 
rnatters" ( H o ~ e t h  1996). Rather, foliowing Habermas and perhaps pushing beyond him, 1 
have fowed on the enormous pawer of money as a resource, and its intenial logic to 
tratlsform and ofien diston life forms after its own image, according to its economic as 
opposed to communicative rationality at the social and individual level (NR 9). 



domestic policy. (RG 26 1) 

The conceptualization of these regional supporting democratic systems and interchange 

relations is part of what Held (1997) refers to as the need for a system ofgbbaigoventc~nce 

as opposed to a simple and monoiithic global government. Whereas the latter represents the 

world state that Kant feared would lead to "soulless despotism" due to its incontestable central 

power, a system of global govemance would include differentiated national and regional 

systerns of govemance that would help act as sluices to cosmopolitan-lwel legal orders. The 

best m e n t  and emerging model of such a regional level and democraticaily responsible 

systmi of govemance is that offered by the EU. While we have considered the mechanisms for 

interchange and the system of rights that would underpin that model in some detail in the 

previous chapters we need to step back here and consider it fiorn a more extenial viewpoint. 

5.3 A Democratic and Sociai Europe as Mode1 and Wedge 

While Habermas' recent reflections on the necessary upward consideration for 

democratic theory has jumpeci to the cosmopolitan level, he has also indicated the importance 

of conceptuaiking a substratum of "supporting structures," regional institutions and public 

spheres for the democratic interplay between more f o d  and more Uifomal publics in a 

cosmopolitan space (PP 125). The formation of regional regimes are "for the kst time 

provid[ing] the world organization [of the UN] with an effective substmcfure7' which help 

orient political leaders with a compulsion to globally coordinate actions to threats against the 

environment, asymmetries of standards of M g  and economic power, the power of 

technologies, et cetera (PP 133). 
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Conventional proposais to reconsmict supranational fonns of democracy, above ail at 

the cosmopolitan level and through the UN, tend to concentrate on three venues: establishing 

a suitable parliament, strengthenuig the court system, and reorganimng the political executive 

of the Council. In the UN, the General Assembly stil l  is a rnere assembly rather than a 

Parliament; the World Court m o t  make binding decisions and is thus "limited to the fiindon 

of an umpire. Its jwisdiction is now restricted to the relations among States; it does not extend 

to conflias between individual persons or berneen individual citizens and their govemments 

[and corporate citizensy (PP 135). On the Secuiîy Councii, it has been proposed that "dong 

with world powers (such as the United States), regiond regimes (such as the European Union) 

should also be given a privileged vote" (PP 135). While Habermas suggests that such 

reflections as the above are "conventionai," what is not conventional but rather critical (and 

perhps even crucial) is the consideration of the European integration process in particz~lar 

as a mode! to decrease the one-sided national and neo-liberal agenda that is currently still 

havkg much niccess in increasing its presence in di spheres and levels of opinion- and nom- 

formation. 

Yet, mon discussions concemuig Europe tend towards either an in teml  aaalysis OS 

for instance, the institutional democratic deficit, or the possibiliây to develop "European 

citizemhip" with its own mi generis constitution. On the other hanci, in face of the trends 

towards suprastate systems of govemance and noms a broader perspective-taking of the 

potential usefidness of the European democratic and social mode1 as a nonnative order is often 

sidelined. Goran Therbom (1997) has recently made an important contribution to this 
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normative perspective-taking in a collection of essays on The Question of Europe. While the 

majonty of the articles in this work (including a contribution by Habermas) precisely took the 

intemal viewpoint, Therbom's contribution at the end of the volume indicated the outward- 

looking promise of the European mode1 for the rest of the world in the twenty-kst century. 

This project in general has attempted to add to this perspedve-taking. 

The point is not, as radical free market advocates (cynicaliy) suggea, that due to the 

empincally verifiable economic globalization we must merely orient our national and regional 

policies to make investment cha tes  more attractive on the global level. The foiiowing of this 

logic, that flows from a üerdy  technical, even cornputerizable form of knowledge which 

extemalizes al1 social, environmental, and democratic normative considerations, can only lead 

to a race to the lowea social, political, and bodily requirements. 

Such logic can only produce "a race of devils" to the bottom ifone considers that what 

is seen at an individual, municipal, provinciai, national, and regional level: increased 

unemployment, poverty, and impoverishment ofeducational, health, equity, and environmental 

policies and program capacities as national decision-makers attempt to fit their economies into 

the logic of a rigid. monetarist econornic rationaïty. This race towards aparfimlm form of 

economic "rationalùation" is now reproducing itselfat the regional level, due, by the necessity 

of the logic of competitiveness, to the international character of economic production, trade 

and investment. 

The very autonomy of practical (never mind ethico-existentid) discourses are affected 

by power and, one could argue, especially technomtic, fiscal, monetary power. Technological 
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innovations, and, above all, unregulaed international monetary and bond traders that 

consciously (or simply due to theû own autopoietic-like code d e s ,  radically augmented by 

computerized code and information exchange technologicd syaems) create a presence which 

undermines the intemational principle of not so much state sovereignty, but, more irnportantly, 

world citkens rights (BR 152). These are the rights to determine social, culhual, econornic 

(induding fiscal), and environmental policies for the cornmon weal grounded in the principle 

of the democratic rule of law. 

The point is then that even the Europem democratic and citizenship model zs 

endangered uniess problerns are democratically determineci and coordinated not simply, as 

Habermas suggests, at the regional level (BFN 506), but rather, as he States, at the 

international level of regdation (for instance, in currency speculation) and revenue generation. 

Therefore, whereas Therbom conceptualizes Europe only as a mode1 of the social 

dimension, I suggest that it has the potential to play a role as a wedge to more actively prevent 

the entrenchrnent of one-sidedly economic treaties at the international level. And the more 

active image represented by the wedge is no accident. For while "the idea of Europe" (Delors 

1988) may indeed act best as a model to citizen movements in other regions and countries 

going through the pressure to have increasingly strict limitations on investment prerequisites, 

Europe cm also act in a more active manner. An "idea" or model is rather passive. However, 

puce Therbom, North Amencan and Third World networks need a Europe that can also act 

as a bloc, or, more precisely, as a wedge tu prevent the reduction of national level acquis 

communautaires. It can act as a wedge by not simply concentrathg on creating a political 
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space for "Europeao" concems. Rather, critical movements could help to orient the European 

experiment to wedge a space in other regional and international treaties and at tables for 

environmentai, citizen and social rights and concems. Hitherto such spaces have been rarely 

made available. Increasingly and, brazedy as we have seen in the recent MAI example, such 

negotiations have largely been reserved for only politicaVadministrative elites and the interests 

that they represent have most often b e n  those of the new and old economic classes. 

Yet, even at a relatively prosperous regional level such as Western Europe, its viability 

to demand a more social and democratic cosmopolitan legal order is highly questionable. In 

partidar, the flight-of-capital problem which struck Mitterrand's France in the early 1980s 

during that govemment's attempt to provide generous social programs could easily be 

reproduced at the level of the European Union (Ross 1995). 

Thus, in order to act as an effective wedge, the mode1 of a more social and democratic 

regional or cosmopolitan legal order would require the cooperation of not only movements 

in Europe, but also in North Arnerica and the Third World. It is in the Uiterests of European 

critical theorists to be involved in such a Ewopean "wedge-movement" into internutionaf 

treaty-making, despite the (oniy) apparent protections that their own regionai level treaties 

provide them because those protections wodd be more apparent than rai if, or rather when, 

intemational-level economic and legd agreements corne to subsume them, fint de facto and 

then de jure. 

It is also in the interests of the North American and Third World networks to 

encourage the European wedge-rnovernent because it would embody many of the same value 
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md demorrciric orientations that autonomous groups and progressive parties at the European 

level share. especiaily as they have been democratically reconstnicted in the chapters above. 

Such values and democratic orientations include the movement away fiom hyper consumensm 

to consemtion, âom the basis of international negotiations away Born national interests to 

debates over shared and divergent values and needs, and the intersubjective means to 

determine their partidar design and implementation. 

An example of how a more social Europe, politically (not merely economically, 

although that is an important source ofnegotiating power as well) unified could act as a wedge 

towards the improvement of international agreements is provided through the agreements 

negotiated at the WTO. While one can brkg  more balance between the social forces of 

solidarity, money, and administration through multilateral agreements by making the former 

two forces accountable to nation States without necessari& haWig supranational "wedges" 

such as a social Europe in place, the presence of a socially and democratically oriented 

supranational Europe would provide a more politicdy and economicdy powerfiil negotiating 

presence at such negotiations. For instance, as an imrnediate and attainable (as opposed to a 

longer-term and more ideal) goal, if there was the political will and pressure, the EU could 

push for the inclusion of a social clause into aU WTO agreements. The inclusion of such a 

clause would require enonnous political pressure and will -from parliamentary. leadership, 

governmental, national autonomous and international publics. 

Why integrate a special clause in the WTO? Why even look at the WTO? Because it 

is the "most advanceci" set of d e s  capable of being enforced (supra, BFN 456). This is 
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different than saying that it is the most progressive body globally . Far fiom it. But because the 

nations who sign on to the WTO actually take its lules seriously due to the actual economic 

chiil (through "investment strikes") which could afnict their economies, they take the d e s  

from this body much more seriously than the nomatively preferential institution of the UN 

which has a much more diffuse mandate. The strategy would be part of a more general 

approach to make a reforrned UN the legitimate and resource-capable decisionmaking 

supranational institution as Habennas and Held have suggested. It should also make the other, 

particularly economic, investment, and trade treaties, institutions and bodies that are emerging 

at the international level, accuuniable to dernocratic, environmental and social nght S. 

At this point, the latter nghts are losing ground to econornic rationality through an 

evenpurer form. This econornic rationality is being introduced into the trade and investment 

international agreements as we have seen. Such investment agreements entail, for instance, the 

inclusion of the proposed MAI and its key provisions into the WTO, which would have the 

potential to effectively nul le  the even marginal environmental and cultural protections dlowed 

in the NAFTA agreement and, of course, could seriously damage the entire EU social charter 

fiamework. The MAI has run into trouble especiaily with neo-liberal think tanks because some 

countries such as France are calling for rninor exemption clauses regarding, for instance. 

dture.  In other words, neo-liberal advison are cool to this proposed international agreement 

in its present fom not beuwse it is too radicaily economically oriente& but because the 

operational rationale is in danger of being somewhat diluted. 

Even those organizations such as the UN with its relative weak autonomous resource 



base are losing ground. Namely, the UN has recently cornmitted itself to establishg a 

fiamework for CO-decision-making, not with members of a global civil society, but with the 

transnational corporate sector (Barlow & Clarke 1997, 28). Nonetheless, the fact that the 

WTO has not been considered as an institution for the spread of a more social and humane 

mode1 of govemance and international integration through the medium of the d e  of law has 

given a fiee hand to those with a pure economic rationality to include a new treaty agreement 

(the MAI, ML4 etc.) that would virtually elimuiate ali sociaf, environmental, and cultural 

considerations entireiy and legdy. 

Habermas (BR) ends his article " 1989 in the Shadow of 1945" with a statement which, 

although refening more specincally to Germany within the European integration process, ties 

in many of the issues that have been touched upon in this project: 

Today we must try to cary fûrther the Iegacy of the nation-state on a European level. 
A Berlin republic without the fatal aflertaste of the wrong continuities wodd in fact 
operate less autonomously, and yet with greater initiative than the old Federal 
Republic. It would not, looking eastward, project itselfàs a sovereign supreme power, 
but would act in a focussed manner. It would make its influence felt within the 
institutional fiamework of a democratically developed European Union and work to 
ensure that, together Europeans Iive up to their responsibility outside as well as within 
Europe. As part of a greater whole that must be characterized by solidarity this 
republic would no longer arouse its neighbors' suspicion about the super-mark and 
great-power aspirations. M e a d  of issuing sabre-rattling decisions kom Berlin. it 
would have to win majorities m Strasbourg and Brussels. Disencumbered in this way, 
it would not need to shy away fiom taking the long view. It could work on 
operationalizing long-range objectives that could provide motivational impulses once 
they are no longer suspected of behg utopian. Europeans bear responsibility, not only 
for making the organization of the community ofpeoples [ValRegeemeimchaft] W y  
fit to undertake a cooperative solution of global problerns that are becoming 
increasingiy insoluble, but also for halting within their own societies the decline of 
existing social standards, as well as the division that results firom the chauvinism of 
afnuence (BR 1 8 1). 



In 1990 Habermas suggested that "Europe must make the utmost effort to qwckly 

improve conditions in the poorer regions of central and eastern Europe or it will be fiooded 

by asylum seekers" (BFN, 508). By 1997 his concem for the deteriorating social situation had 

escalated to such an extent that he stated that we need to stop the deche of existing social 

standards and the chauvinism of afnuence (BR 18 1, 13, 62) and that the "new poverty" has 

increared, not decreased (BR 142-3, 156). And ali this is occurring, not within the confines 

of former East Block countries, but within the formerly, econornicdy secure Western 

countries themselves. "Everything is changed but nothing is working" (BR 63) Habermas 

notes, and the more parûcular reason for the rise of "the new poverty" is the ascendancy of the 

neo-liberal vision that is "devastating" citizens and social solidarity (BR 66). 

Although the attempt to provide more intiastructure for the economic enhancement 

of poorer regions is ocauring at the EU level through sîmctural h d s  (2. l), Habermas is now 

perhaps making the point that human rights protections are required at the cosmopolitan level. 

This would certainly help reduce the number of economzc asylum seekers in general. Although 

the issue ofpolitical asylum seekers would remain a relatively small problem, a social charter 

would more-or-les make the debate and dilemma faced by some Western European countries 

such as Germany conceniing the majority of asylum seekers, who are economic refiigees, less 

relevant. If innituted at the EU level a social charter would provide a mechanism for the more 

even distribution of the burden of pan-European economic integration and thus prevent 

countries that have more established and attractive social prograrns from becoming the logical 

econornic "paradise" fkom poverty and economic dislocation. 
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While Habemurs correctly seeks to raise the social standard for Gerrnans and 

Eumpeans alike not ody domesticdy, but also intemationally, this project has suggested that 

socially-oriented Europeans have already done much to raise, ifnot implement that social and 

democratic standard in regional normative agreements and, as is Habennas' wish, in 

intemational agreements. However, this respoasibility neither should, nor can be left to 

Europeans alone. North American critical theorists must also take up this issue and provide 

their own insights. However. the example of Europe and of the European model of 

supranational integration is one which above all is attempting to introduce substantial social, 

economic, cuihual, welfâre, and environmental rights into binding treaty agreements at the 

supranational level. This could be used as a concreîe though certainly improvable model 

alongside economic models in general and against the current monopoly of commercial rights 

of property that are driving the logic of most regional and now international trade agreements. 

This is a crucial dimension for the viability of not only the E u s  capacity to expand 

its own socid charter proposal to the poorer regions of Europe but also for the notion of a 

"spillover effect" (although we must reject the fbnctionalist evolutionism of this concept) of 

the EU'S example to the Ainericas. For as Jean-Pierre Lehmann (1996, 120) explains, the US 

and the Asian countries consider their relationship "'the most important, bar none"' which has, 

i nce  the end of the Second World War, resulted in the marginalkation of Europe fiom 

economic trading considerations. While one may suggest that social democratic European 

states, in particular, and Europe, in general are better off without these trading "partners" due 

to their side-lining of democratic, social and environmental issues, the nature of global trading 

will eventually begin to undennine the capacity of "Fomess Europe" to generate suffident 
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finances for its own policies as more production and investrnent moves to the American- 

Japanese regional "ménage à deux" not to mention the Chinese mainiand (Kennedy 1988). 

Brutaily put, just as a local, subnationai, or national state is captive to the vagaries of 

the (increasingly technologicdy-determhed) logic of international currency, stocks and bonds 

markets, the EU, even as a supranational region, wiii also corne under increasing pressure."' 

The European model, despite some of the dernocratic and social deficits that we have seen, is 

considerably fùrther ahead in implementing remedies to these deficits than countries influencecl 

and coerced by other regional and international investment and trade treaties, and, more 

theoretically, by monetarist fiscai, political and "social" models of society. As well, the EU 

rnodel is also certainly ahead of many countries dorninated by the highly elitist corporate- 

political relationship. Even the "paterml corporatist" model of Japan, for instance, is being 

coerced by other emerging Asian "economies" (not "nations") where basic human rights abuses 

are still a thinly veiled reality. 

Conclusion 

This chapter has argued that, given the de facto globalization of corporate power and 

the empirical upward movement of decision-making concerning economic and investments due 

to the intention of the constitutional strategy and more specifically of entrenching a social 

charter at the regional and cosrnopolitan levels is not designed to "legaiize politics" for citizens 

'" For instance, the Asian region under the APEC (Ana Pacific Economic 
Cooperation) agreement signed in 1996 as well as the thûd regional economic pillar, the 
Amencas, are increasingly consolidating their regional economic positions and econornic 
models with an eye to improving their investment and trading competitiveness on a global 
level. 
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in society in general. Instead, this sociu2 md democratic oriented constitutional strategy is 

designed principally to b ~ g  the mie of law to giobalizing econornic actors and their actions. 

And bringing the d e  of law, entrenched, binding, and capable of being enforceci, can ody be 

e f fdve  for borderless corporations at the supastate level. The use of a supranational level 

charter is to not only problematize negative rights, but also heIp positively raise the level of 

social rights in those counuies and regions that are without such guarantees. Initiaily, or at 

least for some countries and regions, it can be conceived as a negative strategy. In other 

words, many countries in the West already have excellent social, welfare, and environrnental 

protections. However, the problem is that the new treaties that are being contemplated at the 

intemationai level particularly through the WTO, are encouraging a "radical iibertarian" 

(Hutchinson & Monahan 1996,3 14) and nediberal constitutional order. The preoccupation 

of such a collstitutional order is not, as we have seen, with democratic or social concem, but 

with the unfettered fkeedorn of the market. The project for a social and democratic legal order 

at both regional and cosmopolitan levels represents a rejection, therefore, of those who 

admonish resignation to the acceptance of a legaf structure which already dominates the 

curent agenda: a legal structure that shields intemationalizing market forces f?om political 

decision making regarding social and environmental obligations (such as Attali 1997). 



Concluding Remarks: 
The European Integration Procas, 

Supnnation.lism and Reworking Habermas' Verf4~~sungsplmiotiSmus 

At the end of this project, we can draw some conclusions of short- and medium-term 

relevance to the European integration process, and more general conclusions regarding 

Habermas' contributions to North Amencan criticai theory. Beginning with reflections 

regarding the integration process in Europe, at least two conciusions strike US. 

On The Europemt Integration Procesr 

Fbt, in terms of democratzcprocesses, one can conclude from this project that given 

their tremendously increased regional capacity to improve as well as undemine human and 

non-human environments supranational decision-making bodies and, especidy, executive 

bodies (such as the European Council) must be made more accuuntable (Weiler 1997). And 

this can be done by making the European Council's decision-making procedures more 

transparent and its reasoning more accessible to autonomous public and, at a minimum, EP 

scrutiny. Also, if the EP was given more equai legislative powers with Council, it would be 

able to act as a legitimating democratic balance to the more member state and elite orientation 

of the Council. 

Second, the fact that supranational "identity" (i.e., the social integration and acceptance 

of the obligations ofEU-level laws) depends not simply on economic and political "freedoms", 

but rather also onpositive rights must be recognized. These nghts can help act as a basis to 

empirically stabilise the normative expectations of citizens set in motion by globalizing and 

economically destabilinng economic systems. 

The EU example exposes the undue access and influence that economic acton and 
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reasoning are allowed to play in the substantive and Long-term decision-making process due 

to largely non-trLlllspLTrent and infonnal mechanisms for influencing that process, especially 

at the national level, but which ultimately affect EU-level decisions. There is no mistaking the 

extraordinary influence of the power of money and economic reason -exempMed in the 

current focus on attempting to address the convergence criteria of economic and monetary 

union (EMU) rather than addressing with equai vigour citizens' simultaneous concems for 

socid, environmental and economic justice. 

Nonetheless, the power of autonomous publics -bath interest-onented associations 

and values-debathg citizen+ continues to be a latent and perhapspotentially infiuential social 

and political "sensor" over those politicai elites who may yet be forced to accede to the 

demands of civic, and not simply economic society. More particularly, it draws our attention 

to the possible justification of Habermas' theoretic focus on the notion that political and 

economic subsystems have not merely a normative, but also an empûical or sociological "latent 

dependency " on "rhose in the galiery " (BFN 3 82). In him, however, this "dependency " relies 

on the improved communicative capacities of citizens if the latter are to maintain their 

motivation to consent to the d e  of positive law and especially (highly rationalùed and 

abstract) supranational law: it is upon the d e  of law and consent to this emerging form of law 

on which increasingly complex politicd and economic systerns rely for efficient, if not 

thoroughly effective, coordination and reproduction. The example of the EU highiights both 

the dilemmas of attempting to coordinate complex political and socio-economic systems and 

integrate the identification of Mtizens into a more abmct, postnational identity. 

Of more politico-theoretical importance, we should nonetheless emphasize that the 
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extension of social dc2emocr~n'c fonns of rights to citizens did not evolve simpiy ouf of the 

gdzntentiom of the Eus domeMc elites (with the possible exception of such exhaordinary 

recent figures such as Jean Monnet and Jacques Delors (see Ross 1995)). Rather, some of 

these forms of rights are being slowly and, in some cases, very reluctantly extended to 

"Eurocitizens" in the wake of the backlash against what was perceived (more at an intuitive 

level and wmmunicated in smaller, autonomous spheres rather than in the mass media) as the 

narrowly econornistic interests of the principal playen and the non-democratic manner in 

which thîs momentous union was occurring. 

In effect, there was a backlash against the potential erosion of their acquis 

mmmauu8res, that is, the rights and goods that citizen movements -workers, women, anti- 

racia, peace, poverty, environmentai, etc.- had acquired through collective, historical debates, 

negotiations, and direct actions at the national and community levels. In other words, these 

rights were acquis, norgiven to citizens. This history of the struggle for these social, welfare, 

and bodiiy goods ond democratic and civic procedural n o m  remains a powemil source of 

civic motivation as well as a force that European neo-liberal econornic and political elites have 

had to reluctantly acknowledge in theù decision-rnakllig processes. Thispresence of a citizenry 

accustomed to the preconditions for the good life md debate is an exemplary --but constantly 

endangered- historical value and force. 

The often niddenly (and very publicly) stated desire by certain political elites to 

increase the "input" of citizens into the European decision-making process came about as a 

r d t  of the disaffection of citizens with the increasingly one-sidediy economic and m o n e t q  

unification rationality. In the end, in order for the EMU to continue, and in order, for instance, 
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to aciently manage and direct such a regional economic network, the executive of the EU 

found that they were obliged to provide more mechanisms and resources dowing for citizens' 

enhanceci cqciiry for dernocr&c input. 

Two broad means have been used to Uicrease citizens' presence. Firstly, as we saw in 

the previous chapter, two levels of democraiic institutions and mechanisms have been 

improved: the "sluices" to various EU-level bodies as well as improved powen over the 

decision-making process by their elected representatives in the EP. Secondly, constitutionuI 

s~~:zaIproviisions for European citizens' social, employrnent and environmentai weii-being and 

autonomy have been strengthened. This latter improvement is viewed as increasingiy necessary 

ifthe political and economic subsystems are to continue to enjoy the support of citizens and, 

more specificaliy, if EU-level executive authotity is to be seen as legitimately issuing its 

directives and hence camy the motivating power of that supranational executive office. 

Positiveiy , while the "spillover" effect ont0 social, civic, weifâre, and environmental 

policy indicates that aithough the level of this mode1 of social organization and justice is 

fraught with complexity and even danger, it offers a useful exarnple of ''actzially exMing" 

aIternafives to neotiberai, radical fiee market dorninated conception of citizenship and 

highlîght the potential for justice via a vigilantiy critical reconstruction of procedures and 

demands for the i n t e m a t i o ~ t i o n  of the d e  of law. 

George Ross (1997) has suggested that one can see two clear penods in the recent 

movement towards European integration: the qwesgueme and the period since approximateiy 

1980. He suggests that the postwar period saw a heightened interest in integration, an 

integration which encouraged the development of Marshallian rights at the national level due 
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to the neo-hctionalist, pyramiding or "Monnet effect". Since approxhately 1980, fenour 

for the expansion of such rights has declined. This decline exemplifies the wealaiess in any 

reliance on the neo-hctionalist assumption that the spillover 6om an economic to a monetary, 

then political, and findy social union is "inevitable" (BFN 1 10). 

However, Rosst penodization tends to downplay a certain histoncal and institutional 

political economy. Notably, it downplays the ~emendous &ag effect that the presence of a 

central European player, the with the tenure of an ultra laissez-faire, neo-conservative 

political economy has had on attempts at the European level to fbrther the constitutional 

entrenchment at a supranational level of MarsMian-like convergence of civic, political, and 

social citizenship rights. The drag-effect of this institutionai neo-consemative agenda on the 

entire European integration and constitutionai project cannot be underestimated. The capacity 

for this drag effect to again slow down the extension and entrenchment of citizenship rights 

highlights the tremendous dual nature and ambiguous iiberatory potential of the institution4 

representative and legal mechanisms towards augmenting, or, in this case, dist orting the 

preconditions for fùrthenng more radical democratic, social and environmental justice. 

David Held ( 1997, 236) has mentioned that there are new opporninities and dangers 

that have emerged with the enonnous changes in the post-cold war international context. One 

question that the new context poses is whether the supranationalization trend leads to a 

necessary shrinking of political spaces and constitutional rights? 1 have in a sense suggested 

that the "elongating" or stretching of the democratic terrain which the EU represents -eom 
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a more compressed, less complex and therefore less in need of Herentiation of relations 

between state, economy, and society, to a more complex supranational European court- 

council-commission-parliament/state-parliament-civic society irnaginary- increases critical 

theonsts' capacity to conceptuaZize new demorrdc and constitutional opponunities. This 

elongating of the democratic terrain has the potential to create more holes and, thus, more 

demand for "transparency" in the workings of the nonnative procedures of the political sphere. 

For as with any substance which is slowly stretched the holes in the structiire, its fom, become 

more clearly visible. 

In addition, the short- to medium-term need is to reverse at the supranational level the 

neo-liberai international treaty agenda. These reversals can occur only through compIementmy 

regional, and eventually, intemational agreements and cosnopolitan law. Pressure would also 

need to be brought to bear on decision makers by complementary action tiom those with an 

emancipatory interest in civil society, those in positions of administrative power, and those 

even in positions of economic power who agree to the need for a socially and envkonmentally 

responsible legal system. 

W~th the Cie facto blurring of borders and the globalization of civil society, politics, and 

legal and economic syaems there is mentiy a concepîua/ and identity gap which is emerging. 

This project has duded to the prospect that there are at ieast two dominant approaches by 

which the fïiling of this gap can be accomplished. 

One option, which is nirrently being fast-pedalled, is to turn the political, legal, cultural 

n o m  at aii levels towards purely commercial concem as the basis for decision-making 

supported by rational-choice theories. For instance, in addition to the legul efforts that we 
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considered before, the word "economies" rather than "nation-states" is increasingly used to 

juste the separation of economic fiom social, environmental and human rights reasoning. This 

trend has gone so far as to have alrem& been instituted into the most far-reaching free trade 

initiative in the worid, APEC (Barlow & Clarke 1997,24). This empirical point highhghts the 

theoretic gap in (some largely North American) liberal-cornmunitarian debates which do not 

*or in the devistating effect that attempts to position pure economic rationaiity in an even 

more dominant concepnial and cultural position is having on the capacity to develop a deeper 

and broader reconstruction of a historicdy effective morality and identity in civil society. 

The second option in the search for an alternative historicaily effective morality is one 

suggested by Habennas which seeks the development of an orientation towards a postnational 

Verfm~tlngspa~otismus (constitutional pamotism). This emphasis on the importance of 

considenng the normative and practical potentid of constitutionalism for an emancipatory 

politics is a major contribution of Habernias to North American critical theorists. The 

recognition of the importance of constitution-building has always been weil understood by 

those in a position of hegemonic power. It has perhaps not been as weIi considered by critical 

theorias as an important site ofposirve andmeutive contestation towards securing public and 

private autonomy. No matter which revoiution occurs, it is always the constitution of a country 

which is the fia to receive the attention of the new elite in order to c o w  the fiarnework for 

their Iegitimacy. WhiIe these constitutional bases often become the mechanimi to control 

further change in a society, there is an increasing attempt by critical theorias such as 

Habennas, PreuD, Held, Benhabib (not to mention more specifically constitutional experts such 

as Dworkin, Ackerman and Sunste~ see Benhabib's (1996) comment concerning the 
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'Yâscinating yet separate efforts" of these set of experts and that of recent critical theory) to 

increase the public's understanding of the content of a constitution as a site for contimrovs 

contestation, debate, and change. 

In Between Facts and Noms as elsewhere, Habermas stresses that constitutional 

moments, when they occur, have the potentid to represent the equivalent of a nonvident 

French Revolution. At these moments, the appropriateness of critical legai theonsts' 

ambivalence conceming rights discourse needs histoncal contextualization. At these moments, 

aU of the energy and insight of critical legal and social theonsts could do worse than to turn 

towards this moment for r e - c ~ ~ t u t i n g  the basis for a society's self-understanding of. for 

instance, its state, and the rights which that state should protect, and the obligations it and 

other members of the system should have towards their feliow citizens. The critics' social 

insights could be tumed at these moments less toward a rejection of the entire process and 

intent tout court, but rather towards drawing attention to the lack of breadth and depth, 

perhaps, of certain categones of rights. Even more important at this histoncal moment, is to 

put forward creativelj recoiwimc ted categories ofrigh~s as part of the precondition for a new 

societal "ptriotism ", not simply critiques of the rights tabled, or the process in generai. 

In effect, Habermas and others who are attempting to draw attention to the 

preparation$ior contestation for the constitutional decision-making moment, note that ifthere 

is a moment to move beyond a one-sidedly critical positionhg to an opportunity to 

reconstitute the basis for a more just society, a moment when the normal forces of influence 

and power are forced to expose themselves, their interests and (techno-economic-co~lsumenst) 

values and rationaies to the same light of argument as others, it is to be convened at this 
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It is a t h e  when a relativized basis for the moral point of view, wtiich has been 

çtniggled for in innumerable other moments, actions of constestation, has been compelled to 

hqppen. It is a moment when generul critiques of the injustice of the systexri, of the 

micromechanisms of power in the cultural, political. economic and sociai spheres need to be 

focused on actually co&l~ting the possible basis. and procedures and rights for the 

continuhg construction of a more just society. 

Habermas wouid Say "possible basis" knowing that even the ben constitutions provide 

no real "guarantees" of justice and. secondly, that power and influence will continue to 

dominate, and that laws that are acquired now may become irrational later, necessitating the 

reworking of the constitution, even if massive, nonviolent direct action campaigns are 

necessary to make that reworking necessary. 

The argument for c ~ ~ t ~ ~ t i o n a l  jurisgenerative politics then is certaùily not to simply 

celebrate constitutions as they are found, for they themselves may becorne reified objects of 

worship and bases for injustice. Rather, these constitution making moments, when and if they 

can be compeued to recur, may be used as a mechanism to do more than expose the 

deficiencies in classical liberal charters (Schneiderman & Sutherland 1997, >ai) and put 

foreword proposals for constitutions underpinned with an understanding of rights that respect 

the twzn requirements of public and private autonomy as found in Habermas' fhrnework and 

concretized with a deepened set of Marshafian nghts.lS2 

'" See Micheiman's (1996) review d c l e  which tends to downplay the contribution 
of Habermas' conception of the initial source and impulse for laws as stemrning fiom the 
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It is a moment to reconstitute fiom the best reasons of a people, and from their own 

self-understanding, in a deliberative and collective process, the institutiond, nom-replated, 

and enfoccable basis for their living, consideMg the dual demands of diversity/complexity 

and effixtiveness. It is a moment to determine whether citizenship rights are to be viewed as 

"divine, moral, or legal entitlements; whether they are to be validated by intuition. custom 

social contract theory, principles of distributive justice, or as prerequisites for happiness; 

whether they are to be understood as irrevocable or partially revocab1e;whether thqr are to be 

broad or limited in number and content" (Weston, cited in Steiner & Alston 1996, 169- 170). 

Wlthout fit the understanding ofthe importance ofthese moments-of-possible-behg 

the attention of alternative publics wili continue to scatter over historical tirne, leveling the 

distinction between heated moments, and more-or-less everyday cultural Iifeworld stmggles. 

Habermas' renewed focus on the institution and medium of constitutional law as a site of 

political struggle, rather than only extra-pariiamentary, or philosophical, or ethical, or even 

parliamentary democratic disairsive sites, is not simply part of the movement to use the courts 

for constitutional challenges, particulariy in countries where a Charter dows for a more 

activist interpretation of laws and rights.ln Whereas ail of these are mûans by various groups 

democratic public sphere where values are publicly debated, rather than imposed as notions 
of the good. 

ln For example, see the former Canadian Supreme Court Justice Bertha Wdson on 
abortion (Morton and Knopf 1992). Or the case of Nisga'a has involved not only social 
identity, or cultural and politicai recognition, but also material gains (cf Fraser 1997) and 
resource gains providing a long-term matenal basis for sustaining their autonomous culture 
based in a pdcular, indigenous economy of the land. The Nisga'a camwi their land daims 
to the Supreme Court, prompting f e d d  negotiation of it. The precedent-setting agreement 
allocates $200 million, commercial fishing rights, nearly 5,000 square kilometres of Crown 
land and municipal-style seif-goverment to the 5,500 Nisgata (Globe & Mail, March 23. 
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to seek recourse for their violated integrity, Habermas' project is more than substantive mrd 

piecemeal, Le., more than simply encouraging groups to pursue these institutional paths to 

achieve recognition and compensation within the confining parameters of liberal charters of 

rights. Rather, Habermas' concern is for the ongozng prepar&on for the procedures for 

nilings on constitutional questions where an important legal principle is at stake -and not 

sirnpb in A c k e m ' s  more liberal representative understanding of "moments of constitutional 

excitement" where "the People step forward" (BFN 277). 

His is the attempt to nidicalize the very basis for the foundation and validity of al1 

projects through radiculizing the procedural mechunzsms to help distïnguish and "linguistfi" 

issues for public scmtiny (BFN ch. 6, esp. 6.3). For instance the individuatist morality which 

underlies the curent legai paradigm and its system of rights and its legit-g fhction for 

economic sociai relations and attitudes towards the physical emrironment. In other words, the 

fbsion of morality and law is often a force for maintainhg stability and certainty for the 

subsystems in spite of their distorthg and even devastating effects, rather than a positive force 

for change in the judicial system. Even more he wishes to radicalize the democratic nature of 

the legal system to allow more ethicul, context-sensitive identity and social issues, challenges 

and put the power of the state to work to complement these attempts, rather than maintaining 

the aatus quo which allows for largely hidden, informal, discretionaiy procedures and 

mechanisms for influence of the state systems by, for instance, the resources of money in the 

economy. 



In other words, Habermas' argument focuses on abstract legal and moral theory dealhg 

with non-substantive (although tied with the two-track, context sensitive) strategies in an 

attempt to slowly filter out the ability for elites, whether judicial, political, or economic, to 

introduce, formulate. interpret, and adjudicate on issues and laws of public concem behind 

closed doors, or use their own moral or ethical preferences and "discretionary powers" in 

designhg and interpreting the memring of laws, d e s  values and noms. 

When the auratic traces of the sacred have been lost and the products of a 
synthetic, world-pichiring power of imagination have vanished, the form of 
understanding, now M y  merentiated in its validity basis, becomes so transparent that 
the communicative practice of everyday Me no longer Hords any niches for the 
stmctural violence of ideologies. The imperatives of autonomous subsysterns then have 
to exert their influence on socially integrated domains of action from the outside, and 
in a discemible farhon. They can no longer hide behind the rationality differential 
between sacred and profane r e h s  of action [for instance] and reach inconspicuously 
through action orientations so as to draw the Lifeworld into intuitively inaccessible, 
fùnctiond interconnections. (TCIU 3 54) 

Habermas' attempt to understand the potential base of the normative orientation of 

social criticism and creativity in a postnational, dernomatic and constitutional d e  of law began 

with his description of the types of constitutional systems. He began with the concluding 

section of his Struckturwandel on the "trdormation of the liberai constitutionai state into a 

social-welfare state." This analysis was followed by an historical review of the Werent 

traditions of law in neory a d  Pructice, especially the chapters on the classical doctrine of 

politics and "Natuml Law and Revolution". In v o h e  two of TCA he provides a chronology 

of the exp-on of Imv (i.e., the legal regulation of new social matters that were previously 

infonnally regulated) and the uicreasing density of i" or the speciabd breakdown of global 

statements of" the legally relevant facts" into more detailed statement S. Habermas presents this 
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chronology as part of his argument to show the tendencies toward juridzjication or the 

tendency toward an increase in formal (or positive, d e n )  law in modem societies. The latter 

terni was originaily introduced duMg the Weimar Republic to describe the perceived 

institutionabation of class confiict through collective bargaining and labour law and more 

generdy, the "jwistic containment of social conflias and political stniggies" (TCA2 357). 

The rough outline of t he four epochd juridification and cowtitutionalism processes is 

described by Habermas as the following: the fkst wave Ied to the bourgeois M e .  which, in 

western Europe, developed during the penod of Absolutism in the form of the European state 

system- This legal order was interested in guaranteeing the liberty and property ofthe private 

person, and the security of the Iaw [Rechlssicherheit].The second wave led to the 

c o m . l ~ t i o ~ I  state [Rechtsstaat] which found an exemplary form in the monarchy of 

nineteenth-century Gemany. This sought the constitutionalization of the state 

[Ve~echtsstaatIzchung] in order that the administrative forrn can be interpreted through the 

d e s  of law. The third wave led to the democroric constitzrtion~l state (demokratisher 

R e c h ~ a a t t ]  spread in Europe and in North Arnerica in the wake of the French Revolution and 

preoccupies political theories even today. The last aate (to date) led finally to the denrocrutic 

we&re Hate [sotide und demokratische Rechtsstaat', which was achieved through the 

struggles of the European workers' movement in the course of the twentieth centwy (and 

codined, for example, in Article 2 1 of the Geman Gnudgesetz ( TCA2 3 5 7-3 62)). 

However, in a history of constitutional systems in the Western world, there is a fertile 

tension, not only between the Arnerican and French constitutions, but also that of the more 

ment Gennan constitutional chronicle. Habermas and Arendt have already described that 
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which is hitfiii in the former two, with Arendt favouring perhaps what she perceives as the 

American participatory republican tradition, and Habermas the French emphasis on private ond 

public autonomy through its three principles of liberty, equality, and solidarity (TP). 

154 Exponents of civic republicanism and participatory democracy share, as Phillips 
points out, a deep critique of the liberal tradition. However, they approach the critique so 
differently that it refiects 

an almost continental divide. For much of Europe, the tradition of radical democracy 
developed in close association with socialist theory and practice. It denved its 
strength from the socialist critique of inequality, arguing that it was not enough to 
create 'political' equaiities and rights. In the United States, however, radical 
democracy has been more typicdy iduenced by a tradition of smd town democracy, 
and its radicalism is less economically defined. What has most troubled writers in 
Europe is the contrast between political equality and economic subordination. What 
has most troubled writers in the USA ... is the declining sigdicance people attach to 
public affairs. In both contexts there is a debate between liberalkm and its critics, but 
there is a three-way, not a two-way, divide. (Phillips 199 1, 1 7) 
As Ehrmann (1982) notes, the French have an interestingly ambivalent attitude 

towards the state. On the one hand, they are highly individualistic and embody a sense of 
Mvero lzbero. On the other, they have a main of républicanisme that is situated alongside 
notions of the appropriateness of dingme  and étatisme, where individual and democratic 
rights live alongside collective and social notions of responsibility. These two principles stem 
perhaps fiom a strong sense of ownership of the socidy productive and nonnatively oriented 
nature of the gains struggled for and always potentially stemming fiom the state after the 
1789 Revolution. 

They see no contradiction between having a hÏghly autonomous individualism as weil 
as a strong state, regulating market forces, public seMces and provisions, encouraging 
egalitarîanism in education, and being steered politically nom a central government. However, 
their individualism is perhaps more of a Voltairian variety, méfiant and not afraid to Say so 
and at the sarne time highly reflective of the importance, nevertheles, of the state which the 
ideas and actions of their compatriotes brought forth in the 18th centruy. 

On the other hand, the mgged individualism celebrated in the US dominant political 
culture is more "action" oriented. To return to Habermas, unlike the Arnerican Revolution, 
the French Revolution created the n o m  fiom their own historyfirst and then carried forth 
the Revolution (BFN 465-6). 

However, the articulation of this divide in nation& or con~en ta i  terms is ultimateiy 
not of interest to critical theory. For the content and the intent of identity and prlliciples is not 
time or space bound. For instance, the "Amencan tradition" is just as replete with Tom 
Paine's and M.L. King, Jr.'s. They were of different times but fiom the same national and 
continental "boundary." However, they shared what is essential to a critical constitutional 
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Habermas' writings have latently brought to light how the Gaman Constitution represents an 

important socio-political example ofthe instantiation and continuing struggle over some of the 

(supposeci) lessons leamed fkom the above two "great" constitutional traditions, particdarly 

in the wake of the iII-fated Weimar Constitution. 

Few other counties have experienced the implications of the Weimar penod even 

though one could argue that some Western countries are expenencing similar constitutional 

and social crises today. The social and dislocating economic conditions are such today that 

they are seen by many, including Habermas, as again providing fertile grounds for applepie- 

and especiaily right-wing authontariankm to surface. And a partial lesson of the German 

expenence, in addition to the much discussed "national" character of the problem, is that social 

and political instability surfaces as a result of a constitution which does not encourage the 

conditions for stability and justice, not only in its political and civil conditions and culture, but 

also in helping to secure the sociwconomic conditions of a nation's people. 

Even though Gemany was the first complex society to have a welfare state system 

under Bismark, the cqcity to sustain this welfare sysystem was undermined by th& impenalist 

adventurism and rnilitary expenditures during WWI. Mer WWQ the German constitution 

changed two elements in its institutional structures dramaticdy in order to avoid the 

imrihrtionaI conditions for authoritarianism to nse again. F i  in their electoral and executive 

systems, they moved away from a straight (and more unstable) proportional representation 

theory, North Amencan or European, which is in Habermas' articulation a concem for the 
public and pnvate autonomy of all (world) citizens through the mobiiization of individual and 
collective resources and capacities. 
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(PR) to a mixed PR system. This mixeci PR system was not only more stable than the straight 

PR system (voir the post-war Italian parliament and the Israeli systems), but it was much more 

representative than the traditional majoritarian ~ystern.'~' This also gave suffiCient powers to 

"' This is. for instance, a problem that besets parliarnents which only have a straight 
proportional representation (PR) syjtem. Although the representative funetion of PR is 
supenor to the two-party systern and rnajority-vote systern, its codification of Merence in 
party politics makes consensus building on progressive policies sometimes impossible, and 
govemments ofien incapable of lasting long enough to formulate and implement progressive 
programs (Cairn 1993). Therefore, either a mixed PR system as in Germany (with a five 
percent threshold) or the EP method provides an important mechanism at the institutional 
partV politics level for a balance between diversity and a relatively stable platforni for 
implementing changes. 

The maFta?+an two-prty electoral system -unlike the mixed and threshold rnutti- 
party PR, andor mixed exenitive syaems found in most other European countries- 
idrutionalires the potential for Urationai, poiarizing, non-consensual, discontinuous political 
swings (Cairns 1993). It is precisely for these reasons that Germany, with its experience with 
right-wing institutional extremism (Kaes, Jay, & Dimendberg 1 W6), iostitutionalized 
mechanisms and procedures and principles of accommodation politics through the multi-party 
system that would avoid nich polarizing, anti-statist and anti-democratic swings. 

The even more consensus-oriented multi-party, non-ihreshold PR political systems 
of the Nordic countries, such as Finiand and Sweden, are certainly impressive (Hague 1993). 
However, they are much d e r  and more hornogeneous socio-political cultures. On the other 
hancl, the significance of the Gemuin example is that it has constitutionaily institutionalized 
a system of democratic, socid, civil, and, moa recentiy, environmental rights in a Imge. and 
increasingly mItwaf&, poizticuZ& and economicalIy complex and heterogeneouî nation- 
state. As a world economic power, its accommodation or "corporatist" politics between 
labour and business, strongly suggests that progressive social and environmental protections 
are more viable than the polarizing, anti-labour, environment, and rninority nghts politics of 
neo-conservatism and the latter's bluikered monetarist economic policies. 

The point is that the tremendous benefits of a more representaiiw electoral system 
in the form of mixed PR as well as interventioltcrry state, must not be lost in highly abstract 
discussions concerning the potential distorthg e E i s  of a more juridified state and (especially 
Anglo-Amencan, as opposed to Continental) discussions of "the politid". Therefore, 
suggestions as to the practicality and efficiency of institutionalizing the Marshaiiian triadic, 
and even approaching the broader Heldian categones of rights in other complex. modem 
international economic and legal environments could be replied to with reference to this 
enduring -although by no memts perfect- Continental orientation to protecting and 
extenrüng constitutional rights. 
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the executive in the form of the Bundeskanzler to act as guardian of the Gnmdgese~ 

providing for a more stable set of checks and balances, as predominantly found in the 

Amencan representative syaem. Simultaneously, on the other hanci, fhe c ~ ~ ~ u t i o n p r o v i d e d  

@cien? safguards for the social security of its citizen5 (Fimer, Bogdanar & Rudden 1 995). 

This con.s?itutionaliling of the political and social conditions towards securing more 

democrmic representutiveness, on the one hand, and social and economic justice. on the 

other, represents the (albeit imperfect) instantiation of the French constitutional cornmitment 

to the principles of GIeichheit and SoIicIaritÜt, in addition to the rights to secure political 

Frezheit . 

In Germany, while the democratic and social dimensions of the consthution of the sate 

are clearly articulated, they are stiu aràculated under what Habennas considers the philosophy 

of the subject viewpoint which leads not only to their analytic, but aiso their practised 

separation. For instance, there is no continuing two-track and intersubjective dimension to the 

designing and implementation of social rights. Nonetheiess, the articulation of these wo 

dimensions at a constitutional level is a significant aep. 

The lack of a clear constitutional vision which stems out of the socially-economicdy 

orientai tradition between the state and civil society has been a weakness in recent critical 

theory. Their concem has largely centred on issues of the problem of citizenship participation 

in theu democratic will-and opinion-formation due to the intrusion of aate steering 

mechanisms and commodification into the reaim of the lifeworld. However, while this is a 

problem with state mechanisms, this should not obfuscate the strengths of a system that 

secures the preconditions for economic justice (section 3.2, supra.). 
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This has been the relrrtrve weakness of the Gennan constitutional tradition: the e6ects 

of an anaiytic, and therefore practised separation between the state's helping to secure the 

conditions for the democratic and social, public and private autonomy of its citizens. This brief 

historical and materialist contextuaiization of the character of the Gennan political and welfare 

system helps explain Habermas' interest in irnproving the communicative interaction in social 

systems generaliy, and deliberative participation (while respecting constitutional boundary 

cornpetencies) of citizens, in other words, the civic (and not economic) republican tradition, 

often one-sidedly lauded by Arnerican constinitionalists. 

Habermas has always larnented the "undervaiuing and the impoverishment of the 

political and cultural reserves that a dernocratic legal state must stay rooted in" if it is to 

produce a deep identification with a way of ordering ourselves socially (PF 48). And this 

lamentation, even fear for this irnpovenshrnent of the Liberai culture of the lifeworld partiaily 

explains his commonly fierce attacks on postrnodeniist "gamings". He fears the past reavring 

in the fimire unless there are proper protections institutionalized and inveterately acquired by 

citizens. 

Habermas partiaiiy lived through the afterxnath of the Weimar Republic, witnessing 

how the not-so-civil society in the fonn of the fêr-nght was able to take over the political 

subsystem due to insuffiCient protections, bamdmes, and vigilance towards the Constitutional 

protection of al1 individuds and collective identities (Kaes, Jay & Dimendberg 1994; see also 

PDM, and Rasmussen 1990, 97, regarding the legacy of Heidegger and contextualist versus 

moral universalists). 

With the rise of populist right-wing parties and movements throughout the East and 
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Western "democracies," Habermas' intention in creating mong procedural protections for 

constitutional dernocracies is targeted more a g a h  his fear of infiltrations by the neo- 

authontarians in so-called civil society than in keeping out the agendas of progressive voices 

who seek to reassen the importance of social rights. 

His sobering experience with right-wing populism rising up through the cracks in the 

constitutional and political system is not one that many of the other Continental, or North 

Amencan critical democrats experienced. This can partidy explain the comparatively weak 

attention (for example, in the Fifkh Repubiic's skewed Presidential syst em) towards ensuring 

radicaiiy procedural protections in their normative poiitical theones. 

However, the principal point here is that, while for historical and contextual reasons 

Habermas' work became fmssed on the important project of working out the constitutional 

separation of spheres (judicial, legislative, civil, and later, econornic), justiSrmg and UnproWig 

the conditions for democratic opinion formation, too many (even critical) theonas have one- 

sidediy isolated this aspect of his project to irnprove the democratic nature of the system- 

lifeworld interaction. This overlooks the other aspect of the 20th century German context, 

which drew fkom the French constitutional and philosophical tradition, and which has become 

instantiated, codified, institutionalized in the German Gnmdgesetz after the pragmatic-political 

lessons of Weimar: that is the need for positive rights which help secure the conditions for a 

more secure (ifnot robua) civil society. As we have seen., the entwinuig of democratic and 

social constitutional protections, brought about through tragic and torturous histories. have 

not been overlooked by many of the more historically-mindfiil Europeans in the making of the 



EU political and constitutional tiamew~rk. '~~ 

Therefore, the deficiencies with Habennas' conception of a merely "pomational" 

V e r f m n g  undemiines its capacity to motivate, excite the imagination and desire for citizens 

to tum towards this new source of identity. For the preoccupation with the use of the notion 

of nation. even negatively stated in ternis of postnationaiity, has a proclivity to set up a red 

hen-hg argument. In addition, therefore, and in keephg with the dominant motivating force 

in most citizens' Lives (as attested by an 1996 OECD w e y ) ,  a properly conceived 

Ve>fm.sungptriotismus mua be able to m m y  at a minimum the intersubjective and 

delibemtive paradigm of rights with rights for economic security. Since we have already 

disatssed this point in the previous chapters, 1 wiil not belabour it here.'" Instead 1 will simply 

156 Cf Rasmussen on Rorty's remark that "Arnericans are better than Germans." The 
basis for such an argument is ad hominem writ large. By way of contrast, see PreuD and 
Offe's (1991) useful cornparison between the Amencan versus the French constitutional 
traditions. It is interesthg that these authon are perhaps too shy to introduce the German 
constitutional hybnd. For this, see PreuD elsewhere (1995). 

ln  By economic secuity 1 mean fieedom fiom the fear of economic or material need, 
not want (Leiss 1978). 

However, strategies that have attempted to appeal to economzc mtionaZism as a 
source of motivating citizen involvement in the protection of democratic, social, 
environmentai, and human rights fiom the liberaluing effects of economic globalization have 
perhaps tnisunderstood the deeper interests and understandings of citizens. On the one hana 
citizens understand that these rights are essential, with freedom from economic devastation 
being a core need (although not the core source of meaning, for instance). On the other han& 
they understand, as did Kant, that because of the determinate size of the worid, that we are 
bound to run into difndties, and that normative arguments based on nation cannot provide 
a suffiCient grounding for judgrnent, even economic security arguments, due to their 
particdaria and limited empirical understanding in a increasingly cosmopolitan world. 
Therefore, the citizen would be forced to acknowledge those arguments based on economic 
nationalism, although super£iciaily atiractive and possessing some motivating force, are of 
limited validity. Hence the capacity of "globalist" arguments to convince the public's mind that 
economic nationalists/protectionists are incorrect. As Habermas has mentioned, nationalism' s 
&cial feaîures "makes it naturdy susceptible to manipulative misuse by poïitical elites" 
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reiterate that in view of his own newly acquired appreciation for the pnnciple of 

appropriateness (Sinn der Angemessenheit from Giinther. JA 14.3 7,87.130,17 1 ), Habermas 

has perhaps not taken slfficient accmnt of the fàct that standing in the way of the postnational 

identity ided is the requirement to take senously the material concems of citizens who are 

faced with the other side of the ideal movement towards "postnationalism:" the effects of 

economic globalizati~n.'~' As we have suggested here, Europeans are threatened with more 

than losses to their sense of nation and are anxious about how and whether they can adjust to 

nich changes. They are also concemed with the effects of such "postnationalism," namely in 

the form of a loss of national regdatory oversight on, for example, the environment. It is these 

concerns that are perhaps a missing Iink that is preventing Europeans, for one, to become more 

motivated to embrace the political and even economic " Vdkergemeimchpfr~' and especially 

Ve~~sung~putriotiotismus which Habermas seeks. 

(BFN 494). Therefore, it remains a treacherous basis for normative political theory, whether 
it is conceived as procedural, dtural, or econoMc nationalism. 

However, what the citizen would certainiy be more open to is the notion that, while 
"globalization" is an unavoidable trend, the Iosr o f j r m s  of environmental, politicail d 
economic protections are no? an unavoidable part of that globalization. Instead of the old 
strategy of arguing for fiill-tirne employrnent, on the one hand, and national protectionism, 
on the other, a more effective discourse would perhaps be not one which embraces the move 
to fieeing labour frorn mundane and repetitive tasks by technology and cosmopolitan 
integration, and which asks who is having such a strong influence in the decision-makùig as 
to how those historical benefits are being dishiiuted. And the Ianguage which can perhaps 
best fiame the notion of entitiement in the detexmination of the legtimate Muence over nich 
decisions is that of rights, especially democratic rights. 

"' Whereas Habernias tends to emphasize the latter "postnational" ideal, Doem (1 993. 
39) bas suggested that the drive for a social Europe is driven by three forces. First, it is in 
reaction to the excessive zeai of the promarket orientation in 1992 which stung many citizens. 
It is also fùeiied by the relatively greater political strength of labour unions and social 
democratic traditions in many European countries. And only hally it is also a search for a 
more encompassing sense of overall comrnunity. 



Final Considerations 

The libertarian underpinnings ofthe Magna Carta in 12 1 5 ,  the American Constitutional 

orientation in 1776, and the division of the International Covenant of Human Rights in th is 

century between political and civic, and social and economic rights have al1 laid the histoncai 

and precedent basis for treaties and constitutions which "act solely in accordance with 

commercial considerations" (to cite Article 1502:3 (b) of the NAFTA agreement). There has 

been a concerted attempt (again) in the past twenty years to increasïngly confine constitutions 

and treaties to such considerations. 

The extraordinary elernent introduced by neo-liberal "poïitical" thought, represented 

now in treaty and constitution-making, is the advocacy of the reliance on market rnechanisms, 

one of the three resources in a society, to determine the policy direction of a social system. 

This rnarginalizes even the classical liberal one-sided fixation with individual rights and political 

fieedom. This increases even more the distance fiom political theories, constitutional values 

and traditions which understood the importance of the role of social and economic 

independence of the citizen, even ifit had to be imperfectly secured through the intervention 

of the state in the distribution of weaith. 

However, rather than simply bemoaning such a trend, and suggesting that such a trend 

is "evolution~" (which it clearly is not, given the dinerent types of constitutional aates cited 

earlier that were stniggled for), there should be a more comparative and historical appreciation 

and fiank understanding that such a libertarian coIlStitutiona1 basis is a product of profound 

social and political confiïcts on the nature of social organization. If one accepts such a notion 

of political conflict over the proper organization of a society and the allocation of scarce 
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goods, both as an empincal and even normative reality, then one should be less surprised by 

such defeats for those who are interested in struggies for recognition and redistribution. 

Instead, one should be nirprised that critical theorists are allowing themselves to remah in the 

position of critics of the m e n t  trend in constitutional afEairs rather than also being a part of 

the hzstorical. back-and-forth, didectic sbuggie for conditions of universal self-reaiization and 

self-determination. 

We require histoncal memory of stniggies that were fought, some that were won, many 

lost, and some which embodied aspects of both. Such an embodiment of both aspects. of the 

gains and losses -the gains of a sense of social and economic equality within the French 

Constitutional Revolution on the one hand while the imrnediatepolitical outcome of the event 

led to awfbi purges. 

We also require a compatNe anaiysis for a full appreciation of the accomplishment, 

however, ambiguous, of one Revolution through, for instance, a cornparison with its other 

"grand event, " the American Constitutional Revolution which irnportantly entrenched the 

liberal concem (against the protests of many who thought it invited "too much democracy"). 

Yet, its failing was for social protections. The consequence of that failing, compared, for 

instance, to the tragic but imrnediate outcome of the French Revolution, takes on enormous 

contours when one contemplates, for a moment, the h o f i c  intemal ghettoization of Arnerican 

society and the millions of marginalized and wasted lives as a result of social neglect. 

But again, the loss of this social dimension of constitutional legal protections should 

not be overdone, at l es t  in an academic reference. For the political rights of the individual 

were inpressive. And what is more, one c m  understand that its shortcomlligs were at least not 
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ovdooked in the constitutional basis of the other major liberal and Western revolution. In the 

end, one could, not oniy for the purposes of research with more emancipatory interests, but 

shply for the sake of histoncal accuracy of the human condition, with more of comparative 

historicai method, comprehend these constitutional revolutions and their dierent 

accomplishrnents as grand cousins that embody the poles of human potential. 

When viewed over the last two thousand years, then the last two hundred yean, such 

histoncal moments of nonviolent revolution have occurred with iocreasing rapidity since the 

fd1 of the Berlin Wall, at least in the West fiom Canada to West and formerly East European 

countries. The recognition of the need for a new agreement for the bases of identity and 

coordination is recognjzed by reluctant political and economic elites not only due to these 

political and cultural shifts, but aiso due to the economic and legal changes signded by 

Habermas and Held. 

Unfominately however, too many of these moments for political mobilization and 

awareness of the bases of citizenship have been lost. As Held's typology helps illustrate, 

stniggles over civic and cultural autonomy are essential stmggles. But to cornpiement these 

stniggies, and remain relevant to the reality of the rnajority of citizens, critical social theorists 

must JO recognize the needs of economic, social, health, and environmental rights. And these 

are not only necessary at the national level any more, but also at the regional, international and 

cosmopoiitan level. Without an analysis which avoids one-sided conceptualizations of "the 

good" and a recognition of the historic and conthued power and impact which constitutional 

moments represent for the majority of citizens, critical and even reconsûuctive efforts will not 

be as effective, and relevant as they are needed to be for those who generally d e r  firom a lack 



of conditions to exercise their right to private and public autonomy. 

But the point that has been made throughout this work is that it is not utopian, or 

merely morally responsible, but rather practicall) pussib le to generalize citizem' political, 

civic, culture. we&ùre, eeonomic mdhealrh tights thtmgh reconstnicted supranational fonns 

of democratic icnu, accountabiIity and ~ o o r d i n ~ o n .  Despite its considerable challenges 

(PreuB 1996). the anerghg EU social model for instance, provides a model for how we could 

achieve a "real utopia" at the regional level. It is a model to which critical North American 

social and politid theorists should perhaps orient more of their creative democratic, legai, and 

social research. As Habermas has said, although we need the supranational levei, we also need 

Unagination to handle the new challenges presented by the changing international conditions. 

The supranationaiizhg EU model can help excite that imagination (BR 168). 

It is, above dl, unnecessary to give in to or even sirnply react to suggestions that 

citizenship nghts for public and pnvate autonomy are utopian or unproven. Sùnilarly, it is self- 

defeating to say that such attempts have only led to Jacobin terror; that they are econornicaily 

unfeasible; that democratic participation is incompatible in cornplex, increasingly supranational 

politics, et cetera. The European countries, spurred on by long civic, cultural. incorne and 

labour struggles, represent one of the seasoned modernist attempts at fùlfilling the 

preconditions of pnvate and public autonomy. The EU model constitutes a potential "second 

chance" not only for Europe itself, but for modemity to fulfil the negative and positive nghts 

of citizens announced in the French Revolution's liberté, égalité. fratmzté. We are presently 

in an exceptional histoncal penod when a revolution over the communicative preconditions 

of political and social weii-being has been fought for, and is, in some respects, ready for the 



articulating: a revolution m e d  with constitutional proposais and complemented with the 

urgency and cornmitment of civil society in the streets. The obstacles and forces which loom 

large in our imagination against sudi a reconstmcted basis for societies are not a mere chunera, 

but they must not be one-sidedly stated: ce n 'est pcrs qu 'ils sont grands, c 'est que nuus 

sommes à gen~ux."~ 

The gaze of critical theorists has been too low. One's gaze mua raise d s ,  not lower 

them. And as Fraser ( 1 997, 2) notes, political criticism must not fai for the m e n t  pressure 

to curtail their ambitions to rernain purely oppositionai. The fact that the possibility for a 

supranational and justiciable system of justice for all is emerging rrt all is thanks to a long 

history of stmggle by civic, ciass, environmentai, women's, and cultural groups for credve 

alternatives. It has been these movernents that have created a particular constellation that 

mrrenrly provides a basis for improving beyond their borders social and economic rights that 

are aiready widely accessible for their citizens.'" 

Nonetheless, critical theorists must continue to believe in a better local, national, and 

zntemtionaI community, in the reflective knowledge that the barriers and dangers are 

considerable. But such barriers and dangers should not discourage and be dwelled on. Rather 

they should but act as impulses for the human spirit to reflexively and democratically conceive 

of alternatives. ï h i s  does not require self-interested privatisrn or wallowing qnîcism, but 

lS9 An old Chinese proverb imparted to the author in an interview with Ralph 
Mili'band. 

''O In other words, this possibility has nothing to do with a certain neo-hctionalist 
assumption of an eventual integration and spiiiover of policies fiom relatively 
noncontroversial to more sensitive political areas of policy (Baum 1996, 6). 
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rather uplifting refiective action in which ail -pariicularly the most marginaked of o u  

postnational citizens and those in the nonhuman environment- can pursue impassioned he s  

thanks to contextualized, reflective, inspired individual, collective and institutionalized efforts. 



Appeadu: 
Some Conceptuai Background to Habermas' Theories of Democraq and Rights 

This Appendix provides an oveMew of four elements that can help the reader to 
conceptually situate this study in Habermas' work. It provides: (i) a bnef unnotuted 
bibliognphy of Habermas' principle works; (ii) a brief overview of an important thesis of 
Habermas' discourse theory of soczety; (iii) a longer consideration of the fiamework for his 
discourse lheory of moralm (iv) and haiiy a critique of certain tendencies in Habermas' 
recent work which offers me an occasion to bnefly reveal some of my own biases. 

(i) With over 3,000 secondary sources as of 1990 (Rasmussen 1990)' not only does the 
literature on Habermas deserve its own bibliographic book, Habermas' very theones. related 
to the various disciplines, also deserve detailed attention. However, the primary purpose ofthis 
project is not to (re)descnbe Habermas' analytic architectonic social theory found most 
systematically in TCAl & 2. The "overriding concem" is to get a "bearing" on the implications 
of his nonnative theories of democracy and righrs for conternporary practical and 
emancipatory projects. This focus on elements of his democratic and legal theory does not rely 
on extensive famiiiarity with Habermas1 more sociological and analytic work. In any case, 
elements of that theory that are incorporated in the description of his theories of dernocracy 
and law above. While an extensive review of Habermas' more sociologically conceived theory 
of communicative action is of great interest, it would inevitably take this projeet down the 
more familiar path of another largely one-sided comrnentary and theoretic volume on 
Habermas. (For some of the best representative examples see McCarthy 1978; Ingram 1987; 
White 1987; Rasmussen 1990. For a broader review to situate Habermas among other 
members of the Frankfbrt School and its own intellectual hiaory see Held 1980; Benhabib 
1 986; Hometh 199 1 ; and Wiggerhaus 1994.) For this reason, this work circumscribes long 
descriptions ofHabermas' previous socioiogicaI& articulated analytic architectonic by limiting 
itself to its influence on his discourse theories of democracy and law. Clearly, a project with 
a theoretic and ernpincal dimension that, in addition, is attempting to remain relatively 
accessible to non-Habermasian and non-European specialists alike must sekonsciously not 
even make pretensions towards atîempting to provide, in one volume, complete 
"comprehensiveness" in either its analytic or empirical fiamework. 

Instead, and more positively, I wiii concentrate on Habermas' normative work 
especially his theories of democracy and rights and other comparative normative theories. 
However, since an appreciation of his more sociological analytic basis is, nonetheless. useful 
reading, 1 will direct the reader to either secondary, but more usually Habermas' own works 
which 1 consider usefbl for further reference on the specific topic or issue as it is broached. I 
begin this process below with a bnef annotated bibliography of Habermas1 principal works 
concerning this project. Then 1 highlight the background theory which most direct& infom 
the democratic and rights work in the m e n t  project. (Please see "Limitations" section above 
for M e r  stylistic and methodological considerations.) 

In regards to Habermas' largely sociological and critical analyses of the structural 
dynamics, crisis tendencies, and social forces which inhibit and promote changes to the social, 



at a structurai and individual level, his two-volume nieory of Communicative Action (and the 
single volume Legitimation Cnsis) is fouridational. Through a deep and wide history of 
authon and approaches, fkom Durkheim, Maoc, Weber, Mead, and Gadamer (the latter in On 
the Logic of the Sociui Sciences, inter alza.) to Lukàcs and the early Fradchrt Schook 
Habermas lays out the basis of his own reconstruction of a criticai theos, of society based on 
his theory of communicative action. In his analysis, he considers everything from the positivist, 
systems, structurai functionalist, and ManOst approaches, to the phenornenological, Linguistic 
and henneneutic approaches to help determine the bases for the change of Western societies 
tiom their traditional to modern forms of social integration and meanhg formation. 

With regards to his more philosophical reinterpretation of the dual character of 
rationaiity, and his own reconstruction of a philosophicaily defensible moral point of view as 
the basis for a new theory of justice, there are several relevant sources. In addition to the 
above two-volume ïïteory of Communicatratrve Action, the Philosophicul Discourse of 
Modemity (1 987) provides the moa sustained defence and immanent critiques of the aporia 
and, as Habermas views them, outnght deliberate mystifications of some of the heirs of left and 
right Hegelian, and post-Nietzschean positions. In Habermas' view, the apona concem the 
potentid of the counter discourse of modernity to develop &om tselfthe normative bases for 
social cnticism, and hence the prospect of reconstituting an emancipatory program at least as 
a normative dph i lo sophcd  possibility. M d  Comciousne.w and Communicative Action 
(1990) and the foliow-up volume Justr@xztion und Application (1993) are the properly 
philosophical elaborations on the preconditioas for his discourse theos> of moral@. This 
discourse theory of morality is an elaboration on the universal pragmatics for a communicative 
rationality oriented towards the consensual agreement of n o m  (fkst elaborated in 
Communication andthe Evolution of Socieg (1979)). His work in Postmet@ysicu~ Ininking 
(1992) represents a fiirther de tahg  of the pragmatic basis (from Pierce and Austin) of his 
attempt to philosophically just* the unavoidable embeddedness of "speech act immanent 
obligations" to the normal moral and cognitive developrnent (fiom Mead and Kohlberg) of a 
critical, postconventiond fonn of identity formation. 

(ü) Let us tum now to the principal socioZogicaZ thesis that provides the background to 
this work. Although Habermas' "early work" took a rather one-sided view of the "Wu of the 
public sphere (in Strukhrrmpndeel ([1962] 199 1), TOWQT& a Rational Society ( 1  97 1)' and 
Legitimation Crisis (1 973)), he has noted in the new introduction to STPS that "my diagnosis 
of a unilinear develo pment corn a politically active public to one withdrawn hto a bad privacy, 
fiom a 'culture-debating to a culture-consuming public,' is too simplistic. At the time, 1 was 
too pessimistic about the resisting power and above al1 the critical potential of a pIuralistic, 
intemaliy much differentiated mass public ..." (RPS 438). 

However, already present in Habermas' crisis analyses were the germs for what would 
become his normative theov which began to focus on the more suggestive Zogic mddynamics 
of the rationakation of the lifeworld. This is a sociological attempt to analyse why the 
promise of modemity to achieve a more just society has fden short of its potential. (See PDM 
conceming the "fork in the road signalled but not taken" in the post-Hegelian philosophic 
critical tradition.) The argument hhges on two distinctions in the TCA: first between the 



rationaiization of the Lifeworld and the rationaikation of the system; and second between the 
Iogic and û'ynmzcs of social development. 

Regarding the former, a "lifeworld can be regarded as rationalized to the extent that 
it permits interactions that are not guided by normatively ascnbed agreement but directly or 
indirectly -by communicatively achieved understanding" (TCA2 326. 329, 340). This, 
Habermas regards as "wholly positive" and should be disthguished fiom the contrasting 
tendency toward the rationalization of the system. Here, the regdation of action through 
money and bureaucratie power increasingly encroaches upon (or "colonizes") the capacities 
for critical argument, which leads to a "culturai impoverishrnent" of the lifeworld, and the 
appearance of increasingly visible pathologies (TCA xi). 

Secondly. Habermas distinguishes between the logic of potential but unreaiized 
communicative possibilities and the &nmics of actual historical development (a distinction 
he believes Weber and later Arendt overlooked in theû rather one-sided Ve~alisgeschichte 
(histoy of decline) of rnodemity). The logic of development derives fiom the structural 
Merentiation of the lifeworld into three ailturai value spheres (science, n o m  and art). If 
d o  wed to proceed unintemi ptd, these would progress towards post-conventional identities 
and the erosion of domination. However, this process is intempted and empirical development 
takes the distoned forms of a lifeworld restriaed by the global capitaiist economy and the 
bureaucratic-rnilitary aate. 

In addition, social change fiom oneform of society to another takes place when the 
following four conditions are met: new cognitive potentials and productive techniques are 
transposed fiom woridviews in which they had been latent into social institutions (for example, 
prior to capitalist development new cognitive capabilities had accurnulated in medieval 
universities and organùation techniques in the monasteries); this transposition occurs when 
syaemic problerns of the old order overload its steering capacity and throw it into crisis (for 
example, the disintegration of rnedieval feudalism); new rationality structures (both cognitive 
and technological) are stabilized in institut ions (for example, the market and modem 
bureaucraties); new capacities for resource-mobilization can be deployed (for example, the 
application of techniques of labour-saving to the production process). 

However, the stabilization of problem-solutions itselfbrings to the fore new systemic 
problems (such as class conflict or economic crisis tendencies (LC)). According to Habermas, 
modem societies me precisely in the t h e s  ufa cumpZex andprobiem~c transition, in which 
the binding force of conventional and traditional authority has been broken, but in which post- 
conventional n o m  cannot yet be stabiked (Ray 1993). 

TCA focuses on the normative and structural conditions for emancipatory action. A 
u n w g  theme in Habermas 's work is the search for communicative rationality which will 
serve as the basis for both the critique of sociology and the location of new emancipatory 
potentids. To this end, Habermas goes to considerable Iengths to develop an elaborate concept 
of communicative action which serves two purposes. Fust, through the theory of speech acts 
and social action it aims at demonstrating that the possibility of emancipation is located in the 
very constitution of the act of socialization. Secondly, Habennas looks for an histoncal 
embodiment of communicative action in social development -located in the lifeworld, a 
concept initidy derived âom [a] phenomenology but given a novel twist by linking it up with 



an analysis of [b] identity forniaton and [cl the public sphere (Ray 1993. 24). 

(üi) Perhaps more ciosely related to his discourse theones of nghts is the third element we 
wili cover here: the principal framework he developed for his discourse theory of moraii@ The 
general compulsion to develop such a theory developed &er the "sacred canopy" of religion 
and the Hegelian notion of a universal history -with a guiding thought that is capable of 
surveying the whole of history as a pre-given totality- were deemed insuificient for providmg 
the most general categories for the critique of history and knowledge. As a result, critical 
theorists have been forced to grapple with the pro blem for determinïng whai concept of tru!h 
a critical theory can apped to in legitimating its own standpoint ofjustice. Habermas seeks this 
neither in a divine WU, or a mortal consciousness bond to worldviews based on mere fact or 
nom. Rather he seeks the basis for social criticisn in a linguistic reforrnulation of historical 
matenalism where language is seen as a "universal medium" through which the social and 
emancipatory life of hurnans could unfold. Through this medium. the socio-dturd form of 
Life is bound to systems of symbolically mediated interaction, rather than consciousness. A 
universal pragmatics of language would provide the normative basis of communication, plus 
it would simultaneously explain the nature of systematicdly distorted lifeforms (McCmhy in 
LC xi, xi). 

The "transcendental-pragrnatic" dimension of Habermast strategy for justice and the 
basis for normative judgements in social conflicts are based on the claim that argumentation 
necessady involves pragrnatic presuppositions from whose normative content a basic mord 
pMciple can be derived (JA 83-86)?' Unlike the categorical imperative of Kantian moral 
theory which relies, to some extent, on a principle of private moral deliberation, Habermas' 
normative basis for social criticism requires a bridging principle of publicity which insias that 
all affected by a decision mua  be able to accept the consequences of its general observance. 
Such general observance would in tum rely not on f o n s  of transcendental consciousness 
(Kant), or on ethically-generated notions of the good (Taylor), or restricting political 
conceptions of justice to issues which can generate an "overlapping consensus7' (Rawls), but 
on radicalized forms of and forums for communicative interaction. This tums Kant's 
enlightenment project of submitting aii c l a h  and counterclaims to authority to the free 
examination of public reason and ultimately to "establishing institutions and procedures to give 
thern social effect7' (McCarthy 1997, 214 & 204). While a discourse theory of morality is 

16' While making the distinction between strategic and communicative rationality and 
action, Habermas' earlier work suggests that one must also make the distinction between the 
intentions ofthe actors. For instance, one shodd distinguish between instrumental or strategic 
action onented towards pnvate, selfish, technical and individual gain and interest, and 
instrumental action oriented towards an emanczpotory interest, or strategic action and 
rationality taken in the interests of ail. However, later Habermas abandons this 
"episternologicai" basis for justifjing action orientations. He seeks Uistead to base the 
determination of the relative "morality" of actions on different intentions of actors using 
practicd (as opposed to purely theoretical) reason. 



generally used to raise validity claims and with it a common "global" language and (procedural) 
conditions to bring just outcornes to generalizable Uiterests, he no longer talks of it in ternis 
of an "ideal speech situation." The latter fomulation has led too many cntics (such as 
MacIntyre and Wellmer) to fd vidim to the "fdacy of misplaced concreteness" or the 
"hypostatizising of the ideai" (BR 146-9; JA 163-165). AU these have also led to an 
exaggemtion of the importance of moral phzlosophy (compared for instance to politid 
economy and legal theories. See Cronin 1993, xx). 

The general importance of a moral or ethical theory is that it is supposeci to help one 
decide how to make a judgement on how to act. However, according to Habermas, this 
cordation of "moral" with "ethicai" (and poiiticai) theories is the bais for deepseated 
problems in contemporary political phiiosophy. The dominant image of Habermas' theory of 
justice has been of a German philosopher attempting to establish one-side* universalist (i.e., 
hermeticaily seaied) presuppositions for an ideal speech situation (a reworking of Apel's Ideaie 
Komrnunzkmonsgeemeimc~ proposai) through which al1 discussion and judgement codd 
and sharld pas to validate claims. This characterization has been parti* due to his own 
confusion in calling some of his eariier work the search for an ideal speech situation, and his 
later work a discourse ethics. Instead, he has clarified his work as a more differentiated (and 
less ambitious) discourse theory ofmorality. (The confusion was naturally aiso aided by those 
who have been too suspicious of any attempts to retrieve an emancipatory potentiai fiom the 
public use of reason.) Nonetheless, cnticisms that his theory of justice does not allow for a 
diversity of voices, or, in his conceptuali;rrrtion, "action orientations" have helped him recently 
c lare  this issue. 

As noted above, Habermas1 first step towards clarifyuig his view of diversity in political 
action orientations is to acknowledge that the terni "discoune ethics" is too broad a term 
under which to attempt to understand and provide a normative poiitical theory to help orient 
the divenity of discourse and action orientations in Western societies (JA, Preface, 2). Instead, 
he clarifies that what he had been preoccupied with providing before were the preconditions 
for a discourse theory ojmoral.y. This refen to the necessary preconditions in a given 
situation to achieve some generdy binding coItSellszIs of what norms are best for al1 those 
concerned in a given society. 

Compared to this a discourse theory of democracy would have Merent, less strhgent 
criteria (BFN 565, n.3). It would not attempt to seek what moral norms are equally good for 
ali in society, but rather, set up conditions which would mediate and allow ali those who are 
Hected by apartimIm zsme to attempt to corne to some necessarily imperfect and temporaily 
binding agreement nom ali of their vaqing strong preferences. Rather than viewing Habennasl 
project as conceiving of a uniforin approach to decision-making or only oriented towards 
consensus formation around some sense of hypermorality, Habennas recognizes the 
misunderstanding that his use of the notion of discourse ethics had on those concerned with 
such issues as context, power, identity' etc. in the formation of new political will (he has made 
brief mentions of this misunderstanding before. See for instance, AS). 

His conceptual categorinition of the different uses of reason (and the validity of even 
ignoring r ewn  altogether in the appropriate context) is usefiil in understanding how a citizen 
may decide to act under different constraints and possibiiities. It helps dari@ the different 



assunptions that underiie Kantian, Anstotelian and utilitarian approaches to morality. These 
three philosophic approaches have generalIy been oriented towards mord, ethic& and 
pragmatic bases for judgement respectively. 

In Justrijication and Application (1993) Habermas refines his distinction between 
morally, ethico-existentiaily, and politico-pragrnatically oriented uses of reason. According to 
Habernia$ ethicd questions contain imperatives which can be understood as an "ought" that 
is a strong subjective preference and, yet, which is not absolute. "What you 'should' or 'must' 
do has here the sense that it is 'good' for you to act in this way in the long run, ail things 
considered. " 

However, according to Habermas, the 
meaning of the question What should I do?' undergoes a m e r  transformation as 
soon as my actions affect the interests of others and lead to contlias that need to be 
deteminecl tbrough a process that would aliow some form of consensus to emerge that 
would be at leaa temporarily acceptable to dl, that is the use of reason fiom the moral 
point of view.. . . [Elthical questions point in a Werent direction f?om moral questions: 
the regdation of interpersonai conficts of action redting fiom opposed interests is 
not yet an issue. Whether I would like to be someone who in a case of acute need 
would be willing to defraud an anonymous insurance company just this one time is not 
a moral question, for it concems my self-respect and possibly the respect that others 
show me, but not equal respect for dl ,  and hence not the symmetical that everyone 
should accord the integrity of all other persons (JA 5).  
Finally, Habermas makes a third distinction beyond ethical and mord points of view 

to that of the pragmatic. 
Pragmaric tasks are informed by the perspective of an agent who takes his preferences 
and goals as his point of deparhue. Moral problems cannot even be conceived fiom 
this point of view because other persons are accorded merely the status of means or 
limiting conditions for the realization of one's own individuai plan of action. In 
strategic action, the participants assume that each decides egocentricaüy in accordance 
with his own interests ... . (JA 5-6) 
Habermas' reference to understanding the appropriate level of discourse in order to 

approach a problem on the nght level -for instance, as a philosophic and moral problem open 
to speculative reasoning versus a more ethical problem subject to individual and group values, 
or a pragmatic problem requiring strategic considerations- is analogous to Held's notion of 
approaching problems and their solutions nom either a position of what is ideal, what is 
attainable, and what is urgent (1 995 206-2 16). For instance, much of Habermas' recent work 
on the discourse theos, of morality has dealt with the ideai conditions for consensus formation 
around problems. This levd of discourse is not always appropriately applied in conditions 
where there are choices to be made in a partisan politicai context between, for instance, a neo- 
Iiberal and a social democratic candidate. Aithough one may attempt to use a philosophic point 
of view to encourage or conviace either candidate that they take a more moral position of 
providing universaliy accessiile childcare, for instance, this level of discourse may not produce 
the ideal result. However, after this attempt has been exhausted, and the only alternative left 
to citizens is then the stmtegic contest between either of these candidates working fiom their 



own ethically and pragmatically infonned platfonns, one must take action in the form of a vote 
that is a form of pragmatic and ethical discourse, or at the level of what goals are attainable 
or urgent, rather than what may be ided. In the example of the univenally accessible childcare. 
ifthat is one's ideai, the ideai that would stem from one's moral and philosophical arguments, 
then one would prefer to pick the social democrat's platform which rnay quproxzmute that 
ided goal rather than the neo-liberals' whose goal would be oriented towards a morepayper- 
service orientation. 

In the contemporary inteliectual miiieu, Habennas' discourse theory of rnordity is 
ofien compared to cornmunitarian (such as Charles Taylor's) politics of the good. Taylois 
poMcs of remgnition and authenticity is a useful means to retrieve a sense of what he calls the 
"moral agent" (1 992) which resides in all citizens, and which, when contacte& can be a source 
of "knowing" how and where to act on what is iatuited as right or wrong in society. The means 
of recovering this Herderian sense of authenticity towards politicai and civic guidance for the 
individual is for Taylor bea expressed by Rousseau: 

Le sentiment de l'existence dépouillé de toute autre affection est par lui-même un 
sentiment précieux de contentement et de paix qui sufnroit seul pour rendre cette 
existence chère et douce a qui sauroit écarter de soi toutes les impressions sensueiles 
et temestres qui viennent sans cesse nous en dimaire et en troubler ici bas la douceur. 
Mais la pluspart des homme agités de passions continuelles connoissent peu cet état 
et ne l'ayant gouté qu'imparfaitement durant peu d'instans n'en conservent qu'une idée 
obscure et confuse qui ne leur en fait pas sentir le charme. (Quoted in Taylor 1994, 
29.) 
For Habermas, there are considerable and undeniable arguments in favour of the 

existentid-ethical, community- and fnendship- based models of the political. They are the 
voices and inward means of communication and understanding with our "moral expectations" 
(MCCA). However, while Taylor's theory is a useful mode of inner communication in order 
to either retrieve the moral agent at an individuai, or, more radically, at a social levei, such a 
mode of communication may aiso be inappropriate jor a parti~llor kinù of "discourse," 
especially if considered on its own (SR). Its inappropriateness in more forma1 means of 
decision-making and in complex and power-laden contexts becomes particularly apparent 
when these models lack critical critena for determinhg the rightness of validity upon which 
diverse individuals, groups, or nations, et cetera, can agree as being relative& fiee of power 
or of strong or "integrative" preferences. For the danger of models that re[y solely, or 
undzflerentiatedly on a pregiven and integrating ethical horizon or intuitive basis is that if 
others cannot fieely see their general will embodied in the virtues of such an horizon, at its 
most extreme, as Rousseau says, "on les forcera d'être libre. " 

It is essential therefore, if one is to provide a useful critique of Habermas' work (such 
as BFN), to engage its arguments at their appropriate level. While BFN is a largely theoretic 
piece which seeks "coherence at a metalevelu (Preface), it necessarily exposes itself to attacks 
by both "realists" and "visionaries" due to the precise fact that it at least attempts to bridge, 



again, without collapsing, the gap between these two levels of discourse and mdysis.lQ 
Such an attempt at bridging-without-coilapshg the discourses of "theory and practice," 

morai, ethicai, and political theory and its implications is still crucial to Habanas. While 
viewed as problematic by those who may maintain a one-sided theoretical interest in 
emancipatory work for instance, Habermas suggests that the practical engclgement is really 
a necessary dimension ofeven theoretic work in order to avoid cognitive, moral and existentid 
quagmires. This is the means by which and the point where Habermas' moral theory 
strengthens itself with the infinite other "background" sources of ethical and moral vision. 
"Moral issues" Habermas aates in MCCG 

are never raised for their own sake; people raise them seeking a guide for action. For 
this reason the demotivaied soIutiom t h  postcomentional morality finds fur 
decontextuuIized issues must be reinserted into practicaI Ive. I f  it is to become 
effective in practice, moraiity [and a discourse theory of rnoraiity, for instance] has to 
make up for the loss of concrete ethical life that it incurred when it purnied a cognitive 
advantage. Demotivated solutions to decontexhialized issues can achieve practical 
efficacy only if two resulting problems are solved: the abstraction from contexts of 
action and the separation of rationaily motivated insights fiom empirïcal attitudes must 
both be undone. Every cognitivist morality will conf?ont the actor with questions both 
fiom the situation-specific application and of the motivational anchoring of moral 

'" For example, Habermas notes that BFN has been interpreted by some as utopian 
and by others as conservative (BR 88). Those more familiar with the reality of power politics 
would make the former point, and those who argue from the more cornfortable position of 
phfiosophical analyses and ideals will idente bis efforts as conservative. 

Less centrally, but worth noting is that there also tends to be an in-built 
methodological bias in the debate between the radical proceduralias and cornmunitarians. 
This bias can be exemplified by the argumentative fdacy which often stymied theorists during 
Cold War debates. In such debates, those arguing for "capitalism" would usually refer to the 
ideal of capitalism, with its values of individualism, prosperity, and freedom whiie attaclang 
not the ideals of socialism, but rather the "actudy existing" aate comrnunist countries. Of 
course, these are two entirely different levels of discourse with entirely distinct burdens of 
proof to support the validity of theü arguments. Innead, for a mutually constructive debate 
to occur, philosophical points should be responded to with reference to philosophical 
arguments, and practical-politicai arguments should be advanced with practical-political 
points. Whereas the individual arguing for a philosophical ided will always have an easier time 
to defend her position than the individual who must defend or promote a position that is 
thma into the quagmire of actuai (socio-economic-geo-) political stniggle. 

While the content of the cornmunitarians versus the radical proceduralists' arguments 
is different fkom that of the "capitalism vs. socialism" &gument, cornmunitarians ofien engage 
in siimilarly slippery fonns of debate, which makes deeper understanding of the actual 
philosophzcaI versuspoliticc~I merences and similarities, strengths and weaknesses between 
the recognition and radically proceduralists' approaches difncult to achieve. 



insights. And these two problems can be solved only when moral judgment is 
supplemented by something else: hermeneutic effort and the internakation of 
authority" (MCCA 179; see aiso JS for an elaboration on the intemal relationship 
between "justice and solidarity" in "Stage 6".) 
The "abstraction f?om contexts of action and the separation of rationally motivated 

insights fiom empincal attitudes must both be undone" by continuaIl) reimerting oneselfback 
into the source of one's conception of ethical life. The source of this conceptionalization of 
ethical life is varied, stemrning from "the moral gramma? that we find in our matenalia, 
bodily, histoncal, ethical, everyday and solidanty circles. Although more politically, e thidy 
or morally orientai theories and philosophicd approaches -including that of Taylor's- can 
help ethically and politically reorient ourselves, the works of authors as diverse as Fraser, 
Marsh, Benhabib and Honneth have sought to develop theu own more politically, embodied, 
and vibrant ethical approaches which nonetheless do so with an appreciation of the overall 
fiamework of work such as Habermas'. As 1 understand hun, it is Habermas' contention that 
these theories and philosophies that help the individual develop an embodied and inveterate 
sense of the good and the right are the most important means by which one develops the seme 
of cppropriateness (Sinn der Angemessenheit) which is the bridging mechanism by which 
individuals help develop an understanding of which level of discourse is appropriate to engage 
in (JA chap. 5). A deontologicd and abstract theory of morality c a ~ o t  adequately MfiI this 
role. 

(iv) This dissertation, while accepting much of the general fiamework of Habermas' 
project, is also somewhat critical of certain tendencies in Habermas' project. These tendencies 
include, for instance, the ove* forma1 and mord character which Habermas' later work took 
on; his perhaps excessive critique of the redemptive power of a democratic state and its 
administrative infiastructure, while elevating., on the other hand, an undifferentiated civil 
society; but, more importantly, and yet comected to the latter point is bis marginalization of 
the distorting effects of corporate power and class generally. While these critiques emerge 
within the chapten of this dissertation, 1 will encapnilate them briefly below. 

First, even while respecting the need for the anaZytic Merentiation of levels and f o m  
of discourse as noted in the above section, this work nudges, and even pushes, Habermas dong 
where his more f o d  approach and move to a more moral theory often seem to prevent him 
from going. For instance, whereas the move from a mere philosophy of consciousness to a 
philosophy of intersubjectivity and communication is radical and emancipatory, an adherence 
to a deontological and formal approach can, as many have argued, lead to the Wiual 
entrapment of the author in the sometïmes artiificidly set bounds of his theory (cf. Rasmussen 
1990; McCarthy 199 1 ; Honneth 199 1 ; Benhabib 1992 for fnendly critiques.) 

1 am dso critical of Habermas' lack of a clearer account of the resurgent importance 
of the power of money and class relations. I take this position nonetheless with a sympathetic 
eye towards the historical and politicai context in which he has &en much of his work (see, 
for instance, the Concluding Remah) .  This lack of clarity regarding the still strongb 
strucnuing character of class relations allows itself to fail, for instance, into the excessive use 
of such works as Cohen and Arato's effort on civil society. Therein, for instance, they tend to 



highlight what the spheres of civil society con& oc such as pnvacy, publicity, legality, and 
plurality. However, l e s  explicitly elaborated is who the subjects are who make up this 
intersubjective p i d t y  of "civil" society (BFN 3 70). 

One is tempted to think, though, that the old attempted sleight-of-hand oflriral theory 
exposed by M m  regarding bourgeois-homme-ciroyen (STPS I 1 1 - 129) continues only slightly 
modied as bourgeois-soczeté civile-citoyen, whereby "civil societism" (rather than the more 
blatantly and one-sided liberal-individuaikt "homme") and the concomitant talk of critical but 
insufficient-on-their-own political and civil rights are the new clothing to continue to seduce 
critical publics into a c o q  slumber. For instance, Cohen and Arato's ( 1992) highiighting of the 
issue of human or civil rights were critical in consideration of the hiaoric epoch and presence 
of the catastrophic abuses of those rights in the former state comunist countries of the East 
Block. However, as I argue in this project, critical attention, at least in the Western liberal 
dernomcies, while keeping those rightsfirmf'y in sight (Sunstein 1994)- must move on from 
a one-sihd consideration of those rights which the dominant liberal political culture already 
safeguards fairly weU (at least for certain classes of "civil society"). 

This attention to differentiate what we are attempting to limit or conversely aid in the 
access to legislative power in the vague concept of "civil society" is conceptuaiiy and 
politically essential. While it is certainly portentous to differentiate the economy fkom the 
political system to highlight its illegitimate influence on the latter, the who that needs limiting 
and the d j e c t s  wiwithui civil society that need greater access to the communicative power of 
the citizens' primary public forum for legislative power are sometimes left unclear. 

Similady, while we are clearer about Habermas' general princiipal intention -to point 
to ideal preconditions for fainiess in order to expose extant illegitimate conditions of access 
to power (Benhabib 1992)-, he is not always clear on who he sees as problematically accessing 
the power of the state. On the one han& Habermas does not elaborate much on the economic 
eues' desire to rollback or block, for instance, environmental protection policies; or national. 
regional, provincial, or municipal levels ofparties or Ntnrmbenî governments that wish to 
roilback social programs in the populist name of "localism" (Aiinsky 197 1) or by appeal to the 
self-correcting market mechanism as a more efficient functional system than national. 
constinitionally determined standards for the protection of the environment, women, or the 
poor. Or, finally, they are members of "civil society" itself. such as bigoted or racially 
motivated associations, that wish to have certain gains by other members of "civil" society 
repealed. 

Therefore, membership and arguments of these three analyticaiiy distinct subsyaerns 
-the economy, administration, and civil society- need to be dlstinguished for instance, in the 
sphere of the economy (smd- and medium-shed enterprises &om transnational and 
unregulated international money and bond traders); in the nibsystem of power (parties and 
governments, bureaucrats, officiais and judges who and which are open rather than pre- 
judicially closed to new social and economic protections); and, fïnally, the differentiated 
members of civil society mentioned above. 

Habermas laments that too many "critical" models are too one-sidedly crisis-oriented 
rather than reconstnrctive-oriented (BR 13 8- 13 9, 14 1). Nonetheless, his own cnsis analysis 
and initial lop-sided mtiques of administrative power, which he is haltingly attempting to 



distance himself from (BR 13 5),  are now corning to haunt his other interest embodied in the 
EU, that is to develop postnational identity bases. However, his selfkonfessed one-sidd 
critical analyses of administrative power were so influentid that they continue to uifom one- 
sided dticisms of the EU as being too bureaucratie, rather than equdy pointhg out other 
wen more senous sources of democratic iIiegitimacy (BR 158). 

The relatively excessive lambasting of state " paternalistic bureaucraties" &out c m  by 
Habennas, "oriented as they are by economic rationaiity" (BFN 503). is still a problern in much 
ofhis work. Admittedly, Habermas has recentiy attempted to distance himself from this aitical 
focus, especidy in light of what he caiis the "devastating" distorthg effects of externd 
economic power formations (not merely econornicaiiy-onented administrators, for instance) 
on the conditions for citizens' opinion- and will-formation (BR 180). 

Finally, we must remember that the neo-conservative "revolution" occurred in part due 
to the fact that critical social scientists in welfare states were largely caught writing and 
reading, again and again, largely one-sideùiy critical works on welfare and political nghts 
systems and their institutions rather than building on positive recomtrucrions of those albeit 
ambivalent, dual-sided rights and institutions stniggled for by previous generations (Fraser 
1997; Rorty 1998). 

As Honneth has pointed out, Habemas' own theory has possibly led to the 
encouragement of this middle-class seIfIfinterest. By proposing that political struggle has 
moved from "cruder" ideological and class issues to issues concerning the more nuanceci, 
postmaterial fragmentation of the lifeworld, Honneth suggests that Habermas anointed those 
with greater inteiiectual and analytic capacities to recognize the dissonance between distorted 
and undiaoned communicative fonns as the emergent vanguard of social change. The 
consequence of this class anointment and the orientation away £tom class to postmaterialist 
issues was that it legitimized, ironicaliy for Habermas' more universalin project, a narrowing 
of the research interests of intellectuals away fiom the multifàcceted rnanner in which the power 
of money distorted social and political life and institutions towards analysing and descnbing 
the variety of distortions within the social itself.'" Rather than retracing it to the econornic 

163 Along with other authors interested in revitaiizing civil society, Habemas holds 
a deep regard for the cultural activism and agond spirit released by the French Revolution. 
However, in a spirit that resonates with the critique by Horkheimer and Adorno of the 
massification of culture, he notes the "ambiguous physiognomy" of the expression and 
implications of a one-sided culnual politics. "One is not quite sure," he suggests, "whether 
this 'dture society' reflects only the comrnercially and strategically 'exploited power of the 
beautifid' -a semantically desiccated, privatistic mass c d n ~ e  or whether it might provide 
receptive ground for a revitaiized public sphere" (PSP 471; cf. Rorty 1997). 

One has reason to wonder whether the culturalist orientation, particulariy if it does 
not continue to theorize other, ofien more monarchial and not merely "discursive" or cultural 
forms of power, can seduce one to be a "nonconfonnist" in issues that do not matter for 
marpinaiyed groups, individuals, or one's own integrity, and a conformist on issues and in 
moments that do (Fraser 1997). 



redm, the middle-class theorist has tended to trace it back to another r e h  of research, wkch 
Habermas legitimized, the administrative reah. The tracing back of distorting effects to this 
sphere, rather than also to that of economic relations within which the middle-and upper- 
middle class intellectuals were themselves irnplicated, has provided a "complementary" voice 
to more nght-wîng anti-state theories. 

It must be recalied that while Habermas' own theoretic perspective has encompassed 
the understanding and resuirch interest in the effkcts of ail  three -social, political, economic- 
forces on each other, other criticai theorists have sometimes fallen for the current social trend 
to consider oniy parts of his andyiic and research fhnework. This has helped to legitimize a 
cu~turdy, socially and, as Hometh notes, more professiondy rewarded orientation within 
capitalia society. As he notes, "the cultural milieu of the dominant class awards premiums of 
social recognition to the most complex and abstract presentation of normative convictions 
without examining the power of these ethical self-portraits to provide action orientation." 
Meanwhile, the social underclass does not have a "comparable potential to stimulate the 
elaboration of its own value conviction; rather, its members are excluded fiom the possibility 
of ethical examination or verbal stylization oftheir noms of action by the processes of cuiturd 
reproduction . . . " which some critical theorists have themselves helped to reproduce (Honneth 
1995,211). This can also serve as at least one criticisrn among many for which some of this 
present work and its author are accountable. 
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